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PREFACE

This report covers research and development activities which have been conducted with

TIARA(Takasaki Ion accelerators for Advanced Radiation Application) during the period from April

2002 to March 2003, and also gives an outline of the operation of TIARA in the same period.

All accelerators in TRA. the AVF cyclotron, the 3MV tandem accelerator, the 3MV

single-ended accelerator and OkV ion implanter, have been operated steadily since the construction

were completed in 1993, and have supplied the beam-time to the esearch programs as had been

recognized in advance by the Subcommittee of TIARA of Advisory Council for JAERI's Research

Facilities. In the same time, available species and energy ranges of ions have been widened to meet

requirements from users, and the quality of ion beams have been improved gradually.

In the semiconductor devices for space, triple-junction space solar cells were examined by

irradiation experiments with various energies of protons and optimized for space use from relative

damage coefficient curves. Test chips of deep sub-micron CMOS were also examined by

high-energy heavy ion iadiation to evaluate sensitivity or immunity for single event latch-up and

single event upset. Measurement of transient ion beam induced current was newly applied to silicon

carbide pn junction using the heavy ion microbeam system. Charge collection mechanism of single

event transient was studied in photonic devices such as InP-InGaAs avalanche photodiodes.

Anomalous charge collection in SOI structure devices are also examined by 100 MeV ions and

theoretical analyses were tried to introduce for it.

In the field of biotechnology, human fibroblast cells were hit individually with a predefined exact

number of ions of Ar or Ne using heavy-ion microbeam. A clear bystander response was observed

in a confluent cell population independent of these LETs and number of charged particles delivered to

the target cells. For the positron emitting tracer imaging system (PETIS), the PETIS was applied to

the analysis of photoassimilate transportation in a bean plant using 'IC02, and the effect Of C02

enrichment on the transportation was evaluated quantitatively. For the mutation induction of plants by

ion-beam irradiation, many crops were used in order to generate new varieties for the purpose of food

resources and promoting new industry. Explants of trees were also iadiated to breed new plants for

the conservation of global environment.

In the field of radiation chemistry and organic materials, it was newly found out that the

formation of crosslinked polymer nano-wires by single ion hitting is possible for not only polysilane

but also a variety of Si-based polymers in relation closely to the efficiency of the crossfinking reaction

on the size controllability. The absorption spectroscopy system that was obtained by introducing the

single photon counting technique enabled the heavy ion pulse radiolysis in the nanosecond time

region.

In the field of nuclear fusion reactors., various materials (ferritic/martensitic steels, Li2TiO3

ceramics, SiC/SiC composites, vanadium and austenitic stainless steels) were irradiated with single,

dual or triple-ion beams for the simulations of neutron damages and effects of He and H accumulation

due to transmutation reactions. Effects of simultaneous irradiation on physical., chemical and

thermo-mechanical properties as well as microstructural evolutions are investigated. The fuel cladding

materials austenific stainless steel. SUS304L. zircaloy-2) for light water reactors were also irradiated

at elevated temperatures to examine the generation mechanisms of the radiation-induced corrosion
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cracking.

In the field of inorganic materials, highly-mobile defects in Cu and Au disks were found by

in-situ TEM observation during ion-irradiation and the defect-impurity interactions were clarified.

The irradiation effects of carbon cluster ions (C4', C8') with energies of 0.5 MeV/atorn on solid

samples were investigated by using the energy spectra of electrons emitted from them compared with

Cl'. The crystalline-to-amorphous transformation due to Ar ion-implantation was investigated for

various carbon materials including C6o by using X-ray photoelectron and Raman spectroscopies As

for the application of micro-PIXE, the two dimensional distribution for Fe, Ca, Si, Al, Mg and Na

atoms in the clay minerals was successfully obtained by the combination of the Ge and newly

installed Si(Li) detectors.

In the field of materials analysis, this item contains the studies based on various different

motivations, and they are at the leading edge in the relevant fields. The point defect studies

with MeV lectrons have been extended up to an applicative study such as the radiation-

induced precipitation in a model alloy of high pressure vessel in nuclear reactors. Effort on

functionalization has been made by employing the processes associated with the introduction

of atomic defects and/or impurities, and also the general radiation effect on physical/chemical

modification was utilized as a kind of fine-machining. Recent progress in generating the

intense C6o beams has opened up the new and interdisciplinary studies covering from

radiation effects for chemical modification to fundamental collision process of cluster ions

with solid matter.

In nuclear science and radioisotope production, the development of positron-emitting

radioisotopes to be used in biology was continued. In particular, production of Br isotopes (especially

76 Br) was developed using an isotope separator. For the therapy of cancer of bone, synthesis method

of endohedral 133 Xe-fullerol was developed by addition reaction of hydroxyl groups to endohedral

113xe-fullerene.

In the field of ion beam engineering, the effect of thin layer (Bolqding agent) on

fluorine penetration in the teeth were measured by using proton induced gamma-ray

emission (PIGE) in the micro beam system. In the in-air micro-PIXE analysis, the

accumulation of cisplatin in the nucleus was confirmed for the first time in human gullet

cancer cells TE-1. In order to study the particle scavenging properties and the chemical

characteristics of snow crystals., in air micro-PIXE analysis was newly applied. The

sub-micron ion beam system was successfully achieved to produce the minimum beam

w'dth of 0. 16+0.02gm in diameter with 46keV H2' beam. The stable generation of fullerene

(C60) ions have succeeded by Freeman ion source with grain size sample Of C60. To study

the interaction between MeV energy cluster ions and matter., secondary charged particles

were measured by using TOF mass spectrometer. The MeV H' and 3MeV Zr 4 ion beams

were irradiated on silica glasses and phosphosilicate glasses. The result indicated that '

density in the glass after doping was no drastically change to effect ion conductivity of the

glasses.

In the field of radiation shielding for accelerator facilities, three experiments have been

conducted aiming to contribute to the radiation safety of the accelerator facilities. The first

one is on the characterization of 38 Cl and 39CI produced by high-energy(4OMeV) neutron
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irradiation to Ar gas containing aerosol, and these radio nuclides turned out to be formed as

aerosol, acidic gas and gases. The second one is on a successful measurement of secondary

charged particle spectrum from tens of MeV neutron induced reactions using a

newly-developed Bragg Curve Spectrometer (BCS). The third one is on a successful test of

a newly-developed phoswitch-type nutron monitor detector applicable to neutrons with

energies from the thermal energy up to 10OMeV.

In the field of accelerator technology, on development of a flat-top acceleration system for the

AYF cyclotron, a preliminary beam of 26OMeV 2Ne 7, was accelerated successfully by flat-top

conditions. In order to measure the energy spread of the beams with high resolution using a dispersive

magnet system, a new micro-slit system with a minimum gap of gm was planned. On measurement

of the energy spread for the several MeV proton beams using the nuclear resonance method, an

automatic measurement technique was applied so that acquisition time reduced to a third. An

emittance value of the Helium beam generated by the R source was measured using the multi-slit

CCD type monitor, which was developed to measure it easily and quickly with low cost.

The AVF cyclotron was operated 3433 hours in 2002 fiscal year. The frequencies of the changes

of ion species, beam energy, beam course and harmonics in a year has been gradually increased. This

is the result the machine has accepted many requests of the users. In order to avoid from the radiation

damages for the electronic components of the cyclotron, an estimation of accumulated dose for the

surrounding devices of the cyclotron was caff ied out.

The reception of the users and the supports on utilizations for the experiments, safety

management of the radiation controlled area., and other duties have been practiced smoothly.

The Twelfth TIARA Research Review Meeting was held on June 19 and 20, 2003 in Takasaki of

which subjects were reported in this issue. 13 oral and 87 poster papers, and two invited lectures were

presented. 313 persons participated the meeting.

We owe the progress mentioned above to advices of the Consultative Committee for the

JAERI-Universities Joint Research Project and Subcommittee of TIARA of Advisory Council for

JAERI's Research Facilities.

N

Masahiro Saidoh, Director

Advanced Radiation Technology Center

Takasaki Radiation Chemistry Research Establishment
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1.1 Analysis of proton degradation for triple-junction space solar cell

T. Sumila*, S. Kawakita*, M. Imaizumi*, S. Matsuda*,
T. Ohshima**, A. Ohi** and T Kamiya**
National Space Development Agency of Japan*
Department ofMaterial Development, JAERI**

Untroduction cell performance under calibrated dual light
Since satellites are mainly powered by solar sources solar simulator adjusted to the AMO

cells in space., analysis of proton radiation spectrum were measured before and ater the
damage on solar cells is extremely important for irradiations. The spectral response (SR) of each
predicting performance ofsolar cells on an orbit. sub-cell was obtained by using monochromatic
Although radiation tolerance of Si and GaAs light source with color bias light illumination on
space solar cells has been investigated by many a 3J cell. The lock-in amplifier distinguishes
groups"".. multi-junction solar cells consist of between a specific sub-cell response by the
various bandgap semiconductors have recently chopped monochromatic light and steady output
received considerable attention because of their from other two sub-cells due to the color bias
high conversion efficiency. Therefore, analysis light.
of radiation tolerance of the multi-junction solar
cells is necessary in order to apply the such cells
to space satellite missions. ARC 0.14ttm

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) has InGaP top cell 03ORM
developed much methodology for predicting 3:1

performance degradation due to trapped protons
and electrons in space with certain energy G&M middle ll 3.Opm
spectra, using gTOund-based irradiation TT

experiments with mono-energetic particle Ge bottom cell
irradiations. In the prediction methodology, (substrate) 150tLm
relative damage coefficients (RDC) are derived
from te irradiation measurements. The RDC Fig.1 Schernatic of the 3J cell for space use.
curve indicates the cell output degradation The each sub-cell has connected in
attributed to high energy particle-induced series through the tunne junctions U).
defects as a function of particle energy.

In this paper., we report the results of
irradiation experiments with various energies of 3.Results and Discussion
protons on triple-junction (3J) solar cells Figure 2 shows typical degradation trends of
optimized for space use and analyze the obtained the solar cell parameters (short circuit current:
RDC curves. Isc, open circuit voltage: Voc, and maximum

power: Pmax) as a function of proton fluence for
2.Experimental various proton energies. The remaining facto Of

Figure I shows a schematic of the the vertical axis is defined as the ratio o the
InGaP/GaAs/Ge 3.1 solar cell formed by stacking value after proton irradiation to the one prior to
three different sub-cells with tunnel junctions the irradiation.
that was used in this study. Anti-reflection The RDCs were derived from fitting both the
coating (ARC) layer was deposited on the top of degradation curve as a function of proton
the cells. In order to investigate the influence fluence for various proton energies and
the specific sub-cell damage in detail, we varied empirical equation produced by JPL 2) . The, RDC
the proton energy from 003 to IMeV by using values are normalized to the fluence at the
three types o accelerators (ion-implanter or degradation level of a certain energy irradiation
0.03 to 038MeV. tandem accelerator for to by that of 10 MeV case. In case of the proton
5MeV and AVF cyclotron accelerator for energy range at high RDC values means low
IOMeV) at JAERI. Te implanted proton range radiation tolerance or the proton irradiation. In
was determined by the TRIM simulation"'. The this study, RDC is chosen at reference

- 3 -
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degradation levels of 80% remaining Pmax. 90% The RDC curve of Voc exhibits three

remaining Voc and Ise, as shown in Fig.3. maxima at energies around 003, 025 and 20

MeV When protons are accelerated with these

energies, the proton ranges agree with the depths
LO of p-n junctions or each sub-cell by the TRIM8 (a) Voc
as calculation. Because the Voc ofthe 3J solar cell

corresponds to the sum of generated-voltages
OL6 - 0 from each sub-cell, although radiation tolerances

0Tom V
O. 3WeV for each sub-cell are different, Voc are directly
1MeV influenced from the damage on each sub-cell
WeV

Q2 I M:ev due to specific proton energy irradiation.

OLO Therefore, proton induced degradation of We
for 3J cell strongly depends on both the cell

1.0 (b IC structure and the range of the irradiated protons

0 where the density of induced defects is supposed
to be maximum.

The RDC curves of Ise and Pmax. however,
0.

0.4.-6- 0 tend to be scatter for less than I MeV irradiation.
*- MeV Ise of the 3J solar cell is determined by a_1_,WeV

al_. 1mev junction that has the lowest current output of all

0.01 three junctions because the cells are connected
in series. For multi-junction solar cells. however,

1.1 (q) Pmax
the each sub-cell performance cannot be

U- obtained directly. In order to estimate the current

output performance for each sub-cell, spectral
L6 -

response of individual sub-cells was investigated.
Numerical convolution of the AMO solar

L2 V spectrum with the spectral response provides the
eV relative Isc for the individual sub-cells. Figure 4

shows Ise degradation of InGaP and GaAs

Proton Flumm Iclul sub-cells as functions f proton energy and
fluence. For comparison, Ise degradation of J

Fig.2 Degradation of (a) Vc , (b) Isc and (c) Prnax cell is also presented in this figure. Since Ise of'
as a function of proton fluence for various the Ge bottom cell is much larger than that of the
proto eergies. other two sub-cells, the response for the Ge

sub-cell was not plotted.

100

60

InGaP
10

W GaAs

3J

I 00

le 1011 3N
hvilm E=V [A&M �,CCACIIII

Fig.4 Degradation f sc for the nGaP, GaAs
Fig.3 Relative damage coefficients for proton sub-cells ad the triple junction cell 3.1 as

degradation ofthe 3J cell. functions of proton energy ad fluence.
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When poton fluence is less than 101 CM-2, 4.Summary
the InGal? top sub-cell is considered to limit the The degradation of an InGaP/GaAs/Ge

Ise of the 3J cell in the entire energy region. triple-junction space solar cell by proton
After irradiation with 0.15-0.38MeV at 1012CM-2, irradiation was investigated. The relative

however, the performance of GaAs middle cell damage coefficients (RDC) of the cell were

is significantly decreased and the GaAs cell derived through measurements of cell

becomes the current-limiting cell. Therefore. the performances of Ise. Voc and Pmax. The

current-limiting cell changes due to specific degradation of' Ise is mainly due to damage on

proton irradiation conditions. This is the reason the GaAs middle cell, which becomes the

that the empirical equation., (which is used to current-limiting cell after a certain level of'

derive the RDC value from the degradation irradiation. On the other hand, the RDC curve of

curve), established based on single junction cells Voc has three maxima for significant proton
cannot accurately express the Ise degradation energies. This is because the Voc degradation or
characteristics for the 3.1 cells above 1012 CM-2 the 3J cell occurs when proton ranges

fluence. correspond to the junctions of each sub-cell.

If the JPL prediction methodology simply

applies to the multi-junction cell or satellite References
mission, we must pay attention the GaAs middle 1) 1. Weinberg, S. Mehta and C. K. Swartz, Appl.

cell damage by irradiated protons that penetrate Phys. Lett. 44 1984) 1071
InGaP top cell on an orbit. Since the protons that 2) H. Y Thda. "Solar Cell Radiation Handbook,
cause the most severe damage on the GaAs cell Third Edition JPL Publication. 1982)

are related to many factors (cover glass 3) B. E. Anspaugh, "GaAs solar Cell Radiation

thickness, satellite inclination, mission term. cell Handbook" (JPL Publication, 1996)
structure and so on..), the investigation of 4) J. F. Ziegler, J. P. Biersack and U. Littmack,
radiation environment for the certain orbit is also in "The Stopping Range of Ions in Solids",

necessary. 1985
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1.2 Study about the Hardness-by-design methodology
in deep sub-micron CMOS processes

H.Shindo*, Ylide*, N.Ikeda*, S.Kuboyama', S.Matsuda*,

T.Hirao**, Ohshima*', M.Yoshikawa" and Kamiya**

Office of R&D, National Space Development Agency of Japan*

Department of Material Development, JAERI**

1. Introduction We designed test chips to evaluate SEE
In recent years'. requirements to improve the susceptibilities of 0.18[tm CMOS commercial

performance and reduce the cost of the integrated processes. The test chips were fabricated at
circuits for space use have been increasing. TSMC (Taiwan) and Fujitsu (Japan) with their
Hardness-by-design methodology utilizing a 0.18[tm CMOS processes. The TSMC process
sub-micron process for commercial ASICs uses an epitaxial wafer, a p-substrate, an n-well..
(Application Specific Integrated Circuit) has six metal layers, one poly-silicon layer, and a
been extensively investigated over the last drawn poly-silicon gate length of 0.18[krn. The
several years. Actually, these radiation-hard cells Fujitsu process also uses an epitaxial wafer, a
have been developed using up to 0.25[Lm CIVIOS p-substrate a twin-well, six metal layers., two
commercial processes". In addition. previous poly-silicon layers., and a drawn poly-silicon gate
works have shown that the total-dose tolerance of length of 0.18[Lm. Figure I shows the overview
integrated circuits manufactured in commercial of the test chip. The two test chips contained four
CMOS processes may satisfy the space mission types of latch cells with hardness-by-design in
requirements . There are several advantages and addition to the native latch supplied by each
disadvantages in utilizing commercial processes. foundry. The latches included in the test chips
Because the hardening techniques utilizing the were selected from the published materials. The
hardness-by-design approach do not require any DICE4) (Dual Interlocked Storage Cell) has a
modification of the fabrication process.. we can unique structure in which stored information is
use state-of-the-art process with the field data retained in two separate nodes. Corrupted
including reliability information based on the information at one node cannot propagate to
volume production in commercial markets. another node and is recovered automatically by
However. these hardening techniques impose the correct node. The Norly latch5) also has two
some penalties on the Si chip size, speed and separate latch nodes, but it prevents error
power for the redundant portion". In addition, the propagation based on the aio of the driving
deep sub-micron technologies are generally capability of the transistors. The Baze inverter6)
believed to be more sensitive to Single-Event also has a unique structure to prevent the
Effects (SEEs)31. So, it is very iportant to transient current signal with an isolated n-well
determine whether the deep sub-micron process layer.
(<0.2[irn) is reasonable for designing the circuits
for space use. 2.2 Test Setup

The oective of' this study is to evaluate Sample devices were controlled by small
SEL (Single event Latch-up) nd SEU (Single microprocessor card. The experiments were
Event Upset) sensitivities of 0.181Am CMOS performed with mono energetic ions obtained
process with hardness-by-design methodology. from the heavy-ion accelerator at Japan Aomic

Energy Research Institute (JAERI) Takasaki We
2. Expeiimental use N, Ne. Ar, Kr nd Xe ion for irradiation test.
2.1 Sample Devices The test chips abricated at TSMC and Fitsu

6 -
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contain the hardness-by- design latches described and SET effects.
above. Each latch was constructed as a 512-bit
memory block. Several types o'standard SRAM References
macro were also included in test chip in order to 1) Joseph M. Bandito, IEEE NSREC Data
evaluate the SEL susceptibility under more Workshop Record 2002) 58-61.
stringent design conditions because the SRAM 2) R. C. Lacoe, V Osborn., R. Koga, S. Brown,
macro was usually designed with narrower and D. C. Mayer., IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci... Vol.
element spacing than the standard cells. 47, No. 6 2000) 2334 2341.

3) F. Faccio, K. Koukinas, A. Marchioro T.
3. Results and Discussion Calin, J. Cosculluela, M. Nicolaidis, and R.

No SEL was observed during the irradiation Velazco, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., Vol. 46, No. 6
up to 64.lMeV/(mg/cm2) of LET with a luence (1999) 1434-1439.
of 107CM-2 . Both the TSMCand Fujitsu processes 4) T. Calin. M. Nicolaidis, and R. Velazco, IEEE
utilize an epitaxial wafer, and both f them use Trans. Nucl. Si., Vol. 43, No. 6 1996)
Shallow Trench Isolation (STI) technology which 2874-2878.
effectively reduces the current gain of a parasitic S) M. Norly Lui, and Sterling Whitaker,, IEEE

7� -ans.lateral bipolar transistor to prevent SEL Ti Nucl. Sci.. Vol. 39, No. 6 1992)
Figures 2 and 3 show the SEU 1679-1684.

cross-sections as a unction of LET for the 6) M. P. Baze, S. P. Buchner, and D. McMorrow,
TSMC and Fujitsu chip. It is said that the most IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci.. Vol. 47, No. 6 2000)
robust latch was the DICE cell. No SEU was 2603-2608.
observed up to 64.1 [MeV/(Mg/CM2)] of LET in 7) A. H. Johnston., IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., Vol.
the TSMC chip, and only a few SEUs were 43, No. 2 1996) 505-521.
observed at a LET of 39.4 [MeV/(Mg/CM2) in

the Fitsu chip. The Baze latch in Fitsu chip

exhibited an SEU cross-section larger than the
native latch in contrast. For the Norly latch, the
SEU cross- section was improved about tenfold
compared with the native one for the TSMC chip.
However, it was not geatly improved for the
Fujitsu chip. The fact may indicate that it is
difficult to select the ratio of driving capability of'
the transistors in the cell. A detailed analysis is
necessary to explain these phenomena.

4. Conclusion
In this study, we evaluated basic SEL and

SEU sensitivities of 0.18�tm CMOS technologies
with hardness-by-design methodology. The test
chips had a strong SEL tolerance with their Fig. 1. Test chip (TSMC).
native standard cells. The esult may be
attributable to utilization of' STI technology.
The esults suggest that the commercial
technologies cn be applied to space applications
with modification to oy several storage cells
for SEEs. The results also demonstrated that the
DICE cell hd a very strong tolerance to SEU

- 7
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Fig. 2 SEU cross-sections as a function of LET for TSMC chip.
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1.3 Measurement of Transient Current Induced in Silicon
Carbide Diodes using single-ion hit technique

T. Ohshima*, K. K. Lee% S. Onoda*, T. Kamiya', M. Oikawa**,

J. S. Laird, T. Hirao* and H. Itoh*

Department of Material Development, JAERl*

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI**

1. Introduction in SiC p-n diodes has not yet been reported

Silicon carbide (SiC) is regarded as a especially with heavy ions. However, the study

promising candidate for high power and high of high-speed transients in devices by

frequency devices owing to its excellent heavy-ion irradiation is important because

chemical stability and physical properties'). such information is essential to understand the

Besides.. it is expected that SiC be applied to single event phenomena like single event upset.

electronic devices used in high radiation In this article., we report transient current

environments like space because SiC has high induced in SiC p-n diode by heavy (Nickel)

radiation resistance 2.31 . For the development of ion irradiation using a single-ion hit system at

radiation resistant devices based on SiC, it is TIARA.

very important to understand their response to

ionizing radiation. McLean el a.4) has shown 2. Experimental Details

the relationship between bulk damage and The p-n diodes used in this study were

electrical characteristics of SiC devices. fabricated on p-type hexagonal (6H)-SiC

Furthermore, it was reported that no epitaxial layers grown on 6H-SiC substrates

significant degradation in the electrical (3.5' off, Si face). The net acceptor

characteristics of SiC junction field effect concentrations in the epitaxial layers are

transistors was observed up to the neutron 5X1O'-5 to WV' cm'�'. The n'-type region with

fluence above 10's n/cM2 at room a mean phosphorus (P) concentration of

temperatures). 5xlO'9 /CM3 was fabricated in the epitaxial

]on Beam Induced Current (BIC) is a layers by a three fold P-implantation 30, 60,

unique technique for the investigation of 90 UV) at 800 'C, followed by a subsequent

charge generated by ion irradiation. annealing at 1650 'C for 3 min. Lift-off

Furthermore, single-ion hit transient IBIC technique was used to orm Al electrodes on

(TIBIC) is a very useful technique for the the n' region. As for electrodes on the backside

study of high-speed current generated in (p-typc) region. Al contacts were alloyed at

devices without radiation darnage'). 850 'C or min., and subsequently Al was

Manfredotti el a.7) reported BIC induced in re-evaporated on the alloy, Current - voltage (I

4H-SiC Schottky diodes under different bias - 1� characteristics of diodes were measured

voltages. However, in previous studies. only using Agilent 4156B in a shielded probe

IBIC in SiC Schottky diodes by light ion station. Leakage currents at a reverse bias of

irradiation were reported. The study of TIBIC 20V were of the order of several pA. The

9 
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Fig. 1 TIBIC signals for a SiC np diode with Fig. 2 Applied bias dependence of the charge

a 140 nm thick Al electrode with three collection efficiency for np diodes. The circle

different applied biases. The TIBIC signals and square symbols epresent results for 12

were obtained using 9 MeV N i2, particles. MeV Ni3' and 9 MeV Ni2+ irradiations,

respectively.

diodes were irradiated wit 9 M eV Ni2' and 12 approximately 25 [im at an applied bias of 30

MeV Ni- A' microbearns, and the transient V Considering the fact that the end-of-range

currents were measurcd using the singlc-ion of 9 MeV N i2, is about 245 [tm, therefore,

almost all the charges are generated within thehit TIBIC system. The transient current signals

were recorded using a 3 GHz Tektronix depletion layer at an applied bias of 30 V

TDS694C oscilloscope. The applied bias dependence of the

charge collection efficiency is shown in Fig. 2.

3. Results and discussion The circle and square symbols represent the

Fig. I shows the TIBIC signals for a SiC results for 12 MeV N i3' and 9 MeV Ni2,

n'p diode with a 140 nm thick AJ electrode irradiations, respectively. The charge

with different reverse biases. The TIBIC collection efficiency increases with increasing

signals were obtained using 9 MeV Ni2, applied bias. However., the efficiency did not

particles. The amplitude of transients increases reach 100 %a a reverse bias of 30 V The ion

with increasing reverse bias. The fall time, range of 12 MeV N i3+ is greater than the

which is defined as the time from 90 to 10 % depletion width (the end-of-range is estimated

ofthe current transients. becomes shorter with to be 289 [tm. and the depletion with is

increasing reverse bias. This result can be approximately 25 [im at an applied bias ot'30

attributed to increasing electric field and V). This means that both the drift and

depletion width due to increasing applied bias. diffusion components contribute to the TBIC

The depletion width or the diode is signal., and some charges generated in the

10 
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neutral region did not reach the space-charge defect where the contribution of nuclear

region. Thus, a significant portion of the stopping and the recombination of

generated electrons recombines with holes in electron-hole pairs in initially generated

the field-free bulk. On the other hand, as for 9 plasma column surrounding the track of the

MeV N i2, irradiation, the values of efficiency incident ions for highly ionizing particles.

are smaller than those for 12 MeV N 3, in spite

that the end-of-range for 9MeV W, is shorter References

than that for 12 MeV Nf". In addition., the 1) For example, "Properties of Silicon

depletion width at a reverse bias of 30 V is Carbide" Edited by G L. Harris, EMIS

estimated to be longer than the end-of-range of Datareviews Series NO. 13, an INSPEC

9 MeV W, , however, the charge collection publication, the Institution of Electrical

efficiency is less than 100 %. Manfredotti et Engineers. London, United Kingdom 1995).

al.7) reported that the charge collection 2) T. Ohshima, M. Yoshikawa, H. Itoh, Y Aoki,

efficiency was 100 % when the depletion layer 1. Nashiyarna. Mater. Sci. & Engineer. 61-62

was longer than the ion range. However, their (1999) 480.

result was obtained using light ions such as He 3) K. K. Lee. T Ohshima, H. Itoh, Mater. Sci.

and protons. and the effect of Pulse Height Forum 389-393 2002) 1097.

Defect (PHD)8) is insignificant. On the other 4) F. B. McLean. J. M. McGarrity, C. J.

hand, in our case, highly ionizing heavy (Ni) Scozzie, C. W Tipton, W. M. DeLancey, EEE

particles were used. Therefore, in heavy ion Trans. Nucl. Sci. 41 1994) 1884.

irradiation, it is necessary to consider both 5) C. J. Scozzie, J. M. McGarrity, J. Blackburn,

nuclear stopping and the recombination of W. M. DeLancey, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci 43

electron-hole pairs within the plasma regions (1996) 1642.

In addition, Auger and trap-assisted Auger 6) J. S. Laird, T. irao. H. Mori, S. Onoda T.

recombination have to be considered for high Kamiya. H. Itoh, Nucl. Instr. and Meth B 181

electron-hole pair generation due to highly (2001) 87.

ionizing particles. These ffects lead to a 7) C. Manfredotti, F. Fizzotti, A L. Giudice C.

reduction of the charge collection efficiency. Paolini. E. Vittone, F. Nava, Appl. Sur. Sci.

Hence, the result obtained in this study can be 184 2001) 448.

interpreted in terms of PHD. 8 V Zajic. P. Thieberger, IEEE Trans. Nucl.

Sci. 46 1999) 59.

Summary 9 J. Linnros. J. Appl. Phys. 4 1998) 275.

Transient currents induced in SiC p-n

diodes using 9 MeV N i2' and 12 MeV W,

were measured using TIBIC technique. The

amplitude of TIBIC signals increases with

increasing bias voltage. The fall-time reduces

with increasing bias voltage. Complete charge

collection efficiency is not obtained even if the

depletion width is longer than Ni ion range.

This can be interpreted in terms of pulse height

- 11 
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1.4 Pursuit of Ion Induced Current Collection Process by
Multi-Electrodes Structure Diode
- Examination or The Collection Behavior of Ion Induced Current by
Adjoined Electrode -

T. Yamakawa T Hirao', S. Onoda J. S. Laird'. H. Mori T. Wakasa

G Gang" "', H. Abe T Kamiya'

Department of Material Development' JAERI

Graduate School of Engineering, Tokai University

Department of Nuclear Physics, China Institute of Atomic Energy ...

1. Introduction domain where a single ion strikes influences

The highly efficient computer used in should be investigated.

the spacecraft contains the mass of memories.

SEU (Single Event Upset) and MBU (Multiple 2. Experiments

Bit Upset), data error in memory cells., are In this experiment used the line

caused by the charge production by due to schottky diode, which has three contacts was

incident ions. SEU is a memory cell reverses used. This device was fabricated on n-type

by ion inducing current. MBU is a silicon substrate with a doping level of 1.5 x

phenomenon that two or more memory cells 10'5 cm-3. An electrode area and thickness f

reverse by a single ion. The effect of MBU in electrode are 2 Am x 100 Am and about 10 nm.

the space applications is larger than that of SEU. respectively. The each electrode distances of

The fundamental processes of MBU have not the samples are 4 Am., 6 m and Am..

been fully clarified yet, because MBU is more respectively". During the ion irradiation, bias

complicated than SEU. MBU is a phenomenon of 3 V was applied. A microbeam was

of reversal of data.. which is generated by formed using 15 MeV Carbon ions beam.

propagation of a charge in cells that are not
350

irradiated by a single ion. Therefore, the lecirode A300

200

2 100 Electrode B

V 0
Electrode C

posiflon:P -100,
0 5 1,0 - 15 20

Time (ns)

Fig.2 Transient crrent wavel'orms collected from
El

each electrode, when 15 MeV C ions bit at

Fig.] TBIC iage o'the line schottky diode. position P.
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considerably. However, as shown in Fig.2, the
L different polarity signals were measured.0

Cs Therefore, it was not able to explain the
C1 C2 C3

measured negative signals at electrode and C
it RS

by the regular analysis.

Ri R2 S R3 Transient analysis was performed with a

R, Cs Current Source SPICE code5). In order to made the simulation
RL : Load reak"ace

RL Rs: Resistance of results reproduce the experiment ones, the signal
- -B"]k ontmet source was decided as follows. The assumed

Fig. 3 Equivalent circuit of line schottky diode. signal source has a pulse current, and a rise time,

a fall time, a plse width (peak hold time), and a

The transient current measurements peak current of 1.0 ps, 12 ns, 0.15 ns and 280

were made using the Transient Ion Beam VA, respectively A signal was introduced

Induced Current (TIBIC) system 2 3 The from electrode A This equivalent circuit can be

microbeam of about gm in diameter was used divided into several components; 1 A network

and the beam was scanned by gm step. of substrate resistances (R - R.5). 2)
resistances (R6- R8) and capacitance (C - C)

3. Reaft and Discussion for depletion layers. 3 load resistances (RL).

The obtained TIBIC image was shown in 4) resistance of the back contact (RB). RLis the

Fig. 1. The width of white portion (-4.5 gm) impedance of a measurement system. These

which means a sensitive area has larger width parameters are necessary for a SPICE simulation,

than the actual electrode 2 gm), because which are quite difficult to measure, except

depletion layer extends not only vertically but which the capacitances (Cl, C2 and C) and

also horizontally. When a 15 MeV carbon ion

hits at position P in Fig.1 a single event Table I
transient currents was collected from each Ust and values of the SPICE simulation

electrode as described in Fig. 2 The total parameters

collected charges of electrodes A, and C were RI 5.00M

243 fC, 51 fC and 34 fC, respectively. The Ra 4M NU

total collected charge from back contact was 325 Rs 5.00M

fC, which is almost the same as the sum of the R4 65.8 Q

charges of there electrodes. Therefore, this fact Rs 65.8 0
suggests that Kirchhoffs law is materialized4). Rg Arbitnu-y emstituts

R7 ArMtrary constants
This seems to be propagation of the charge Rs lArMhu" estmts

generation by ion. In order to clarify behavior Ci 1.46 pf

of the current in the line schottky diode, an C2 1.73 pf

equivalent circuit for it was designed as shown C3 IAS pf
Re Arbiftw7 onshtats

in Fig. 3 A regular analysis is performed on a RL 50.0 

resistance network, which influences a circuit Cs signal www-�

- 13 -
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1.0 Electrode A - Simulation Data

-0 I d A
0.8 - 71 md: B

Electrode C
0.6 - C 9

0.4
Electrode 

0.2
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0
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Fig.4 Comparison of the normalized analyzed result with the normalization experimental result.

resistances RI. R,, R3� R4 and R5) which were 2) 1. Nashiyama T Hirao. T. Karniya, H. Yutoh,

obtained using C-V meter. The value used for T. Nishizima, H. Sekiguti, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci.

calculation is shown in Table 1. 40 6) 1993) 1935

The result of transient analysis is shown in 3) 1. S. Laird, T. Hirao, H. Mori, S. Onoda T.

Fig. 4 Negative signal from electrode and C, Kamiya, H. Itoh, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B 181

could be explained as a results of charge (2001) 87-94

transformation in the resistance network. The 4) Electrels, Editor: M. Sessler, Publishing

simulation data and the experiment data can be Company: Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg

almost the same. However, the same New York

parameters must be arbitrary decided. In oder 5) Gregory J. Fisher, J. A. Connelly, IEEE

to perform the more accurate simulation. it is Transaction Computer-Aided Design. CAD-5

necessary to measure these parameters. (3) 1986) 429

5. Conclusion

Transient current waveforms on line

schottky diode were measured and simulated.

Two negative signals can be explained by the

transient analysis on the equivalent circuit using

the SPICE simulation cde.

Reference

1) H. Mori. T. Hirao. J. S. Lird, S. Onoda.

H.Itoh, JAERI-Review 2002-035
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1.5 Single Event Transients in High-Speed InP/InGaAs
Avalanche Photodiodes

J.S.Laird', T.Hirao*, S.0noda", H.Ohyama*** and T.Kamiya*

Department of Severe Environmental Material.. JAERI*

Graduate School of Engineering. Tokai University`

Department of Electronic Engineering, Kumamoto National College of

Technology***

1 INTRODUCTION the multiplication region of an APD enhances

A major source of problems for high-speed charge collection, resulting in a large ultra-fast

communications and optical links are Single current transient. Here we discuss charge

Event Transients (SET) induced by MeV ions collection mechanisms responsible for the SET

generated by high-energy proton recoil products bias and position dependence for an InP-InGaAs

and nuclear reactions close to active regions of a APD subjected to focused 18MeV ions.

device. Since communication systems cannot

attenuate these transients without degrading the 2. EXPERIMENTAL

-3dB bandwidth.. they pass directly into The DUT examined was a 2.5GHz InP-

photoreceiver encoders generating spurious InGaAs Separate Absorption Grading Charge

noise or high Bit Error Rates (BER). Marshall et Multiplication (SAGCM) APD. Photons (1.3-

a]. observed that the BER in fiber optic links are 1.5gm) pass through the p'n-n' InP region

primarily dominated by the front-end response (multiplication) into the InGaAs where

of the photodetector, typically a photodiode. absorption and electron hole pair (EHP)

They found that BER rates in MHz optical links formation occurs (-1.5eV per pair). The

could be partially mitigated by increasing the InGaAsP region increases the bandgap

optical power". However, modern Gbit discontinuity reducing the otherwise large dark

optoelectronic links require high sensitivities to current from IDGaAs (small bandgap of

maintain negligible BER levels and applying -0.75eV). The inner region defined by the InP

higher power levels can lead to severe non- mesa is defined MESA while the device

linearities and a reduction in the receiver perimeter will be referred to as the EDGE

bandwidth.

The use of III-V materials such as InGaAsP 3. TRANSIENT ION BEAM INDUCED

and InP with higher absorption coefficients CURRENT

results in reduced collection volumes, thereby A Transient Ion Beam Induced Current

lowering the sensitivity to vertical strikes. system was used or acquiring the spatial

However, high-energy heavy ions impinging dependence charge collection across the

within a diffusion length or so of the active DUT2'. An I8MeV beam focused to -Ipm

volume still pose a problem. Avalanche gain in was scanned over the DUT and transient dta

- 1 -
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collected in single ion mode on a 3GHz considerably larger than that of' the MESA for

Tektronix DSO. all biases. Cho et a]. reported enhanced APD

-Z5V -15V -35V -50V -GOV currents around the EDGE of' guard-less

structures using a focused laser and attributed it
M

S3to hgher electric field For MESA strikes, the

(0.75rtA) (0.75mA) (2,OmA) (6-orrLA) (6,OnA) total charge increases in a near-linear manner

until a threshold bias of around -35V where it

rapidly climbs. Charge at the EDGE undergoes a

(0.35pC) (0.35pC) (0,65pC) 12,SpC) (2,5p<') threshold increase at around -15V, after which it

E
remains flat and again increases. For biases

LL oil J11mons) (I.Ons) (I.Ons) below V.)cF(I.Ons) (1.ons) , the InGaAs absorption region in

Threshold un-depleted and the transient current resulting

Fioure 1: Peak current, charge nd transient fall-time from the InP field region near the EDGE as well

iniaues from -2.SV to 60V. At the bottom ofeach imaue is as diffusion in the InGaAs region are small (but

the scale used for iage generation. non-zero) due to the small potential barrier at the

InGaAsP/InP interface.

Shown in Figure I are 100x100um images

generated 1rom the peak current., total charge

and transient fall-time for biases ranging from - 4.0- 10V
35V

2.5 to 60V. As seen, the peak current around 45V
50V

55the EDGE is at all times larger than in the 2.0- GDV

MESA, whereas both the total charge and fall-

time undergo a treshold like change between - 0.0 010 0.5 0

35V and -50V where the charge in the MESA Time (os)

increases above that of the EDGE while the fall- Figtire 2 The inagniiude of the bias dependence for

time decreases. At a threshold bias between 35 the average SET extracted from the MESA.

and -50V, the MESA charge, peak current and

full-time all increase rapidly due to the onset of A significant raction of the 18MeV energy is

multiplication after punch-through. deposited in the pre-absorption region poducing

a sharp transient current <ImA, 0.25pC) due to

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION the large hole mobility o In.P. The p diffusion

The average MESA SET versus bias acts as a dead layer resulting in an electron

dependence shown in Figur 2 Tansient diffusion flow into the field region. Al VEDGE (-

characteristics versus bias were extracted for the 15V), the InGaAs region nar the EDGE begins

EDGE and MESA and shown in Fig. 3 The to deplete and the current increases. Between

peak current a the EDGE is t all times VEDGF and V.�A (-35V), the InGaAs region near

the priphery is depleted and charge is collected

- 16 -
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more efficiently (gain mechanisms aside for 5 CONCLUSION

now). The potential barrier at the interface stops Single Event Transients have been measured

vertical hole transport trapping them in a 2-D in an nP-InGaAs APD for the case of 18MeV

well whose shape depends on bias. At this point, 0. With the aid of CV and Transient Ion Beam

they can still diffuse sideways to the EDGE field Induced Current Imaging, a simple model

due to the long carrier lifetimes. As described explaining the observed bias dependence of the

by Ma et al. the current (and hence total charge) SET' has been presented.

is constant between these two voltages since the

diffusion process is independent of bias and the REFERENCES

gain is approximately unity. This results in a

total charge less than that deposited by 18MeV 1) C. J. Marshall, P. W. Marshall.. C. J. Dale, M.

0 (see Figure 3 After VE.5A� the potential A. Carts and K. A. Label., IEEE Trans. Nucl.

barrier is surmounted and holes are readily Sci NS 45 No 6 pg 2842-2848

transported to the multiplication region resulting 2) J.S.Laird, T.Hirao, H.Mori, S.Onoda ad

in M>1 and a dramatic increase in the charge. H.Itoh," Nuc. Instr. and Meth.B 181 pg 87-94

2001

10.0- 3.0 3) S.R.Cho et al., IEEE Photo. Lett. 12, 5 (May
9.0�. FEDGE] 2.5 2000).

Peak C11r",i A Peak Cur,
'.0 Charge -0- Charge 2.0 4) M.Gallant and A.Zemel, Appl. Phys. Lett. 52
6.0 0

5.0- 1.5 (1988).
4.0 1.03. [M d h.,q.

02.1- V- 0.3
1.0
0.0 - 0.0

20 40 so 20 40 60
Reverse Bias M

Figure 3 ne peak current and total Charge as a function of

the agnitude of the bias for average transients collected

from the MESA nd EDGE.
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1.6 Measurement of Single Event Transient Current using Collimated
Heavy Ion Micro Beam 11)

T. Wakasa ** T Hirao *, H. Mori **, S. Onoda **, T Yarnakawa

J.S.Laird*, H.Abe*, GGang',TKamiya*
Department of Material Development, JAER1*

Graduate School of Engineering, Tokai University"

1. Intmduction shows the normalized energy spectrum of the

Semiconductor devises used in the collimated micro beam by using 20 jAm�

space environments are irradiated with high collimator measured with a Sicon Surface barrier

energy heavy ions. When these ions pass through Detector (SSD) and a Multi Channel Analyzer

devices, the dense electron-hole pairs are (MCA). In order to decrease the radiation

generated and Single Event Effect (SEE) is degradations during single event tansient current

induced. Because SEE leads to system failures, it measurement, the beam intensity was reduced by

is necessary to clarify the mchanisms of SEE using an attenuator. The beam intensity was

and raise SEE tolerance to increase the reliability several hundred ions/sec.

of semiconductor devices used in the space

environments. Recently, Silicon on insulator 1.2

SO] structure device is regarded as a high 7 1

radiation tolerance device, because the buried 0.8

oxide layer can limit the charge collection. 0.6

However anomalous charge collection in the SOI 0.4
1,2,structure device was reported .In this paper, we 0.2

discuss the anomalous charge collections in SOI 0

structure devices. -0.20 20 40 90 1 120 140

Energy MeV

2. Expedments

In this experiment, in order to observe a Figure 1. Normalized eergy spectrum of 100 MeV

charge collection we irradiate the heavy ions 0 ion beam after passing ftough collimator 20

micro beam to semiconductor dvices and

measure the single event transient current

waveform. The used samples were sicon SOI p'n

The heavy ions used in this study were junction diodes with junction diameters of 50 [krn,

100 MeV 0 ions accelerated by an AVF cyclotron top sicon layer thickness of 329 [am and the

at JAERI Takasaki TARA facilities. For 100 buried oxide layer tickness of 0.5 tim. We used a

MeV ions.. the projection range and LET' in Si digital sampling oscilloscope to measure a single

are 95 Rm and 31 MeV/ (Mg/CM2 ). respectively. event transient current waveform. In this study. an

Details of the method to farm te collimated applied bias was -5 V to 20 V

micro beam by using a micro collimator have

been described in the previous report ". igure 
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3. Results and Discussion diodes was ound to be larger than collected

Table lists the dpendence f the charge in the top si.licon layer. To understand this

amount of collected charge on the applied bias. phenomenon, it is necessary to consider not only

The amount of collected charge Q,,,p is obtained the displacement current but also the secondary-

by integrating te tansient current waveform. QT electron effect.

is the estimated charge in the top sicon layer In order to clarify this phenomenon.. we

(,Mdth :3.29�tm).Aslistedinthetablel..Q,,,p will simulate the charge transport process in the

is about 1.5 times larger than Qp. It was rported SO] structure devices by using the ISE-TCAD '

that in the case of lower energy. such as 15 MeV 3D simulator). In addition to this simulatio we

C and ions or the same samples., the amount of will make an irradiation test using several energy

collected charge was limited by the buried oxide ions to investigate the influence of primary

layer 5. Recently, similar results were reported., secondary electron.

and the various analyses have been done L 2.

Vizkelethy et al. suggested that this anomalous Refemnee

charge collection is explained by a displacement 1) G Vizkelethy, et al, Nucl. Inst. and Meth. B

current due to perturbation of the electric field at (2003) in press.

the interface by the ion strike and using the 2 T Hirao, el al., Nucl. Inst. and Meth. B206

Schockley-Remo-Gun theorem. (2003)457.

However in addition to these analyses, 3) H. Mori, et al., qh TIARA Annual Report

it may be necessary to consider the influence of (1999 3.

primary secondary-electron. Fure 2 shows the 4) T. Hirao, et al, Nucl. Inst. and Meth. B104

estimated energy of primary secondary-electron as (1995) 508.

a function of eission angle at the interface 5) T. Hirao, et al., Nucl. Inst. and Meth. B 1999)

between the top Si layer and the oxide layer. As 260.

shown in the figure I the maximum energy of 6) J. C. Ashley, et al.. IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci.

primary secondary-electron induced by 100 MeV N S-23 1976 1833

0 ions irradiation is higher than 10 keV and that is 7) J. S. Laird, et al., Nucl. Inst. and Meth. B206

one order of magnitude higher than that by 15 (2003 36

MeV C and ions. For 10 keV electron, the

Continuous Slowing Down Approximation range

( CSDA range in Si is about 1.0 PM 6 it is

possible that the secondary-electron reach to the

electric ield in the top sicon layer. because

CSDA range is longer than the oxide lyer

thickness. According to this effect, the secondary

electrons generated within or below the buried

oxide layer can contribute to charge collection.

4. ununary
In the case of' using high-energy heavy

ion. the amount of charge ollected in the SOI

_ 19 
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Table 1. Total charge, Q,,,p, collected i the SO] pn

junction diode depending o the bias voltage. Ad

estimated charge, Q,,,p i the top silicon layer is also

shown.

5 .10 V .15 V -20 

Q'.P 155 c 152 fC 153 W

Qtw 102 W

le I I
100 MeV ion

>
A

lo,

10 -2 IIMeV0ion-

15 MeV C ion
lo- -

lo-,
0 50 100 so

Endadon awe I dgree ]

Figure 2 The comparison of primary secondary

electron energy generated by the case of 10OMeV

0 ion under the top sicon layer with the case of

15 MeV C and ion.

- 20 -
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i.7 Development of the Measurement System for Quasi-
Monoenergetic Neutron Beam Induced Single-Event Effects

H. Abe', T. Hirao', H. Hirayama", T. Sanami", S. Tanaka***, J. S. Laird%
H. Mori', S. Onoda*, H. Nakashima'*", H. Itoh ..... and T. Kamiya'
Department of Material Development, JAERI'
Radiation Science Center, KEK-
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERl-*

Center for Proton Accelerator Facilities, JAERI****
Preparations Office for JAERI-JNC Integration .....

1. Introduction the neutron/proton induced secondary heavy
A single event effect (SEE) is caused ion charged particles were reconstructed.

by the high-density electron hole pairs
produced along with the ion track when the 2. Experimental
charged particle of high energy passes A proton beam from an AVF cyclotron
through the activity region in a is transported to a Li(99.8% purity) target
semiconductor. It is a serious problem that is a rolled plate of metallic 'Li, 35 mm
when using a semiconductor device in the diameter. A 7Li target with -5 MeV
space environment. It aims at energy loss was employed for each proton
explanation of these effects mechanism. energy as a compromise between the
We have already measured the electron neutron intensity and the energy spread').
charge produced with one ion using the In this experimental, measurement using
TIBIC (Iransient Ion Beam Induced neutron energy was 45 and 65 MeV.
Current) system'-'), and have obtained the A neutron/proton beam measurement
important information for solving the system is also make to build the same setup
mechanism of SEE. as the TIBIC measurement system

In recent years, semiconductor devices performed in the heavy ion beam
becomes [rn size, therefore the SEE of experiment. As a preliminary
semiconductor devices for the grounds by experiment, a SSD ilicon Surface barrier
the cosmic ray has become a serious Detector, see the inside of Fig. 1, SSDI)
problem. It is reported that neutron was carried out instead of the
cause these phenomena-'), and the semiconductor") and a SSI32 was used
explanation of those mechanisms are together with the conventional MCA ulti-
pressing need now. It is necessary to Channel Analyzer). The transient
clarify the explanation and collection current was measured using the SSDI which
electron charge of the producing processes
of a neutron/proton induced SEE.

The final purpose is a synthetic solving
and modeling of the mechanism of
producing a single event, and is the
indicator acquisition to those tolerance
semiconductors.

In this research, neutron/proton
induced producing the secondary heavy ion
charged particles in the semiconductor,
when the neutron/proton incidence in it.
The transient current measurement system Fig. 1. Outline of reconstructed transient
for measuring the amount of collection measurement system for neutron/proton beam.
electron charged currents by the cause of

- 21 -
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030401 neutronMCA
specification is active area: 50 mm';

i".o Tsensitive depth: 100 [tm; diameter: 10 mm�.
Since the signal obtained only by SSDI was

10 0 0 ............. ............... .. .... ........ ................ ................small, BiasTee (ORTEC 5530A) and Fast
amplifier (ORTEC VT120A) were
connected with before DSO (Tektronix

3 1 0 0 ............... ................ ........ ....... ................
model TDS 694C, Fig. 1). Moreover,
apart from this measurement system, TOF %
(Jime Qf Elight) system was introduced for 10 ........ ............... ................
measurement of neutron beam. Neutron
beam energy and incidence beam flux were
measured using the TOF method.
Irradiation conditions are 45 and 65 MeV 0 200 400 600 800 1000

neutron/proton beam energy at beam Channel

currents -I 00 nA 3 OpA. Fig. 3 The spectrum of 65MeV neutron beam
by MCA measurement.

3. Results and Discussion events and 132 x 1 0,3 events per neutron I
The signal was obtained from the n/crn'.

SSDI/SSD2 which installed for system Figure 3 shows 65 MeV neutron beam
reconstruction of a measurement system. spectrum was obtained by the SSD2. it
A TOF measurement was performed and the turns out that the signal is continuously
quasi-monoenergetic neutron/proton beam contained to 65 MeV region.
measured. A result, the setup for system Figure 4 shows the SSDI obtained the
reconstruction determined Fig. 1. Figure typical transient maximum and minimum
2 shows TOF measurement checked that peak current waveform at 65 MeV neutron
was 65 MeV quasi-monoenergetic neutron beam. Since it is the amount of
beam (area inside the solid line in a Fig.). collection electron charges that carried out
The irradiation condition at this time are time integration, maximum value 3.556 mA
beam current: 10 nA, measurement time: and minimum value 0145 mA can be
4001.3 sec, an estimation of the amount of estimated as 394.3 fC and 47.2 fC
neutron irradiation: 622 x 10' n/cm', respectively. It turns out that the
fluence: 16 x 104 n/cm'/sec, yields: 8185 collection electron charges has occurred

within SSDI between 47 394 fC.

1000
R..04 102/2O6fw65MeV �twSSD 65 MeV main 1.00

800

eak neu4n eLnt5 :V

9
1.00 ......... ......... ......... ...... .. ...... ......... .........

R oo -2.00 ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... .........L)

-3 00 ......... ......... ......... .................................................
200

10

-4.00 ......... ...................
0 20D 400 6 Boo 1000

0 500 18FO 15'00 26�6 2f'00 3&-O 3tO 4000
Tune of Fhqht (ch)

Tirne/ nse

Fig. 2 The 2-dimensional spectrum of 65MeV
neutron bearn by TOF measurement. Fig. 4 The transient current wavefonn were

produced within SSDI (max. and min.)
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Similarly, it was set to 13 - 573 fC when 45 cc) and (n, p) reactions where the a and p-
MeV irradiation was estimated. product particles can ionize.

Figure shows the same estimate was As mentioned above, it was completed
performed also about 65 and 45 MeV that the reconstructed measurement system
neutron/proton beam. The neutron obtained about transient current of quasi-
irradiation shown * and the proton i-nonoenergetic neutron/proton beam
irradiation shown M. Neutron/proton induced the secondary heavy ion charged
irradiation are found that the width of particles.
producing of a collection electron charges Although identification of these
are narrow range by 65 MeV irradiation, particles or identification of secondary
although there is generation of the collection heavy ]on particles' energy has not been
electron charge in a wide range in the case performed yet, these charged particles are
of 45 MeV irradiation. Moreover, it is due to be identified from now on.
seen that the neutron induced the collection A future study, we are going to carry
electron charges range between maximum out the irradiation to semiconductor devices
value and minimum value more widely using a neutron/proton beam.
range than proton induced them. This is
considered because the neutron/proton References
induced particle which generation/reaction 1) T. Hirao, 1. Nashiyama, T. Kamiya T.
probability was carried out inside SSDI. Suda, T. Sakai and T. Hamano, Nucl. nst.

and Meth. B 130 1997), p.486.
2) T. Hirao, T. Hamano, T. Sakai and 

600 Nashiyama, Nucl. Inst. and Meth. B 158
(1999), p.260.

f., P,.[- / fC
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Nashiyama, Radi. Phy. and Chemi 60
(2001), p.269.
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4) J. S. Laird, T. Hirao, H. Mori, S. Onoda,

T. Kamiya and H. Itoh, Nucl. Inst. and
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1.8 Analysis of Failure Caused by Cosmic Rays in
High-Voltage High-Power Semiconductor Devices

(3 dReport)

Hideo Matsuda*, Ichiro Omura*, Yoko Sakiyama*,
Satoshi Urano*, Susumu lesaka*, Hiromichi Ohashi*
Toshio Hirao* Hiroyuki Abe* *, Tornihiro Kamiya*
Hideki Mori* Shinobu Onoda* * * *,
Takeshi Wakasa* *, Takeshi Yamakawa*

Toshiba Corporation, Semiconductor Company

Toshiba Corporation, R&D Center 

Department of Material Development, JAERI*

Graduate School of Engineering, Tokai University*

1. Introduction Fig.l. DC high voltage is applied to DUT

High power semiconductor devices (Devices Under Test) during field test.

have been widely used in key industries, Resistance is inserted between DC high

for instance. traction, transmission, etc. A voltage supply and each DUT to restrict

failure of such power devices induced by the current. Time when DUT failed is

cosmic rays at the sea level has been monitored to estimate the failure rate.

observed'). It is considered that high

power devices fail or breakdown by 2.2 Proton irradiation

interaction between Si and cosmic rays, An AVF-cyclotron at TIARA has been

e.g., high energy neutrons and protons. used for proton irradiation. Parameters

The aims of this work are to examine are proton energy and fluence. The failure

the device failure by proton irradiation, to rate of high power devices was derived

compare and investigate the failure modes from the number of failures divided by

and the failure rates obtained by actual proton fluence. The block diagram of test

cosmic rays to those by proton irradiation system is schematically shown in Fig.2.

test and to estimate the failure rates by

cosmic rays by the new method obtained 2.3 Heavy ion irradiation

by equivalent proton irradiation. That is An AVF-cyclotron at TIARA has also

quite useful for designing high power been used for heavy ion irradiation.

devices having high performance as well Ne(75MeV) beam., Ar(15OMeV) beam and

as high reliability. The other aim is to Kr(322MeV) beam were irradiated on

establish model of failure mechanism and DUT. As increasing voltage during

design rule of power devices from the irradiation. voltage was monitored when

dependence of electric field at failure on DUT were failed.

heavy ion irradiation energy.

3. Results and discussion

2. Experiments 3.1 Field Test

2.1 Field Test The field test results are shown in Fig.3

The test circuit of field test is shown in indicated by "cosmic ray". Horizontal

-24 -
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axis represents electric field parameter testing of cosmic ray failure rate by

S(2), which relates to maximum electric proton irradiation instead of cosmic ray

field in DUT. Vertical axis represents irradiation. Model of failure mechanism

failure rate divided by resistivity of DUT, and design rule of power devices would

which is equivalent to cross-section of be established from the dependence of

single event burnout. The failure rates electric field at failure on heavy ion

increase exponentially with electric field. irradiation energy.

3.2 Proton irradiation References

The DUT suddenly failed by proton 1) H.Matsuda, et al, "Analysis of GTO

irradiation during voltage supplied. The Failure Mode During DC Voltage

phenomenon is very similar to the failure Blocking". Proc. of the 6 h ISPSD,

caused by actual cosmic rays. Fig.3 also pp221-225, 1994

shows the failure rate by proton 2)H.R.Zeller, "Cosmic Ray Induced

irradiation. The failure rate increases as Failures in High Power Semiconductor

irradiation energy and electric field Devices", Solid State Electronics, 38,

increases. The slope of the failure rate pp2041-2046. 1995

obtained in this test is similar to that of
the failure rate by actual cosm ic rays or .. ................... . ....... .

by neutrons irradiation. These results -------------------------------

show that it is possible to carry out an

equivalent testing of cosmic ray failure L DC - S.poy

rate by proton irradiation instead of real 7 R.i -------------------------------

cosm ic ray irradiation. -- - -- -- - --------- ---------

3.3 H eavy ion irradiation ..................................

Fig.4 shows the results of heavy ion

irradiation. Horizontal axis represents Fig.1 Test Circuit for Field Test

electric field (Ef) where heavy ion stop.

Vertical axis represents irradiation energy.

As irradiation energy is higher, electric I hdi.Ifi- 1-dimi. Clember
BI-k A BI-k B B1.* 

field at DUT failure is lower. For example.,

"device type A" failed at Ef=8.OE4 with

75MeV Ne beam and at Ef=7.OE4 with F
322MeV Kr beam. Electric field at DUT HV C.-.1 B.,

i. W.1 -

failure also depends on device structure. Rely Dri- OP J.dpSig.W.Wf S

FM Rdy M OP

P-

4. Conclusion M- C-1.1 B� Fcj
The test results obtained by proton

irradiation are similar to those by actual

cosmic ray. It is shown that it is possible Fig.2 Diagram of' Proton Irradiation

to carry out a new equivalent acceleration Test System
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Failure Rate

LOE�07

I.OE,06

>LOE 05
Cosmi

6.'O I.OE-04

I.OE,03 H'; 8OMeV

W
E I.OE-02

LOE-01 :5OMeV MMMOMOTO
HI: 2MeV

LOE-00

2.6 2.7 2.8 29 3 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3 6

Electric Field Parameter 
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1.9 Investigation of Irradiation Effects in CuInSe2Thin Films

A. Yoshida*, A. Wakahara*, H. Okada*, H.-S. Ue* T Ohshima**, and

T. Kamiya**

Department of Electrical ad Electronic Engineering, Toyohashi Uversity of

Technology*

Department of Material Development, JAERI**

1. Introduction poly-crystalline CIS film, oil the other hand,

CuInSe, (CIS) is a one of the chalCOPYTile quartz glass substrate was used.

semiconductor with a direct band-gap of Composition of deposited thin films was

]eV. CIS is expected as a base material for investigated by electron probe micro

realization of thin film solar cells due to its analysis (EPMA). From this, Cu/In ratio of

large absorption coefficient. At a present, in 0.91 to 094, and Se/(Cu+ln) of 103 to 1.05

CIS-based cell, it was reported that were obtained. Electric properties of

conversion efficiency of 1 8.8 X, 'I, prepared films were characterized by Hall

comparable to that in poly-Si cells. effect measurement using van der Pauw

Additionally, recent studies showed that configuration. Both single- and

CIS-based cells possess much larger poly-crysialline films showed n-type

tolerance against high-energy irradiation conductivity. As-grown carrier density was

than Si- or GaAs-based cells. 2)-4) Thus, in range of 2xl 016 - 2xI 017 CM,3 for

CIS-based cell is a strong candidate for single-crystals, ad about x10'8crn-3 for

space tilization. poly-crystalline films.

For realization of space solar cells, which High energy proton and electron

have larger efficiency ad longer lifetime, it irradiation on CIS thin films were carried

is important to clarify the irradiation effects out at JAERL Here, proton eergy Of

of cell component. Many studies have been 380keV, lMeV ad 3MeV were selected.

reported on irradiation effects of major cell For electron irradiation, accelerating eergy

materials of Si or GaAs, however, reports of i n 1-3MeV was chosen. During the

irradiation effects of CIS itself have not irradiation, to avoid a sample from heat-up,
5)-7,been so much yet In this study, we

iolB
studied fdamental irradiation effects of
CIS thin films. Single-crysialline CIS hin before irradiation RCZ0 1 cm-'

films were prepared, ad high eergy Proton
lolland electron irradiation was made. We also

observed annealing effect of irradiated CIS

films for investigating a recovering Rc=lo cm-' I
1016

behavior of irradialion-induced damages.

R�=l [cm-T

3 Nev]
2. Results and Discussion io15

In this study, CIS thin films were 04 1015 1016 lo17 lo,
prepared by RF-sputtering. For formation of EleCIT011 fluence 46 [em-2]

single-crystalline CIS films, semi-insulaling Fig.l: Carrier concentration dpendence on

GaAs was used as a substrate. For the 2Me ad 3MeV CCCITOU flUeUCC.
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the sample holder was cooled by water 7

circulation ad a sample temperature was

kept below 50'C. Before irradiation

Carrier concentration dependence o the Proton irradiated

electron fluence was characterized by Hall Electron rradiated

effect measurements. Figure shows carrier

concentration dependence o the electron

irradiation fluence. It seemed that the
1 0decrease of the carrier concentration from

the iitial value was seen above the electron ling Temperature: 60 MIAnnea
fluence Of IX1017CM-2. Similar results were L

also found i proton iradiation above the 0 30 60 90 120 150 180

proton fluence Of IXI00CM-2 . These results Annealing time [h)

suggest that high-energy irradiation causes Fig.2: Carrier concentration behavior

introduction of electron traps in CIS films, during te annealing at 60'C.

and density of the trap icreased with the

increase of irradiation fluence. temperature of the solar cell o the satellite

Carrier concentration behavior depending in space. I this study, annealing time

on the electron fuence can be empirically dependence of the carrier density of the

expressed as, n=noexp(-R,0/ji0. Here, n is irradiated CIS films was ivestigated As

the carrier concentration, no is the carrier seen in Fig.2, both of the electron ad

density before i rradiation, R, is a carrier proton-irradiated CIS films showed increase

removal rate, is the irradiation fluence. of carrier concentration that was decreased

This equation is valid oy i the lower by he irradiation. These results suggest that

fluence region. From the comparison of the annealing possibly makes damaged CIS film

equation with experimental results, carrier recovered.

removal rate, R,, of about cm-' was Change of carrier concentration in

obtained for te electron irradiation. For the irradiated CIS thin film dring the anealing

proton irradiation, carrier removal behavior was aalyzed. In the presen aalysis, it was

was also studied ad carrier removal rate assumed that the irradiation-induced

was i range from 400 cm- I to 1400 cm-' for damages were recovered by the annealing.

single-crystalline CIS. Here, larger carrier We also assumed that carrier concentration

removal rate was obtained i lower-energy behavior obeys a simple rate equation that

proton irradiation. These carrier removal indicates exponential change of' carrier

rates are comparable to or smaller than concentration with the aealing lime.

those of other compound semiconductor Experimental results showed reasonable

materials for solar cells. agreement with the proposed rate equation

We have sdied aealing effects of with the ie constant T of aout days.

irradiated CIS films. Recent study Obtained time constant of' irradiated CIS

demonstrated ta aealing of irradiated thin film agrees well wit te extrapolated

CIS-based cell is effective to recover its value of similar anealing experiments on

performance 8. To further ivestigate this CIS-based cells '. As stated before, present

point, we have studied o the aealing annealing temperature of' 60'C was selected

effects of irradiated CIS film i1self. to be close to the emperature of the satellite

Annealing of I lie electron- or cell working i space. In space, radiation

prolon-irradiated CIS films was performed damage ad recover by thermal anealing

under the atmospheric environment at 601C may occur in cells simultaneously.

using electric oven. This annealing According to these ivestigations, we culd

temperature is cosen as a typical surface estimate te performance degradation of The
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cell in space radiation environment A 4) H. W. Schock, and K. Bogus, Proc of
2 d World Conference of Photovoltaic

CIS-bas�ed cell with 100[Lm thick cover glass Ener Conversion, pp.3586-3589
(1 999,

seems to maintain its iitial performance in

space. This result is well agrees with recent 5) T. Tanaka et aL, J. J. Appl. Phys, V6139,

report by NASDA on the MDS-I satellites. SuppI39-1, pp192-193 2000)
6) S. Kawakita et al., 17th European

Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conf ad

Reference Exhibition 2001)
7) Weinberg.], Swartz.C.K, Brinker.D.J,

1) M. A. Coiltreras et al., Progress in Wilt.D.M, Conf. Record of the Twenty
Photovoltaic, 74, pp.311-316 1999) First IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists

Conference, ppI235-40 1990).
2) C. F. Gy et al., Proc. of 17th IEEE 8) S. Kawakila, et al, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys.

Photovoltaic Specialists Conf.' V61.41, pp.L797-L799, Part2, No7A
pp.151-154 1984) (2002)

3) T. Hisamatsu et al., Proc. of 2 nd World
Conf. of Photovoltaic Energy
Conversion, pp.3568-3571 1998)
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2.1 Irradiation of heavy ion microbeam in single tobacco cells

Yulchiro Yokota*, Yasuhiko Kobayashi,** Tomoo Funayarna", Atsushi
Tanaka", Yoshihiro Hase", Sitoshi Kitarnura" and Masayoshi Inoue*
Laboratory of Plant Breeding Science, Graduate School of Agriculture, Kyoto
Prefectural University*, Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI**

Introduction SMLSD medium (LS-salts and -vitamins, 02
We showed that tobacco BY-2 cells mg/I 2,4-D, 5 mM MES, 30 g/I sucrose, 04 M

were 5-10 times more tolerant to ion beams sorbitol, 0.8 % SeaPlaque agarose and pH 5.8)
than mammalian cells", although the genome at a density of x 10' protoplasts/ml. The 48.4
size of tobacco was similar to that of mammals. [d of the mixture was poured into the
Furthermore, large shoulders were observed in irradiation vessel and covered by a sheet of
the survival curves of tobacco BY-2 cells. cover glass 22 x 22 nun, 150 tun thickness).

From these results, the tolerance system, In this procedure, the thickness of the medium
probably including DNA repair processes, containing cells was calculated to be 100 tLm.

seems to be different between tobacco BY-2 After the irradiation, I ml of the

cells and mammalian cells. SMLSD.medium without agarose was added in

Compared with other radiations, ion the irradiation vessel, and cells were cultured

beams have differential properties; high LET at 27'C under dark condition. After two weeks,

and the penetration control. Furthermore, colonies having 16 or more cells were counted

microbearn irradiation can control the number as survivors. Colony formation rate of the non-

of ion particles to be irradiated in a target. irradiated cells was about 20

In the present study, we developed the Irradiation

procedures for the microbeam. irradiation to The cell positions were recorded as a

tobacco BY-2 cells in order to analyze database using an Autoscan system, according

biological effects of ion beams. Here, the to the procedure reported by Kobayashi et a.2).

outline was introduced. Based on the ell-positions database, cells

were automatically irradiated with carbon and

Experiments neon ion microbeams using the MiST-BA

Irradiation vessel (Microbearn System in Takasaki for Biological

As shown in Fig. 1 a beam window was Application). Properties of ion microbeams

opened in the center of a plastic dish, and a used in the present study were shown in Table

sheet of Harz1as TNF-I (100 [tm thickness) 1.

was sticked on the beam window. Then, a Defection of ion tracks

sheet of sterilized Kapton fihn 30 After the irradiation, Harzlas TNF-I of

thickness) was set on the dish, and fixed by a the irradiation vessel was etched by 13.4 M

sterilized polycarbonate ring. KOH solution at 27'C for 12 (C ions) and 9

Cell culture hours (Ne ions), respectively (Fig. 2. After the

Protoplasts were isolated from tobacco etching, as shown in Fig. 3 the number and

BY-2 cell line according to the methods positions of ion tracks passed through a cell

reported by Yokota et al.'), and ixed with could be confirmed based on the superposed
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image of the cell and the pits on a surface of References

Harzlas TNF- 1. 1) Y. Yokota, Y. Hase, N. Shikazono A.

Tanaka and M. Inoue 2003) International

In summary, we developed the Journal of Radiation Biology, in press.

irradiation vessel and the procedures for ion 2) Y. Kobayashi, T. Funayarna, S. Wada M.

microbearn iadiation to tobacco BY-2 cells. Taguchi and H. Watanabe 2002) JAERI-

Using these, we expect to make biological Review 2002-035, 74-76

effects of ion beams in single plant cells more

clear.

Table Properties of microbeams used in this study.

Ion Energy Beam size Range in water* Mean LET in cell position*
(MeV/u) (ILm) (mm) (keV/ g m)

12C'+ 83 (b 20 1.2 21

20Ne8+ 75 (b 20 0.6 408

*calculated using E LOSS M computer program.

Polycarbonate ring

Kapton film

�%ryy % Plastic dish with a beam

JI %% window
cm

%
J. Cover glass

Cells and medium

Kapton film

Harzlas TNF-1

Fig. I Vessel for microbeam irradiation to single tobacco cells.

Fig. 2

Alkali etching of Harz1as TNF-1

for detection of ion tracks.

13.4M KOH solution
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Fig. 3
Images of cell layer (A), HarzIas TNF-1 layer (B) and the superposition
(C). Bars are 20 it m.
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2.2 Development of gene transfer system using ion beam-irradiated
pollen

Masayoshi Inoue*, Yuichiro Yokota*, Satoshi Kitarnura', Yoshihiro Hase**
and Atsushi Tanaka**,
Laboratory of Plant Breeding Science. Graduate School of Agriculture, Kyoto
Prefectural University*. Department of on-beam-applied Biology. JAERl**

We have been analyzing bioeffects of' ion system using ion beam-irradiated pollen. In the

beam in Nicoliana plants. including pollen and experiments wth 18 MeV C ion from 3MV

single cells. tandem accelerator., the following results were

In the previous reports., we revealed that ion obtained.

beam was effective for overcoming (1) After the irradiation of C ions under

cross-incompatibility between distantly related different conditions combined with fluence and

species 1 2 and for inducing Potato virus penetration depth, percentages of pollen
3 4)Y-resistant mutation . We also found a stained by trypan blue increased from 24.6 in

unique phenomenon. "leaky pollen", in which the unirradiated to 41.4% and over 90% in the

internal substances leaked through an opening 4 x 109 P/CM2 -4 Jim and 4 x loll /CM2 -4 Vm,

in outer wall of pollen grain exposed to He respectively. On the other hand, a significant

ion-5). This phenomenon was specific for the increase was not observed in the irradiation

ion beam exposure, and seemed to be resulted with the depth of Vm. These results showed

from physical lesions induced in outer wall of that the irradiation in the depth of 4 Arn was

pollen grain. In C ion exposure, the most available for inducing effective damage on
7)effective penetration depth for inducing leaky pollen cell membrane

pollen was around 4 [Lm6). (2) Pollen germination rate on a solid

Various techniques f gene transfer in medium was reducedwith the increase of dose.,

plants have been developed and widely used in resulting in about 60% of the non-irradiated

the plant manipulation; control in the 100OGy. However, a significant

Agrobacterium-mediated procedure and direct reduction of seed formation following crossing

procedure using electroporation and particle with the 100OGy-irradiated pollen was not

gun. There are, however, problems to be observed.

dissolved for efficient application in plant When the irradiated pollen was suspended

breeding-, narrow host range.. low yield of in a liquid medium with pBI 221 harboring

plants transformed, and intricate and laborious GUS gene and germinated on a solid medium..

works for the culture. GUS expression was observed in the pollen

Pollen is indispensable to sexual grain and tube. Expression rate in pollen

reproduction in wide range of plant species. If irradiated was 2 - 4 times higher than that in

exogenous DNA can be incorporated into non-irradiated control. In the case of 1000 Gy.

pollen and transferred to egg cell.. pollen can the rate was about 30%"'. These results

be used as a gene vector in combination with suggested -that exogenous DNA could be

crossing. effectively incorporated into the ion

We tried to develop the gene transfer bearn-irradiated pollen and transiently
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expressed there. Tanaka and S. Tano 1995) JAERI TIARA

(3) When pollen irradiated with 100OGy of Annual Report, 44-46

C ion was suspended in a medium with pCH 3) K. Hamada. M. Inoue, A. Tanaka and H.

harboring hygromycin resistance gene. and Watanabe 1999) Plant Biotechnology, 16,

used for pollination, a number of seeds were 285-289

obtained. The seeds were germinated and 4) K. Hamada. M. Inoue, A. Tanaka and H.

cultured on the medium with hygromycin, and, Watanabe 2000) Plant Biotechnology, 18,

consequently, several seedlings were survived. 251-257

However, after PCR amplification specific for 5) M. Inoue, H. Watanabe, A. Tanaka and A.

the resistance gene.. a corresponding band was Nakamura 1992) JAERI TIARA Annual

not detected in survival seedlings., showing that Report., 2 50-52

hygromycin resistance was not transferred to 6) A. Tanaka, H. Watanabe, S. Shimizu, M.

the next generations). Inoue, M. Kikuchi, Y Kobayashi and S. Tano

(4) Also in tobacco pollen., nuclease activity (1997) Nuclear Instruments and Methods in

was very high, resulting in the degradation of Physics Research, B129, 42-48

exogenous plasmid DNA to be incorporated 7) Y Hase, A. Tanaka, 1. Narumi. H. Watanabe

into pollen. This degradation was, to a limited and M. Inoue 1998) JAERI-Review 98-016,

extent, reduced by washing with the medium 81-83

solution or the EDTA application in the 8) M. Inoue, S. Kitamura, Y Toda H.

suspension medium. But., simultaneously, Watanabe, A- Tanaka and Y Hase 1999)

pollen germination was greatly reduced. These JAERI-Review 99-025, 80-81

results showed that preliminary treatment for 9) Y Toda 1998) Thesis of Master degree,

the reduction and/or the exclusion of nuclease Kyoto Pref. Univ.

activity was necessary in pollen-mediated gene 10) Y Hase, Y. Toda. A. Tanaka, M. Inoue and

transfer systemlo-12). H. Watanabe 1999) JAERI-Review 99-025,

82-83

As mentioned above, it is conceivable that 11) S. Kitamura, M. Yamaguchi. M. Inoue, Y

exogenous DNA can be incorporated into the Hase and A. Tanaka 2001) JAERI-Review

pollen cell through an opening of pollen grain, 2001-039, 88-89

specifically induced by ion beam irradiation. 12) S. Kitamura, Y Yokota., M. Inoue, Y Hase

However, nuclease released from pollen is an and A. Tanaka (2002) JAERI-Review

obstacle on the system using pollen as a vector. 2002-03S.105-107

In order to establish the pollen-mediated gene

transfer system.. alternative treatment for

dealing with nuclease activity should be

developed.

References

1) M. Inoue, H. Watanabe, A. Tanaka and A.

Nakamura 1993) JAERI TIARA Annual
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2.3 Effects of 12C6+ Ion Beams on Protoplasts, Petals and Leaves of
Chrysanthemum (Dendranthenw gndiflorum IL)
H. Ikegami" K. Takata, H. Kai* K. Hirashima*, T. Nakahara*

I I 9
Y. Hase**,N. Shikazono" and A. Tanaka"
Department of Agricultural Biotechnology, Fukuoka Agricultural Research Center
Department of on-Beam-Applied Biology. JAERI

1. Introduction

Ion beams are widely used to improve many callus and shoots.

plants and crops. In most cases, materials applied

for ion-beam irradiation depend on the aims and 3. Results and Discussion

situations at which experiments are executed. The dose response curve of callus and shoot

In recent work, we grew mutants of inductions by 320 MeV lk:4 ion beams irradiation

chrysanthemum c.v. 'Syuho-no-chikara' derived is shown in Fig. L2.

from protoplasts for two years to demonstrate In leaf tissues, the callus induction rate was

various types of mutations can be induced almost 100% between Gy and 6Gy(Fig.1).

by irradiation of ion beams on In protoplasts, the callus induction rate

protoplasts' )2) . However, there are still many decreased at 2Gy and no callus was observed

points that should be solved on the sensitivities at 7.5Gy. Median lethal dose(LD50) was

and mutation mechanisms when various tissues or between 3Gy and 5Gy(Fig.1).

cells are irradiated. In petal tissues, the callus induction rate was

To determine the optimum dose of ion beams maintained more than 90% between Gy and 4Gy

and to estimate the precise differences of the and decreased above 6Gy. On the other hand,

mutation observed among materials especially shoot induction rate decreased above 2Gy and

between protoplasts and other tissues, we about 15% was observed at 6Gy. LD50 of callus

investigated the effects of i:�' ion beams on inductions was estimated about 2Gy. Thus, shoot

protoplasts, petals and leaves of chrysanthemum induction rate is thought to be much lower than

and regenerated plants. callus induction rate(Fig.1.2).

Comparing callus induction rate of these

2. Materials and Methods materials. we can suppose that leaf protoplasts are

Chrysanthemum line, No.74' (red flower) more sensitive to ion beams than petals and leaves.

which was bred by a horticulturist in Fukuoka This would be because both petals and leaves are

prefecture was used for the experiment. Isolation multicellular tissues. In addition� the fact that

and embedding of mesophyll protoplasts derived leaves are less sensitive than petals is interesting

from leaves were conducted by the modified (Fig.1).

method� Petals and leaves were cut into about 2 The regeneration of plant'from protoplasts.

5 mm segments and transferred to solidified leaves and petals irradiated with ion beams are in

medium. Prepared protoplasts and sgments were progress.

irradiated with 320 MeV i,6ion beams from the

AVF cyclotron in JAERI. Those irradiated

protoplasts and segments were cultured for 60

days and we counted the number of emerging
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References 2) H.Ikegami, H.Murakami, K.Hirashima,
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Fig.1 Effects of iCion beams on the inductions of callus derived from

protoplast, leaf and petal.
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Fig.2 Effects of Cion beams on the inductions of callus and shoot.
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2.4 Induction of Mutation in Elatior Begonia (B. X hiemalis)

by Ion Beams

Masahide IIZUKA*,Nobuhiro KUDO*, Yasuo KIMURA%

Yoshihiro HASE** and Atushi TANAKA"

Gumma Horticultural Experiment Station*

Department of on-bearn-applied Biology, JAERI'*

Introduction and 1mg/I BA. The samples covered with

]on beams, which have a higher linear Kapton film were irradiated with carbon

energy transfer (LET) than X and gamma ion beam 220 MeV 2C5' and 320 MeV

rays, is one of efficient mutagenic agents, 12C "') at various doses 2 Gy). After

applicable to mutation breeding of many irradiation, the leaf segments were

horticultural crops. However, there have transferred to the fresh medium and

been few studies on the effects of ion cultured at 20 I'C with 16 hr-photoperiod.

beam irradiation on induction of mutation Regenerated shoots were acclimated and

in vegetables and ornamental crops. The transplanted in greenhouse about 2
lethal dose of the 4He 2+ and 12CI+ ion months later.

beam irradiation to strawberry, hydrangea
and spiraea seed became clear 1 ) 2, 2t). Results and Discussion

We have the mutation breeding of the The regeneration rate was roughly

Elatior Begonia (B.Xhiemalis) that is 100% when irradiated with less than 5Gy.

important pot cultures. An ion beam was The 800 acclimation plants grown from

used to Elatior Begonia for the purpose 1200 regeneration shoots and variations

of variation of the flower color. We are observed.

examined effects of ion beam irradiation We are performing cytological studies

on regeneration of Elatior Begonia. As a to investigate horticultural values the

result, less than 5Gy were effective for mutants and are screening mutants of
the irradiation of carbon ion bea MS. 4 flower color variation in the growing

plants.

Materials and Methods
Elatior Begonia(B.Xhiemalis) cv.Line References

in greenhouse were used as plant 1)N. Kudo et al. TIARA Ann. Rep.,

materials. Young leaves were excised., 16:62-64. 1998)

and the surface was sterilized by 2)M. lizuka et al. TIARA Ann. Rep.,

immersing in 70% ethyl alcohol for I min, 2.3:30-31. 1999)

followed in 1%(W/V) sodium 3)M. lizuka et al. TIARA Ann. Rep..

hypochlolite solution for 15 mins and 2.7:45-46. 2001)

then rinsed three times in distilled water. 4)M. lizuka et al. TIARA Ann. Rep.,

The leaf segments were cultured on 2.3:31-32. 2002)

modified Murashige and Skoog's (MS)

medium supplemented with 0.5 mg/I NAA
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Table .Regeneration and plantlets rom

Elatior Begonia leaves iadiated by C ion bam._

No. of No. of
Cultivar Radiation Dose(Gy) regeneration plantlets

shoots

rine 1205+ 1 69 42

2 64 37

5 58 26
12c6+ 1 81 41

2 74 45
5 60 38........................................................................

anabel 1205+ 1 57 34

2 74 52

5 66 41

12c6+ 1 68 53

2 51 37
5 76 53

netia 2c5+ 1 75 44

2 62 37

5 71 50

2c6+ 1 69 46

2 75 49
5 65 47

Fig.l. Plantlets of Elatior Begonia from regeneration

shoots irradiated by 12CI, ion beam.
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2.5 Molecular and Physiological Analysis of 09 in Arabidopsis

Satoshi Kitamura, Naoya Shikazono and Atsushi Tanaka
Deparunent of on-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERL

Flavonoids are secondary metabolites that are the promoter region of the GST-like gene. Such
unique to the plant kingdom, with a multitude of large DNA alteration is preferentially induced by
functions such as acting as pigments and UV-B ion beams, and this characteristic allowed us to
protectants. Some plant flavonoids are also known identify the mutated gene. Because both 9
to have beneficial effects on human health by their mutants have mutations in the GST-like gene,
strong antioxidant activities and to prevent bloat in molecular complementation of the 1119 was carried
ruminants. Two flavonoids, anthocyanins and out using the wild-type GST-Iike gene with its
proanthocyan1dins (PAs; so-called condensed authentic promoter. In each of five independent TI
tannins) are exclusively accumulated in the plants (named 11191AU.-TT19 line), anthocyanin in
vacuole although they are synthesized in the the seedlings (Fig. IA) and brown pigmentation in
cytosol. Until vacuolar compartmentalization is the testa at the ripening stage (Fig. B) were both
completed, these compounds are not stabilized, so restored to the wild-type level. This is conclusive
they do not exhibit their functions in plant cells. evidence that disruption of the GST-like gene is

Although much is known about flavonoid responsible for the flavonoid-deficient phenotype
synthesis, the steps involved in their sequestration of the 1119 mutants. In the following, this gene is
are poorly understood. Three models have been referred to as.TT]9.
proposed for sequestering anthocyanins in To date, two kinds of GSTs have been reported
vacuoles: direct transport of non-modified to be involved in the flavonoid pathway. Te first
anthocyanins, transport after their modification, type is the parsley GST gene, which appears to act

and transport mediated by a carrier protein of in the early steps of a UV light-dependent signal
glutathione S-transferase (GST)'). In the latter transduction pathway leading to the expression of
case, GST activity does not seem to be necessary chalcone synthase 4). Another class of GST, which
for the transport itself. On the other hand, little is includes maize BZ2 and petunia AN9, participates
known about the vacuolar sequestration in the last step of anthocyanin accumulation
mechanisms for PAs. All that is known is that a TT19 is about 70% identical to Arabidopsis EST
putative membrane-localized transporter protein clone H36860 protein and about 50% identical to
has been isolated in Arabidopsis'). petunia AN9. These identities are quite high when

Two transparent testa ) mutant loci 18 and compared with the typically low identities of
1119) were induced by ion beams in Arabidopsis). Arabidopsis GST family proteins (as low as 30%).
Although 1118 was found to be a putative A phylogenetic analysis indicated that TT19
leucoanthocyanidin dioxygenase (LDOX) gene, primarily clustered with H36860, and secondarily
the nature of 1119 has not been elucidated. Purple clustered with AN9, with complete robustness.
pigmentation due to anthocyanins was not visible This result, coupled with the results of the feeding
in the basal region of the stem in two independent experiment using flavonoid intermediate
1119 mutants tY19-1 and 1119-2). The seed coat of naringenin and with the RT-PCR results for the
1119 was pale-brown at the ripening stage, in flavonold structural genes, suggests that TTJ9 is a
contrast to brown in the wild type Columbia (Col). better candidate for an AN9 ortholog. To determine
However, the seed coat of 119 became browner this possibility, the AN9 gene, driven under the
with increasing length of the desiccation period, cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) 35S promoter,
eventually darkening as much as that of Col after was introduced into the t119 mutants. All surviving
long-term desiccation. TI seedlings (1119135S.-AN9 line) exhibited

Molecular mapping seems to indicate that a anthocyanin pigmentation (Fig. IC). Therefore, it
is concluded that the function of M9 in thelarge inversion, which co-segregates with the

mutated 1119 locus, has occurred in the 1119-1 Arabidopsis anthocyanin pathway, like that of AN9

mutant. TAIL-PCR and sequence analysis in petunia", is to take up anthocyanidin 3-
demonstrate that a large inversion was generated glucosides into the vacuolar membrane.
in t119-1, and that one of the breakpoints. in the However, in contrast to complementation of the

inversion coinc'des with a GST-like gene. The anthocyanin-less phenotype in 19, the seed color
other mutant, tt]9-2, was analyzed by the same at the ripening stage remained the same as that of
strategy, and found to have a 16.7 kb deletion in 1119 in all 1119135S.-AN9 plants (Fig. ID). The
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expression of AN9 mRNA was shown by RT-PCR pale-brown color at the ripening stage in 1119 testa
even n developing siliques from the 1119135S.-AN9 is due to a lack of participation of 2,3-cis-flavan 3-
line. A control construct of the CaMV 35S ols in PA synthesis until the ripening stage. These
promoter with M9 cDNA confirmed the ability genetic results are consistent with the
of T19 to complement seed color of t119 even histochemical data using vanillin (Fig. IF).
under the CaMV 35S promoter (1119135S.-M9 Concerning anthocyanin accumulation, the
line) (Fig. ID). Although three plants with pale- petunia an9 mutation was complemented by the
brown seeds were found in this ontrol transgenic maize BZ2 and the maize mutation was
line, co-suppression might have occurred in a complemented by the petunia AN95). However, the
tissue-specific manner. These results indicate that maize bz2 mutation was not complemented by
the inability of AN9 to complement the seed color Arabidopst's H36860, which has about 501/1o amino
of U9 reflects a difference in gene function acid identity to AN95). This suggested that
between T19 and AN9. different plants might use different transport

Complementation of the anthocyanin mechanisms without using GST'). Examples of
pigmentation by AN9 did not restore brown seed such transport mechanisms are direct transport and
color in 1119. This suggests that the brown the transport aer modification of anthocyanins,
pigments of the wild-type seeds rely mainly on PA both of which were suggested by in vitro
derivatives and that M9 participates in the PA analyses". However, our mutant analysis
pathway in Arabidopsis. To determine the demonstrates that the GST-like protein clearly
distribution of PA precursors, seeds were stained participates in anthocyanin transport of
with vanillin, which reacts with PA precursors to Arabidopsis. It is expected that this in vivo role of
give a red color. About three days after flowering GST is relatively conserved in many plant species,
(DAF), Col and 19 seeds had clearly different Based on our results, we have developed a new
patterns of red pigments: in the Col testa, red model for the flavonoid accumulation pathway
pigments appeared to accumulate in large vacuoles (Fig. 2 Our findings clearly show that T19
in cells of the endotheliurn layer, while in 1119, encodes a GST-like protein, and is functionally
they were restricted to a few sm"er vacuoles. At implicated in vacuolar transport and/or
DAF5, the vacuole of Col was fully expanded accumulation of PAs. GST has not previously been
within each constitutive cell (Fig. IE), whereas reported to be involved in the PA pathway. Such
such an expanded vacuole was not detected in W9 an involvement was considered unlikely because
(Fig. IF). This indicates that the mechanism by of the structural features of TTI2 protein, which
which PA precursors are accumulated in the belongs to the MATE-type transporter family and
central vacuoles is affected by the 1119 mutation, is the only constituent of the PA seVestration
while the precursors would be normally machinery that has been suggested so far). In view
synthesized. of the fact that transport mechanisms for

A recent biochemical analysis revealed that anthocyanins are conserved'), GST appears to be
BANYULS (BAN) is involved in the synthesis of involved in the PA pathway in many species. The
2,3-cis-flavan 3-ols, which are specific to the PA finding that 1719 is part of the sequestration

6
pathway ). To obtain further knowledge of the PA machinery for PAs should help to resolve the
pathway, a double mutant with 1119 and ban was puzzle of their transport and accumulation. An
constructed and its phenotype was characterized. understanding of the mechanisms by which PAs
The seed color of the double mutant at the ripening are sequestered could lead to the development of
stage was about the same shade of brown as 1119, new strains of vegetables, fruits, and forage crops
although it was a little grayer than the color of with manipulated tannin level. Such crops could
U19. The gray coloration of the double mutant have health benefits for both humans and
seems to be due to leakage of some of the ruminants.
anthocyanins during the immature stage. One of How TT19 is involved in PA accumulation
the characteristics of 1119 is a darkening of seed remains unclear, but our results may provide some
color during long-term desiccation. In contrast, no clues. The vanillin assay clearly showed that PA

change in seed color was observed in the double precursors in 1119 were wrapped with a membrane-
mutant after an additional desiccation period. If the like structure (Fig. I F). Some flavonoids have
Arabidopsis BAN gene has no other function in been proposed to be transported to the vacuole
planta, it is conceivable that 2,3-cis-flavan 3ols using small membrane-like structures (so-called

7)
such as (-)-epicatechins are essential for the vesicles) containing flavonoids , It is thus
browning of 1119 testa during long-ten-n tempting to speculate that TT19 functions after PA
desiccation. Therefore, it is reasonable that the precursors are taken up into the membrane by
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IT12 (Fig. 2 for example at the stage of the (2) 1. Debeaujon et al., Plant Cell 13, 853 2001).
intracellular vesicle trafficking of flavonoids. (3) N. Shikazono et al., Genetics 163, 1449 2003).

(4) L. Loyall et al., Plant Cell 12, 1939 2000).
References (5) M. R. Alfenito et al., Plant Cell 10, 1 35 1998).
(1) L. A. Mueller, V. Walbot, Recent Adv. (6) D.-Y. Xie et al.,Science 299, 396 2003).

Phytochem. 35, 297 200 1), (7) F, Grotewold, Recent Res. Devel, Plant Physiol.
2, 31 2001).

Fig. Characterization of gene function of TT19.
(A, B) Phenotype in the seedling (A) and the testa at the ripening stage (B) of the ttl9lAU:TT19 line.
(C, D) PhenotWe in the seedling (C) and the testa at the ripening stage (D) of the V9135SAN9 line.
(E, F) Depositional patterns of PA precursors in seed coat of immature seeds DAF5.
Scale bars in (A, B, C, D) indicate mm, and those in (E, F) indicate 50 pm.
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Fig 2 Model of the lavonoid accumulation pathway.
Putative steps are shown as dotted lines.
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2.6 Development of the efficient mutation breeding
method using ion beam irradiation

T. Morishita*, H. Yamaguchi*. K. Degi*.

Y Hase**, N. Shikazono** and A. Tanaka**

Institute of Radiation Breeding, NIAS*

Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI**

1. Introduction LET ionizing radiation control. Irradiated

Most mutagens used for registered crop seeds were sown in nursing soil. After 710

mutant varieties in the world were gamma days, the capacity for germination was

rays. Recently, heavy-ion beams have been investigated. After 3 weeks, the survival

regarded as a new mutagen because such capacity was investigated.

high-LET (linear energy transfer) irradiation Irradiated seeds (MI) of the tartary

provides higher RBE (relative biological buckwheat (self fertilizing) were sown in an

effectiveness) for various endpoints, upland field. After 3 months, the mature

compared with gamma rays. In this study, to buckwheat was harvested, and the individual

develop the method for ion beam breeding in plants were threshed. The seeds (N12)

buckwheat, which is noticed as a healthy obtained were sown in an upland field by

food ingredient, the biological effects of ion plant-to-row lines. Visible traits, chlorophyll,

beams were investigated. We reported the and morphological mutations were

results about these experiments. investigated.

2. Material and Method 3. Result and Discussion

Intact and ulled dry seeds of common The relationship between the dose of

buckwheat (var: Botansoba) and tartary various ion beams and survival rates are

buckwheat (var: Rotundatiem) were shown in Fig. 1. In both of intact and hulled

irradiated with helium ion (4 HC2,, So MCV, seeds of tartary buckwheat, lethal dose 0

penetrating depth 17 mm and 100 MeV, 62 (LDo) of 4He2+ (100 MeV) ions are about

mm), carbon ion (12C-+. 220 MeV, 1.1 mm 350 Gy. Those of 4He2+ (50 MeV) ions are
12C6and +. 320 MeV. 22 mm) and neon ion about 350 Gy and 200 Gy. respectively.

(2ONe8+. 350 MeV, 06 MM). 4 He 2+' 12C5+ .' Those of 2C5+ (220 M eV) ions are about 70

12C6+ and 2Ne 8+ ion beams were generated Gy and 30 Gy. respectively, but flattened

by an AVF cyclotron JAERL Takasaki. over 100 Gy, and the 100% lethal dose of

Japan). A gamma ray fom 44 TBq 'OCo 12C5+ (220 MeV) was not observed. While in

(IRB. Ohmiya. Japan) was used as the low 12C6+ (320 MeV) ions, 100% lethal dose was
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observed at 200 Gy in both common and tartary buckwheat. The total mutation rates

tartary buckwheat. That of 2"Ne 8' did not increased as the dose rose in 4 He2' (100

exhibit the decreasing rates until 1,000 Gy. In MeV) ions and 12C5, (220 MeV) ions.

12C5+ (220 MeV), 12C6+ (320 MeV� and 4He2+ Compared with the relationship between dose,

(50 MeV), the irradiation effect of hulled mutation rate and survival rate about these

seeds was higher than that of intact seeds. ions, the mutation rates of 4 H? (100 MeV)

From these results. it defined that the ions and 12C5+ (220 MeV) ions at 100 Gy

penetrating depth of 17 mm was necessary to were about 15%. while survival rates were

reach the target cells in hulled seeds, and in different in these ions. The chlorophyll

the case of the penetrating depth less than 22 mutation rate of 2Ne8+ ions was lower than

mm, the effect of the hulls is remarkable. those of any other ion beams. Further study

Table and Fig. 2 show the mutation will be necessary to define the mutagen effect

rates under 100 Gy in the M2 generation of of ion beams.

I 00 100 I 00
lzc ins80 go 80 (22OMeV)

60 60 60

40 -Z 40 -Z 40
W'ions

20 (50MV) --'ons 20
20 (100MCV)

0 0 O -
0 1 00 200 3DO 4 00 500 0 0 200 300 4 00 500 0 1 00 200 300 4 00 500

Dose Icy) Dose icy)

100 100- MOVM!� � �
go lzc� ions 80 Oinl seds f rty buckwheat

(32OMeV) O:hW]ed seeds of tartary buAw1rat
6 0 z 60 Ainlad seeds of =nroon bwkwheat

4 0 4 0 IDN& ions A:hulled seeds of -man bmic-heal
(350MV)

11 200 0
0 1 0 200 Soo 4 00 50( 0 200 4 00 Goo 900 I 00
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Fig. 1. Dose responses of ion beams iradiated buckwheat eeds.
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2.7 Mutation Generation in Pot Garden Carnations Regenerated
from Tissue Cultures Irradiated with Ion Beams
M.Okamura*, N.Yasuno*. M.Takano*, A.Tanaka**, NShikazono** and Y.Hase**

Plant Laboratory, Agribio business company. Kirin Brewery Co., Ltd.*

Department of Ion-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERI**

1. Itiroduction and their flower color and shape were
Most mutagens used for mutation breeding investigated.

of crops in the world are gamma rays and
X-rays. Ion beams are expected to be utilized 3. Results and Discussion
widely as new mutagens. because they have The dose response curves of' the shoot
much higher linear energy transfer (LET) and regeneration by ion beam irradiation in
relative biological effectiveness (RBE) than 'PinkY5 were shown in Fig.IA, and that in
those of gamma rays and X-rays'). By ion Gardencarna� in Fig.113. In 22OMeV carbon
beam irradiation, specific flower color mutants ion beams. the median regeneration dose

M2)were obtained in chrysanthemu . By the (RD50) was estimated at 13-14Gy and that in
combined method of ion beam irradiation with 320 MeV carbon and in 50 MeV helium ion
in vitro leaf culture. we succeeded in the were estimated at 17-19Gy and 34-36Gy.
development of new carnation varieties "Vital respectively. The RBE of 220 MeV and 320
Ion series" in 2002 MeV carbon ion beams relative to 50 MeV

In this study, we investigate the efficiency helium ions were estimated to be about 25
of mutation generation by a combined method and 2 respectively.
of ion beam in pot and gardening carnations, The mutants of lower color and shape in
GardencarnaD, and characterize the feature of plants regenerated from tissues irradiated with
mutation breed ing using ion beam irradiation. ion beams are shown in Table 1. The mutation

rates of 'Pinky' are 61 and 42% in 0
2. Materiab and Methods MeV helium and 220 MeV carbon ion beams,

Pot carnation variety 'Pinkv' (pink flower), respectively. Flower color mutants such as
a long seller cv in Europe and America, and light pink, salmon pink. bicolored and lower
GardencarnaB. line D55, were used for the shape mutants such as smaller petals,
experiment. In 'Pinky', small stem segments cup-shaped flowers were obtained (Fig.2). It is
with node were placed in petri dish containing notable that color mutants were obtained at
Murashige and Skoog medium supplemented high frequency by ion beams, for 'Pinky' has
with .1mg/I NAA and .1mg/I B. 30g/I no color variation yet despite its long history
sucrose and 7g/l agar. In gardening carnation, of cultivation in Europe and America. The
micro leaf segments were placed in petri dish mutation rates of Gardencarna�, line D55,
containing MS medium supplemented with are 52%,11.3 and 65% in 50 MeV helium.
O.Img/1 NAA and 2mg/l Zeatin. 30g/l sucrose 220 MeV carbon and 320 MeV carbon ion
and 7gA agar. The samples covered with beams, respectively. Flower color mutants
Kapton film were irradiated with 320 MeV such as light pink. salmon pink. red and flower
carbon, 220 MeV carbon and 50 MeV helium shape mutants such as Dianthus-type petals
ion beams from the TIARA AVF cyclotron were obtained (Fig.3).
(JAERI. Takasaki). After irradiation, the In this study the wide spectrum in flower-
tissues were transferred onto fresh medium color and -shape was observed in the mutants
and cultured in the growth room. The derived from ion beam irradiated pot and
frequency of shoot regeneration was examined gardening carnations. The results correspond
1.5 months after irradiation. The regenerated with the reports in chrysantheMUM2' and

31plants were acclimatized in the greenhouse carnation. Ion beams have different effect
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from that of electron beams on mutation (1997)�121-127

generation of crops and have great impact on 2) S. Nagatomi, et. al., JAERI-Review 97-

plant seed and seedling business. 015 1998), 50-52

3) M. Okamura et. al., Nucl. Ist. and Meth.

References in Phys. Res. 206 2003), 574-578

1) A. Tanaka et. al., Int. J. Radiat. Biol 72

Table 1. Mutants in pot and gardening carnations obtained by the irradiation of 50 MeV helium and

22OMeV, 320 MeV carbon ion beams.

Ion Irradiation Mutants in flower color and/or shape (No.) Mutation

beams dose rate M

Pot carnation variety 'Pinky' (Pink)

50 MeV 10-3OGy Light pink 4), Small flower 2). 6.1

He ----------- - ----------- Dianthus-typ�_Cj)_____.___ - - -- ---------- - ------------ _ _ -------------------- --- -----------------
220 MeV 5-15Gy Salmon pink 2 Light pink (5), Small flower 2 42
C Bi-colored: Pink and pearl 2), Cup shaped (1)

Gardening carnatio 'Gardencarna(g)' D55 (Dark pink)

50 MeV 15-4OGy Light pink 3 Salmon pink (1), Small flower (1) 52

He Dianthus-typ��_ffl ..... .

-2iFWe T - T 0--- 1, 5-G y Minute striped 3), Light pink 4), Salmon pink 2 11.3
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Fig.1 Dose response curves for regeneration frequency in pot (A) and gardening (B) carnations

irradiated by 220 MeV, 320 MeV carbon and MeV helium ion beams.

Fig.2 Mutant of pot carnation cv. 'Pinky.' Fig.3 Mutant of gardening carnation, Gardencarna� D55.
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2.8 Effects of Ion Beam Irradiation on the Mutation Induction
from Chrysanthemum Uaf Disc Culture

K. Ueno *. S. Nagayoshi *, Y Hase* *, N. Shikazono * * and A. Tanaka

Kagoshima Biotechnology Institute*. Department of on-Beam-Applied Biology.

JAERI**

1. Introduction 2.3 Analysis of DNA contents
Chrysanthemums have some aronomical DNA contents were estimated by the Proidy

traits to be improved such as reducing axillary Analyzer (PARTEC PA) 3). Sugar cane was used

buds to save farmer's labor and lower as genome size control, then, DNA contents were

temperature flowering to save the cost of heating. determined by comparing sugar cane with

New type plant mutants such as UV-resistant chrysanthemum.

Arabidopsis and chrysanthemum with novel

flower colors have been obtained using ion 3. Results and Discussions
beams as a mutagen') 2 The objectives of our In 22OMeV 12C5' and 32OMeV 12CI+ ion

research are to develop an effective method for beams, regeneration frequency decreased rapidly

mutation of chrysanthemums using ion beams with increasing dose and the 90% re-generation

and to obtain desirable variations. In this paper, dose (RD90) was estimated at 2 Gy and 3 to 4

we describe effects of ion beam irradiation on the Gy, respectivel Y4). Therefore, specimens were

mutation induction from cultures of irradiated at nearly RD90. In this study,

chrysanthemum. approximately 18,000 regenerated plants were

obtained and cultured during three years-, for

2. Materials and Metbods selection fewer axillary buds or lower

2.1 Plant materials temperature flowering type. From the screening

Chrysanthemum (cv. Jimba) leaves were cut of 13,077 MI plants derived from the ion beam

into appropriately 4 mm x 2 mm disc and irradiated leaf discs 66 visible mutants were

cultured on MS medium with m/I IAA and selected (Table 1).

1 mg/I BA prior to 36 days of irradiation. After Under low temperature, flowering period of

I month of irradiation, leaf discs were "Jimba" is greatly delayed. Thus, in winter

subcultured on MS medium with 0.01 mg/] season, this cultivar is forced to culture under

NAA and 0.05 mg/I BA for adventitious shoot high temperature controlled at 15 to 20 9C .

development. Then after I month., adventitious Therefore, we tried to select early flowering type

shoots were subcultured on MS hormone free to behave safely even under low temperature of

medium for plant regeneration. 10 to 129C (Fig. 1 2.

2.2 Ion beam irradiation In 22OMeV'2C5' ion beams.. early flowering

Leaf discs were irradiated with 220 MeV or type (until 9 weeks flowering after lighting stop)

320 MeV carbon ions.. accelerated by AVF frequency gradually increased with increasing

cyclotron at JAERI at doses of 0.5-5 Gy for dose (except 5Gy), and late flowering type (more

chrysanthemum. than 14 weeks) frequency also increased (Fig. 2.
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A lot of mutants with different flowering period vegetative propagation and these clonal lines

were obtained by ion beam irradiation (Fig. 1). were selected by the line breeding system. These

The mutants of early or late flowering type two lines are keeping each character of few

were selected and analyzed about DNA contents. axillary buds., no difference in the line. We also

The chromosome number of chrysanthemum is obtained the few axillary bud mutants from cv.

54 (hexaploid). So. 2% of total DNA contents are "Jimba" irradiated with 22OMeV 12C5, (Fig. 4.

just about same value of one chromosome. These selected plants or lines were analyzed

Almost normal plants derived from DNA contents. DNA contents of B01-2-15 were

non-irradiated leaf discs did not decrease in any approximately 98% of original "Jimba".

amount DNA (data is not shown). However, 10% However, other selected line or plants did not

of mutants that decreased more than 2 of the decrease any amount of DNA (Fig. 5).

total DNA were included in the selected plants Now, we are going to prepare for selection of

derived from non-irradiated leaf discs. mutants which have both few axillary buds and

Furthermore, the mutants in which the DNA low temperature flowering trait. Therefore.

contents were less than 98%, were included in 30 re-irradiation becomes needed for that, and

to 70% of mutants irradiated with 22OMeV 12C5.. selection of the mutant in which DNA contents

ion beams of 0.5 to Gy (Fig. 3. These results are not decreasing may be necessary.

show that the chromosomes are cut easily by the

ion beam irradiation., because the energy is References

higher than other radiations. 1) A. Tanaka el al., TIARA Ann. Rep. 1995.

We are breeding the improvement of one (1996) 32-34.

point, few axillary buds or early flowering type 2) S. Nagatomi et al., TIARA Ann. Rep. 1997.

that maintained characteristic of the original cv. (1998) 41-43.

"Jimba". Therefore., the high irradiation dose of 3) K. Mishiba and M. Mii. Cell Tech., 1988)

ion beam is not desirable. Vol.17, No. 4 609-615.

In the original cv. Jimba " the number of 4) K. Ueno el al., Ikushugaku Kenkyu 3 2001)

axillary flower buds is almost more than 30. (Suppl 2: 62.

However, the number of axillary buds of the 5) N. Shikazono et al.. Genetics 157, 379-387

mutants were less than hall' to quarter. and these (2001).

were obtained from leaf cultures irradiated with 6) K. Ueno el al., TIARA Ann. Rep. 2001.
32OMeV 12C,1, ion beams at 3 and I Gy (Fig. 46). (2002) 44-46.

These two selected plants were proliferated by

Table 1. The number of tested ad selected plants i three years, which regenerated from leaf
cultures irradiated by ion beam or X-ray.

Cultiver Radiation Energy Dose Number oftested and (selected) plants for three years. Total
Mev GY 2000 2001 2002

Jintba He 50 1-3 111 (2) 44 (1) 155 (3)
100 1-10 2,032 (2) 2,032 (2)

C 220 1-5 35 3,633 (24) 1,794 (12) 5,462 (36)
320 0.5-10 2,800 (7) 2,628 (18) 5,428 (25)

X-ray 5 891 (10) 1,086 (3) 445 2,422 (13)
non-radiated control 0 1,060 (9) 1,420 (6) 2,480 (15)

Total 2,097 (21) 9,595 (37) 6,287 (36) 17,979 (94)
No. of selected plants. Selected by a few axillary buds or early flowering.
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Fig. 1 Individual selection in green house for early flowering under low temperature.
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2.9 Mutation Induction to Sweetpotato with Ion Beam Irradiation

M.Ooe'. J.Nagai', K.Shimonishi", YHase"', N.Shikazono... and A.Tanaka...

Kagoshima Biotechnology Institute*

Agricultural Enviroment Promotion Office, Kagoshima Prefecture'

Department of Ion-beam-applied Biology, JAERI***

1 Itroduction

In the breeding of sweetpotato which is high 2.3 Analysis of starch composition and content

polyploidy, mutation breeding is suitable for Starch content of tuberous roots were

minor improvement of some specific trait determined by iodine binding using

remaining most of its superior characteristics. spectrophotometer. To calculate Amylose

Currently, novel type of plant mutants such as content., 10 mg of extracted starch was dissolved

UV-resistant Arabidopsis') have been obtained in 0.5 rnI of DMSO, and 95 ml of distilled water

using ion beams as a mutagen. Therefore, ion was added. 200 I of this starch solution was

beams are considered to be the most suitable tool diluted with 44 ml of distilled water, and reacted

for the mutation breeding of crops. with 400 I Of 1 % I2 solution. The arnylose

The main objective of this study is to modify contents were calculated by the following

starch composition of sweetpotato by ion beam equation:

irradiation. In this report ', effects of ion beam Arnylose content = D680 0.17)/(1.48

irradiation on morphologic properties and starch -0.17) 100

composition were examined.

3. Results and Discussions

2. Materials and Methods The number of regenerated Ml plants after

2.1 Plant materials ion beam irradiation were listed in Table and 2.

Embryogenic calli of sweetpotato (cv. When sweetpotato calli were irradiated with 100

Shirosatsurna) were induced from meristernatic MeV helium ions, and 320 MeV carbon ions,

tissue and subcultured on MS medium with 0.05 regenerated Ml plants were obtained at doses of

mg/l 2,4-D. Calli were prepared to 2 mm (for 25-200 Gy and 20-50 Gy, respectively. Almost

'2C6+) or 6 mm (for 4He2) in height prior to these plants were obtained at 100 Gy or below in

irradiation. After irradiation, somatic embryos helium ions and 40 Gy or below in carbon ions.

were induced from call i using 4 mg/I ABA and I Young leaves of the original cv. Shirosatsuma

mg/l GA3 followed by transfer to hormone-free are reddish, and its tuberous roots are yellowish

MS medium for plantlet development. white. In this experiment, appearances of these

organs were mutated in their colors. The color

2.2 Ion beam irradiation of new leaves and tuberous roots in some Ml

Sweetpotato calli were irradiated with 100 plant were altered to pale green and pale purple,

MeV helium ions at doses of 25-750 Gy or 320 respectively. Out of total 965 Ml plants

MeV carbon ions at doses of 20-300 Gy irradiated with helium ions, 13 independent Ml

accelerated by AVF cyclotoron at JAERL plants had pale green leaves.. and the incidence
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of this mutation was 13% (Table 1) and this obtained with ion beam irradiation. It is

mutation was observed in carbon ions as well expected that color and shape of the sweetpotato

(Table 2 The frequency of this mutation tuberous root will be modified more effectively

increased with augmentation of the irradiation using ion beams.

dose in helium ions. On the other hand, the

mutation of root color had a tendency to incease References

with the amount of irradiation, but it was also 1) A. Tanaka et al., TIARA Ann. Rep. 1995

observed in unirradiated plants. It is possible that (1996) 32-24.

some of root-color-changed mutants is induced 2) K. Shimonishi et al.., TIARA Ann. Rep. 2000

in the process of tissue culture. (2001) 82-84.

When the dosage of irradiation increased, 3) K. Ueno et al., TARA Ann. Rep. 2001 2002)

the weight of tuberous roots and measurements 44-46.

of starch D680) tended to decrease as shown in

Table 3 The decline of D680was Table 1. Effects of helium ion beam irradiation on sweetpotato plants

probably caused by decrease of starch dose No. of No. of No. of % of No. of IN, of

content. Amylose contents were irradiated cultivated green green purple purple
(Gy) petri dish plant; leaves leaves roots roots

calculated based on the measured 250-750 9 0 - - - -

values of D680- As a result, the 200 6 10 0 0 0 0
150 4 29 2 6.9 1 3.4

highest amylose content was 16.3% 100 6 415 9 2.2 13 3.1

(data not shown). 75 2 79 1 1.3 1 1.3

From above results, it is assumed 50 4 83 0 0 2 2.4

25 2 105 1 1.0 0 0

that the appropriate dose of irradiation 0 - 244 0 0 5 2.0

for regeneration of sweetpotato is 100 total 33 965 13 1.3 22 2.3

Gy or below in helium ions and 40 Gy young leaves altered to pale green
:*: tuberous roots altered to pale purple

or below in carbon ions. These
estimates are in accord with the results Table 2 Effects of carbon ion beam irradiation o sweetpotato plants

No. of No. of No. of % of No. of of

of previous reports 1), 3, , but it is dose irradiated cultivated green green purple purple

necessary to consider the tendency for (Gy) petri dish plant, leaves leaves roots roots
60-300 19 0 - - -

weight of tuberous roots and starch 50 2 4 0 0 1

40 2 142 7 4.9 9 6.3

content to decrease with increasing 25 2 56 0 0 0 0

dose of irradiation. This study was 20 2 10 0 0 1 10.0
0 - 40 0 0 1 2.5

chiefly undertaken to alter starch total 27 252 7 2.8 2 4.8

composition of sweetpotato, but
the high amylose plant whose Table 3 Averages of the tuberous roots ad measurements of starch

helium ion beam carbon ion beam
amylose content is more - dose weight of measurement,:, dose weight of measuren-wrils

than 20% was not obtained. root tubes oflarch root ubers ofslarch

(Gy) (9) (OD 6go (Gy) (9) (QD6go)

Visible mutations of the leaf 200 63.8 0.656 50 - -

and root colors. however, were 150 187.6 0.716 40 309.6 0.682
100 290.7 0.705 25 334.5 0.709

induced. These results 75 314.3 0.787 20 513.3 0.627

St) 333.4 0.754 0 (coal ml) 455.9 0.794

suggest that morphologic 25 417.4 0.825

mutants. particularly chromatic 0 (control) 411.6 0.763
*: significantly different from the control al 5%. level

mutants, of sweetpotato will he **: significantly different rom te control al I W. level
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2.10 Comparison between Ion Beam Irradiation and Particle
Bombardment in the ransformation of Hinoki Cypress
(Chamaecyparis obtusa)

K. Ishii*, Y. Hase**, and A. Tanaka**
Department of Molecular and Cell Biology, Forestry and Forest Products Research
Institute*, Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI**

1. Introduction 6-benzylaminopurine and 0.03 g M
Hinoki cypress (Chamaecyparis obiusa Sieb. naphthalene acetic acid (NAA). Fresh shoot

et Zucc.) covers 24 of the plantation area in primordia were subcultured on the same
Japan and is the most important domestic forest medium in petri dish 35 x 10 mm) which was
conifer. It produces the highest quality wood covered with Kapton film. They were irradiated
and can be grown throughout Japan, excluding with 50 MeV4 He2, or 320 MeV 2CI, ion beam
Hokkaido and the Ryukyu Island. In forest tree from AVF cyclotron in JAERI. After irradiation
species with long life cycle, genetic theshoot primordia were subcultured to the new
transformation is very promising in shortening CD media containing 003 It M NAA and
the breeding time.

Ion beam is expected to increase the mutation 0.002% basta or 10 M bispyribac-sodium for

frequency and wide spectrum, since it has a high herbicide resistant selection and shoot

LET (linear energy transfer). The combination differentiation.

of ion beams irradiation and tissue culture was In another experiment, shoot primordia were

sometimes beneficial for high frequent mutation targeted by a particle bombardment. The
)2)1)induction' . in the previous report, we have introduction of a useful herbicide resistance

obtained the xanta and wax rich mutants by ion gene (bar) into the shoot primordia with the
beam irradi ation'). promoter of 35S of cauliflower mosaic virus

In this study, we tried to create herbicide (pSLJ201 1)7) or maize ubiquitin promoter

resistant mutants by irradiation of 2the shoot (pAHC20)') was tried. The plasmid pSLJ2011
primordia of Hinoki cypress with 'He and 12C6+

heavy ion beams. Then, we compare the is a binary vector plasmid which was cloned into

transformation methods of ion beam irradiation the site of plasmid pRK290 from E. coli. The

and particle bombardment in the introduction of plasmid pAHC20 has Ubi-1 promoter from

herbicide esistant trait to Hinoki cypress. maize, herbicide phosphinothricin resistance

gene (bar), nopaline synthase 3 untranslated

2. Experimental procedure sequence and sequence from vector pUC8 of E.

Shoot primordia of Hinoki cypress was used coli. The Ubi-1 promoter has been shown to be

for the experiments. They are cultured on CD highly active in monocots.

medium') supplemented with 10 /t M
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PCR analysis was done according Takumi bisbyribac 2 months after irradiation with to

and Shimada'). Southern blotting analysis was 20 Gy 12CI, ion beam. So far, we observed no

done using the genome DNA extracted. herbicide resistant mutants in Hinoki cypress

To the regenerated plantlets from the shoot primordia after irradiation of 'He" or J2C6+

selection medium, 50 times diluted Basta ion beam.

herbicide (This dilution means 037 of According to the bar herbicide selection after

glufosinate in the spray liquid) was sprayed and particle bombardment, it is appeared that 35S

the response of the transgenic and promoter was better than ubiquitine promoter

non-transgenic plants was checked just after for bar gene expression. Te best condition for

regeneration. Three resistant lines were also transformation was with days' preculture

checked with 50 times diluted Basta spray after using 35S promoter. Nine out of 30 regenerated

one growing season in the containment plantlets showed the positive band 402 bp of

greenhouse. In a preliminary test, untransformed the bar gene. Southern blotting analysis showed

juvenile Hinoki cypress were killed with 100 the existence of 2 copies of bar genes in two

times diluted Basta spray treatment. transformed plantlets examined. Surviving

plantlets were observed among the regenerated

3. Results and Discussion plantlets (Fig. 2 from the selection medium

Shoot primordia irradiated with to 80 Gy after Basta spray treatment.

'He 2, ion beam were all dead after 4 months in In this experiment where the functional genes

the 0002 % basta or 10 It M bispyribac were already detected, the particle bombardment

containing medium. There were totally 7 is much manipulative tan ion beam irradiation

surviving shoot primordium clusters out of 1350 for creating transformation. However, recent

in te CD selection medium containing 10 /tM negative public attitude to recombinant DNA

bisbyribac 40 days after irradiation With 4 He2+ technology forces us to develop much

ion beam from to 20 Gy (Table 1.). However, acceptable transformation approach like that

they died after 4 months in the same medium. using ion beam irradiation.

There were I surviving shoot primordium

cluster out of 750 in te CD selection medium

containing 0002 basta and 7 surviving shoot

primordia out of 750 in the CD selection

medium containing 10 UM bisbyribac 1 month

after irradiation with to 80 Gy 2CI, ion beam

(Fig. 1). However they died later. There were no

surviving shoot primordium clusters out of 2250

in the CD selection medium containing IO M
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Table 1. Effect of ion beam irradiation on

number of surviving shoot primordium clusters

on the selection meadium containing herbicide

(bispyribac)

Dose 4He 2+ 12c6+

Gy irradiatedsurviving irradiatedsurviving

40 120days 60days

5 450 3 0 750 0

10 450 3 0 750 0

20 450 1 0 750 0 Fig. 2 Genetic transformed Hinoki cypress

which was introduced with bar gene by particle

bombardment
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2.11 Mutation Induction with Ion Beam Irradiation in Garlic
(Afflum Safivum L.) - Morphological Character or Plantlets -

T.Tashiro*, Y. Yamamoto*, A.Tanaka**, N.Shikazono** and YHase**
Farm Station of FSC, Faculty of Bioresources, Mie University*
Department of on-bearn-applied Biology, JAERI**

I.Introduction 2.Materials and Methods
Recently, there is a great demand for Garlic cultivars, 'Fukuchl-white' treated

garlic because garlic is one of the sterilely were used for the experiments.
remarkable health foods. Garlic belongs to One of irradiated materials was thin
a group of the Allium family. Since garlic sections of bulb basal plates. Another one
is sexually sterile and propagated by bulbs, was compact and granular callus like
the positive plant breeding is difficult. embryogenic callus.
Therefore, the consumer and the producer 2.1 Basal plate
could not satisfy the breeding in garlic. We Multiple shoots are induced directly from
established a novel system of practical basal plates in very short culture period
micropropagation in garlic, which (two months), but it is difficult to produce
produced effective bulblets in vitro, many regenerated plantlets. The basal plate
because it is a wise method to proliferate, was cut off 1-1.5mm thickness as ion
to select, and to plant in field'). beam could irradiate through them

The ion beam is expected to increase the perfectly and trimmed 5x5mm in length,
mutation frequency and wide spectrum, and then divided into 4 equal segments.
since it has the high liner energy transfer 8-12 segments were placed on a 60mm
(LET) and relative biological effectiveness diameter plastic petri dish containing 5m]
(RBE 2 A combined method of ion beams LS medium supplemented with 30g/I
irradiation with tissue culture was sucrose and 3gA gelrite for shoot
beneficial for high frequent mutation. We differentiations). The dishes were covered
supposed that ion beam induced specific with Kapton film, and then irradiated with
mutation not only on morphological 32OMeV 12C61 or MeV4 He2, ion beams
character but also on chemical composition from the TIARA AVF cyclotron in JAERL
in garlic. The irradiation dosage ranged from 0.05Gy

The purpose of this study is to investigate to Gy at 6 levels in carbon ion beam and
the effects of ion beam on the mutant of from 0.05Gy to 1KGy at 7 levels in helium
volatile sulfur compounds of garlic. In this ion beam. After irradiations the both
paper, we report the effects of ion beam on samples were transferred to the fresh
callus proliferation and shoot regeneration medium for shoot differentiation. Fresh
from the irradiated callus induced from shoots were subcultured on medium for
basal plate of garlic bulb, and bulblet bulblets formation.
induction from explants of basal plate bulb. 2.2 Callus

It takes over four months to produce
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bulblets, but the regenerated plantlets can plantlet growth and its morphological

be produced enough numbers to select character

mutants. The calluses in liquid-shaking The basal plates were irradiated with

culture were placed on 1mm thickness in 0.2Gy and 0.5Gy carbon or helium ion

60mm diameter plastic petri dish beams for the effective dosage to produce

containing MS medium supplemented with plantlets as a result of preliminary

plant growth regulator experiment (Table 1). There was no

(2,4-dichlorophenoxy acetic acid). The significant difference among the number of

dishes were covered with Kapton film, and plantlets per segment in each treatment.

then irradiated with 32OMeV 12C6+ or These results suggest that ionizing

5OMeV 4 He 2, ion beams same as basal radiation almost did not affect the plantlet

plates. The irradiation dosage ranged from formation. Various types of plantlets were

0.05Gy to 1Gy at 6 levels in carbon ion observed and divided according to their

beam and from 0.05Gy to Gy at 7 levels general appearance. The normal plantlets

in helium ion beam. After irradiations the were defined green and over 5cm leaf

both samples were transferred to the length like the normal garlic in appearance.

medium for shoot differentiation after one Abnormal plantlets were divided into

month. Fresh shoots were subcultured on vitrification induced by culture and the

medium for bulblets formation. variation induced by irradiating ion beam.

The experiments were performed under The vitrification rate was 11.9% in

3000lux (day /night of 16/8hrs.) at 25'C. unirradiated treatment. In helium ion beam,

Proliferation rate of callus and formation vitrification rate was 10.9% at 0.2Gy and

rate of callus colony that had the was 92% at 0.5Gy, respectively. In carbon

regenerated ability to produce shoot, and ion beam, vitrification rate was 17.0% at

survival rate of basal plate segment and 0.2Gy and was 8.2%, at 0.5Gy, respectively.

bulblet formation rate from basal plate These results suggest that vitrification

segment were investigated. And the general occurred equally regardless of radiation.

appearances of the plantlets were observed, The irradiated variation rate was depended

comparing the morphological differences on carbon and helium ion beams. In helium

among those plantlets induced by ion beam, irradiated variation rate was

irradiating carbon and helium ion beams. 21.7%, at 0.2Gy and was 8.0% at 0.5Gy,

respectively. In carbon ion beam, irradiated

3.Results and Discussions variation rate is 21.010, at 0.2Gy and is

1) Establishment of micropropagation 23.4% at 0.5Gy, respectively. Irradiated

system of garlic bulblets in vitro variation rate was O'Yr in unirradiated

The effective micropropagation system of treatment. These data indicated that

garlic bulblets is established, which can plantlets derived from irradiated segments

produce plantlets derived firom the had the higher variation rate apparently,

irradiated basal plates and the irradiated and variation rate was higher in carbon ion

compact yellowish callus like embryogenic beams than in helium ion beams. These

callus (data not shown) 4 results suggest that carbon ion beams can

2) Effect of basal plate irradiation on induce mutation at low dosage of
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irradiation, resulting in the effective grown in experimental field of Farm
induction of the mutants with one or a few Station in Mie University. They will be
point mutations that have no or very few harvested in June 2003 and estimated
undesired mutations. The plantlets having agricultural traits in details. The differences
different morphological character such as among ion beams in the effect of mutant
multiple shooting, variegated leaves, albino and in the spectrum of induced mutants are
and dwarf were produced by carbon ion investigated in detail.
beams irradiation.
3) Effect of callus irradiation on plantlet References
growth 1) Y Yamamoto and T.Tashiro,
The segments of callus were irradiated International Plant Propagatorrs'Society

with AGy and 0.2Gy of carbon or helium 7:17-18(2000).
ion beams for the effective dosage to 2) A.Tanaka, N.Shikazono, Y.Yokota,
produce plantlets as a result of preliminary H.Watanabe and S.Tano, Int. J. Radiat. Biol.
experiment. Because the irradiated callus is 72:121-127 1997).
cultivated in vitro, it is not yet investigated 3) M. Maybe and S.Sumi, Plant Cell
in detail about the appearances of plantlets. Reports 17:773-779(1998)
We didn't find any mutant for the show in 4) T.Tashiro, YYamamoto, A.Tanaka,
plantlets induced in preliminary experiment N.Shikazono, and Y.Hase, TIARAAnnual
for the adequate dosage. Report 2001, JAERI- Review

The regenerated bulblets were placed on 2001-035:49-51 2002).
soil -for sprouting, and now they are well

Table I Effects of carbon and helium ion beam irradiations on induction of shoot from basal plate of garlic bulb

4He2.(cy) 12C"(Gy) control

0.2 0.5 0.2 0.5
No. of irradiated basal plates(A) 27 46 180 181 30

No. of total shoots(B) 46 87 305 415 84
No. of normal shoots(C) 31 72 189 284 74
No. of vitrified shoots(D) 5 8 52 34 10
No. of abnormal shoots induced by irdiatior(E) 10 7 64 97 0
No. of multiple shootsM 0 0 15 53 0
No. of shoots with vriegated leaves(G) 0 0 21 23 0
No. of shoots less than 5mm leaf length(14) 10 0 0 0 0
No. of abortive hoot([) 0 7 28 21 0

B/A(N of shoots) 1.7 1.9 1.7 2.3 2.8
C/B(%) 67.4 82.8 62.0 68.4 88.1
D/B(%) 10.9 9.2 17.0 8.2 11.9
E/B(%) 21.7 8.0 21.0 21.4 0.0

F/E(%) 0.0 0.0 23.4 54.6 -
G/E(%) 0.0 0.0 32.8 23.7 -
H/E(%) 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -
I/E(%) 0.0 100.0 43.8 21.6 -
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2.12 Characters and Inheritance of Short Internode Induced by the

Irradiation of 2C'+ Ion Beam in Tomato

M. Masuda*, K. Murakarni*, T. Yuasa*, A. Tanaka** ad Y. Hase**
Department of Applied Plant Science, Faculty of Agriculture, Okayarna Uiversity*
Department of lon-Bearn-Applied Biology, JAERI**

1. Introduction 2. Experimental pocedure
Ion bearn a ecently inovated technique as

bee sown to poduce a ew type of utant 2.1 Plant material
in Arabidopsis thaliana". Since biological A mutant wth sort internode was iduced

effects of ion bearn is different fom tat of frorn tomato cv. First irradiated with 50 Gy of
-nina-rays, we exp S21

gai ect tat ion bearn 220 MeV "C" ion beam to their seed .

irradiation will be ew technique for obtaining Material seeds (M3) we derived fi-orn

novel mutants I tornato, 50 Gy of 2C " ad self-pollination of te M2 plant.

150 G of 'He 21 were the optirnum dosages for

irradiating seeds with the possibility of 2.2 Fruit quality of mutant

generating tomato utants without causing Seeds of utant ad wild-type First were

excessive ijury to te ernbryo)' ). Masuda et sown on 27 March. Fruits were harvested fom

al. 2002) reported that tomato cv. First utant st c uster and te concentrat o of sugars ad

with sort internode (Fig. 1) was iduced by organic acids were easured with HPLC.

the iadiation of 2CII ion bearn to te seeds .

Short internode would be useful for poduction 2.3 Effect of GA3 treatment on shoot growth

of indeterminate tornato cultivars with long Mutant ad wild-type First plants at Ist

harvesting period, because it can save leaf-stage, wre used. Plants were cultured in

training/harvesting labor, especially in tile nutrient solution containing GA3 at te

protected Clture I tis paper, we repor tat concentration of 0, 0.1 I ing-liter-'. Epicotyl

characters ad Inheritance of sort internode length was easured after 12 days culture.

tomato.

2.4 Segregation in F2 Population

Foi- inheritance studies, te mutant ad wild

type First were reciprocally cossed. Te

Segregation of sort internode in tle 

population was examined. F2 seeds were sown

in vermiculite o I Sep. Penotype was

determined o 26 Sep.

Fig. 1. Te utant with short internode (left),

Wild-type First ight).
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3. Results and Discussion 3.3 Segregation in F2 population

Both of F derived frorn reciprocal crossing

3.1 Fruit quality of mutant showed normal growth. F2 population

Tile sugar levels were lower ad te acid segregated into two penotypes normal ad

levels were higher i te utant than tose i short internode-type (Table 2 Segregation

wild-type first, but tere were no significant ratio fitted well to 3 : I ormal: sort

differences between thern (Table 1). internode). Tese results idicate tat the sort

intemode character is controlled by a single

Table 1. Sugar and acid contents in fruits of wild-type recessive nuclear gene.

'First' and a mutant with short internode.

Table 2 Segragation of the mutant phenotype in te Fi
Sugar (g/100g) Acid WIMP)

Line Glucose Fructose Citric Malic and F2 generation.

2
Wild-type 1.26 1.42 0.225 0.023 Phenotype i F2 (No, x

Crosses F. Normal SI-type (3 1) P
Short internode 1.09 1.28 0.296 0.027

Significance NS NS NS NS SI x WT Normal 147 43 0.667 0.414

WT x SI Normal 118 42 0.133 0.715

SI mutant with short internode

3.2 Effect of GA3 treatment on shoot growth WT : wild-type First

Application of I mg-liter" GA3 was effective Symbol marks, br (brachytic ad bu bushy),

on the stem elongation in the two lines (Fig. are kown as te genes of short internode

2). GA3 at 0.1 rng-liter-' was also effective on character in tomato'). Further studies are

wild-type First but not effective on te mutant. required to confirm whether the mutant gene

The mutant show lower sensitivity to GA3 induced by ion bearn is different from br or bu.

applicatio tan wild-type. Tis esult suggests

that te sort internode caracter is ot elated References

to low endogenOUs GA3 level. 1) A. Tanaka, N. Shikazono, Y. Yokota, H.

Watanabe and S. Tano. hit. J. Radiat. Biol.
7 GA3 (ffVlila�')

00 00.1 ml 72 1997) 121-127.
2) M. Masuda, S. G. Agong, A. Tanaka N.

A
4 ShIkazono and Y. Hase. JAERI-Review
3 2001-039 2001) 42-44
2

1 3) M. Masuda, S. G. Agong, A. Tanaka N.
0 Shikazono. Acta Hort. 2003 i press).

Wild type Mutint 4) M. Masuda, K. Murakarni, T. YUasa A.

Fig. 2 Effect of GA o the elongation of epicotyl in Tanaka and Y. Hase. JAERI-Review

wild-type First' and a utant ith sort internode. 2002-035 2002) 52-53.

Indicates significant difference (a = 0.05 between 5) Rick, C. M. ad L. Btler Advances in

each treatment ad control. Genetics 8 1956) 267-382.
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2.13 Mutation Breeding of Rice, Eggplant and Gloriosa by Ion Beam

Irradiation

M.Mizobucli*,M.Okada*,M.Malsiimoto*,Alwasaki*,ATaiiaka**aiid Y.Hase**

Kochi Prefectual Agricultural Research Center*,

Department of on-bearn-applied Biology, JAERI**

1. Introduction In gloriosa, the seeds of two

In Kochi prefecture. we are carrying out self-pollinated lines and five F, hybrid lines

mutation breeding of rice, eggplant and were irradiated with He(IOOMeV) at a dose

gloriosa. Though we have used y -rays and of 8Gy. C(22OMeV) at 1Gy or
MNU as mutagens. we attempt to use ion C(32OMeV) at 52OGy. Ml plants of the
beams in this study. Because the linear 98PM(s) line irradiated with C(22OMeV in
energy transfer and relative biological 1998 and those of No.2(the Misato-pink
effectiveness of ion beams are extremely line) and No. 13 (the Kakarnega line)
higher than those of y -rays. Thus, seeds of irradiated with C(22OMeV) or He(10OMeV)
rice., eggplant., and gloriosa were irradiated were grown in a green house. The influence
with ion beams and several biological of irradiation on the germination rate of te
effects were examined. Moreover, we seeds and the induction of mutation of Ml
selected individuals that have excellent plants were evaluated.
mutant characters. We used helium(He) and
carbon(C) ions that were accelerated by 3. Results and Discussions
using the AVF cyclotron in Takasaki In rice, the mutants those amylose
JAERI . contents were lower than 14% could be

obtained from 10 treatments. There were
2. Materials and Methods Twenty three mutants of low arnylose

In rice.. dry seeds of the variety content were obtained. The irradiation of
Tosapika' were irradiated in 2000, and carbon ion induced low amylose content
the seeds of the M, generation were sown. mutants more tan tat of helium ion.

In 2001 about 1600 plants from 19 Though the higher dosage irradiation tended
treatments and in 2002 about 2700 plants to induce mutations of low amylose content,
from 28 treatments were gwn in the field. the proper dosage could not be carified

The primary selection was done by the plant (Table 1 2.
forms and The quality of brown rice. Then we In eggplant, the higher dosage of
investigated the amylose content of the irradiation was done, the fewer numbers f

selected 488 lines of brown rice in 2001 and self-pollinated seeds of DH lines could be

461 lines in 2002. obtained. No sell'-pollinated seeds were
In eggplant, the seeds of the variety obtained from DH lines with 5OGy

'Waseshinnkuro' were irradiated with C irradiation(Table 3 SI generations f the
22OMeV ion and their anthers were Cltured. irradiated DH lines were the same extent as

Then the pollen fertility f the DH(doubled that of non-irradiated plants and DHlines

haploid)lines were compared with that of from non-irradiated plants except for 2 lines

the Ml generation plants. of DH lines from the Gy irradiated plants
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and 1 line from the 4OGy irradiated 98PM(s), 12 plants of No.2 and No.13 with

plant(Fig 1). The pollen fertility of brilliant flower were selected primarily.
irradiated plants was much lower than that However, no mutant plants in terms of

of non-irradiated plants. These results flower color and leaf shape were observed

suggest that the pollen fertility was (Table 4)

recovered via anther culture.
In gloriosa, the germination rates of the 4 Reference

seeds were 12-60%. The irradiation of He 1) A. Tanaka et al., TIARA Ann Rep.,

with Gy and C (22OMeV) with Gy 1998.p39
decreased the germination rates of seeds to 2) H. Yamaguchi et al., TIARA Ann Rep.,

20-60% and 30-80% of the control., 1998..p42
respectively. Among 379 Ml plants of

Table I Low amylose content mutants 'Tosapika'

ion dose No. ofanalyzed No. of low amylose rate of' low amylose lowest amylose
(G y) plants content plants content plantsM content(%)

He5Oh4eV 25 54 1 1.9 13.1
He5OMeV 200 26 3 11.5 13.8
He5OMeV 250 3 1 33.3 10.7
He1OOMeV 25 72 5 6.9 13.5
C22OMeV 10 107 1 0.9 13.7
C22OMeV 20 64 3 4.7 11.8
C22OMeV 50 1 1 100 13.6
C32OMeV 15 22 1 4.5 10.1
C32OMeV 20 56 1 1.8 13.9
C32OMeV 30 18 6 33.3 13.4

Amylose content less tan 14% were selected.
Irradiation were done in 2000-2002.

Table 2 Rate of low amylose content plants iradiated by each ion
ion No. ofanalyzed No. oflow amylose rate of low amylose lowest aylose

plants content plants content plants(%) contentW

He5OMeV 273 5 1.8 10.7
HelOOMeV 275 5 1.8 13.5
C22OMeV 203 5 2.5 11.8
C32OMeV 198 8 4.0 10.1

All treatments of each ion are surnmed tip.

Table 3 Self-pollinated seeds ofD11 fines of esg2lant
dose No. of acclimatized No. offines A/B
(Gy) lines(A) obtained seeds (B)

0 22 13 0.59
30 28 1 1 0.39
40 26 3 0.12
50 6 0 0.00
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100

90 0

80 8
70 - 0 0

OM I generations
60 -

0
W 0 0 DHIines00 -

40 -
42

30 -

20 -

10 -

0
0 10 20 30 40 50

Dose of 22OMeV carbon ion
(Gy

Fig. 1 Variance of the rates of fertile pollens in eggplant

7abl 4 Resull., ft he rimal select ion of gloriosa andtraits f I lt� ,elected pants

name fline7 N.. of I ested N. of selected name of I e trait, of the selected line"

plants plant s selected line shoo lngth diameter of flower petal nIh petal width main color of petal

98MP(S)l(jGy-40Gy 128 0

IBI:.'-1-1(N,,.2)4OGy 30 1 IBILI 102-1 middle middle middle middle bright red

JBl-"-l-l(No.-')80Gy 28 1 1131211-02-2 middle middle middle narrow deep yellowish pink

lBl2-l-l(W.2)l60Gy 30 3 IBI211-02-3 short middle middle narrow viv rddish orang

IBI211-02-4 middle middle middle narrow yellowish pink

1131211-02-5 middle middle somewhat long narrow bright rd

lBl2-]-l(No.l3)40Gy 32 3 1131211-0-6 short middle middle narrow dark rd

IBI211-02-7 short middle middle narl Ow dark rd

1131211-02-14 long middle somewhat short narrow dar rd

lBl2-l-l(Nk,.l3)80G� 21 1 113 I I I 02 - I.ng middle rnid& middle dark rd

lBl2-l-l(%,.l3)l60C) 16 (I

lBl2-l-'-'(N,,.2)4(Gy 54 1 1131212-02-1 middle somewhat small middle narrow vivd reddish orang

lBl2-J-2(No.-")R0Gy 40 2 IBI 1-1 1 1-1-02-2 short middle middle middle strong yellowish ink

1131212-02-3 middle middle middle middl� strong ink

lotal 379 12

(No.2),MP(,):,,-lf-poIlinaI� i ofMisato pink strain, (N,,.l3):slf-j-(,llin&Ied line fhakatnega s1raii,

'shoot I�ngihAi,,rl - han Im-middle 1-2m-lon mre han 2m. diameter oflowcsinall s, than 5cm-middie 7-9cm-large mor, than I lcm

plal ,nih:shorl less ihan bein-middle 8l0,-ai-l,,ng more han 12cm, petal widthmartow 10-20mm-middi, 20-30mm-wid, 30-40mm
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2.14 Regeneration of Variegated Plants from Ion-Beam Irradiated

Explants of Ficus thunbergii Maxim.

M. Takahashi*, S. Koharna% K. Kondo*, M. Hakata*, Y Hase**,

N. Shikazono**, A. Tanaka" and H. Morikawa***

Department of Mathematical and Life Sciences, Graduate School of Science,

Hiroshima University*,. Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI**, Core

Research for Evolutional Science and Technology (CREST), Japan Science and

Technology Corporation (JST)***

Abstmct nitrogen dioxide') and assimilate its nitrogen

The 4-mm-long explants of apical shoots through a primary nitrate assimilation pathway2).

and the 1-mm-long explants of stem with node We discovered that among naturally occurring

cut from Ficus thunbergiiwere irradiated with 217 taxa of the higher plants, there is more than

'2C'+ 220 MeV), 12C6, (320 MeV) and 4 He 2, 50 a 600-fold variation in the ability to assimilate

MeV) ion beams using the .AVF cyclotron nitrogen dioxide'). We also reported that the

(JAERI). The frequency of regeneration of overexpression of a chimeric nitrite reductase

plants from the irradiated shoots and phenotypic gene resulted in a 1.4-fold increase in the

variations were studied. A distinct suppression capability to assimilate nitrogen dioxide as

was observed at 20, 30 and 70 Gray (Gy) with compared with the wild type4). Since the

t2c5+. 12c6+ and 4He2', respectively. Some of irradiation of plants with ion beams may cause

6),7),8),9)regenerated shoots from the irradiated explants modification of the plant genorne5 , we

had variegated leaves. Al most 15%, 20% and have been studying the production of novel

20% of the plants regenerated from explants Ficus thunbergii plants that have high capability

irradiated with 12C5+. 12C6+ and 4H e2+. to assimilate atmospheric nitrogen dioxides) In

respectively, had variegated leaves. These results this study we investigated the conditions for

indicate that the ion beam irradiation provides a irradiation with ion beams.

pivotal method to induce mutation in the

genorne of Ficus thunbergii. Materiah and Methods

Aseptically grown Ficus thunbei-gii Maxim.

Intiroduction plants were propagated and cultured in tubes

Ficus thunbei-gii Maxim.. or "hime-itabi" in containing fluorialite with MS"' medium.,

Japanese is an evergreen.. climber that belongs to supplemented with 2 sucrose and 100 x/l

Moraceae. the mulberry family This tree will be indole-3-butyric acid (113A) as reported

useful to cover highway corridors and vertical previsoulylol. Plants were cultured for up to two

surfaces of building to decontaminate various months at 25'C in the light 30 to 40 [tmol/s/rn).

pollutants.. including nitrogen dioxide derived About 4-mm-long explants with apical shoots

from vehicles., in urban areas. Plants take up (cut longitudinally in the middle) and
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1-mm-long stems bearing nodes were cut with a respectively at 30 Gy with 12 C6' and 70 Gy with

surgical blade, and placed in petri dishes with 4He 2+ . The appearance of variegated plants were

shoot formation medium, which was consisted at most about 20% of regenerated plants at 20
(WpM)12) 12C6 4of woody plant medium supplemented Gy with + and 40 Gy with He2'.

with 2 sucrose.. 03% Gellan Gum., 178 �LM Taken together.. the present data strongly

benzy] adenine (BA) and 46.7 nM thidjazuron suggest that ion beam irradiation is a pivotal

(TDZ)� pH 5.8. Twenty explants were placed on method to induce mutations in the genorne of

each petri dish. Two days after., the samples were Ficcus stipulate. We are currently studying the

irradiated with 12C5+ 220 MeV), 2C11+ 320 capability of these mutated Ficus thunbey-gii

MeV) and 4H C2+ (50 MeV) ion beams by the plants to assimilate atmospheric nitrogen

AVF cyclotron at Japan Atomic Research dioxide.

Institute (JAERL Takasaki). The irradiation dose

average ranged from 10 to 200 Gray (Gy). References

During irradiation, the lid was removed and the 1) A-C. Hill. J. Air Pollut. Contr. Ass. 21 1971)

petri dish was covered with a thin film to avoid 341-346.

the energy loss of the ion beaM13). After 2) T. Yoneyama, H. Sasakawa. Plant and Cell

irradiation, the explants were transferred to fresh Physiol. 20 1979) 263-266.

shoot formation media., and cultured for up to 3) H. Morikawa, A. Higaki, M. Nohno M.

three months. When regenerated shoots became Takahashi.. M. Kamada, M. Nakata G.

about cm long, they were transferred into glass Toyohara, Y Okamura. K. Matsui, S. Kitani.

tubes containing Florialite (Nisshinbo, Japan) K Fujita. K. Irifune. N. Goshima. plant taxa.

with MS medium. and the culture was Plant, Cell Environ. 21 1998) 180-190.

continued. 4) M. Takahashi, Y Sasaki, S. Ida, H. Morikawa.

Plant Phsiol. 126 2001) 731-741.

Results and Discussion 5) A. Tanaka. S. Tano T Chantes. Y Yokota. N.

As reported previously")), the frequency of Shikazono. H. Watanabe. Genes Genet. Syst.

regeneration of plants from irradiated explants 72 1997) 141 - 148.

changed in a dosage-dependent manner for [2c5+, 6) A. Tanaka, N. Shikazono. Y Yokota, H.

12C6+ and4He2+ ion beams throughout the range Watanabe, S. Tano. Int. J. Rad. Biol. 1

of 10 to 200 Gy. At more than 20 Gy with 12C5,. (1997) 121 - 127.

the frequency of regeneration of shoots (RF). or 7) A. Tanaka.. H. Watanabe, T. Shimizu, M.

percent shoot-regenerating explants of total Inoue., M. Kikuchi, Y Kobayashi, S. Tano.

explants irradiated. was less than 30%. At the Research B. 129 1998) 42 - 48.

same time. the frequency of the appearance of 8) N. Shikazono. Y Yokota, A. Tanaka, H.

plants with variegated leaves was increased, at Watanabe. S. Tano. Genes Genet. Syst 73

most 15% of' regenerated plants had variegated (1998) 173 - 179.

leaves (Fig. 1). These variegated plants showed 9) Y Hase, K. Shimono, M. Inoue, A. Tanaka, H

slow growth and less aerial roots (Fig. A and B). Watanabe. Radiat. Environ. Biophys 38

Similar results were obtained with 12C6+ and (1999) 11 - 115.

4He 2+ . RF values were 30% and 20% IO)M. Takahashi, S. Kohama. M. Hakata, Y
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Hase, N. Shikazono. A. Tanaka, and H. proceedings of' the international plant

Morikawa. Annual Reports of TIARA, 39 propagators society. 30 1980) 421 - 427.

(2001) 62-63. 13) A. Tanaka., H. Watanabe.. T. Shimizu, M.

1 1) T. Musashighe, F. Skoog. Physiol. Plant. 15 Inoue, M. Kikuchi, Y Kobayashi, S. Tano.

(1962) 473 - 489. Nucl. Instr. And Meth. B 129 1997) 42-48.

12) G. Lloyd., B. McCown. Combined

Figure 1. Regenerated plants of Ficus thunbergii with variegated leaves that were obtained from

irradiated explants (A and B) ad a regeneranted plant from non-iffadialed explants (C).
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2.15 Effect of ion beam irradiation on the growth of netted
melon (Cueumis melo L.)

H. Yamada*, M.Taneishi*, H. Katai*, H. Otsuka*,
Y Hase**, N. Shikazono**, and A. Tanaka**
Shizuoka Agricultural Experiment Station*
Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI**

1. Introduction mutants in 4Gy than 2Gy, and the
Netted melon Wucumi,!z melo L.) is maximum frequency was 1.0%. Melon

cultivated as an ortant fruit in has two kinds of flowers, one is a bisexual
Shizuoka prefecture. As ion beams have flower nd the other is a male flower, and
higher LET(Linear Energy Transfer) and those positions are different. But the
deposit. their energies quite locally, it. is chlorophyll mutation appeared in 2
considered to be an efficient mutagenic germination, thereby fixation of the
agent, applicable to mutation breeding of mutations was considered to be possible
me-Ion. We started to the mutation in melon.
breeding of melon in 2000, and melon
seeds were irradiated with several doses
of carbon ion beaml)2). Table I The influence of carbon ion beam dose on

In this paper, we reported the several the frequency of chlorophyll mutation
mutants which occurred as chlorophyll in M2 generation
mutation and others, and the selection of No. of Percent of
superior plants that had good fruit-net Dose No. of lines lines chrolophyll
formation and texture of flesh. (Gy) investigated') chrolopbyll mutation

mutation N)

2. Materials and Methods 0 20 0 0
Seeds of melon cultivar 'Earls Favorite 20 180 1 0.6

40 206 2 1.0
Kenon Fuyu2' were irradiated with 1) When te germination rate was over 80%. the
22OMeV carbon ion beam 20 to 7Gy) frequency of chlorophyll mutation wits investigated.

generated from TIARA AVF cyclotron in Other several mutations appeared in
JAERL M2 lines and typical ones were as follow.

M2 seeds obtained by selfing of Ml O)Paj-achute-likeleaveq
plants were germinated in a greenhouse. Because leaf margin didn't elongate.
After 10 to 24 days, when the normally, the plants which leaf shape
germination rate, was over 80%, the changed like parachute appeared. This
frequency of chlorophyll mutation was variation apeared in two lines of 40Gy
investigated. irradiation, and each number was one.

A total of sixteen M2 lines which respectively
were irradiated with to Gy carbon ion 69) Delayed growth
beam were cultured in a heating There were three plants which
greenhouse at, least 20 'C . Several growth were delay in one of 7Gy
mutants appeared and they were irradiation lines. These plants showed
investigated. very slow growth at least the arvest.

time or normal plants.
3. Results and Discussion (3) Pollen sterility

Frequencies of chlorophyll mutation There was a plant that had
of M2 lines that were rradiated with 0. incomplete pollen fertility in 7OGy
20, and 4Gy carbon ion beam were irradiation lines. The pollen fertility of
shown in Table 1. There were more this ant was 58%. while normal one
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was 90%. Therefore he fruit of this plant lines, there were not, only plants that
didn't, develop and dropped finally. showed abnormal growth, but, plants
(4) Stop of fiwj't enlai:qem en t which had superior fruit, character A

The plants which fruit didn't enlarge total of 38 plants were. selected mainly
appeared. Usually non-fertilized fruit because of their good fruit-net formation
changes into yellow, and finally rops. and good exture of esh(Fig 2.
But the fruit of ts plant was not
yellowing up to one month. And ill Refernees
neither enlarged nor dropped until 50 1) H. Katai, et al., TIARA Annual Report
days(Fig. 1). 2000, 2001) 40-41

The fruit characters of selected lines 2) M. Taneishi, et al., TIARA Anual
were shown in Table 2 In investigated Report 2001,(2002) 60-61

Figl Plantofstopl)ingfruitenlargement�
Left,: variation plant, Right: normal plant Fig 2 Selected plant

Left: original lant Right: selected pant.

Tabl 2 Fruit characters of'select-ed lines

Dosc, Fruit Fruit-net Flesh Brix Texture No. of'
Line') ((3 Y) weight IndPX2) width W index of Selected

(g) (nim) flesh plants

OOF-549 20 884 4.3 23 14.5 5.6 2

OOF-579 20 845 4.0 22 14.6 5.3 3

OOF-590 20 916 4.8 25 14.9 5.4 5

OOF-616 20 880 4.5 24 15.3 5.3 2

OOA-03 40 1197 3.0 28 12.8 4�7 1

OOA-04 40 837 3.4 24 1.4.4 4.8 1

OOA-05 40 1017 3.9 26 14.6 5.4 1

OOA-07 40 1002 3.0 25 14.2 4.9 1

OOA-08 50 1072 3.1 26 14.1 5.1 2

OOA-10 50 985 3.8 25 14.5 5.1 0

OOA 13 50 1132 3.3 27 15,0 5.9 2

OOA 14 50 958 4.1 25 15.1 5.3 2

OOA-15 60 1047 3.7 26 13.9 5.0 1

OOA-16 60 972 3.8 24 14.2 4.4 3

OOA 7 60 1086 3.9 27 15.4 5.6 4

OOA-19 60 1068 3.1 26 15.3 5.5 1

OOA-22 70 1049 3.1 25 14.1 4.8 2

OOA-25 70 1 045 3.8 27 14.8 5.5 1

OOA-26 70 990 3.0 26 1.1.1 5.5 2

OOA-28 70 1096 2.6 26 13.9 4.8 2

Kenon fuyu 2 - 1102 3.6 27 114.8 5. 6 -

1) Eight plants pr (,,)de line wer ivestigated.

2) Fruit.-not idex: 5((ixe(�llelit)-3(iiorii-ial)-I(iiif(-i-ioi-)

3) Texture index of'flesh: 0(exc(,11(-iit)-5(iioriiial)-I(iiifeiior)
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2.16 Mutation Induction with Ion Beam Irradiation in Solanum
toxicarium

N. Matsuzoe T. Umeda', Y Hase" and A. Tanaka"

Faculty o Environmental and Symbiotic Sciences, Prefectural University

ofKumamoto

Department oflon-beam-applied Biology, JAERI-

Introduction 0.8% agar in incubator at the 12h/12h

Solanum loxicai-ium Lam. has high 23/28T cycle. Only the germinated plants

resistance to the soil-born disease and the in MS medium were cultured in the
1.21 -ium glasshouse for getting the M2 plants. Then,

rootknoto nematode . Solanum toxicat

can be used for the rootstock of the tomato the morphological change and the survival

because the fruit quantity and quality of the rates of the seedlings were investigated.

tomatoes grafted on S. toxicarium are the

same as those of non-grafted tomatoes Results and Discussion
under the condition of higher soil In Solanum loxicai-ium. the germination

temperature and more fertilizers than rates of the seeds irradiated with ion beam

non-grafted tomatoes'). On the other hand, irradiation 220 MeV 12C5,) were 91% with

it is a problem to use S. toxicai-ium for the 25 Gy� 88 % with 50 Gy, and 58% with 75

rootstock because of it sharp prickles on the Gy, the rates decreased at 75 Gy rapidly.

stems and the leaves (Fig.1). The survival rates of them were 90-100%

Thus we are trying to obtain the (Table 1). After transplanting the plants in

individual of S. toxicai-ium without prickles the glasshouse, almost all plants with 25 Gy

by the ion beam irradiation. In this paper., have grown as vigorously as with Gy In

we describe effects of the ion beam the irradiations with 50 Gy and 75 Gy a few

irradiation on germination rate. survival individuals of them showed abnormal

rate and morphological change of S. growths, such as slow growth., plants with

loxicai-ium. shrinking leaves and variegated leaves,

respectively (Fig. 2.

Materials and Methods These results show that the best dose to

Dry seeds Solanum toxicaHum in this obtain mutant of S. loxicai-ium is the

experiment were irradiated with 220 MeV vicinity 2Gy with 220 MeV carbon

carbon '2C') ion beams rom the TIARA 12c5+ ) ion beam.

AVF cyclotron JAERI, Takasaki). From the

previous resu It4l. we decided that the References
irradiation dosage anged from 25 - 75 Gy. 1) N. Matsuzoe. H. Okubo and K. Fujieda.

After the irradiation.. dry seeds were J.Japan. Soc. HOTt. Si.61. 865-872

surface-sterilized with 70% ethanol and 1% (1993)

sodium hypochlorite solution and washed 2) M. Ali, N. Matsuzoe. H. Okubo nd K.

three times in sterile water. They were put Fujieda, J. Japan. Soc. Hort. Sci. 60,

to grow in MS medium with 6 sucrose and 921-926 1992)
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3) N. Matsuzoe, H. Nakamura, H. Okubo

and. fujieda, J. Japan. Soc Hort. Si.

61, 847-855 (1993)

4) N. Matsuzoe, T. Urneda, Y. Hase and A.

Tanaka., TIARA Annual Report 200 .

62-63 2002)

Fig.1 Solanum foxicai-ium used to the experiment

Table 1. Efl. 'ect of carbon ion beam on the ermination

and the survival rates of Solanuin toxicai-ium

Dose Germination ate Survival rate

(G Y) ( %, (O

2 5 9 100

5 0 8 8 9 0

7 5 8 9 6

Fi 2 Eft. 'ect of carbon ion beam on gowth of Solanuln

toxicai-ium

Irradiation dose :25Gy(A), 5Gy(B ad 75Gy(C)
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2.17 Induction of Variegation in Rice Chlorophyl Mutants at Ml
by Carbon Ion Beam Irradiation

M. Maekawa', Y. Hase **, N. Shikazono" and A. Tanaka"

Research Institute for Bioresources, Okayama University'.

Department of on-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERI-

1. Introduction
A DNA transposable element (TE) is very type of the element. Although a near isogenic

useful for gene-tagging in several plant species line (NIL) for stable yellow leaf with T-65
and maize AclDs or EnlSpm has been utilized for genetic background was bred, this line did not

),2)gene-tagging in heterologous plants' Since so show any variegations through generations. So,

far, any class II type active TEs have not been if variegation could be induced by mutation in

discovered in rice., AclDs system in maize was this NIL and the variegation could be inherited

introduced into rice and was tried to be applied together with segregation of revertants, it was

for gene-tagging in rice"). If an endogenous strongly suggested that a cryptic inactive element

active TE were discovered in rice, it could be was restored. Maekawa et al.10) obtained one

used easily as a powerful tool for gene-tagging in variegated y plant induced at Ml by carbon ion

open environments. As EnlSpm was discovered beam irradiation. Thus., this study aims to

in a population of maize exposed to atomic bomb induce another variegated chlorophyll mutants at

at Bikini4) and inactive Mu in maize was Ml in this stable yellow leaf mutant line with ion

reactivated by gamma-ray irradiations), it is beams and examine spikelet fertility at M4 plants

possible that an active TE may be induced in derived from one variegated plants induced by

mutagenized rice. As ion beams are a type of carbon ion beam irradiation.

high linear energy transfer (LET) radiation and

can deposit high energy on a target compared to 2. Experimental procedure

low LET radiations such as gamma rays., the Seeds of a chlorophyl mutant (referred y) were

novel mutants or large DNA rearrangements are derived from a y-stble (stable yl) plant in T65

expected to be induced by ion beam yl-stb BC3F2. Ion beams used were carbon.
6),7)irradiation . So, it is expected that inactive Irradiated seeds were sterilized with 70% EtOH

transposon may be reactivated by ion beam and sown in planters containing commercial

irradiation in rice. Maekawas) found a substrate. After three weeks, presence/absence

variegated yellow leaf yl-v) mutant in F2 of a of variegations. were examined because yl

cross between distantly related rice varieties. mutants start withering from this time.

Through the genetic analysis. the yellow leaf

character was controlled by a nuclear recessive 3. Results and Discussion

gene. This mutant was also found to segregate Although 220 MeV carbon ion beam

stable yellow leaf (yl-stb) plants and revertants9). irradiation drastically reduces germination rates

This result suggested that the variegation of the of T-65 yl-stb plants irradiated with increasing

yellow leaf mutant might be caused by a class 11 dose, the germination rates in 50 Gy or 60 Gy of

autonomous element and the stable penotype 320 MeV carbon ion beams were as low as that

was strongly suggested to be caused by defective in 50 Gy of 220 MeV (Table 1). This result
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suggested that the median lethal dose with 320 Referenco

MeV carbon ion ight be lower than 50 Gy. In 1) V. Sundaresan. V., Trends in Plant Science 

Ml plants irradiated with 220 or 320 MeV C (1996) 184-190.

ions., any variegated yl plants were not induced. 2) R. Kunze, H. Saedler and W.E. Lonnig,

In 2001. out of 992 Ml plants survived after Advances in Botanical Research 27 1997)

carbon ion beam irradiation, one variegated plant 331-470

was obtained'o) and the clear variegation in stable 3) T. zawa, T. Ohnishi, T. Nakano. N. Ishida H.

yl plants was eritable. This results suggested Enoki, H. Hashimoto, K. Itoh, C. Wu. C.

that clear variegation induced by carbon ion Miyazaki, T. Endo, S. lida and K. Shimamoto,

beam irradiation at Ml plants was caused by Plant Molecular Biology 35 1997) 219-229.

germinal conversion of yl to Y. This result 4) P. A. Peterson, Genetics 38 1953) 682-683.

could be explained by the possibility that yl 5) V. Walbot, Molecular and General Genetics

phenotype is caused by non-autonomaous TE 212 1988) 259-264.

inserted into Y gene and inactive autonomous TE 6) A. Tanaka, Gamma Field Symposia 38 1999)

which is located at another locus or chromosome. 19-28.

The gene conversion was surmized to be caused 7) N. Shikazono, A. Tanaka. H. Watanabe and S.

by reciprocal translocation. As shown in Table Tano. Genetics 157 2001) 379-387.

2, all M3 lines showed partial-fertility segregated 8) M.. Maekawa, In Modification of Gene

semi-fertfle and high fertile plants. On the other Expression and Non-Mendelian Inheritance,

hand, Pan 6 line fixed high fertility at M3 Oono.. K. and F. Takaiwa (eds.). Natl. Inst. Agr.

segregated most of partial fertile plants. Thus, Res., 1995) p. 379-388.

the clear variegated plant induced by carbon ion 9) M. Maekawa, K. Rikiishi, T. Matsuura and K.

beam irradiation at Ml plants segregated Noda, Japan Jpurnal of Breeding 46 (Suppl 2)

partial-fertile plants at M4, suggesting that ion (1996) 107.(in Japanese)

beam irradiation induced some mutations) for 10) M. Maekawa, A. Tanaka. N. Shikazono and

spikelet fertility, such as reciprocal. Y. Hase. JAERI-Review 2001-039 2001)

64-66.
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Table 1. Germination rates and frequencies of variegatedyl plants in ion beam irradiated

T-65 yl-sib Ml plants

Radiation Energy Absorbed No. of seeds No. of plants Germ. No. of var.

(Mev) dose(Gy) somm germinated rate(%) yl plants

12c3+ 220 30 3362 844 25.1 0

40 3794 807 21.3 0

40 3754 645 17.2 0

50 3836 184 4.8 0

Total 11384 1636 14.4 0

12C,, 320 50 3748 196 5.2 0

60 3753 316 8.4 0

Total 7501 512 6.8 0

CODtTOI 100 89 89.0 0

Table2.SegregationofspikeletfertilityinM4plantsderivedfromavariegated-fixed yl plant

Spik. fert.(%) Spikelel fertility %)

M4 line of M3 plant #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 Seg. fert.1)

Pan.2;yl-v-10-3 53.8(PF seg.) 75.8 82.5 89.6 88.0 13.1 17.3 3.9 50.6 1.9 97.5 PF seg.

Pan.5;yl-v-1-1 20.6(PF seg.) 97.4 39.7 42.9 89.5 99.0 80.9 23.3 PF seg.

Revertant 100.0 97.6

Pan.6;yl-v-1-1 89.1(HFfixed) 12.8 70.0 3.7 4.3 6.3 1.0 25.8 43.0 PF seg.

Pan.8;yl-v-2-4 26.5(PF seg.) 98.6 17.2 97.6 16.5 40.7 96.1 95.5 44.4 50.0 PF seg.

Pan.9;yl-v-3-1 20.7(PF fixed) 7.4 7.7 96.8 58.7 3.0 42.3 41.9 3.1 45.2 2.7 PF seg.

Pan.9,y]-v-4-4 48.9(PF fixed) 39.0 1.6 9.3 4.4 1.2 5.3 PF fixed

1); Segregation of fertility.

PF, Partial fertlity. H, High fertility.
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2.18 in vivo Dissection with Ion Beam for Detection of Cis-Acting
Regulatory Site for Tissue-Speciric Gene Expression

-in Regulatory Gene for Biosynthesis of Anthocyanin in Rice
as a Model System -

M. Maekawa*, Y. Hase " N. Shikazono** and A. Tanaka**

Research Institute for Bioresources, Okayama University',

Department of Ion-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERI-

1. Introduction expected to be induced by ion beam
2),3)Phenotype is carried by the expression of irradiation . So, it is expected that ion beam

thousands of protein-encoding genes which is irradiation is useful as a surgical knife for in vivo

subject to complex patterns of spatial and dissection. Thus., this study aims to induce

temporal regulation'). Although a high-quality partly-greened plants out of &Pl' Ml plants

draft sequence for entire genome of Arabidopsis irradiated with ion beam.

or rice is now available, regulatory mechanism

for tissue-specific gene expression of plants still 2. Experimental! procedure

remains unknown. It is very important to reveal Pli and PI' near isogenic lines with T-65 genetic

the regulatory mechanism for tissue-specificity of background, T-65 Pli g and T-65 PI' were used.

gene expression in order to activate genes T-65 Pli Ig was crossed with T-65 PI' as pollen

properly in transgenic plants. Anthocyanin parents. Selfed plants which showed liguleless

expression is visible and tissue-specific were discarded at seedling stage because a female

expression of anthocyanin is characteristic. So, parent carries a recessive gene, g and FI plants

anthocyanin is the best character for studying on showed normal ligule. Crossed seeds of P&Pr

tissue-specific gene expression. In rice., were irradiated with 40 Gy and 50 Gy of 220

anthocyanin character has been studied for a long MeV carbon-ion beam. from an AVF cyclotron

time as a visible marker. PI locus which governs of JAERI, Takasaki. Japan. Irradiated seeds were

anthocyanin expression in rice plants consists of sterilized with 70% EtOH and sown in planters

three alleles, Pli PI' and P. Each allele shows containing commercial substrate. After 10 days,

different tissue-specific expression. Especially, anthocyanin expression were examined at

Pli and PI' are complementary and heterozygous seedling stage and Ml plants were transplanted

state of &Pr makes aerial parts of rice plant at a paddy field of Research Institute for

fully pigmented. If a given site of Pli or Pr is Bioresources. Okayama University, Japan.

disrupted, fully pigmented heterozygous plant is

expected to show partly-greened visibly. Then, 3. Results and Discussion

the disrupted site of' Pli or PI' is attributed to In this study, only carbon ion was used.

control tissue-specific expression of anthocyanin. Because it was reported that only carbon ion

As ion beams are a type of high linear energy beam irradiation induced variegated plant from

transfer (LET) radiation and can deposit high Ml plantS4' and number of crossed seeds

energy on a target compared to low LET irradiated was limited. As given in Table 1 40

radiations such as gamma rays, the novel Gy or 50 Gy irradiation reduced germination

mutants or large DNA rearrangements are rates slightly. In Ml plants irradiated with 40
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Gy or 50 Gy of 220 MeV C ions., partly-greened References

leaf plants generated as shown in Fig.l. The 1) C. Schwechheirner and M. Bevan, Trends in

frequency of partly-greened leaf plants were 22 Plantr Science 3 1998) 378-383.

and 14 in 40 Gy and 50 Gy irradiations, 2) A. Tanaka, Gamma Field Symposia 38 1999)

respectively. This result indicated tat ion beam 19-28.

irradiation is effective for disruption of 3) N. Sbikazono, A. Tanaka, H. Watanabe and S.

regulatory site of Pli or Pr gene, suggesting that Tano, Genetics 157 2001) 379-387.

ion beam irradiation is useful as a surgical knife 4) M. Maekawa, Y. Hase, N. Shikazono and A.

for in vivo dissection. New partly-greened plants Tanaka, Nuclear Instruments Methods in

are being surveyed at the field. Physics Research 206 2003) 579-585.

Table 1. Number of plants germinated and number of mutants

observed in Ml of PI/P1w Fl irradiated with '2C-'

Dose No.seeds irradiated No.plants germinated No. mutants

4OGy 661 589(89.19.r,) 13(2.2%)

5OGy 891 794(89.1%) 11(l.4%)

Cont. 10 6(6.CL9(,) 0

Note; Observation was conducted after 10 days from seeding.
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Fig. I. Mutants obtained in MI plants of P/P1w F I irradiated with carbon ion
beam.
a; Green leaf plant by 40 Gy irradiation. b and C; Green leaf mutants by 0
Gy irradiation. d; Ml plants by 50 Gy irradiation.
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2.19 Studies on flower color and morphological mutations from
chrysanthemum in vitro explants irradiated with ion beams

T.Sato*, YTorigoe*, YHase** and A. Tanaka"

Akita prefecture Agricultural experiment station.*

Department of Ion-beam-applied Biology, JAERI**

1. Introduction

Chrysanthemum is important flower in 32OMeV.

Akita prefecture. Especially After the irradiation, the cultured

chrysanthemum cultivar Natsuyasumi" materials were transferred to a new

(purpulish red flower) is suited for the medium. One month after, we

climate of Akita prefecture. However, investigated plant regeneration rate.

producer, market and consumer were 2.2 Selection of flower Color mutants

demanded for yellow or white color In this experiment, we used the

cultivar. regenerated plants. These obtained from

Ion beam is expected as a new and chrysanthemum petal culture material

efficient mulagen or plant mutation which irradiated an ion beam. After

breeding. In flower color of acclimation, we transplantated

chrysanthemum, it has been reported that regeneration pants to field. In flowering

mutants were regenerated from in vitro time, we selected flower color mutant.

explants irradiated with ion beam').

Last year.. we examined an adequate 3. Results and Discussion

dose of a "Natsuyasumi" flower culture 3.1 Effect of ion beam on plant

materials. In this paper. we irradiated ion regeneration from nodes

beams to node culture of a In case of '2C"', the irradiation with

"Natsuyasumi" and evaluate a the dose of 5Gy influenced plant

reasonable dose radiation. In addition, regeneration (Fig.]). LD5( of

we investigated flower color of regeneration was about 15Gy. At more

regenerated plants which were irradiated Than 3Gy. plant egeneration was not

with ion beam. observed.

Therefore.. we adopted 15Gy as adequate

2. Materials and Methods dosage.

2.1 Effect of ion beam on plant 3.2 Selection of flower color mutants

regeneration from node We reported that white flower color

Using a chrysanthemum cultivar mutant was obtained with Gy by soft X
2.3 "Natsuyasumi" the explants of node of ray irradiation . In this experiment,

the intact plants on medium in petri while flower color mutants were obtained

dish were irradiated with 12C6, ion with 2Gy '2C(" ion beam irradiation

beam from the TIARA AVF cyclotron (Fig.2). Compared with soft X ray. these

in JAERI. The energy of 12C6, was ion beam induced mutants were rather
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white. However., some red remained at Annual Report 1995) 50-52.

the center and the edge of a flower. 2) TSato , Annual of Akita prefecture

Therefore, this white flower color mutant Agricultural experiment station 2002 in

plants are not a goal. In the near future., press.

we will use these for further mutations. 3) T.Sato., H.Naganorna, YHase and

A.Tanaka, JAERI-Review 2002-035

References (2002) 68-69.

1) S.Nagatomi. A.Tanaka, A.Kato,

H.Watanabe and S.Tano, TIARA

75.00

50.00

25.00

0.00 -- -----------

0 5 10 20 30 50

Dose(Gy)

Fig. 1 Effect of 12C6, ion beam on plant regeneration from node.

X

Fig.2 White flower color mutants.

A: "Natsuyasumi" (Control) B Soft X ray, Gy (regenerated from node)

C and D 12C6, ion beam, Gy (regenerated from petal)
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2.20 Induction of mutation by the ion beam irradiation to the calli of
Japanese bunching onion (Alliumfistulosum L.)

M. Kondo*, Y Hoshi*, H. Kobayashi*, Y Hase**, N. Shikazono**,

A. Tanaka**

Niigata Agricultural Resarch Institute Biotechnology Division*

Department of Ion-bearn-applied Biology, JAERI**

1. Introduction material for te ion-beam irradiation and
Japanese bunching onion (Allium regenerated plants from the calli to obtain

fistulosum L.) is main vegetable alliums late- or non-bolting mutants.
in Japan as well as garlic, onion, etc. In
recent years, import of too cheap Japanese 2. Materials and Methods
bunching onion from China increased 2.1 Plant material
rapidly. That has been interfering with The calli were induced from the seed of
Japanese bunching onion market in Japan, Japanese bunching onion cultivar "Tokyo
and we are forced to take prompt natsuguro nigou".
measures to deal with the problem. The

flower-bud formation of Japanese 2.2 Crashing of calli and irradiation
bunching onion is induced by The penetration range of 320 MeV 11C61

encountering low temperature and short- beam from an AVF cyclotron (JAERI) was
day in winter. And, the bolting and the 2.2 m. The diameter of the induced
blooming are induced by encountering calli was about 10.0 mm or more.
high temperature during spring. The Therefore, we crushed the calli to about
bolting lowers the market value of 1.0 mm diameter by squashing on
Japanese bunching onion, because the stainless steel sieves of 098 mm mesh
flower stalk is not only too hard to eat but (the mesh size of 20 or less) and filtration
also ruin the appearance. Therefore, a through tem. The crushed calli were
mutant variety of Japanese bunching covered with sterilized Kapton film 7.5

onion that bolts at late time or does not gm in thickness, 45 rnin square in size,
bolt is profitable for the producers. Toray-Dupon, Japan), and exposed at a

Ion bearn irradiation is suitable for total doses of Gy - 10 Gy of 320 MeV
improving only one property like the 11C6 ' beams from the AVF cyclotron.
bolting-time of Japanese bunching onion The exposed calli were transferred to
because ion beams have higher Linear liquid culture medium and cultivated.
Energy Transfer (LET), compared to those
of X-rays and gamma-rays. And, it has 2.3 Determination of appropriate dose
been reported that chimeric plants hardly After the ion-beam exposure, the
regenerated from calli after induction of volume of te calli were m6asured every 7

mutation". Therefore, we adopted the days.
calli of Japanese bunching onion as te The 20 calli exposed to Gy and 0.5
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Gy of "C" were transferred to 4. 5

regeneration medium after 21 days from 4.0 m OGY
the exposure, and cultured under 16 hr O 0. lay
light/8 hr dark at 250C. After 2 months 3.5 A 0. MyA IGY

of the culture on regeneration medium, 1 3.0 My
My

the number of the calli, which regenerated I
2 2.5

adventitious buds, were counted. 0

2 2. 0

3. Result and discussion 1. 5

3.1 Crashing of calli
All calli that were crushed and exposed 1.0

to Gy and 10 Gy of 320 MeV 11C6+ 0. 5

beams turned dark brown at 21 days after 7 4 1
Cultivated days after exposure to 1201 beams

the exposure. It was noteworthy that the
volume of the calli exposed to 10 Gy did Fig.1 Effects of ion beam exposure on

the growth of calli. Values represent
not increased between 14 and 21 days the means of calli.

after the exposure (Fig. 1). This result

indicated that all cells of calli died after

the exposure of 10 Gy of C61 or were at 7

least affected by the exposure. This fact la

suggested that the thickness of crushed I

calli were shorter than the penetration 5

rangeof 11C6+ beam.
4 25

3. 53.2 Determination of appropriate dose 3
for mutation induction

The doses that slightly lowered the 2

increase rate of the volume of calli were

0.5 and 1.0 Gy (Fig. 1). The dose of 0.5 Z I

Gy had little effect on the number of te 0

calli that regenerated adventitious buds 0 0. 5
(Fig. 2. We assumed from these results Total Dose (Gy)

that the dose of 0.5 Gy of "C" was Fig.2 Effects of ion beam exposure on
the regeneration of calli. It is the

appropriate for obtaining mutants, wich number of the calli that regenerated
changed a single property. adventitious buds 2 months after

transferred to regeneration medium.
At present, the ion beam irradiation, Values represent the means of 20 calli.

regeneration, acclimatization and planting Error bars are standerd deviations.

to a field are in progress to select late or

non-bolting mutants of Japanese bunching References

onion. ])S. Nagatomi, E. Mlyahira and K. Degi,

Gamma Field Symposia, 35 1996) 51-69.
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2.21 Biological Effects of Carbon ion on Rice (Oryza saliva L)

J. Hidema*. M. amamoto*, T. Kurnagai*, Y Hase**, A Sakamoto** and A Tanaka**

Graduate School of Life Sciences. Tbhoku University*

Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI**

1. ntroduction breeding programs. In order to make it., identifying

The increasing global trend of solar UV-B rice mutants with increased or decreased U`V-B

radiation 290-320 run) has been confirmed in resistance can help our study powerfully. Heavy ion

response to stratospheric ozone loss in rnid-latitude beams. such as carbon ions', are more effective in

Japaril), in New Zealand in the 199Os2) and at high plants for inducing mutations compared with

and mi d-latitudes in both hernispheres3). U`V-B electron beam (Shikazono et al. unpublished data).
radiation can damage planK decreasing growth and Novel mutants have been obtained by the carbon ion

productivity4 5). Over a five-year period. we irradiation in several plant species13). In this study,
investigated the effects of supplementary UV-B we investigated the optimum radiation dosage for

radiation on the growth and yield of Japanese rice producing UV-B hyper-resistant or hypersensitive

cultivars in the field in a cool rice-growing region of rice mutants induced by carbon ion irradiation.

Japan6). The findings of that study indicated that
supplementary UV-B radiation as inlaitory effects 2. Experimental pocedure
on the growth and grain development of rice. 2.1 Plant material and iradiation mediod

Furthermore, we investigated the sensitivity to UV-B Dry rice seeds of Sasanishiki (Oryza saliva L.)

radiation of rice cultivars of Asian rice otypes, were used. About 150 seeds were placed upward

and found that (1) rice cultivars vary widely in UV-B embryo on petri dish The Irradiation Apparatus for

sensitivity7), 2) among the Japanese rice cultivam Seed, connected to a vertical beam line of the

Sasanishiki exhibited resistance to UV-B radiation, AVF-cyclotron QAERI, Takasaki), was used for the

while Norin 1 was less resistant.. although these 320 MeV carbon-ion irradiation. The carbon-ion

cultivars are closely related8) 9 irradiation with the doses of 20. 40. 60, 80. 100. 120,

To date, we found that (1) two or more genes 140, 160, 180 and 200 Gy were performed under

controlled the difference of sensitivity to UV-B atmospheric pressure within 3 min. At least three

between these rice cultivars10), 2 putative independent experiments at different doses of

quantitative trail loci TL) associated with the irradiation were performed.

resistance to supplementary UV-B radiation in rice

were detected on chromosomes 1 3 and 10 at 2.2 Growth condition, nd meamirement of

least1l) 3 Cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer CPD). germination rate, muvival rate, growth rate ad
which is major DNA damages induced by UV-B. ripenim rate

photolyase may be one of the principal factors in After irradiation 100 seeds in each lot were placed

determining the U`V-B sensitivity in rice cultivars12). on wet paper-fater in a petri dish and kept at 30'C

However., it is unclear the origin of the differences in for 2 days. and then the seeds were planted in

UV-B sensitivity among rice cultivars. plastic-tray in fertilized soil under visible radiation in

The aim of our study is to clarify the molecular a phytotron (12-h photoperiod, day/night

origin of the sensitivity to UV-B for improving temperatures 27/27C� as described in Hidema et

U`V-B resistance in plants by bioengineering or a114). The germination rate was measured at 2 days
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after planting in tray. The germination rate of ripening rate. he shoulder of dose-response curve

uniffadiated seeds was generally more than 95%. for germination rate or ripening rate was 120 (Fig.

The survival rate was measured by counting the lb) or 80 Gy (Fig. Id and Table 1 respectively.

viable plants at 3 weeks after germination. Survival When the carbon ion dose was 120 Gy, the rate of

of the unirradiated seeds was greater than 95%. The growth or ripening was about 75 or 35%,

growth rate (the ratio of the value for plant length of respectively In addition, when the carbon ion dose

each irradiated plant to the value for plant length of was 100 or 80 Gy, the rate of ripening was about 0

unirradiated plant) was measured, when the or 67%, respectively. These results suggested the

experimental plants were grown for 30 days in a optimum radiation dosage for inducing mutations in

phylotron. The percentage of ripening on the main rice is 80-100 Gy, because the ripening rate at 120

stem was measured when the experimental plants Gy was less than 50%. Therefore.. irradiation with

were grown for 4 months in a phytotron. dose of 80 or 100 Gy ('2C6; 320 MeV) wl be

performed for mutagenesis of rice "Sasanishiki".

3. Ranft and Dbcussion

In order to produce a variety of rice mutants
induced by carbon-ion beams (12C6; 320 MeV) as 1004050*0,6000 6 100IM09006

one type of inutagen, it is quite iportant to 80 5 go

investigate the effects of the carbon-ion on several so % 6(

biological endpoints such as germination, survival, 40 40

ripening and subsequent mutations in rice., E 20 a A 20 b4)
Sasanishiki cultivar wild type). Figure shows the co ......... 0 -0
effects of carbon-ion beams ('2C6; 320 MeV) on 0 40 80 120160200 0 40 80 120 10 200

Dose (GY) Dose (GY)
germination rate (Fig. la), survival rate (Fig. lb� 1001mve 100 I
growth rate (Fig. lc) and ripening rate (Fig. d in 5� 80 so
Sasanishiki rice cultivar. The germination rates were 2 go CL 0

more than 90% in the range of 0200 Gy A Z
40 :O

remarkable reduction in the rate at higher dose was V
20 C 20 dnot observed in rice. On the other hand, the survival

0
rate marked a sharp decline by carbon-ion irradiation 0 O, ;� 0 120 10 200 0 40 80 120 10 200

at doses of up to about 140 Gy. The growth rate and Dose (GY) Dose (GY)

ripening rate gradually decreased with increasing the

carbon-ion dose. Fig. I Dose-response curves for germination rate (a�

Table I shows the effects of carbon-ion beams on survival rate (b). growth rate (c) and ripening rate (d)

the dry mass. culm length., panicle number and following irradiation by carbon ion '2C6- 320

percentage of ripening in rice plant. The dry mass.. MeV) with different dose. Points show the mean 

panicle number and percentage of ripening SD ofthree replication.

significantly decreased by carbon-ion irradiation at

doses of up to about 80 Gy Acknowledgement
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seed to carbon ion dose were observed among Scientific Research trom the Ministry of Education,

relative biological effectiveness (RBE) for Culture. Sports, Science and Technology, Japan

germination rate, survival rate, growth rate and (14704060 and 15201010).
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Table I Effects of carbon Ions 12C4,6) Irradiation 0-120 Gy) on the dry mass, plant length, particle number and
ripening of rice (Sasanishiki).

Doses (Gy)

Control 20 Gy 40 Gy 80 Gy 100 Gy 120 Gy

Dry mass (giplani) 28.1 3.2 31.1 ± 38 27.7 ± 35 26.3 ± 25 19.0 ± 28 19. 36
( I 0. 7)ns (-1.4)ns (-6.4)ns (-32.4f* (-30.2f*

Culm length (cm) 99.3 5.3 95.6 ± 3 98.5 ± 5 98.2 ± .1 99.6 ± 52 99.8 ± .2
(-3.8) ns (-0.8) ns (_11.9)ns (+0.3f ' (+0.5fs

Panicle number (no./plant) 12.3 1.4 12.2 ± .0 11.4 0 9.9 ± 1.1 9.6 ± 14 10.8 ± 23
(-0.8) ns (-7.3) ns (-19.5r (-22.0 f * (.12.2)-

Percentage of ripening %) 97.8 2.2 88.3 ± 11.3 79.0 ± 20.6 65.9 ± 11.3 48.2 ± 22.9 36.2 ± 22.8

(-9.8)rls (-19.2)' (-32.6f (-50.7f* (-83.0)-

and'*: The difference from the control treatment (O Gy) was sgnificant at P 006 and P < 0.01, respectively (ANOVA).

ns: Not significant

Numbers In parentheses: percentages showing the ratio to contralL
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2.22 Induction of Dwarf Mutation in Salvia by Ion Beam Irradiation
-Effects on Survival Rates of Seeds and Axillary Buds -

M. Kato*, S.Kageyama*, T. Haketa*, M. Fukushima*,

Y Hase* * , A. Tanaka**

Takii Plant Breeding Experiment Station*

Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERT**

1.Introduction 2.2 Axillary Bud Material
Ion beams have higher LET(linerar The seed material was same as in 21.

energy transfer) and bring intensive Seedlings that germinated on filter

RBE(relative biological effectiveness) paper were cut at hypocotyl and roots

than y -rays and X-rays.') By the and testa were removed. After surface

irradiation with heavy ion beams, sterilization with 70% ethanol and %

specific flower color, flower shape, and sodium hypochlorite solution, they

male sterile mutants were induced in were cultured on MS(Murashige and
2 3 4)several flowers . In several crops Skoog, 1962) solid medium containing

and vegetables, lethal chlorophyll., sex. 0 I mg/I NAA, 0 I mg/I BAP, 3 %

reverse mutants wereinduced. 1 6 sucrose at 30T and 12hr-photoperiod.

In this study, we investigated the They were subcultured and propagated

effect of carbon-ion, helium-ion beam with each nodal section every 4 weeks.

andy -rays on survival rates of Salvia After three times of subculture., the

coccinea seeds and Axillary buds for nodal sections., which have two axillary

the purpose of production of dwarf buds were laid on MS solid medium in

Salvia coccinea plant. 5-cm petri dishes and irradiated with

320 MeV C-ion beam at the doses of 2

2.Materialls and Methods to 50 Gy. After the irradiation., they

2.1 Seed Material were subcultured on the same medium.

Seeds of Salvia cocci .nea 'Lady in Survival rate of the axillary buds

Red' were used in this study. Seeds was determined at 60 days after the

were irradiated with 32OMeV irradiation.

carbon(C), 5MeV elium(He) ion

beam and y -rays at various doses 3.Results and Discussion

(C-ion:10 to 200 Gy, He-ion:25 to 325 3.1 Seed Material

Gy. -ray:25 to 400 Gy). The survival curve had a shoulder.

After the irradiation. seeds were The C-ions sowed the greatest efect.

allowed to germinate under 30T and The shoulder doses were 125 Gy or C-

planted in green house. Survival rate of ions, 200 Gy for He-ions and 225 Gy

the irradiated seeds was determined at for -/ -rays (Fig. L 2, 3. At the doses

60 days after germination. higher than hf of the shoulder doses.

seedlings grew unevenly (data not
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shown). 10(% S OW

From these results., we adopted 60, 80%

80 and IOOGy as the adequate dosages 2
a 60%

for C-ion. He-ion. and y -rays to

obtain mutants eiciently. = 40%

3.2 Axillary Bud Material 20%

In case of axillary bud material, the
0%

survival rate was gradually decreased 0 25 50 75 IW 125 150 175 2W 225

as the dose increased (Fig.4). Uneven Dose(Gy)Fig.1 Effect of C-ion beams o survival rate of Salvia seeds

growth was observed higher than Gy

(data not shown). I(X)%

We adopted Gy as the adequate

dosage for C-ion to obtain mutants 80%

efficiently. 601N,

40%
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2.23 Single-Hit Effects on Mammalian Cultured Cells with Heavy-

Ion Microbeams (11)

Y. Kobayashi*, T. Funayama*, S. Wada*, M. Taguchi** and Ii. Watanabe*
Department of Ion-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERI*, Department of aterial

Development JAERI**

1. Introduction dynarnics of cellular repair, and the intra-

Heavy ions transfer their energy to cellular process such as apoptosis by rneans of

biological organisms through high-density highly localized irradiation of a part of a

ionization along the particle trajectories. The nucleus or cytoplasm.

population of cells exposed to a very low dose Therefore, we have developed an

of high-LET heavy ions contains a few cells hit irradiation system for targeting cells

by a particle, while the majority of the cells individually with a precise umber of igh-

receive no radiation damage. At somewhat LET heavy ions to elucidate radiobiological

higher doses, sorne of the cells receive two or effects of exactly one particle'-".

more events according to te Poisson

distribution of ion injections. This fluctuation 2. Experimental procedure

of particle trajectories through individual cells The cell irradiation system has been

makes interpretation of radiological effects of incorporated into the high-energy heavy ion

heavy ions difficult. microbearn apparatus which was installed

Using microbeams, we will be able to under a vertical beam line of te AVF

overcome this limitation by delivering a cyclotron at the TIARA of JAERI-Takasaki.

counted number of ions to each cell to study a So far, two inverted optical microscopes

number of important radiobiological processes are in operation in our cell irradiation system.

in ways tat cannot be achieved using One of te microscopes is installed below the

conventional "broad-field" irradiation. A vertical beam ie in the bearn room as an on-

microbeam can be used for selective iadiation line microscope" for cell-targeting ad for

of individual cells, which can be subsequently delivery of a certain umber of heavy ions. The

observed to ascertain wat canges occur to other microscope, wich is called "off-line

that cell and to neighboring un-irradiated cells. microscope", is used in the preparation room

The use of microbeam allows direct before ad after irradiation. for cell-finding

investigation of cell-to-cell communications prior to the irradiation, ad for cell-revisiting

such as bystander effects", that is, radiation and observation during post-irradiation

effects of heavy ions transmitted frorn incubation, respectively. A local-area-iietwork

irradiated cells to eighboring un-irradiated connects tese control systems allowing te

cells, Furtlien-nore, a microbearn with object database Created at the off-line

sufficient spatial resolution will be useful for microscope to be used by the cell-targeting

analyzing te iteraction of damages produced system. Details of the experimental procedure

by separate events in an irradiated cell, the are shown in Fig. 
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Fig. 1. Procedure the irradiation qf' cultured cells with collimated heavy ion microbeant

apparatus developed at JAERI-Rikasaki. ef6re irradiation, positional dat o he individual cells

are obtained a the line microscope i he preparation rooin hi, microscopicalli, searching the

sample dish. Using he object database, targeting and irradiation at he on-line microscope are

carried out quickN. Immediatell, qfter irradiation, the cell dish is re and then the
botto o -39) is etched.fivin the opposite side 

.f'Ihe cell dish (100 P711-1hick ion rack detector CR 'f

the cells at 37C to defect the accurate position ion racks o the cells. 11 is possible o revisit

each irradiated cell repeated/Y duringpost-irradiation icubation according to he object dtabase.
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3. Effects of single hit of heavy ions in the U1-irradiated control dish, average cell

After irradiation of 11.5 MeV/arnu IOAr 1 3� number in the rnini-colony descended fro oe

ions (LET= 260 keV/Vm), tile positio ad te target cell was 26 (Fig. 2 colum Q.

number of ion tracks penetrating te CHO-KI Meanwhile, te cells i te irradiated dish but

cells were detected with prompt etching of CR- not it by te io sowed slightly firnited cell

39. No significant effect of te tching growth (Fig. 2 column 0) Tis limited growth

treatment o te cell growth was observed. The might be a bystander effect caused by eavy

growth of te cells was observed idividually ion it cell in te sarne dish.

at te off-line microscope at every 12 hr up to The cells irradiated wit oy oe Ar ion

60 lir after irradiation, by rvisiting te cells oil its ucleus showed complete growth

according to te object database. inhibition (Fig. 2 colurnn I Te cells tat

only it oi teir cytoplasm also showed limited

30 ...... cell growth (Fig. 2 column Ofl. Radiation

damages on initochondrial DNA or cellular

membrane may cause this growth iibition.

Another possible explanation is the effect of
26

delta electrons o cellular ucleus, ven if te
0

core of ion track still stands oi te cytoplasmic
a

region.
15

Further ivestigation is needed to elucidate

0 the effect of cytoplasi-nic irradiation ad the

i bystander effea Recently, we ad established

a ethod for measuring te DNA darnage

induced i idividual cell'). Tis ethod will

z enable us to deten-nine tile aswer of above

question, and also sow us te quantitative

relationship of the ion-hit positio ad the yield

of iduced DNA damages.

0 O+ 1 2 3 4

Number of ion hits I nucleus Refei-ences
1) Y. Kobayashi, T. Funayarna, S. Wada M.

Taguchi ad H. Watanabe, JAEPU-Review

Fig. 2 .Pe/ o targeted irradiation with 2002-35 2002) 74-76.

counted number o '11.5 Melllanni "Ar"' ions 2) Y. Kobayashi, T. Funayarna, S. Wada M.

on growth Taguchi ad 1 Watanabe, Nucl. Insir.

C: conwol cells in un-irradialed ish. And Melh. 13210, 2003) 308-31 .

0: un-h-7-adialed (byslandei) cells in the 3.) S. Wada, Y. Kobayashi, T. Funayanla M.

irradiated dish. Natsuhori, N. o ad K. Yarnarnoto J.

0+: cells ot hit on nucleus but on c Woplasin. Radial. Res. 43 2002) S I 53-S 56.

1-4: cells hit n nucleus wilh I o 4 ions,
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2.24 Regeneration Mechanism of Hemopoietic Organs FoHowing
Irradiation with Heavy-Ion Beams in the Silkworm, Bombyx
moti: Phagocytosis of Iiljured Cells by Invading Hemocytes

K. Kiguchi*, E. Ling*, Fukamoto*, Shirai*, R. Kanekatsu*,
Y Kobayashi**, T Funayama** and H. Watanabe"
Department of Applied Biology, Faculty ofTextile Science and Technology.

Shinshu University*

Department of on-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERI**

1. IftWuction organs were selectively exposed to the ion beams

L,ocal irradiation with heavy-ion beams. or in vivo or in vitro at a dose of 100 Gy as shown in

3)radiosurgery, is an extremely useful tool to the previous papers

inactivate specific organs or tissues such as larval

imaginal discs in the skworm. Bombyx mori In vitro culturiny- of the hemWoietic orgq

1 2 For example, deletion of adult wings was To analyze the effect of irradiation under in

induced by local irradiation of the discs at the vitno culture conditions. where there is no contact

larval stage with an appropriate dose of with circulating hernocytes 3 hemopoietic organs

carbon-ions. However, we have shown were cultured in 3 rnl of Grac0s medium

previously that the hernopoietic organs can containing 10 silkworm, hemol ymph (heated at

regenerate following radiosurgery, even after 60'C for 30 min and antimicrobial solution in

irradiation with 100 Gy of carbon-ions, 1). Ts each culture dish. The cultures were kept at 250C

interesting phenomenon allows us to study the under high humidity in air atmosphere.

possible involvement of hemopoietic stem cells in

the observed regeneration of hemopoietic MMhological observall

organs. We examined the morphological changes Dissected organs were fixed in Carnoy�s medium

during te regeneration of the hemopoietic organs and embedded in paraffin as usual. The sections

in i4vo and bi vittv after selective irradiation with (5 g m in thickness) were stained with Hoechst

heavy-ions. Our results suggest that the injured 33342 2 g g/ml) for 10 in and imaged using a

cells in irradiated organs are phagocytosed by filter for blue fluorescence.

invading hemocytes from the hemolymph, and

that elin-dnation of injured cells by phagocylosis IncoEporation of microbeads

may be the first step in regeneration. A schematic of the procedure is shown in

Figure 1. Larvae were injected with fluorescent

microbeads (p A m) and irradiated with 100 Gy

2. Materiah wid Methods of' carbon-ions. Then. irradiated oans were

Insects and ion-beam irradiation dissected out and stainedwith aLridine orange (10

A laboratory colony of the silkworm pnd 1� g g/ml). Samples were ounted in coverslip

strain was used fr the following experiments. sandwiches and observed by confocal microscopy

Carbon-ion beams ('2C". 220 MeV 18.3 MeV/u.

range in water = 12 mm) were generated by the

AVF-cyclotron in TIARA and the hernopoietic
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irradiated organs to phagocytose the injured

cells. Following the procedure shown in Figure ,

localization of the injected microbeads was traced

I nj action of Phagocytosis by using confocal microscopy. The beads were first
microbeads circulating hernocytes incorporated into the circulating hemocytes

(granular cells). Following irradiation. optical

0 0 sectioning the iadiated hernopoietic organs

demonstrates that the beads are now localized

inside the organs Fig.3).

These observations. together with our previous

observations by ectron microscope strongly

suggest that the first step for regeneration of

irradiated hemopoietic organs is the elimination of

Invasion of beads-labeled Irradiation of heavy injured cells from the organs by phagocytosis by
hernocyles ions (1 00 Gy) invading hemocyles. Subsequent studies wl

M& Scheme of proceillm-es demonstrating invasbm focus on the origin and fate of the hemopoietic

of circulating hemocytes into hTadiated bemopoictic stem cells during regeneration using a transgenic
strain of the silkworm.

aWnL
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Fig. 2 Paraffin sections of hemopoietic organs irradiated with carbon-ions (stained with Hoechst 33342)

a: Reared on an artificial diet for 6 days after in 4vo irradiation

b: Reared on an artificial diet for 6 days without irradiation (control)

c: Cultured in Grace's medium for 6 days after in i4tro irradiation

d: Cultured in Grace's medium for 6 days without irradiation (control)

Fig. 3 Optical sections of the irradiated hemopoietic organs

A, B: Scanned approximately 24 m below the surface in a XY direction

C, D: Scanned approximately 18 pm below the surface in a XZ direction

Beads are localized inside the irradiated heniopoietic organ, indicating that the circulating

hemocytes invade into the organ to phagocytose the injured cells.
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2.25 Bystander Effect in Confluent Human Fibroblasts Induced by
High-LET Particles

Y. Furusawa*, C. Shao*,$, Y. Kobayashi**, T. Funayama**, and S. Wada**
Heavy4on Radiobiology Research Group, NIRS*, Department of on-beam-applied
Biology, JAERI Gray Cancer Institute, UK

1. Introduction heavy ion microbeam of Ar or 2ONe A clear

It has been commonly accepted for a long bystander response., independent of these LETs

time that damage to DNA. either by direct and the number of charged particles delivered

ionization or by the producti on of reactive free to the targeted cells was observedO.

radicals in water molecules.. is required to

induce heritable damage in cells. However, 2. Materials and Methods

considerable evidence has recently been 2.1.CeD culture and treatments

accumulated in support of the existence of a AG1522 human fibroblasts were cultured in

"bystander effect", which cells having received Eagle's MEM supplemented with L-glutamine

no irradiation show biological consequences and fetal bovine serum with antibiotics. Cells

from their neighboring irradiated cells. This in full confluence (-7x 105 cells/dish) were

phenomenon was first reported') by Nagasawa prepared in specially made dishes with a thin

et al., then demonstrated by others with various Kaptone film bottom. and irradiated. In some

biological endpoints including our results2). dishes, the cell cultu re medium was replaced

This suggests that reconsideration may be with the medium containing I nM PMA 4 P 9

needed of the current risk assessments for low cL. 12 P� 13 ot, 20 - pentahydro-xytiglia - 1 6 -

doses radiation after high-LET exposure. then - 3 - one 12 myristate 13 -acetate) I hr

It is thought that there are two pathways before irradiation in order to prohibit GJIC, but

involved in the bystander effects. 1 mdium- 14 mM DMSO as the solvent was contained in

derived factors such as reactive oxygen species the medium. In some other dishes. the Clture

(ROS), nitric oxid214) or the other substances medium was replaced with one containing 14

could be released from irradiated cells and then niM DMSO also hr before irradiation.

further induce a series of damage in the non- Just before irradiation. the medium was

irradiated cells. 2 gap junctional intercellular removed and cells were covered with a

communication (GJIC) was found to be Kaptone film to kept the cells hydrated during

relevant to the molecular events leading to the irradiation. After irradiation.. fresh medium

modulation of gene expression in non- was immediately supplied to each dish and

irradiated bystander cells with a very low dose. cells were subsequently cultivated for 15 hr

and these expressions were effectively reduced until they were harvested for the mieronuclei

when GJIC was inhibited by lindan?. (MN) assay. During this process, the drugs

Microbeam facilities, in which cells are with a reduced concentration 1/4) was added

individually irradiated by a predefined exact in the medium to keep the inhibition of GJIC.

number of particle is a very useful tool in the The GJIC situation (Fig. I.) in confluent culture

study of bystander responses. In this work, was tested by the scrape-loading and dye
7)human fibroblast cells were individually hit by transfer technique
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micronucleated cells, where I to 121 cells are

individually targeted by one 2ONe particle were

shown in Figure 2 A very similar result was

observed also or 4Ar particles (data not

shown). Even when only a single cell in a dish

Fig.l. Transfer of the dye through gap junctions in was targeted with one particle, the level of MN
confluent cells with (right) or without (left) PMA
treatment (1 nM). was increased about 1.4-fold to that of

unirradiated control. Based on the observed

2.2. Cell irradiation yield of MN and the frequency of BN

A beavy-ion microbeam apparatus at formation., it was calculated that additional MN

TIARA was used to deliver precise number of could be produced in about 3000 BN cells

heavy ions of 260 MeV 2Ne or 460 MeV 4"Ar when only one cell was actually hit in the dish.

with the calcurated LET values of 380 or This additional MN induction must result from

-1260 keV/l_tm, respectively. The cells in the bystander response.

confluent culture were irradiated in two ways- To investigate te possible pathways of the

on the one hand, to 121 cells with a matrix bystander effect, we treated the cells with

distribution of 11X11 Mm 2in the culture center PMA or DMSO before and after irradiation as

were individually hit by particle-, on the other described above. Neither of the treatments

hand, 7x7 matrix-distributed cells were themselves significantly changed the MN

individually hit by from I to 4 particles. background. It is seen from Figure 2 that the

2.3. MN assay yield of MN of the PMA-1reated c8ells was

The formation of MN was assayed by reduced to a very low level comparable to the

using the cytokinesis-block techniques). Briefly, control without any irradiation., and the MN

the cells were incubated in the presence of yield was partly reduced 12) by DMSO.

cytochalasin-B. Ater 48 hr. the cells were These results indicate that both GJlC and ROS

treated with a hypotonic solution and ixed by contribute to the microbeam radiation-induced

methanol. For the observation.. a potion of the bystander efect.

cells was placed on a glass slide and stained Although the LET values of 4Ar and 2ON e

with acridine orange. Following this treatment, 0.1

approximately 20% of the cells became to be

binucleated (BN) cells. MN in BN cells was 0.08 S

checked by fluorescence microscopy and z

morphologically identified. -------------
z

3. esults and Discussion 0.04

3.1 Effect by number of the targeted-cells

When ew selected cells in he dish were 0.02
individually hit by a precisely numbered 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Targeted-Cell Number
particle.. additional MN was significantly

Fig.2. Yield of MN to the number of targeted cells, Cells
produced in the BN cells. Most of with a matrix distribution in a dish were treated by

PMA (E), DMSO (A), or without rugs (0) before
micronucleated BN cells had one MN and ew and after irradiation, and individually hit by one

2('Ne particle then incubated for 15 hr before MNof them contained two o tee MNs. Yield assay.
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0.1

Control
0.08 DMSO Moreover.. the effects were not significantly

E3 PMA influenced by number of the particle. However

z .06 it was partly reduced by DMSO and totally

z inhibited by PMA. In general, with direct
0.04 effects, the higher the LET and dose of

0.02 radiation., the more serious the cellular damage.
However, the results in Figure 3 indicate that

0 the level of' bystander-induced MN does not
0 1 2 3 4

Particle Numbers depend on the amount of direct damage
Fig. 3 Yield of MN to the number of particles delivered in

49 cells in a dish. Cells were treated with PMA induced in the targeted cells. Thus the
(net), DMSO (open4 or without treatment (fill), and
individually hit by2Ne-ions, then incubated for 15 bystander phenomenon is quite different to
hr before MN assay. broad beam irradiation induced damage9) that

were quite different (x3), the yields of MN has a positive relationship to radiation dose

induced had no significant difference (data not and LET and illustrates that the bystander

shown). For instance, when 49 cells in the dish effect is dominated by signaling type of
behavior whereas direct damage is governed

were hit by one particle, the yield of MN was
2 by stochastic mechanisms.0.074 and 0072 for 4Ar and Ne., respectively.

Thus., the MN induction was independent of
the LET of these particles delivered to the References
selected cells in a dish. 1) H. Nagasawa, J.B. Little, Cancer Res. 52 1992),

The yields of MN have biphasic responses 6394-6396.
to the number of targeted-cells Fig.2.). When 2) C. Shao, M. Aoki, Y. Furusawa, J. Radiat. Res. 42

the number of targeted-cells increased from (2001),305-316
to 4 the yield of MN increased steeply than 3) H. Matsumoto, S. Hayashi, M. Hatashita, K. hnishi,

H. Shioura, T. Ohtsubo, R. Kilai, T. Ohnishi, E. Kano,
that when the number of targeted-cells
increased from 16 to 121. The highest Radiat. Res. 155 2001), 387-396.

efficiency of MN induction was generated in 4). C. Shao, Y. Furusawa, M. Aoki, H. Matsumoto, K.

the case of single cell irradiated by one particle. Ando, Int. J. Radiat. Bial. 78 2002), 837-844.

When the number of targeted-cells increased, 5) E.I. Azzam, S.M. de Toledo, B.J. Little, Proc. Nail.

the efficiency of MN induction drastically Acad. Sci. USA 98 2001) 473-478.
decreased. 6) C. Shao, Y. Furusawa, Y. Kobayashi, T. Funayania S.

3.2. Effect of particle number in a cell Wada, FASEB.1 200-1.8) 0000-0000, (in Press)

We further studied the dose effect of MN 7) M.H. El-Fouly, J.E. Trosko, C.C. Chang, Exp. Cell

induced by counted particle irradiation, 49 Res. 168 1987), 422-430.
cells in a dish were respectively hit by I to 4 8) M. Fenech, A.A. Morley, Mut. Res. 161 1986), 193-

particles. Yields of MN in the irradiated 198.
cultures are approximately 2-fold higher than 9) Y. Furusawa, K. Fukutsu, M. Aoki, . lisukaichi K.

Eguchi-Kasai, H. Ohara, F. Yalagai, T. Kanai K.
the unirradiated control (Fig.3.). which means C
that additional MN are produced in about 4500 Ando, Radiat. Res. 154 2000), 485-496.

BN cells since a bystander response even

though only 49 cells are actually irradiated.
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2.26 Effect of Mammalian Nucleus Irradiation with

Heavy-Ion Beams

S. Wada*, T. Funayama*, Y. Kobayashi*
M. Natsuhorl**, N. Ito**
Department of on-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERI
Department of Veterinary Medicine, Kitasato University"

LIntroduction evaluated with the absorbed dose.
Radiation of high linear energy To analyze the track structures in

transfer (LET) has greater detail, the biological effects should
biological effectiveness than the be evaluated not with the absorbed
same absorbed dose of low LET dose but the number of the hit ions.
radiation. Thus, LET is used to Recently we established a method
describe radiation quality. However, of simultaneous detection of ions
it is considered that the different traversing the cellular nuclei and
particles with the same LET induce DNA damage in the individual
different biological effects and the cells'). So by this method we
difference in the biological effects investigated the biological effects
is caused by a difference in track of the track structure of the ion
structures. Because the different beams with the same LET value
particles with the same LET differ but different particles.
in their p attern of energy
deposition in the target materials, 2.Materials and methods
it is considered that the different CHO-K1 cells were grown in
damage was produced. Ham's F12 medium supplemented
For mammalian cells exposed to with 10% serum and 0.1 mg/ml

high LET heavy charged particles kanamaycin in 10 cm diameter
DNA double strand breaks (dsbs) culture dishes. Cells were
have an important role in the incubated at 37'C in humidified
biological effects. At present, there atmosphere of 5% carbon dioxide
are many studies with regard to and 95% air.
the measurements of DNA dsbs Accelerated heavy ions of 17.3
induced b the heavy ions that MeV/u 12C5+, 10.4 MeV/U 2Ne7+

deposit energy at very high LET. were provided by the AVF cyclotron
The quantitative analysis of every at TIARA JAERI-Takasaki. The
approach relies on the assumption energy of C ion beam was reduced
that ions hit randomly to the cells by nickel plates.
and the biological effects were To examine the rates of cell
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survival, colony formation assay with 4OOmM Tris (pH 7.5 to
was preformed. The cells were neutralize the excess alkali. After
irradiated at a given dosage at a air drying the CR-39 plate was
room temperature and plated on take off from the slide glass. The
6-cin tissue culture dishes at a agarose gel on the CR-39 was
given density to calculate the rate stained with 50 gl of 04 gg/ml
of surviving cells. About 7 days ethidium bromide and the opposite
after the irradiation, colonies of the side of the CR-39 plate was etched
cells were stained and counted. with KOH-ethanol solution at 37'C.

To evaluate DNA damage, comet Using a fluorescence microscope
assay was applied. Cells were equipped with a green filter we
attached on the CR-39 plate that is examined about comet images on
particle track detector. Then, the one slide at 400 magnification. The
cells were incubated for 12 hr with comet mages were stored using
medium containing 1 mm CCD camera. Then the microscope
Hydroxyurea. Immediately After was focused on the image of pits
irradiation the CR-39 plate on etched on the CR-39 plate, and the
which cells were attached was image was also stored using CCD
placed in chilled PBS. The CR-39 camera. Because the area of
plate was placed on the slide glass cellular nucleus was identified with
and then was embedded in 1% the area of high fluorescent
agarose. Finally 100 gl of 1% intensity of comet image, the
agarose was quickly layered. The number of ions traversing
slide glasses were placed individual cellular nuclei was
immediately in a chilled nucleus counted by merging both images.
lysing solution of 25 M NaCl, 100 The comet images were analyzed
mM Na4EDTA, 1% sarkosyl, 10% using a Komet software (Komet 40,
DMSO, and 1% Tililton X100 and Kinetic imaging, LTD, UK). The
kept at 4C in the dark for 60 min. parameter used as an index of DNA
Under the neutral condition for damage was tall moment, which
comet assay the slides were placed combines a measure of the length
on a horizontal gel electrophoresis of comet tail and the proportion of
platform and covered with chilled DNA to migrate into the tail.
neutral solution made up of 90 niM
Tris 2 mM Na2EDTA and 90 mM 3.Result and discussion
boric acid (pH 8) for hour. Fig. shows the effect of radiation
Electrophoresis was conducted at on the survival rates of CHO-Ki
4'C in dark for 30 min at 25 V exposed to C and Ne ion
(0.89 V/cm). corresponding to LET of 430
The slide glasses were washed keV/pm. Lethal effect was much

w.'th 300 mM NaOH and mM higher by C ion than Ne ion
Na2EDTA and then rinsed gently irradiation. It was observed that
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the different particles with the These results indicate that the
same LET induced the different difference in cell killing and the
lethal effect. Induction of DNA damage were
Fig. 2 shows the relationship caused by the difference in the
between the number of ions track structure. Because the ion
traversing the cellular nuclei and track radius for C ion is narrower
tail moment evaluated as DNA than that for Ne ion, it was
dsbs after C and Ne ion irradiation considered that the efficient
of 430 keV/gm. The tail moment induction of DNA damage for C ion
increased with the number of ions irradiation induced high lethal
traversing the cellular nuclei. effect.
Those data was fitted by linear
regression. The slopes of the fitted Reference
curves indicated induction of DNA 1) S. Wada et al., Journal of
damage per a particle in CHO-K1 Radiation Research 43: 2002)
Ml. The induction of DNA damage S153-156
per a particle for C ion was higher
than that for Ne ion.

Dose (Gy)
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 14

12 A

C 0.1 N e i o n 1 0 Ne ion 0
-Ar C i on --Ar C ion

8 A
A A0 E 0

0 6 A 0.0.01 EZ
4

%

0.001

0
0 5 10 15 20 25

0.0001
Number of traversals

Fig. . Survival crves of' CHO-KI cells Fig.2. Induction of DNA dmag of
exposed o C and No ion of'430 keV/pm. CHIO-KI cells xpose(] to C an Ne

ion of 430 keV/pm. Tail moment was
Iflotted as a fnction of' te number
of ions traversing.
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2.27 Study on Signal Transduction by Local Damage Using

Penetration Controlled Ion Beam Exposure

S. Wada and Y. Hase
Department of Ion-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERI

LIntroduction also ncrease ceramide level by
Radiation-induced cell death is activating the synthesis pathway,

thought to result from damage to through the activation of the
two cellular targets: the DNA ceramede synthase enzyme. To
damage and the plasma membrane. elucidate radiation-induced

Especially, DNA is most apop-tosis in detail, we
important target. DNA damage investigated the induction of
includes single and double strand apoptosis on cells with non-DNA
breaks, residual unrepaired and damage by selective irradiation
misrepaired DNA damage lead to using the penetration controlled
genetic nstability and cell death. irradiation apparatus.
Radiation-induced DNA damage
can also induce death by apoptosis 2.Materials and methods
through activation of an apoptosis Accelerated heavy ion of 1.5
pathway. Now research of the MeV/u 12C5+ was provided by the
pathway is proceeding. tandem accelerator at TIARA
Several recent studies have JAERI-Takasaki.

suggested that radiation could also CR-39 plates were used for the
generate signals at the cell measurement of ion beam fluence.
membrane that led to apoptosis. It The irradiated CR-39 plates were
is considered that radiation induce treated in KOH-ethanol solution at
two different signaling system for 370C.
apoptosis in signal of the cell CHO-K1 cells on a kapton film
membrane. One pathway is the were grown in Ham's F12 medium
sphingomyelin-ceramide signal supplemented with 10% serum and
transduction pathway. Radiation 0.1 mg/ml kanamaycin. The cells on
activates sphingomyelinases that a kapton film were exposed to C
convert sphingomyeline into ions.
ceramide. Ceramide serves as a To evaluate radiation-induced
second messenger in inducing DNA damage, comet assay was
apoptosis. Other pathway is the applied. After irradiation cells were
ceramide syntbase pathway. removed from a kapton film and
Radition-induced DNA damage can suspended in chilled PBS. The cell
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solution was mixed with 2% fluence at the distance of 13 mm,
agarose. The mixture was quickly DNA damage was not detected.
layered on the glass slides. The This result indicates that cells can
glass slides were placed be selectively irradiated without
immediately in a chilled nucleus DNA damage using the penetration
lysing solution. Then controlled irradiation apparatus.
electrophoresis was conducted Fig. shows change of apoptosis
under the alkaline condition at 4C fraction as a function of the
in dark for 15 min at 25 V 089 distance from the beam window.
V/cm). The agarose gel on the glass Apoptosis fraction was 25% at the
slide was stained with ethidium distance of 13 mm and similar to
bromide and radiation-induced control at the distance of 18 mm at
DNA damage was observed using a which etched pits were not
fluorescence microscope in observed on the CR-39. However,
individual cells. apoptosis fraction was higher than

To evaluate induction of apoptosis, control level at the distance of
apoptosis fraction was detected by 17mm at which DNA damage was
the TUNEL assay. After irradiation not observed. This result indicates
cells were removed from a kapton that one of the signal transductions
film and were incubated in the of radiation-induced apoptosis do
culture dishes at 37C in not mediate DNA damage.
humidified atmosphere of 5%
carbon dioxide and 95% air. After 3

72 hr the cells were harvested from 2.5

culture dishes and fixed in 
2

paraformaldehyde. Apoptosis cells
I.5

were detected by labeling 3'-OH .2

ends of fragmented DNA with TDT.
0.5

3.Result and discussion 0
When CR-39 plates were 13mm 17mm 18mm control

irradiated at the distance of 13, 17 Fig.l. Change of apoptosis fraction as
and 18mm from the beam window, a fnction of' the distance from te
the fluence at the distance of 17mm beam window. Cells were rradiated at
reduced to one tenth of the fluence a fluence of x 101 p/CM2. At the
at the distance of 13 mm and distance of' 13 mm, both etched pts
etched pits were not observed at
the istance of 18 mm. and DNA damage were etected At

Radiation-induced DNA damage the distance 7 mm, tched pits wre.

was detected at the distance of 13 detected, but DNA dmage was not
mm. When cells at the distance of detected. Al. h distance of' 18 mm,
17 mm were irradiated at tenfold of etched pits were not detected.
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2.28 Establishment of a cell system to be used for isolation of
human cell mutants, induced by heavy-ion irradiation,
resistant to human immunodeficiency virus

H. Hoshino' T Ohtsuki*, N. Shimizu% A. Tanaka% M. Shinagawa%
S. Wada* J. Funayama**, and Y Kobayashi**
Department of Virology and Preventive Medicine, Gunma University
Graduate School of Medicine*
Department of on-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERI*'

1. Introduction CD4, CR5 and GFP expression vectors and
The aims of this study are to (1) establish a then selection as described below.

cell system to be used to examine effects of By the use of mutant cell lines resistant to
heavy-ion irradiation on cellular genes and 2) HIVA infection, another new cellular factor
to isolate human cell mutants resistant to required for HIV-1 infection can be identified.
human immunodeficiency virus typel HV-1 ) This type of a gene will be a target for the
using this system. In order to judge changes of development of a new type of anti-HIV drugs.

gene expression in irradiated cells easily as 2. Experimental protcedure
well as rapidly, cells that become green 2.1 Generation of irradiation target cfls
fluorescence protein GFP)-positive after HIV A human glioma cell line, NP-2, has been
infection will be established. Further, we shall found to be completely resistant to HIV-1
isolate cell mutants that will not become infection. NP 2 cells were transdueed with
GFP-positive even after HIV-1 infection using CD4, EoR (a receptor gene for ecotropic
this system. Mutant cell sublines thus obtained
after heavy-ion irradiation will be used to murine leukemic virus), and CCR5, using the
identify a cellular factor(s) necessary for resistance to neomycin. hygromycin. and
eestablishment ofHIV-1 infection. puromycin, respectively, as selectable markers.

Viral genes and cellular factors necessary Thus, NP2/CD4/CCR5 cells were isolated 5).
for establishment of HIV-1 infection and the To them, a GFP- expressing vector containing.
process of HV-1 infection have been studied HIV-1 long terminal rpeat (LTR) promoter
well. For example, the expression of CD4 and and the GFP gene fused with the nuclear

localization signal sequence ofHIV-1 rev gene
one of coreceptors, which mainly belong to the was transduced, and suitable cellular clones
chemokine receptor family, e.g, CCRS or for the assay were obtained s described below.
CXCR4. on the cell surface are almost For tranduction of DNA, Fugene 6 (Roche)
absolutely required for the entry of HIV-1 into was used.
target cells. In addition to tem, other cellular

factors will be necessary. as the life cycle of 2.2 Heavy ion irradiation and ceR cloning
HIV-1 in the cell has been not precisely NP-2/ CD4/CCR5/GFP cells were seeded
understood. Recently several actors have ben into 35-mm culture dishes. On the ollowing
identified as new factors necessary for the day, the culture medium was removed, the
establishment of' HlV-I infection. There may dishes were covered with Kapton (8 g m thick
still be other cellular gene products necessary polyimide) ims. and the cells were irradiated
for HV-1 infection. with 4He2+ 1 (50 WV). 12CI+, (220 MeV or

On the other hand. there are only a few 20 NO+ 350 MeV). Next day the cells in the
reports on quantitive analyses of the effects f
heavy ion (4 He 2+, 2C5+ or 20NO) irradiation dishes were counted and re-seeded into wells
on induction of mutation in human genes )". of 96-well multi-well plates in an amount of'
For this. a cell system that enables us to detect 0.3-30,000 cells/well. The number of wells
cellular gene mutation induced by heavy-ion showing cell growth were judged and scored
irradiation easily is desirable. Thus, we shall during observation or 12 months.

isolate a new cell line after transduction of
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2.3 Establishment of irradiation target cells Almost all irradiated cell clones became GFP
NP-2/CD4/CCR5 cells were transduced positive aer cultivation or 12 weeks. Some

with the GFP vector that would induce the cells did not become GFP positive. However.,
expression of GFP in the cell nucleus under most of' them showed many syncytia
the control of the HIV-1 LTR promoter. As indicating that these NP-2 cell sublines were
GFP had been fused with the nuclear susceptible to HIV-1. although they did not
localization signal to its downstream, express GFP after HIV-1 ifection.
fluorescence was mainly detected in the cell HIV-1-resistant mutant Cell We hardly
nuclei f the GFP-transduced cells. The cells isolated after random cloning more than a few
that did not become GFP-positive even after hundred cells. However. cells lacking GFP
transduction were cloned. Clonal cells were expression were isolated much more
infected wit HV-1. Some clones that did not frequently than expected before the
express GFP before HIV-1 iection, namely, experiment: a few percents of irradiated cells
cell clones showing low background were judged to each GFP expression. It
fluorescence, became GFP-positive after remains to be determined whether this
HIV-1 infection. These clones were used for phenomenon.. frequent isolation of
the further experiment. GFP-negative clones, is specific for heavy-ion

irradiation. Therefore, for isolation of HIV-1-
3. Results and Discussion resistant cells, a large number of' irradiated
3.1 Effects of heavy-ion irradiation on the cells should be examined.
growth of the cells

Irradiated cells were seeded into multi-well References
plates (0.3-30.000/cell) and cultured for up to 1) Morimoto S , Honma M. Yatagai F. Sensitive
two months. DO's (an irradiation dose that detection of LOH events in a human cell line
would reduce plating efficiencies of cells to after C-ion beam exposure. J Radiat Res
one tenth of the control.) were estimated after (Tokyo). 43 2002) Suppl: S163-167.
determination of colony-forming efficiencies 2) Grosovsky A, Bethel H. Parks Ritter L.
of each irradition: for He and C ions Giver C Gauny S, Wiese C. Kronenber A.
irradiation., 26 and 09 Gy. respectively were Genomic instability in human lymphoid cells
obtained (Tablesl and 2 As or Ne ion exposed to GeV/amu Fe ions. Phys Med.
irradiation, there was not an apparent 17 2001) Suppi 1: 238-240.
correlation between irradiation doses and 3) Shigematsu N, hara N. Kawata T,
colony-forming efficiencies: this discrepancy Kawaguchi Takeda A. shibashi R,
was probally due to a short penetration range Kutsuki S, Kubo A. Kanai T. Furusawa Y,
of Ne ions and the presence of a small amount Isobe K. Uno T. Ito H. Cell killing and
of culture medium remaining in dish corners mutation induction by heavy ion beams. Int J
even aer its rmoval by aspiration. Mol M ed 7 2001) 509-513.

4) Piao CO., Hei TK. Gene amplification and
3.2 Effects on HIV-1 infection microsatellite instability induced in

Irradiated cells in different dishes were tumorigenic human bronchial epithelial cells
harvested and pooled and re-seeded into by alpha prticles nd heavy ins. Radiat
multi-well plates at the indicted cell Res. 155 (I Pt 2 2001) 263-267.
concentrations (Tables I and 2 Irradiated 5) Soda Shimizu N. Jinno A, Liu HY. Kanbe
cells growing in wells of 96-multi-well plates K. Kitamura T, Hoshino H. Establishment of
with a colony orming efficiency f 03 or a new system for determination of
lower were considered to originate from a coreceptor usages f HIV based on the
single or a ew cells. These clonal or human glioma NP-2 cell line. Biochem
oligoclonal cells were infected with HIVI. Biophys Res Commun. 258 1999) 313-321.
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Table] Coloiiy-fomiitigefficiciicy(7(,)oJ'NP-2/CD4/CCR5/GFPcelisaftei- 'He"ionirradiation

Irradiation Number ol'cells
dose (Gy) Number of ioculated cells /well required for their

0.3 1 3 10 30 100 300 1,000 3000 10,000 30,000 growth in 6617,,
of wells.

0 33* 38 83 96 2.0

2 - 0 33 67 88 1 0.(

4 - - - 1 3 3 8 83 100 62

6 - 2 63 100 330

8 - 0 0 4 46 83 4,200

1 0 - - 0 8 38 63 100 11'(00

*Colony-forniing efficiency (17e) in multi-well plates
DIO determined by olony-forming efficiency was 26 Gy
Number o'clones that were GFP-negative, but syncytia-positive after infection: 20.
Number'of lones that were GFP-negative as well as syncylia-negative after ifection: 0.

Table 2 Colony-forrning efficiency (%) of NP-2/ CD4/ CCR5/ GFP cells after "C" ion irradiation

Number of ells
Irradiation Nurnber of inoculated cells /well required for their
dose (Gy) growth in 66%

0.3 1 3 10 30 100 300 LOOO 3000 10.000 of wells.

0 13* 71 96 100 0.9

2 - 8 33 83 92 6.6

4 - - 13 8 71 100 100 28

6 - - - 0 13 17 71 96 270

8 - - - - 0 21 58 88 92 420

10 - I - - - 0 29 29 8 25 -

*Colony-fomiing efficiency (%) in multi-well plates
DI( determined by colony-forrning efficiency was 09 Gy
Number of clones that were GFI'-necralive. but syncytia-positive after ifection: 10.C,
Number ofclones that were GFP-negative as well as syncylia-negative after infection: 0.
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2.29 The preservation of the organ-cultured Ciliary body by
gamma ray irradiation

K. Akeo*, T. Funayama**, A. Ogawa***, R. Inoue*, Y Kobayashi**

Department of Ophthalmology, Takasaki National Hospital*

Department of on-Bearn-Applied Biology, JAERI**

Department of Research and Examination, Takasaki National Hospital***

INTRODUM ON it is reported that there is evidence of cellular

Morphology of the tissue should be variability with production of cytokines at

damaged due to necrosis by the cease of blood different storage time which could be related

flow after dissection from living body If the with irradiation activity and cellular damage

radiation induced preventive reaction into the repair but not lymphocyte inhibition rate in

cells and quit the destruction of the living tissue blood components just one time after irradiation,

by necrosis, the long-time preservation of the and the cytokines had a central role in the

internal organs and the living tissue would be stimulation of cellular and inflammatory

possible and leaping contributed to the medical reactions 1).

field. As for as we know, this is the first report

Especially, the labyrinth of the blood vessel concerned with the preservation of the

in the ciliary processes does not make the blood organ-cultured ciliary body without blood flow

supply spread entirely because of the more by gamma ray irradiation.

complicated structure than the ciliary folds. It We are now submitting materials and

is necessary to know which part of the ciliary methods., results, and discussion to an article.

body is damaged at the initial phase by the cease

of blood. We thought that the ciliary body

was most useful to investigate the inflammatory References

reaction by gamma radiation because of the 1) E. Fagiolo, C. Toriani-Terenzi, Transfus

complicated vascular structure. Gamma Apheresis Sci 27 2002) 225-231.

radiation of blood products is considered the

mainstay of transfusion-associated

graft-versus-host disease prevention. Recently
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2.30 Effect of Various Radiations with Different LET on Survival
of Euglena gracilk

H. Hayashi*, M. Furuta*, K. Uehara*, T. Funayarna", S. Wada",

Y Kobayashi**, H. Watanabe"

Research Institute for Advanced Science and Technology, Osaka Prefecture

University*

Department of on-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERI

1. Introduction E. gracilis strain Z was used. The cells were

Euglena is a photosynthetic unicellular grown at 25'C in 150 ml of Koren-Hutner (M)

organism. which is classified both as animal and medium") in a 500-ml Sakaguchi flask to

as plant. Euglena gracilis Z strain has a very stationary growth phase (for days) with

high photosynthetic efficiency 1), and the agitation under the illumination of fluorescent

nutritional value of its cellular components is light (5,000 Ix).
2-4)

higher enough to support animal life In near

future., it would be expected that humankind

rush into the cosmic era where we are forced to 2.2 Irradiation conditions

live in Closed Ecological Life Support System. The light-grown cells of E. gi-acilis Z strain

Considering living in such environment, it is were harvested by centrifugation. Then the cells

necessary to establish an effective support were washed, and resuspended in a fresh KH

system for supplying food and air. Because of its medium. The cell suspension (containing 2 

high photosynthesis ability and nutritional value, 106 cells) was poured on the surface of KH agar

E. gracilis can be a good biological component medium in a sterile 3.5-cm plastic culture dish.

for utilizing in such a closed system. Before irradiation, the surface was covered with

Nevertheless, in using E. gracilis for the a Kapton (7.5p m thick polyimide) film to avoid

purpose in space, the radiation damage caused drying-out and contamination. The cells were

by cosmic rays that includes high LET particles then exposed to various heavy ion beams at

will be problematic. Therefore, as the first step room temperature. In the present study, 7 kinds

to solve this problem, we assessed the radiation of heavy ion beams that can be generated by

effect of heavy ion beams on E. gracilis, and AVF-Cyclotron JAERI Takasaki, dose rates: 11

compared its property with previously reported to 11 Gy/sec) were used. The properties of

data heavy ions used in the experiment are shown in

Table .

Irradiation of y-ray was carried out by using

2. Experimental procedure 6OCo y-ray source at JAERI Takasaki (dose rates:

2.1 Organism and Cultivation conditions
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100 to 500 Gy/b).

times higher than that of animal cells. The RBE

values based on LDIO were increased with

Table 1. Physical properties of 60CO y-ray and increasing LET value, peaked at 196 keV/gm,

heavy ion beams and then decreased with increasing LET value

Radiation Enerpy (MeV/n) LET (keV/p m) (Fig. 2. This result suggests that the LET effect
""Co Y- ray - 0.2

H' 19.8 2.8 of E. gracilis is analogous to that of animal cells

4He2' 12.5 16.2 and plant seeds 5-10). We estimated the dose at
12c6- 26.7 70

12C,5- 18.3 108 the shoulder of survival curve. At the dose

12CS. 18.3 196 almost all cells can survive after irradiation. As
20 Ne" 17.3 321

2ONC7. 12.9 437 shown in Table 2 Euglena was capable of

4OAr13. I 1.5 1.610 growth without any lethality after the exposure

LET value was increased using nickel plales as absorbers to the high LET radiation up to 40 Gy. This

result suggests that E. gracilis may grow under

the space environment where the cosmic

2.3 Measurement of Cell survival radiation level is kept at less than 40 Gy.

The survival rates of E. gracilis Z strain

following irradiation were determined on the

basis of colony-forming ability according to the 10 I

procedure of Lyman. Epstein and Schiff 12) . The

irradiated cells were grown on KH agar medium 10

at 28'C under the illumination of fluorescent C
.2

light (5.,000 lx) for 7 to 10 days. RBE values

were calculated from LDo values using the

value of y-irradiated cells as a standard.
0.1 -

0.01
3. Results and Discussion 0 100 200 300 400

Dose (GvWe irradiated light-grown E. gracilis Z strain

by 7 kinds of heavy ion beams with different Fig. 1. Survival of E.gracilis Z strain

LET, and the cell survival rates were determined. exposed to heavy ion beam at different

As sown in Fig. 1, all survival curves have a 0:1-ray, OV, Z� : He 2* OCl+ XC1+ 108

" shoulder" part in their curves. It was reported keV/g ni), : C�4 196 keV/g m) E ,

that in animal cells. DI( value of X-rays were A : Ne 7+, *Arl3+

5,74.1 to 78 Gy . In this study, DI( value of

y-rays was 300 Gy (Fig.1). suggesting that te

radioresistence of Euglena was about 40 to 70
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2.31 Study on Transportation of Photoassimilates
in Higher Plants under C02 Enrichment

S. Matsuhashi, S. Fujimaki, S. Watanabe, N. S. shioka and T. Kurne

Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERIe�

Introduction the petiole of the leaves -with dental plastic
CO, enrichment increases fruit harvest in filling, and connected to a "CO, gas

plant cultivation'). It acts as additional circulating system.

fertilizer, and changes efflux from a leaf Soon after the CO2 gas was introduced

and/or transportation through phloein of to the cuvette, imaging by PETIS was

photoassimilates in a plant. However, the started and continued for two hours. The

regulation mechanism of such dynamics is 11CO2 gas was supplied for the first one to

not clear yet. Our objective is to elucidate two minutes and then drained off and

the regulation mechanism of photoassimilate substituted with standard gas without "CO,.

transportation in a plant under CO2-enriched During the experiment, total CO,

conditions. For this purpose, we have been concentration in the cuvette was controlled

using the Positron Emitting Tracer Imaging to keep 350 ppm. by introducing a CO,

System (PETIS), which enables real-time standard gas, at a flow rate of 60 ml/min.

observation of transportation of Three hours after the imaging was

photoassimilates labeled with a positron finished, the C02 concentration in the

emitting tracer. We have previously reported cuvette was increased to 1000 pprn

influence of CO, enrichment on the (enriched condition), and kept fo r

photoassimilate transportation in a broad approximately 2 hours. The next PETIS

bean (Vicia 4ba L.) plant using 11C-labeled imaging was done in the same way as the

carbon dioxide (11CO,)21,3) . The treatment of first one, but the total C02 concentration in

enriched CO, on leaves of the broad bean the cuvette was kept 1000 ppm during the

plant enhanced efflux of photoassimilates experiment.

from the "CO,-fed leaves to the stem. In the Transfer function analysis was applied to

present study, we applied the transfer the obtained imaging data, according to a
4

function analysis to evaluate quantitatively previous stud y ). Figure shows the broad

the effect of CO, enrichment on the bean plant, which was used for the PETIS

transportation of "C-labeled imaging. 11C tracer profiles at the two points

photoassimilates in phloem. on the stem, A and B, were extracted from

the obtained two-dimensional data, and

Experiment analyzed as "input" and "output",

Broad bean (Vicia faba L.) plants were respectively. The translocated fractions and

cultivated in the same manner of a previous average transport speeds of the

report3). photoassimilates in the stem of the plant

For positron imaging, the plant was were also estimated.

placed in a chamber conditioned with 350

ppm of CO, (normal atmospheric condition). Results and Discussion

The fourth foliage leaves of the plant were According to the previous report4), the

inserted into a cuvette, which is a clear model of input-output relationship in this

acrylic box with inside dimensions of 12 cm study could be described by a simple

in length, cm in width and cm in depth, equation:

for feeding "CO,. The cuvette was sealed at
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B(n = a Bn-1) + b A (n-d) + en), (1) respective conditions.
The fraction of tracer at B translocated

where Bn) and An) mean observed tracer from A is generally called "system gain", G.
intensities at the point and A at the n-th The system gain is defined as the equation
cycle of PETIS imaging, a and b are (4) when the input is provided as "unit
parameters, d is "delay factor" with a impulse" defined as the equation (5):
positive integral value, and en) is the n

residual. G = Y B k) . (4)
W

We performed multiple regression A (0) I
analysis to estimate the best fitting model A(k) 0 (k > 0). (5)
for each experiment. First, the observed
values were substituted for Bn), Bn-1) and The average transport speed is the quotient
A(n-d) in the cases with d = to d = 5, of the distance between A and divided by
where if k < 0 then A k = Bk = 0. Then the "average transit time", T, which is defined
least-squares method was employed, that is, as
the values of parameters a and b which give
the minimum sum of squares of en) were T = T Y k B (k) G (6)
calculated for the respective cases. Finally, W

the best fitting case with the best parameters where Tj is data sampling interval. In this
was selected. study, the imaging data was collected and

The optimum models for 350 ppm and compiled every one minute by PETIS, thus
1000 ppm of CO, were respectively the T value equaled to one. The
determined as approximate value of G and T can also be

obtained from the following equations,

B(n = 0393 Bn-1) + 0 168 A (n-3) (2) G b / (1 a)
(R = 0988) T Tj id - a (1 + aj . (7)

The calculated values of the fractions of
and translocated tracer and the average transport

speeds were 028 and 34 cm/min under 350

B(n = 0.547B(n-1) + 0.129A(n-1) (3) ppm of CO,, and 029 and 57 cm/min under
(R 2 = 0996) . 1000 ppm of CO,.

The estimated average transport speed

Figure 2 shows the time-course changes under 350 ppm of CO, (normal atmospheric
of observed tracer intensities at the point A condition) was similar to flow speeds of

phloem known in other higher plants. In this
(A(n)) and B (B(n)), and the estimated t�-
values fr Bn) from the models (M(n)), in study, we used the same plant for the serial
the respective experiments with 350 and experiments under the two CO, conditions.
1000 ppm of CO,. The observed intensities Therefore, the difference of the average

transport speeds was not attributed to
with 1000 ppm were obviously higher thanZ:. individual difference. Our results suggest
those with 350 ppm. The models showed that the treatment of enriched CO, on the
very good fitting to the observed data in theID foliaoe leaves increases the speed, as well as
both experiments. 1__�

From these equations, we estimated the the amount, of phloem transport of
fractions of translocated tracer and the photoassimilates. In contrast, the treatment
average transport speeds from the origin did not change the system gain; in other

words, it is suggested to have no effect on
point A to the terminal point in the e�the efficiency of phloem transportation.
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In this study, we used data profiles from 2. S. Matsuhashi, S. Watanabe, N. S.
only two points for the analysis, though Ishioka, C. Mizuniwa, T. Ito, T. Sekine,
PETIS measures the time course of TIARA Annual Report 2000,
radioactivity at every area of 1.1 mm square JAERI-Review 2001-039 2001) 90-92.
in its whole field of view. Thus, in the ext 3. S. Matsuhashi, S. Watanabe, N. S.
step, the analysis should be extended to treat Ishioka, C. Mizuniwa, T. Ito, T. Sekine,
two-dimensional data and done more in TIARA Annual Report 2001,
detail on a plant body. The transfer function JAERI-Review 2002-035 2001) 86-88.
analysis will be a powerful technique to 4. N. Keutgen, S. Matsuhashi, C.
analyze PETIS data quantitatively. Mizuniwa, T. Ito, T. Fujimura, N. S.

Ishioka, S. Watanabe, T. Sekine H.

References Uchida, S. Hashimoto, Appl. Radiat.
1. T. Sakashita, Annual Repon of' Isotopes, 57 2002) 225-233.

Agricultur. Res. Center, 1997) 42-43.

co 2

Fig. The broad bean plant used or the positron imaging.

The data on the points A and were used for the transfer

function analysis. The point A is the base of the 4th foliage

leaves which "CO, and cold CO-, gas were fed with

controlled concentrations. The distance between the point A

and the point was 12.5 cm.

100 350 Ppin 7 00 I 000 PPM

90 600 -Pu6sh-

80 00

91 cbp 500

400
50 1124-
40 300
30 200
20 ;complexes

10010
0
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Fig. 2 Time course of C-intensity at te two points in the boad bean plant, extracted

frorn PETIS imaging data.

The symbols: A(n); at the position A, x Bn); at the position B, M(n); the estimated

value for C-intensity at the position from the model obtained fm te transfer function

analysis.
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2.32 Translocation and Distribution of Photosynthetic Products in

Soybean 'Williams' and its Hypernodulating Mutant 'NODI-3'

N. Ohtake*, S. Ito*, A. Yamazaki*,. B. Fujikake*, K. Sueyoshi*, T. Ohyama*

S. Fujimaki*", N. S. Ishioka**. S. Matsuhashi**, T. Sekine** and T. Kume**

Faculty of Agriculture., Niigata University*

Department of on-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERI**

1. Introduction

Soil bacteria belonging to the genera 2. Experimental Procedure

Rhizobium and Bradyrizobium are able to Soybean (cv. Williams and NODI-3) seeds

invade the roots of their leguminous host were non-inoculated or inoculated with

plants and trigger the formation of new Bradyrizobium japonicum strain USDA 110

organ, the root nodule. In rhizobium-legume and they were cultivated hydroponically.

symbioses, considerable metabolic energy is Seed inoculated plants were supplied with N

invested by the plant to produce nitrogen free medium and non-inoculated plants were

fixing nodules and to maintain nitrogen supplied with mM sodium nitrate. Nitrate

fixation. Nodule number in soybean appears application was stopped from 22 days after

to be regulated by host plant through variety sowing (DAS) to sampling time. Some of

of mechanisms, the major one known as the non-inoculated plants (both Williams

autoregulation, being inhibition of further and ND1-3) were inoculated with liquid

nodule frmation by existing or developing cultured of USDA 110 (about 108 CS)

nodules. In this study, we examined from 25 DAS 4 days aer inoculation) or

autoregulation of odulation in soybean by 27 DAS 2 days after inoculation). Another

using cv. Williams and NODI-3 at the point plants were kept to culture rhizobium free

of distribution of photosynthetic products. medium. At 29 DAS, these plants were used

The ND1-3 is a hypernodulatig mutant for "CO, feeding experiment in TIARA.

derived from N-nitroso-N-methylurea The 11C atoms were produced by

mutagenesis of cv. Williams. Experiments bombardier, a nitrogen ga's taroet with 

were designed to compare 11C distribution MeV protons at a current o I rnA using the

in the Williams and NODI-3 plant of TIARA AVF cyclotron, and the "CO, was

different periods after inoculation, seed produced from the 11C atoms and present

inoculation or non-inoculation, in target chamber. "CO, was supplied to a
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25
A: non-inoculation (A)

20

1 5

1 0

NOD1_3

0

20 B: seed-inoculation NOW -3

1 5
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I 0

0
5

A 0
4
9 20 - C: 2days after inoculation
0

NO
15 -

0

94 5

0

DAclays after inoculation
20

1 5
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I NODI-3 Figure 2 Distributio of
radioactivity of whole plants 2
days after inoculate. (A) and

5 illiarns (C) were the photo, and (13 ad
(D) were the BAS iniage of

0 Willianis and ND1-3,
0 50 1 00 respectively. Low

time 1in)
PETIS for 120 min. The distribution of

Figure I Comparing radioactivity n
root position of eac teated NODI-3 radioactivity i wole plants was detected
and Williarris I C02 were SUppHzed to
first trifoUte for min then canged by bio imaging analyzer system (BAS).
atomospheric air. The radioactivity was
detected fro 120 mn.

3. Results and Discussions

first trifoliate for min, and transport of "C By application of "CO2 to the first trifoliate

in the root and shoot was monitored using a leaf of the non-inoculated Williams and

N01)1-3, "C was scarcely detected in the
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root. When "CO2 was supplied to the first points appear to be correlated with

trifoliate of seed inoculated Williams and significant changes in root cell activity such

NOD1-3 which had active nodule, the as an increase in cytoplasmic content of

radioactivity was detected high level in the dividing cortical cells and cell division

root position. This result indicates that a activity in the inner cortex (cell division

high level of photosynthetic products was stage 111) and the formation of a meristem

supplied to the odulated root (Fig 1). On and onset of periclinal cell division (cell

the other hand, application to ND1-3 division stage IV-V).

trifoliate of the 2 and 4 days after In our experiments, it was suggested that

inoculation resulted in high translocation of there is some relationship between

'1C to the root position compared with autoregulatory control and distribution of

Williams. Figure 2 shows the BAS images photosynthetic products in early inoculation

of distribution of radioactivity in whole stage.

plant treated 2 days after inoculation of

Williams (A and B) and ND1-3 (C and D References

The radioactivity was highly accumulated in 1) Calvert H. E., Pence M. K., Pierce M.,

root position in ND1-3 compared with Malik N. S. A. and Bauer W. D., 1984. Can.

Williams. J. Bot., 62, 2375-2384.

Calvert et al.') reported the early nodule 2) Gerahty N., Caetano-Anolles G., Joshi P.

development as follows; Stage I is A. and Gresshoff P. M., 1992. Plant Sci., 85,

characterized by the anticlinal division of a 1-7.

hypodermal cell into four to eight daughter

cells (within 6 hours). By stage 11, cortical

cells in the outermost layers had divided

anticlinally six to eight times (within 36

hours). By stage III, cell division activity

was evident in the inner cortex as well

(within 48 hours). By stage IV, divisions

within the inner and outer cortex were

relatively equal and a nodule meristem had

formed (within 60 hours). At stage V the

meristem had enlarged to involve a volume

with a radius of 75 �tm (within 72 hours).

Gerahty et al.') showed that major control
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2.33 Phloem Transport of 52 Fe from the Discrimination Center to
Immature Sink was Suggested by 52 Fe Translocation in
Barley Plants under Dark Condition

T. Tsukamoto*, H. Nakanishi*, S. Kiyomiya*, S. Watanabe**,

N. S. Ishioka**, S. Fujimaki", S. Matsuhashi**, T. Kume**,

N. K. Nishizawa***'**** and S. Mori*

Department of Applied Biological Chemistry, The University o'Tokyo*,

Department of on-Beam-applied Biology. JAERI**,

Department of Global Agricultural Sciences, The University of Tokyo***

Core Research for Evolutional Science and Technology (CREST)****

1. Introduction towels soaked with distilled water. After

Iron is required for many functions in germination, the plantlets were transferred

plants. including heme and chlorophyll to a plastic net loating on water in a growth

biosynthesis, photosynthesis, and as a chamber under a mixture of incandescent

component of Fe-S cluster containing and fluorescent lamps with a 14 h light 20

enzymes. Although abundant in soils., iron 'C)/10 h dark (15 'C) regime and a photon

often forms highly insoluble flux density of 320 limol M-2 s-'. After two

ferric-hydroxide precipitates that limit its days., the plants were transferred to

availability for plants. Therefore, plants modified Kasugai's medium: 07 mM KS04,

have evolved mechanisms to solubilize and 0.1 mM KCl. 0.1 mM KHR04. 20 mM

to efficiently take up iron. Graminaceous Ca(NO.1)2, 0.5 mM MgSO4, 10 [IM H31303,

plants release mugineic acid family 0.5 [tM MnSO4, 02 [tM CUS04, 0.5 [tM

phytosiderophores (M As) into the ZnSO4, 001 VM (NH4)MO6014, 01 �AM

rhizosphere that bind Fe(III) ion and are Fe-EDTA. The pH was adjusted daily to 5.5

then taken up into the roots. Then, Fe is with N HCI or NaOH, and the nutrient

transferred to the shoot via xylem transport solution was renewed once a week. For Fe

driven by transpiration and root pressure deficiency, the plants were transferred to

and unloaded to the leaves. However. the the culture solution without Fe.. respectively,

mechanism of Fe translocation in intact one week before the beginning of the

plants is still unclear. experiments. The absorption experiments

We compared the real time 52Fe were performed at about 3 weeks after

translocation in the intact brley plants by a germination.

Positron-Emitting Tracer Imaging System

(PETIS) under light and dark condition. 2.2 Production of,92 Fe

52Fe (hall' ie: 827 h) was produced by

2. Experimental procedure the '2Cr (ot. 4n) 52Fe reaction by

2.1 Plant material bombarding 1.5 mm thick Cr oil (natural

Barley (Hordeum vulgare L. cv. isotopic composition, 99.9% purity,

Ehimehadaka no.1) seeds were germinated Goodfellow Metals Ltd.) with a 100-MeV cx

at room temperature (ca 24'C) on paper beam from the TIARA AVF cyclotron.
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Using a beam current of' 3 �tA for 2 hours, simultaneous experiments were performed

about I MBq 01, 52 Fe was produced. The as Fe-deficient barley plants. In PETIS

radiochemical separation o' th e 52 Fe 1'rom analysis, the experiments we repeated at

the target was carried out with a method least three times f'or one treatment to

described by Watanabe et al. 2002)". After confirm the reproducibility o the results.

the pH o 1, the 5 2F e3, solution without cold

Fe was adjusted to about pH 3 with M 3. Results and discussion

KOH, th e 52F e3, was chelated with 197.4 Although 52 Fe translocation from the

Vmol of' doxymugineic acid (DMA) in the roots to the old leaves was suppressed under

dark 'or one hour. dark condition in both Fe-sufficient and

Fe-deficient barl ey, 52 Fe translocation to the

2.3 Experimental setting up for C basal parts of the shoot known as DC., the

translocation in the plant leaf sheath and the youngest leaf was not

An Fe-deficient barley plant in the suppressed (Fig. I.A, 113). The translocation

culture solution was kept in the dark for 13 pattern of 52 Fe in Fe-deficient barley under

hours. Then 52 Fe 3+ -DMA 054 MBq, 38.5 dark and light conditions (Fig.1C, ID) was

fmol) was supplied 1'rom the oots under also the same as in Fe-sufficient barley.

dark condition. Another Fe-deficient barley Therefore, in order to analyze by the better

plant was also prepared and analyzed SN ratio., we analyzed Fe-deficient barley.

simultaneously under light condition 320 In the DC, while the rate oj� 52 Fe

�tmol m- Is-I) in another chamber. The 'DC' accumulation of Fe-deficient barley under

(discrimination center) 'I-') parts were light condition has decreased from after 120

monitored by PMPS (positron multi-probe min, the ate of 52 Fe accumulation under

System 4
After 6 hours PETIS-analysis, dark condition was constant (Fig. 2A) In

BAS image-analysis o' whole body and the parts o main shoot, the rate (1, 52 Fe

quantitative analysis of' plant parts by accumulation under light condition was

Gamma-ray spectrometry were performed. more than that under dark condition (Fig.

In Fe-suflicient barley plants, the 213). Interestingly in the youngest lea 52 Fe

A B C D
A,

YL YL April,
YL

W

D

Figure 1. BAS mages of Fe ninslocalion in brley phuils tindcr drk or ]lat condilions.

YL. youngesl eaf: DC. discriniiinition crrier: bor =4 cm. A.1'e-stifficieni barleV Under drk condilion. B.Fe-sufficieul

barley uder lighi condilion. C.1e-deficieni b�irlcy trader tUrk condilion. Dle-dUfiCiL-111 hnley trader light condition.
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leaf sheath leaf blade

M B Figure 3 Distribution of '2F io each parts of
80

Fe-deficient barley plant.-;. black bar, dark condition:

NU- so -
while bar. light condition.

40 - absorb iron under dark condition and iron

20 - translocation to the DC. the eaf sheath

and the youngest leaf blade is not affected
0

0 60 120 180 240 300 360 by dark condition. We have already shown

min that 11,150 translocation from the roots to

Figure 2 Time-course of "Fe ranslocation in Fe-deficient the shoot of rice under dark condition
2,5)barley uder dark or light conditions. Ajime-course sudy was almost completely suppressed

for he icorporation of radioactivity ito the DC. Dark. Therefore, Fe translocation from the

dark ondition; Light. light condition. BThe curve showing roots to the strong sink such as the

The accumulation of radioactivity for ech positio i Fig. youngest leaf blade was less affected by

IC ad ID using PETIS aalysis. No. and No. 3 are the the transpiration stream. suggesting the

parts of he min shoot of Fe-deficient barley uder dark phloem transport of 52Fe is the dominant

and light conditions. respective]. No. 2 ad No. 4 are the routes from the roots throughout DC to

parts of the youngest leaf of Fe-deficient barley uder dark the immature organ(s).

and light conditions. respectively. References

accumulation was not decreased by dark 1) S. Watanabe et aL, Radiochimica Acta

treatment. 89: 853-858 2001)

We show 52Fe content in each part of' the 2) S. Kiyomiya et al.. Physiologia

plants by Gamma-ray spectrometry (Fig. 3. Plantarum 13: 359-367 2001)

52 Fe was accumulated in the DC of 3) H. Nakanishi et al., .1. Exp. Bol. 50:

Fe-deficient brley under drk condition 637-643(1999)

about 2 times higher than under light 4) S. Kiyorniya et al.. Plant Physiology

condition. While 52 Fe translocation in 125: 1743-1753(2001)

Fe-deficient barley under dark condition 5) S. Mori et al., Soil Sci. Plant NuIr.

was suppressed in the oldest laf blade, the 46:975-979(2000)

second oldest leaf and the 3rd leaf blade. it 6) H Nakanishi et l.. Soil Sci. Plant NuIr
48: 759-762(2002)

was not suppressed in the oldest leaf sheath,

the second youngest eaf sheath and the 4th

(youngest) leaf.

These results suggest that brley plants
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2.34 Effects of heavy-metal (Cd) stress on 11C distribution and

the detection of 5Cd and 107 Cd distribution in rice plants

H. Hayashi*, N. Suzui*, S. Matsuhashi**, N. S. shioka**,

S. Fujimaki, T Watanabe", T. Kume**

Department of Applied Biological Chemistry, Univ. Tokyo*,

Department of Ion-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERI**

1. Itruduction applied to rice roots at the concentration of 1 or

Sieve tubes are the main routes for long 100 g M in the nutrient solution for day before

distance transport of photoassimilates, such as experiments.

sucrose and amino acids, in plants. This phloem Around 100 MBq of 11CO' 4 N(p a )"C)

transport process of photoassimilates is affected was applied to the small absorption chamber

by the surrounding conditions. Other than these containing the tip of 7 leaf blade of rice plant

main transport materials, Cd is also thought to 1br 10 min. Just after the absorption started. the

be transported to grains through sieve tubes "C-compounds distribution was detected by

when rice plants grew on Cd contaminated soils. PETIS at the leaf sheath position.

Cd accumulation in rice grains represents a 105Cd and 107 Cd (107 Ag(p,3n)105Cd,

concern to consumers. To understand the '09Ag(p.3n) 107 Cd) was applied to rice root of 0

mechanisms of internal translocation of Cd in days after anthesis. '5Cd and 107 Cd were applied

rice plants may offer a way to reduce Cd at and 24 hrs of experiment start and at 48hrs.

accumulation in grains. Cd distribution to shoots was detected by BAS.

To know the effects of Cd on the phloem 3. Results and discussion

transport in rice plants, we have established the Detection of "C-compounds by PETIS is

experiments for detailed analysis of phloem useful to discuss the eects of environmental

transport, such as photoassimilate-partitioning stress on the long distance phloem transports of

patterns.. by a positron-emitting tracer imaging pholoassimilates, specially the rate transport

system PETIS). Moreover.. we produced (5Cd and the pattern of photoassimilate distributions.

and 107 Cd for the application to rice roots and the In this experiment. effects of Cd on the C

detection of Cd transport in rice plants. distribution were measured directly by PETIS.

2. Expe6ments Figurel-13 and C show the PETIS images of

Rice plants y-yza saliva L. var. Kantou) the absorption and translocation of

were grown in a complete nutrient solution. The "C-compounds during experiments. The

plants at 9leaf stage and at 10 days after absorbed C-compounds at the leaf blade were

anthesis were used for the experiments. Cd was transported only to the leal' sheath direction.
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namely to the leaf sheath.. not to the tip of the the node and lower concentration oCd in xylem

leaf' blade. Absorbed "CO,, was metabolized at vessels are moved to leaf' where Cd may be

the leaf blade and translocated. to the bottom of transferred to phloem. Alternatively, Cd ater

the leaf sheath within 16 min. in control plant precipitated at node directly move to phloem

(Fig.1 control. position b). On the other hand, there.

activity in position b in the Cd treated plant In rice plants. most o Cd absorbed from

started to increase at 21 min. aer 'C roots was accumulated in root and only small

application start (Fig. C Cd-treated., position b). parts of Cd in roots were transported to shoots.,

When Cd was applied to plants through roots., indicating the existence ofa barrier between root

many metabolic pathways in plants were and shoot. In shoots, Cd translocation was

affected, for example. nitrogen assimilation inhibited at the node, indicating that the node is

(Chien et al. 2002)". In this experiment, we also a barrier for the translocation of Cd,

found that the arrival of "C assimilates to the possibly or xylem transport.

base of leaf sheath of Cd treated rice plants It is very important to know the Cd

delayed around min compared with that of distribution in rice plant more detail. In this

control rice plants when the "CO, was applied experiments, we can not detect the Cd

to the leaf blade. This delay suggested that Cd distribution patterns in rice shoots by PETIS We

treatment affected the processes of need to apply more concentrated positron

photoassimilate and/or translocation although emitting Cd tracer for PETIS or, to accelerate

the visible damages of 10 g M Cd treatment was the Cd absorption in root by applying an

not observed in rice plants. appropriate chelator.

As shown in Fig.2 B., Cd transported from

root was accumulated at the node and the Cd 4. References

movement beyond the node was hardly 1) Chien HE et al. Plant Gowth Regul.

inhibited. 36:41-47 2002)

We recently analyzed the Cd concentrations 2 Tnaka K, et al. Soil Sci. Plant NuIr.

in both xylem exudate and phloern sap of rice 49:311-313 2003)

plants treated with 10 nd 100 g M Cd.for 3days.

From that experiments, Cd concentration in the

phloem sap 46 34 and 17.7 98 p M,

respectively), was significantly lower than that

in the xylem exudates 18.9.+ 64 M nd 64.2 

14.6 M, respectively), indicating that Cd is not

concentrated during the transfer from xylem to

phloern Tanaka et al. 2003 )2,. Our present

results is consistent with the analysis saps

above, namely h the Cd transported through

xylem vessels are thought to be precipitated al
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Fig.1 Effects of Cd on the long distance transport of LJLC assimilates in rice plants

A: Picture of experiment. II C02 was applied to leaf blade. This area was mesured by PETIS. B: PETIS
image of control plants.At position a and b in leaf sheath, activity was measured and plotted. C: PETIS
image of Cd treated plants. Arrows in B and C showed the time when activity at b started to increase.

B

Fig.2 Distrbution of Cd in rice shoot

A: Pcure of rice shoot. B:BAS image of the shoots
Arrow indicated the node.
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2.35 The uptake pattern of48V labeled vanadate
in phosphate-defident soybean

Y. Hayashi*, J. Furukawa**, T. M. Nakanishi*, N. S. Ishioka***,
S. Fu�jimaki***, S. Matsuhashi***, T. Sekine****, and T Kume***
Department of Applied Biological chemistry, The University of Tokyo*

Faculty of Agriculture, Kagawa University"

Department of Ion-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERI***

Department of Irradiation Technology and Public relation, RADA****

1. Introduction to P-deficient solution for days before

Phosphate plays an important role in plant experiments, and to study the recovery of

metabolism. However, P is the least phosphate uptake, plants cultured in

accessible macronutrient in many ecosystems P-deficient solution for 4 days., were supplied

and its low availability often limits plant with phosphate solution which concentration

growth". Plants have evolved an array of was times higher than that of control

molecular and morphological adaptations to solution a day before the experiment. The

cope with P limitation. but they have not 4V uptake experiments were observed after

been clarified yet. Since P has no positron three weeks of germination.

emitting nuclides, it has been impossible to A Sc target, SOO g m in thickness. was

perform real-time studies with intact plants to irradiated by a proton beam 18.2MeV to

analyze posphate uptake through a Positron produce "V through by a TIARA AVF

Emitting Tracer Imaging System (PETIS). cyclotron. After 12.5 hours irradiation with

We selected vanadate labeled b Y 48'V, as an the beam current of 2.6gA, about 30MBq

analog for phosphate, and tried to examine of 48V was produced. The chemical

phosphate uptake mechanism, especially separation of the 48V from the target was

focusing on expression of root phosphate carried out using a cation exchange column.

transporters and phosphate distribution Two sample plants were supplied with

system. 15ml of culture solution in respective

polyethylene bags.. and they were fixed on an

2. Experimental Procedure acrylic board. The board was placed at the

Soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) seeds center. between a pair of PETIS detectors.

were germinated on vermiculite and cultured Then 48 V was added to the culture solution.

hydroponically in a growth chamber at 28'C To prepare a dark condition, the detection

with 70% humidity, under 12h-light chamber was covered with aluminum oil.

12h-dark condition. Plants were transferred After 8h measurements, the plants were
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removed from the polyethylene bags and the was replaced with vanadate on its absorption

roots were cut down. The upper part of mechanism in plant. The "V radioactivity

each plant was placed on an W. imaging plate in a plant was detected 30minutes after the

(Fuji Film. Tokyo, Japan) inside a cassette. supply of "'V Phosphate-deprived plants

After 2 hours, the image in the plate was absorbed 4V labeled vanadate more quickly

scanned by an image analyzer (BAS-1500, than that of the control (Fig. 1). On the

Fuji Film. Tokyo, Japan). contrary, the vanadale uptake activity by

3. Results and Discussion P-deficient plant was the same level as that of

In soybeans. 48V labeled vanadate was control under dark condition (data not

absorbed and translocated to the whole plants shown). The results indicated that vanadate

after 8h treatment, suggesting that phosphate (as phosphate) was distributed to shoot and

control Phosphate (A) light-control-steW

deficiency (PiD)
7

6-

M W

1! (B)
(A)

4 -

3

2

0 100 200 300 400 Soo

time (min.)

(B) I i ght-P i D-st W

7

6

4
Fig. I 48V uptake manner in a

3soybean pani. The counters of 48V 2!

were dete&ed with IP in every 10 2

minutes under light, condition. Left: 0

control. Right: phosphate- deprived 0 100 200 300 400 __500

plant. time (min.)
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leaves mainly by transpiration current. Biomembranes 1465: 236-245, 2000

Enhanced vanadate uptake activity was 3) F. W Smith. Plant and Soil 245: 105-114,

continued for at least hours. In the case of 2002

the plants, cultured in P-deficient solution

and then supplied with phosphate again at the

day before the experiments. 4V radioactivity

detected in P-deficient. plants was apparently

higher than that of control after hours (data

not shown).

It has been reported that to resupply

phosphate to phosphate-deprived plants, the

expression of genes encoding phosphate

transporters found in Arabidopsis was

down-regulated and the steady-state rnRNA

levels corresponding to these genes were

decreased rapidl y 23). However, we could

not confirm the negative feedback regulation

system on this experiment. The different

phosphate concentration or treatment time

should be taken in account for the next

experiment.

Though the image taken by IP provides

higher resolution than that by PETIS. PETIS

was shown to be an efective method or

real-time observation with intact plants. To

study the distribution and accumulation

manner of vanadate related to phosphate and

the other nutrients. more in detail, it is

necessary to carry out repeated experiments

with this system.

References

1) F. D. Dakora, and D. A. Phillips. Plant and

Soil 245: 35-47. 2002

2) F. W Smith, A. L. Rae, and M. J.

Hawkesford, Biochimica et Biophysica acta
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2.36 Negative-feedback Regulation of Ammonium Uptake and
'11'ranslocation in Rice under Ambient and Elevated C02

Conditions

J. Yamaguchi*, S. Ohtsuki*, Y. Sonoda*, C. Yarnamuro*, A. Ikeda*,
S. Fu�jimaki**, N. S. Ishioka**, S. Matsuhashi**, T. Sekine** and T. Kume**
Division of Biological Sciences. Graduate School of Science., Hokkaido University*
Department of on-Bearn-Applied Biology, JAERI**

1. Introduction photoperiod, 25/20'C day/night temperature.
Inorganic nitrogen (N) uptake by plant roots is Rice seeds were soaked in tap water at 28'C for 2

subject to strict regulation according to whole d, and the seedlings were grown for 19 d on a net
plant dernand'). The enhancement of NH4' floating on a tap water.
uptake is reported in whole plant level of rice by Four seedlings were transplanted to each of
real time using Positron Emitting Tracer Imaging 3.5-L plastic pots containing nutrient solution.
System (pMS 2 Increase in 25 to 40 for The basal nutrient solution was as previously

nitrogen influx of root peaked at 2 h exposure to described by Makino et a4) . The solution was
NH4' after nitrogen deprivation was correlated renewed once a week. The plants that prepared
with a 4- to 5-fold enhancement in the for long-term CO, enrichment experiments were
translocation of shoot in rice. Evidently, when grown under two CO, partial pressures, 36 and
nitrogen supply is sufficient, negative-feedback 110 Pa for 2 to 3 weeks.
mechanisms which down-regulate the uptake in
roots would be expected, while de-repression of 2.2 13 N114' Synthesis
plasma membrane transport occurs when The radiotracer "N (half-life = 996 min) was
nitrogen is withdrawn during starvation3l. produced in the cyclotron at TIARA by proton
There has been much debate in the literature as irradiation of water. This procedure was
to whether N03- and NH4' themselves or rather described in detail

downstream products of nitrogen assimilation,

such as glutarnine and other amino acids.. are the 2.3 Ammonium translocation activity

more potent negative-feedback actors in this measurement under distinct C02 Partial

regulation of the membrane transport". pressures

We report in this communication the effect of To study '3NH4' uptake and translocation from

elevated CO, on nitrogen uptake and roots to whole plant, the roots of a single plant

translocation to the shoot of rice. were placed in a 16 cm height glass test tube that

contained 20 rnL of culture solution without

2. Experimental procedures nitrogen source. '3NH4' 50 MBq, carrier-free

2.1 Plant Materials and Growth Conditions in m) was added to the culture solution aer

Rice ryza sativa L. cv Nipponbare) plants synthesis with gentle aeration for immediate

were grown hydroponically in an mixing. The light intensity was 500 �Irnol M-2S-1

environmentally controlled growth chamber unless otherwise described. The PETIS analysis

equipped with a CO, prtial pressure controller. performed under ambient conditions described in

The chamber was maintained with a 14-h detai]2'. For nitrogen-deficiency treatment.
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plants were transferred to culture solution 100 

without nitrogen source for 23 d under A
continuous CO., partial pressures of 36 and 110 75 -C)

Pa, respectively. After nitrogen-deficiency

experiments. the same rice plant was treated with 13
c� 50
a)

1 mM NH4NO, or 2 mM glutamine for 2 h as the 9- 13
X'nitrogen source under ambient conditions.

25 0
0

U

3. Results and Discussion

Uptake and translocation for NH4' was 0

sequentially measured to the rice plant with
Time (min)

nitrogen-deficient treatment and 2 h pretreatment 500

with 1 mM NH4NO3 application. The B >
400translocation of NH4' in rice with NH4NO3

treatment was down-regulated as a halt' amount C_>
300

to that in nitrogen-deficient plant under 36 Pa

CO, conditions (Fig. 1A), while the NH4NO3
200

treatment enhanced the translocation to 4-fold

than the control (nitrogen-deficient) under 110 Pa 100
C02 conditions (Fig 1 B).

Enhancement of nitrogen uptake and 0

translocation was observed for both N02,'- and

NH4'-pretreated plants after nitrogen Time (min)

deprivation 2) . The enhancement of nitrogen Fig. Effect of NH4NO3 on '3NH4'translocation

uptake and translocation by the NH4' application conditions of 36 Pa (A) and 110 Pa (B). Nitrogen

was observed in the experiments using the plants deficiency ) and mM NH4NO3 treatment
for 2 h.

under both ambient and elevated CO., conditions

(data not shown). It has been also reported that carbon skeletons in nitrogen-depleted rice under

4- to 5-fold enhancement to nitrogen ambient conditions, while enhanced nitrogen
translocation to shoot by following re-exposure

' after nitrogen deprivation in rice. translocation under elevated CO, conditions
to NH4 would be still promoted by saturation of the pool

When nitrogen supply is sufficient. the uptake 1br carbon skeletons derived from activation of
would be down-regulated by negative-feedback photosynthesis.
manners. After NH4NO-A treatment was exposed

Uptake and translocation for NH4 + was
to the nitrogen-deprived plant for 2 h. the NH4+ sequentially measured to the rice plant with

translocation was down-regulated to 50% of the nitrogen-deficiency treatment and 2h

control levels of nitrogen deficiency under 36 Pa pretreatment with 2 mM glutamine (Fig. 2.
CO,,. while the translocation increased to 4 times
ofnitrogen deficiency under 110 Pa CO, (Fig. 1). Under 36 Pa CO, conditions. glutamine

Elevated CO, may provide enough carbon enhanced the NH4' translocation to the shoot to
2-fold than that of control (nitrogen deficiency)

skeletons to assimilate NH4' for plants. This (Fig. 2A), while glutarnine suppressed the
negative-feedback mighl be caused by lack ofthe
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translocation under 110 Pa CO-, conditions (Fig. 200 >

2B). Moreover NH4+ translocation was A 'Ao�

sequentially measured to the same plant treated
150

with 2 mM (NH4)2SO4 for h after 1.5 h

incubation in nitrogen-free medium for cooling

down of 13N activity The up-regulated 100
41

translocation under 36 Pa COdeclined to 50%

of that of the control (nitrogen-deficient plant) so

(Fig. 2A)� while the down-regulated

translocation restored to the control levels under 0

110 Pa CO, (Fig. 213).

Suppression to the nitrogen translocation by 150 Time (min)

(NH4)2SO4 treatment under 110 Pa CO, in Fig. B

2B may result in the similar negative-feedback to

the ambient-grown rice under nitrogen starvation E51 00

as shown in Fig. 1A. The capacity to uptake

and translocation of NH4' to shoot might be 14

influenced by the availability of carbon skeletons
50

(in particular ct-ketoglularate) and tus depend >

upon photosynthetic activity when the plant is

subjected to nitrogen deprivation. Glutamine 0-

treatment would not reduce the accumulated

carbon skeletons. Negative-feedback regulation Time (min)

Fig. 2 Effect of glutamine on 13 NH4'
was only observed in the plant under elevated

CO, with 2 h glutamine treatment followed to the translocation in rice under 36 Pa (A) and 110 Pa

nitrogen starvation (Fig. 213). Because limited (B) CO, conditions. Nitrogen deficiency ) 2

levels of photosynthesis activity in the ambient mM glutamine treatment for 2h ( ) and

rice may lead the plant to keep insufficient status subsequently 2mM (NH4)2SO4 treatment for I h

for nitrogen sources, and glutamine treatment ).

would not be enough to saturate the nitrogen References

demand without any feedback inhibition. 1) N. M. Crawford. A.D. M. Glass, Trends in

However under elevated CO, conditions, Plant Science 3 1988) 389-395.

negative-feedback regulation to the translocation 2) S. Kiyomiya. H. Nakanishi, H. Uchida.. A.

might occur by glutamine treatment because of Tsuji, S. Nishiyama. M. Futatsubashi H.

the saturation of nitrogen demand. Tsukada, N. S. shioka, S. Watanabe, T. Ito,
C. Mizuniwa. A. Osa. S. Matsuhashi S.

Further experiments will be needed to evaluate
Hashimoto, T Sekine. S. Mri, Plant

the hypothesis. Physiology 125 2000) 1743-1754.

3) Y Sonoda, A. Ikeda. N. Von Wiren, T. Yamaya J.

Yamaguchi Plant Cell Physiology 44 2003)

726-734.

4) A. Makino. T. Mae, K. Ohira Planta 174

(1988) 30-38.
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2-37 Real time-monitoring for translocation and perception of

signal molecules in Arabidopsis thaliana mature plant

Takuya Furuichi*, Shinpei Matsuhashi**, Noriko S. Ishioka**,

Syu Fujimaki", Shigeo Ohtsuki**, Toshiaki Sekine", Tamikazu Kume**

and Shoshi Muto*

Nagoya University Bioscience Center, Nagoya University*

Department of on-beam-applied Bioloby, JAERI**

1. Introduction

In planta, photosynthesized sugars are utilized 2. Experimental procedure

not only as carbon sources but also as signal 2.1. Plant material

molecules for growth and development. We Seeds f A. thaliana (cv. Wassilewskija)

have shown that sucrose fed to the root of an expressing apoaequorin were sown on 03%

autotrophically grown A. thaliana intact whole gellan gum plate containing GM mediUM2) with

plant containing aequorin in its cytosol caused 1% sucrose GM+Suc medium) and grown at

weak luminescence moving from the lower to 22'C under continuous light at 4000 lux with

the upper leaves.') The moving rate of aequorin day-light fluorescent lamps. Wo-week-old

luminescence was roughly comparable to that of' intact plants were transplanted onto fresh plates

14C_ labeled sucrose. suggesting that sugar signal containing GM medium deficient of sucrose

was converted to Ca 2, signal. However, (GM-Suc medium) and rown further 3 - 4

precise relationship between sugar transport and weeks under the same condition. In order to

aequorin luminescence was obscure. In the reconstitute aequorin. the roots of intact plants

present study, we have established a were washed with liquid GM+Suc or GM-Suc

simultaneous real time imaging system for medium, and immersed in the same medium

movements of sugar molecules and aequorin containing 25 gM coelenterazine overnight in

luminescence in A. thaliana mature plants. the dark.

which consists of a PETIS (positron emitting

Tracer imaging system) for measuring 2.2. Production of 8FDG

radioactivity of T-deoxyglucose ('8FDG) and a 1" FDG was synthesized at TIARA as ollowing

VIM-camera system (a CCD camera equipped the method of Hmmacher et al.�' with minor

with an intensifier) for detecting aequorin modification. After the synthesis and

luminescence. quantification of the product. ""FDG was
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immediately used for imaging by PETIS. VIM camera and PETIS detectors were arranged

as shown in Fig. 1. Experimental condition is as

2.3. Absorption and Translocation of 18FDG in described above.

plants

To study 'TDG absorption from oots., the 3. Results and discussion

roots of' a single plant were placed in a bottle Using this system, the movement of sugar

containing 10 ml ofthe culture medium without molecules and the acquorin luminescence in

sucrose. To maintain geometry, the stem and the leaves were simultaneously analyzed.

cardine leaves were settled onto a flexible net

fixed by acrylic frames., and centered between A

the PETIS detectorS4). To start positron-imaging, PETISdetacter PETISdetectw

S ml of the medium was replaced with equal

volume of flesh media containing 100 N Ell
glucose and "'FDG.

The PETIS detectors covered whole of' the B PETISdetectw PETISdete�tair
A

plant. The y-rays emitted from decaying "N

positrons fom F were counted over time using

the coincident method with the paired detectors

for 120 min. The data were automatically Fig. I Real-time imaging system combined with

corrected using 110 min as the halt'-life of '817. PETIS nd ARGUS-SO imaging analyzer. A,

To monitor [Ca 21],,, at the same time, Side view. B, Top view.

positron-imaging ws performed in the dark

room kept at 22T and 60% relative humidity. As shown in Fig. 2 'TDG was gradually

taken up from root to upper part through the

2.4. [Ca2,],yt monitoring stem.

The [Ca 2,],�, (Cytoplasmic C12, concentration) The uptake rate in the lowest prt (ROI-1) seems

level in the "FDG -treated plant was monitored to be oscillated with periodicity (Fig. 3.

with a ultra-sensitive VIM camera system a Because sugar molecule is co-transported into

charge coupled device camera equipped with an cells with H' and immediately phosphorylated in

intensifier, Model C-1400-47, Hamamatsu cytoplasm, we assumed that this periodicity is

Photonics Co., Hamamatsu, Japan). caused by the limitation ol'sugar utake fom

Luminescence images were processed with an media into oots. Interestingly, this periodicity

A.rgus SO imaging analyzer (Hamarnatsu was not observed in the knot ROI-2 ad upper

Photonics. Co.). For the dual-monitoring, the part ofthe stem (ROI-3). Apparently the aount
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luminescence was very weak (data not shown).

For detailed analysis othis. improvement o'the

monitoring system and analysis o' the

expression level of' the genes f'or the

sugar-transport and -metabolism are required.

Fig. 2 '8FDG distribution ater 2 h absorption

experiment in A. thaliana mature plant. Squared References

qreas were-, R1-1 and 3 stein, RI-2. knot, 1) Furuichi, T., Mori. 1. C., Takahashi K. and

ROIA leaf'. Muto, S. (2001b) Plant Cell Physiology 42,

1149-1155.

2) Val�ekens, D, Van Montagu, M. and Van

Lijsebettens, M. 1988) Proceeding of the
160 National Academy of' Science of the United

120 '19011 States of America 85: 5536-5540,
V R012

N
8( ----------------- Rol a 3) Hmmacher, K., Coenen, H. H. and Stoucklin,

HO 4

G. (I 986).1. Nud. Med., 27, 235-238
40

V

4) Kiyomiya, S., Nakanishi, H., Uchida, H.,

0 50 100 Tsuji,. A, Nishiyama, S... Futatsubashi., M.,

time (min) Tsukada, H., Ishioka, N., Wtanabe, S., Ito, T.,

Fib. 3 Time-course study of the translocation of Mizuniwa.. C., Osa, A., Matsubashi, S.,

"FDG into the stem and the leaf. "'FDG Hashimoto., S, Sekine., T. and Mori.. S. 2001)

radioactivity curves at te numbered ositions in Plant Physiology 125. 1743-1754

Fig. 2.

of' "FDG accumulated in the knot was higher

than that o'in the stem prt, So we assumed that

the knot part has the ufl'ering cpacity for

sugars and minerals translocating in the plant,

and regulates supply ot'solutes to the developing

part. The time course o' 'TDG translocation in

leaf' (ROI-4) ws roughly comparable to

aequorin luminescence eflecting an increase in

C 21,3" though the intensity of the acquorin
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3.1 SEM and conductometric studies of evolution of heavy ion tracks
in PET during chemical etching

M. Asano, T. Ymaki, and M. Yoshida
Department of Material Development, JAERI

1. Introduction essential because the conductometric analysis is
Etching of ion tracks is a well-known one of the indirect methods and the resulting

method used for the production of nano- and data remain unconfirmed. In principle, the

micro-porous structures in commercial effective pore size estimated from the

polymers 1,2). The applications based on the ion conductornetry is the average of the radii all

track etching include microfiltration membranes, over the etched track. Some tracks appear not to

porous substrates, templates for the fabrication be ideally cylindrical when their chemical

of small wires, tubules, capsules, sensors, etching stops just after the breakthrough time of

microdevices, etC21-7). Most frequently, the film (Th). and this leads to large and serious

polyethyleneterephthalate (PET) and experimental errors in radius estimations.

polycarbonate (PC) ilms have been employed Direct observations of the track-etch pores.

as matrices, in which the ion tracks with desired therefore, will be of great importance.

sizes and geometries are chemically developed. According to our conductornetric

A precise control of the track shapes requires a measurements, the damaged region was found

better understanding of the radiation chemical to consist of the track core and halo as

reactions induced by ion bdarns and the mentioned above. In order to confirm this

post-development Processes. So far, much result, it is necessary to examine changes in the

effort has been devoted to the investigations of membrane morphology during the etching

pore growth in the manometer and process. The present work aims to clarify the

submicrometer range. Electrical conductivity existence of the track core and halo by a direct

was obtained for the ion-irradiated plastic films observation of the track-etched membranes

in the course of etching to evaluate transversal using a SEM. A conductometric method was

dimensions and morphologies of the damaged also used to determine Tb of our ion track

zone in the latent track 7-8). These previous etched samples.

studies revealed that bombardment with heavy

ions produced a track core and a track halo.

The track core is a narrow cylinder with 2. Experimental

high-density defects, where the etch rate is The PET films were irradiated with 84Kr2O+,

84y 23+ 197considerably higher compared to the virgin -rl7+. 129 Xe and Au�'+ ions of 62 38 35

material. The track halo is a region extended and 25 MeV/n, respectively, from an AVF

further in the radial direction: the etch rate in cyclotron in the TIARA. JAERI (Takasaki.

this region changes slowly with the increasing Japan) and 117 AU311, ions 11.4 MeV/n rom a

radius. As found from the conductornetric linear accelerator. UNILAC of GS] (Darmstadt,

experiments., the halo is large enough to be Germany). The irradiated films were etched in

analyzed by other techniques, for example, a 02 M NaOH aqueous solution at 70 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Such a

microscopic study of the tracks would be without stirring. The samples were etched in a
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conductometric cell made Teflon. The conditions. The rates of the track etch are 46.7,

etching was monitored by simultaneous 40.3, 32.0, 24.2.. and 26.1 nin/h for 38 MeV/n

measurements of the electric conductivity 84 Kr, 62 MeV/n 84 Kr, 35 MeV/n 12'Xe 25

through the membranes using a conductometer MeV/n 197 Au, and 11.4 MeV/n 197 Au, re

(712, Metrohm. Ltd., Switzerland) to determine -

the Tb value. The pore diameter was estimated _2D

Thby the SEM observations. i
Elo
A

3. Results and discussion 1000
Figure shows the plot of average pore o 2 3 4 7900 Et ching fi me (hours)

diameters determined by SEM against etching 800

time. There is a difference in the etch rate
700

(Dbetween the damaged and non-damaged areas V 600
Eand it causes this plot to break at the transition M
:6 500 Dip

point. Apparently, these points were 4)

dependent on the ions and their energies. The 00 400
300

time required to reach the transition from the

beginning of the etching was 11.0 h for 38 200

MeV/n of 84 Kr, 12.7 h for 62 MeV/n of 114 Kr, 100 ..... ...
o f 12 0 ..................10.8 h for 35 MeV/n 9Xe, 91 h for 25

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
MeV/n of 197 Au, and 10.4 for 11.4 MeV/n of Etching time (hours)
197 Au. The pore diameters at the transition
point. Dtp, were 370, 400, 300, 200, and 230 nm. Fig. Changes of pore diameter obtained from

SEM observation as a fnction of etching
respectively. time for the PET films irradiated with

The pore diameter changed linearly different ions: 0) 84Kr 3.8MeV/n , (0)
beyond the transition oint. and the slope of the 84 Kr 6.2MeV/n , (F-1) 129X 35 MeV/n,P
plot was not influenced by the kind and energies (M) 191Au 25 McV/n (A 197M 11.4

of irradiated particles. This means almost the 1W V/11.
same rate of pore growth 35 nm/h) at the spectively. Interestingly. the etch rates are

present etching stage. The bulk etch rate (Vb) either larger or smaller than twice V 35.8

of the PET film was determined to be 17.9 nm/h nm/h), depending on the irradiated ions. The
mechanism determining the formation of the

at 70 in the 02 M NaOH solution. The tracks seems to be rather complicated, but we

rate of the pore growth approximately consider that it is related to the crosslinking or

corresponds to twice V in the PET film, decomposition of the polymer chains induced by
the ion bombardment. The crosslinking mayindicating that chemical etching proceeds in the
occur in the film irradiated with heavier ions

non- damaged region. such as 12'Xe and 197Au (also having a large
Figure 1 further demonstrates the

important result tat the pore grew in different restricted energy loss, REL), thereby decreasing

ways before the transition point-, the slope the etch rate., while the etching is fast around the

appeared to be varied by the irradiated trajectories of 14 Kr ions due to the
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decomposition of the polymer. In Figure Core reg io Penumbra tp Nb -da mage

there is shown the extrapolation of the linear +

plot to Tb for each track membrane sample. No-damage
Pe nu rnbra Core

The diameters at this point, defined as D-n, were No-darnage

25, 30, 39, 45, and 50 nm for 62 MeV/n 114 Kr V

(REL 33.4 MeV cm 2/mg), 38 MeV/n 84 Kr X
(D -

129XC V
(38.7 MeV cm2/mg), 35 MeV/n (60.9 E -

AU stage!, Stag 2 3
MeV cm2/mg), 11.4 MeV/n '9'Au (64.9 MeV

197
cm2/mg), and 25 MeV/n Au (83.2 MeV 0

D_ 
cm2/mg), respectively. There was an

increasing tendency for the DTI, value as the Etching time

REL of the introducing particles increased. Fig. 2 Morphological change of the PET film during

As illustrated in Figure 2 the results of the etching process, ogether with the pore
diametervs.elchingtime plot. This explains

Morphological chanse of the track formation our experimental results otained from The

obtained from the conductometric analysis and conductometfic analysis and SEM observations.

SEM observations can be clearly rationalized. and by the SEM observations, respectively

We consider here a simple three-zone model. We rationalized the results from such analyses

consisting of (1) an atomic damage core near the by considering that the etching occurred in the

ion path., 2 a mixed phase of an electronic following three phases: (1) the heavily damaged

damage track outside the core (i.e., a penumbra region called the track core., 2) the electronical

region) and non-damaged part, and 3 a ly damaged penumbra region mixed with the

non-irradiated, virgin material only. At the non-damaged part, and 3 the non-irradiated

initial etching stage, the core region is most zone.

sensitively developed until Th. The next

etching stage proceeds to reach the transition References

point shown as tp in the figure. At this stage.. 1) R.L.Fleischer, P.B.Price. R.M.Walker.

whether the crosslinking or decomposition of Nuclear Tracks in Solids. Principles and
Applications. Univ. of califortia Press,

the polymer molecules preferentially occurs in Berkeley, 1975.

the latent track is a key factor related closely to 2) R.Spohr, Ion Tracks in Microtechnology.

the etching behavior. Beyond the transition. Priciples and Applications. Vieweg Verlag,

the outermost non-irradiated zone undergoes the Braunschweig, 1990.
3) P.Apel. Radiat. Measurements, 34. 559

etching at a constant rate of Vb. irrespective of (2001).

the irradiation conditions. 4) T.N.Whitney, J.S.Jiang, P.C.Searson,
C.L.Chien. Science. 261, 1316(1993).

5) C.R.Martin. Science, 266.1961(1994).
4. Conclusions 6) L.Piraux, J.M.George. J.F.Despres.

PET films were irradiated with ions of C.Leroy, E.Ferain, R.Legras, K.Ounadjela,

different nucleons and energies and then etched A.Fert. Appl. Phys. Lett., 65, 2484(1994).

in the NaOH aqueous solution to prepare the 7) P.Apel. Nucl. Tracks Radiat. Meas., 19.,
29(1991).

track-etched membranes. The Th value and 8) F.Petersen. WEnge, Radiat. Meas., 25.

the diameter of the track were determined by the 43(1995).

conductmetric measurement during the etching
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3.2 Preparation of hybrid membranes consisting of thermally
stable polyimide and copper nanowires

H. Koshikawa', Y. Maekawa', M. Yoslilda', Y. Suzuki" ad N. Yonezawa-

Department of Material Development, JAERI' Tokyo Univ. of A&T-

1. Introduction ion track membranes oto te copper cathode by

When polymeric membranes are irradiated electrochemical plating in a pH] aqueous
by eavy ion beams, each single eavy ion solution of 13M copper sulfate (CUS04) with

particle deposits its eergy to a substrate i a periodic potential modulation (-0.2V; 6sec,

region of less tan 10 ilm i diameter aong te 0.2V I sec)(Fig I b). Te PI film was removed

ion-path through membranes. The darnaged from te copper electrode with copper wires

region is susceptible to a proper etchant, using a NaCIO solution at 60 'C for 30 min.

resulting in te formation of through-holes with (Fig. I c) ten, te geometry of copper wires on

iianoscopic diameters, which are called "ion copper electrode were estimated by SEM
track rnembrane".'� We ave developed the ion measurement. Te resistance of the membranes
track membranes made of high performance was measured by attaching a needle probe with
(theri-nally ad mechanically stable) polymers, 0.18 gm i diameter 25 x 10-4 cm' i area),

which can be applied to nanoscopic electronic which was connected with te multimeter.
devices such as anisotropic conductive filins ad

field emitters through hybridization with (a) FIFIT IFF
conducting metals ad semiconducting alloys by
eleCITOPlating.24 I tis paper, anisotropically
conducting membranes possessing copper wires

of less tan sub-micron i diameter are prepared (b)

by electrochemical plating of copper into te

cylindrical Pores i diameters ranging fom 020

to 29 gain in te ion track membrane made of

polyimide (PI). W I J

2. Experimental Fig. I The fabrication of conductive and
insulating hybrid membranes consisting of

Commercial PI (Kapton, thickness 12 pin) copper wires in PI ion track inernbranes.

was irradiated by 1211XC214 (450 MeV) ions with

fluences of 3x]O ad 3x]O' ions/cm2. The PI 3. Results and discussion

ion track membranes with cylindrical pores The PI ion track membranes with 90 pi in

were prepared by etching i pH12 ad pH9 thickness were prepared by 129Xe2" ion
sodium hypochlorite (NaCIO) at 60 'C (Fig. I- irradiation (fluence : 30 x 105 ions/cirt),
a). Successive layers of gold (25ni-n ad copper followed by etching i a pH12 aqueous NaCIO

(20prn) were coated at oe side of te PI ion solution. Te clear hole patterns wth 29 prn in
track membranes as a cathode.'-") Ten, the diameter were observed i the SEM linage of

copper wires were deposited "Ithin the pores of the surface, as showr i Fig. 2-a.
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)(a copper wires were deposited into te pores of

200 ni-n in diameter by te same plating method.

After eoving te PI film from t Copper

electrod i te sarne solution, te geometry of

the copper wires was observed by SEM and

found to be 200 ni i diameter wic a in

good agi-cernent with te size of te pores as

(b show i Figure 3-b.

Fig. 2 (a) The PI in tack mnabrane 29 u in

diameter-. (b) The polyimide / copper nanowi�res

hybride membranes. (c) The copper nanowires

with 29 Inn in diameter and 9 jon in height Fig. 3 (a) The PI ion tack membrane� 200 nin

in iameter. 1i) The C0ppCJ naDOWires; 200 nn

The copper wires were deposited ito te in diameter, 2 lon in height 

pores of 29 prn i diameter by electrochemical Next, we evaluated te conductivity of he

plating i aqueous CuSO4� As shown in Fig. 2-b, membranes consisting of PET filin and

the most of the pores was filled wth copper perpendicularly aligned cylindrical copper wires

wires I order to observe te copper wires with 36 �tm i eight ad 22 gain in diameter

which grew into the pores of te io tck (the pparation was ported previously in

membranes, oly te PI films were removed 1(0

fi-orn te cuppci- electrode using p112 NaCIO;

then te gCOI-netry Of te Wires were confirmed

to be almost the same as tat of te pores as

shown in Fig. 2-c.

The PI ion track membranes with smaller

pores were prepared by 12"Xe23, io iadiation,
W I

followed by etchino in pH9 NaOCL The clear 0 20 40 (O 80 1 00t�

hole patterns wth 200 ni i diameter were Point

observed i te SETA image of te surface of te Fj-.4 Te perpendiculai resistance to the membrane
consisting of PET filin and perpen(Eculaily aligned

PI membranes with 12 rn i thickness. Te Cylin(fi-ical coppel wires.
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TIARA repor i 2002) by the measurement of References

the membrane esistance i te directions 1) R. Spohr, Ion tacks ad Microtechnology,

perpendicular ad parallel to te surfaces by Principles ad Applications, Vieweg &

four terminal resistance method. As sow i Solin Verlagsgesellschaft rnbli:

Figure 4 the resistances at tese points were i Braunschweig, 1990.

the ranges fi-om 3.10 to 55.3 rnQ and the 2) C. R. Martin, Science 266 1994) 196 .

average was 10.2 rnQ. Te smallest of 3) Y. Suzuki, Y. Maekawa, M. Yoshida K.

resistanc are i similar order to the teoretical Maeyama ad N. Yonezawa Chern. Mater.,

resistance (2.8 rnQ). In contrast, the 14 2002) 4186-4191.

conductivity of te membrane parallel to te 4) Y. Suzuki, Y. Maekawa, M. Yoshida K.

surfaces were zero at ay points. From tese Maeyarna and N. Yonezawa, Polymer, 44

results, it should be noted tat anisotropically (2003) 2307-2312.

conducting membranes possessing copper wires 5) C. Trautmann, W. BrUchle, R. Spolir J.

are prepared by electrochernical plating of Vetter ad N. Angert, Nuclear Instruments

copper ito te cylindrical pores i the ion track and Methods i Pysics Research III

membrane made of PET. (1996) 70-74.

6) T. Molares, V. Buschmann, D. Dobrev R.

Neumann, R. Scholz, 1. U. Schucher ad J.

Vetter, Adv. Matter., 13, 2001) 62.

7) D. Dobrev, J. Vetter, N. Angert, Nuclear

Instruments and Methods i Physics

Research 149 1999) 207-212.
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3.3 Differential anal ses of transient species initially producedy
in single heavy ion track

- nuclear and specific energy dependence -

Mitsurnasa Taguchi, and Takuji Kojima
Department of Material Development, JAERI

1. Introduction sample solution. The irradiations were

The heavy ion-induced chemical reactions performed in the same manner as the references
in aqueous solutions are strongly dependent on [1,2].

distributions of transient species, especially OH The irradiated aqueous solutions were

radicals. Understanding of reaction mechanisms analyzed by High Performance Liquid
of OH radicals is very important theme not orgy Chromatography (HPLC) with a reversed phase

for radiation chemistry but also radiation biology. column (Shodex. Rspak DE-613) at 40 'C.

The heavy ion deposits its kinetic energy Acetonittile mixed with 70-%(v/v) aqueous
concentrically around the trajectory. The initial H3P04 solution (0.01 M) was used as an eluent
distributions of OH radicals depend on the at a flow rate of 1.0 m/minute.
energy distribution, which differs along the

trajectory, and subsequent chemical reactions are 3. Results and discussion
very complicated. Therefore, 'average LET' Hydroquinone, resorcinol and catechol,
and 'average yield' are not suitable parameter which are irradiation products by addition of one
for detailed investigation about irradiation OH radical to p-, m- and o- position in phenol,
effects. The purpose of this study is to were identified on the HPLC chromatogram.
understand chemical reactions on the basis of The number of these oxidized products by a
physical track structure by measuring radical single ion N) increased super-linearly with an
yield depending on nuclear and specific energy incident energy of the ion as shown in Figure .

of the incident ion. We investigated the N corresponds to the value of the differential
differential G-value of oxidized products from G-value (Gvalue) integrated entirely over the
aqueous phenol solutions irradiated with several trajectory. The Gvalues are obtained by

tens of MeV/n C and Ne ions, and tried to find differentiating in a polynomial function of the
consistency between physical and chemical energy. The Gvalues of oxidized products were

aspects. in the range of 1/10 to 12 of the G-value

obtained by y-ray irradiation. In the case of
2. Experimental y-ray irradiation. total G-value of the whole

Water containing 10-mM phenol was oxidized products is larger than 90 of the

saturated with oxygen, or with helium gas to G-value of OH radical. The Gvalue of OH
purge dissolved oxygen by 30-minute bubbling. radicals was estimated using following equation;
The solution was put into an aluminum G' (OH) - I G' (Toducl) x G (OH) (1)
irradiation cell with a magnetic stirrer chip. The I G product)

cell has an aluminum window of 15-tLm The G-values estimated for C and Ne ions were

thickness and 40-mm diameter. plotted against specific energy as shown in

Heavy ions used in this study were 220-MeV Figure 2 The G-values of OH radicals increase

'2C'+ and 350-MeV 2Ne8+ provided from an monotonously with the specific energy for both

AVF cyclotron in TIARA facility. Fluence rates ion. The G-values will approach to a limited

were about 5X10" ionslcm2ls for C ion., and value 28) obtained for y-rays. The Gvalues

3x10" ions/cm2/s for Ne ion at the surface of the for C ion in this work are in consistency to those
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Figure I Number of molecules of hydroquinone (circle), resorcinol (triangle) and catechol

(square) in the oxygen-saturated aqueous phenol solution per single C ion (a) and Ne ion (b)

at different incident energies., the energies just before entering the sample solution.

obtained by LaVerne 3]. The Gvalues for Ne the track.

ion are smaller than those for C ion at the same

specific energy. C and Ne ions have the same 1.5

physical track radius at the same specific energy. .2
C ion

Therefore, this atomic number dependence is

considered to be attributed to the increment of

radical-radical recombination probability under e ion
0.5

the high density energy deposition in the center A_=

part of the track.

The G-values of the oxidized products were 0 . . . . . . . . .

also evaluated for oxygen-purged phenol 0 5 1 0 15

solution. The G-values of hydroquirione and Specffic energy MeV/n

catechol increase with increasing specific energy Figure 2 Differential G-values of OH radicals

of the ions. The Gvalues of these oxidized determined using the equation (1) as a function of

products are several times those expected from the specific energy in the phenol solution.

the Gvalue of OH radicals and oxidation Dashed line shows the differential G-values of OH

efficiency obtained by y-ray irradiation. radicals estimated by LaVerne 3 for C ion

Furthermore, the G-value f calechol in the irradiation of acidic aqueous solutions.

higher specific energy region is larger than the

G-value 014) of catechol obtained for y-rays. References

Larger G'-values by heavy ions under [11 M. Taguchi. el al... Radial. Phys. Chem... 60,

oxygen-purged condition was also observed fr 263 2001).

the oxidation of' phenylaianine in water [1]. [2] M. Taguchi. et al.. JAERI-Reiliew. 2002-035,

These phenomena are considered to be induced 117 2002).

by the oxidative species, e.g. oxygen and [3] J. A. LaVerne, Radial. Phys. Chem., 34,

superoxide anions, produced in the center part f 135 1989).
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3.4 Crosslinking of Polymers in Heavy Ion Tracks

H. Koizumi*, M. Taguchi", T. p:lima* *, and T Ichikawa*

Division of Molecular Chemistry, Graduate School of Engineering,

Hokkaido University*, Department of Material Development, JAERI**

1. Introduction liquid polydimethylsiloxanes was
Ions deposit energy along their tracks sufficiently larger than the ranges of the ion

with high density. The high local dose can beams. The irradiated samples were

cause effects different from y-rays and fast dissolved in hexane. The insoluble residue
electrons'). In previous paperS,23) we have was separated with membrane filters

demonstrated formation of "gel string" of (Millipore, LSWPO4700, pore size 10 ttm).
polydimethylsiloxanes by ion irradiation. The weight of the insoluble residue was
Polydimethylsiloxane is a typical polymer measured.
that predominantly crosslinks by ionizing 3. Results and Discussion
radiation. The dose near the center of heavy Gel fractions for the ion- and y-irradiated
ion tracks exceeds the gelation dose. A gel polydimethylsiloxanes are plotted as a
string is hence generated in each ion track. function of dose in Figure 1. The doses for

In the present study, we studied the ion-irradiated polydimethylsiloxanes are
formation of gel string in polydimethyl- average doses within the ion range. The gel
siloxane irradiated with 256 MeV Ar, 306 fraction is the ratio between the weight of
MeV Ne, and 204 MeV C ions. the insoluble residue and that of
2. Experimental polydimethylsiloxane within the ion range.

Polydimethylsiloxane (KF96, Mn The gel fraction for y-irradiation was
60,000) supplied by Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., calculated with the G-value reported in the
Ltd. was degassed under vacuum. They were literature 4) and Charlesby-Pinner equation.

put in metal cells with aluminum window of The gel fraction depends on radiation
25 Rm thickness. 460 MeV 4Arl '+, 350 quality. The gel fraction for y-irradiated
MeV 2Nc8' and 220 MeV 12C5, ions from polydimethylsiloxane is zero at lower than

the cyclotron of TIARA were irradiated at gelation dose. It abruptly increases at doses

HY1 port. The ion passes through a titanium higher than the gelation dose and approaches

window of 30 [trn thickness, distance of 80 unity. In contrast, the gel fractions for the

mm in -atom helium gas, and the aluminum ion-irradiation are proportional to dose, and

window of the cells. The initial energy of the lower than 01 at the doses in Figure .

Ar, Ne, and C ions at the urface of poly- This result indicates that gelation occurs

dimethylsiloxanes are 256 MeV, 306 MeV, in each ion track and gel strings are

and 204 MeV, respectively. Thickness of generated by the ion irradiation. The gel
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Figure 2 Radial dose distribution for 256 MeV

Ar, 306 MeV Ne ad 204 MeV C ions in

polydimethylsiloxane.

0.01- 8 0Q.00 5X104
0 2 4 X1 at Gy. This dose D90%) is indicated as

Dose Gy a solid line in Figure 2 If we assume

gelation in the ion tracks occurs with the
Figure 1. Gel fraction for polydimethyl- same dose-yield relationship as for low-LET

siloxane irradiated with 256 MeV Ar, 306 radiation, the gel strings are generated in the

MeV Ne and 204 MeV C ions ad y-rays as a region higher dose than D%. The radius of

function of absorbed dose.. Dgo% is 75 nm for the Ar ion, 31 nm for the

fraction is hence proportional to dose, which Ne ion and 19 nm for the C ion. It well

is proportional to number of irradiated ions. explains the experimental radii of the gel

The weights of the insoluble residue per strings.

incident ions are 20 x 10-14 g ion-' for the Ar References

ion, 57 X 1-14 g ion-' for the Ne ion and 1.1 1 H Koizumi, M. Taguchi, H. Namba T.

X10-11 g ion-' for the C ion. Average radius Ichikawa, H. Yoshida: Nucl. Instr. and

was calculated under the assumption that the Meth. B 132 1997) 633-638.

lengths of the gel strings are equals to the 2) H. Koizumi, M. Taguchi, Y Kobayashi,

range of the ions. It is 69 nm for Ar ion, 54 T. Ichikawa: Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B

nm for Ne ion, and 17 nm for C ion. This 179 2001) 530-535.

difference arises from different dose 3) H. K(-)izumi, M. Taguchi, Y Kobayashi,

distribution in the ion tracks. The radial dose T. Ichikawa, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B

distributions for the ions are shown in 208 2003) 161-165.

Figure 2 It was calculated with equation 4) C. G. Defides, 1. W Shepherd, Radiat.

proposed by Chatter�jce and Schaefer'). In Phys. Chem. 10 1977) 379-385.

the radiolysis by y-rays, gel fraction is 90%, 5) A. Chatter�jee and H. J. Schaefer, Radiat.

Environ. Biophys. 13 1976) 215-227.
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3.5 Primary Process of Radiation Chemistry Studied by Ion Pulse
Radiolysis

Y. Yoshida*, J. Yang*, S. Seki*, A. Saeki*, S. Tagawa*, H. Shibata**,
M. Taguchi***, T. Kojima***, H. Namba***
ISIR, Osaka University*
Faculty of Engineering, Kyoto University**
Department of Material Development, JAERI*

1. Introduction A new idea on the absorption spectroscopy
Radiation effect of high energy high LET ion system is proposed to overcome the difficulties.

beams on the material is very interesting and The points of the system are the production and
was investigated by many researchers, because the detection of te analyzing. The preliminary
the highlly-densed irradiation makes the time-dependent absorption data has been
different effect from that by low-LET radiation, obtained.
such as y rays. We have studied the primary
process of the ion beam-induced radiation 2. Experimental
chemistry by using the technique of ion beam Figure I shows the system for ion beam pulse
pulse Radiolysis for emission spectroscopy[ 1-3 ]. radiolysis for absorption spectroscopy. A

The LET effect on the time-dependent -liquid sample is irradiated by 22OMeV C5+
emission could be discovered by using the ion pulsed ion beam from the AVF cyclotron. A
beam pulse radiolysis of the polystyrene. thin scintillator floats on the liquid sample. The
However, the whole mechanism of LET effect pulsed ion beam produces the emission through
can not be elucidated, because the information the scintillator, which is used as analyzing light.
on the other important short-lived species, such The analyzing light is introduced to an optical
as electron ad cation

Pulsed Ion bearn
radical, can not be
obtained by the emission windows EmissionIn ity Without Absorption
spectroscopy. The
behavior of other short- Plastic

lived species can be scintillator absorption

detected by using

absorption spectroscopy. Liquid sample time
However, there are many
difficulties to the indow

absorption spectroscopy,
such as the ion beam Opt Cal
intensity, the penetration Optical i r detection

with focal I S system
of the ion beam into

material, the light source, Fig. I Absorption spectroscopy, system for ion beam pulse radiolysis
and so on.
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data.
2 0 0 

BGO (Bismuth Germanate. Bi4Ge3Ol2) was

used as the scintillator. The lifetime and band of
I 0 0 0

the ession are 300 ns and 480 nrn,

8 0 0 0 0 respectively.
A

6 0 0 I I.
3. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows the time-dependent optical4 0 0 0
absorption of the hydrated electron obtained in

2 the 22OMeV C ion beam pulse radiolysis of

water monitored at 480 nrn. The raise of the

0 2 4 6 0 0 absorption was 20 ns, which was equal to the
time resolution of the system. The decay

Fig. 2 typical outputs from the photon consisted of two components, very rapid decay

counting system obtained in the 22OMeV with the lifetime of about 10 ns, and a slow

C5+ion beam pulser adiolysis of water component. The similar result was reported by

W. G Bums et a] 4 The kinetics is very

different from that observed in the case of low

detection system through a lens and an optical LET radiation. Two-components decay is often

fiber. The single photon counting technique is observed in the ion beam pulse radiolysis for

used in the optical detection system, because the emission spectroscopy. The rapid decay is

ion beam intensity is very small. caused by highly-densed excitation of the ion

Figure 2 shows the typical outputs from the beam.

photon counting system obtained in the 22OMeV

C5+ ion beam pulse radiolysis of water. Signals 4. Conclusion

and mean the intensity of analyzing light Althou- either Hor He' was used in most

and that s containing absorption, respectively. of the previous ion beam pulse radiolysis, the

Optical density was calculated by using both present system enabled the heavy ion pulse

radiolysis for absorption spectroscopy in the
0 nanosecond time region. By using the new

method, primary processes of ion beam
0.06 irradiation will be elucidated near future.

0. 4
References
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Fig. 3 Time-dependent behavior of hydrated (1977) 47.

electron obtained in 220 MeV C+ pulse
radiolysis of water monitored at 480 nm
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3.6 3-D Structure Control of Nanowires Formed by Single Ion
Hitting to Si-Based Polymers

Shu Seki*, Satoshi Tsukuda*, Yoichi Yoshida*, Seiichi Tagawa*,
Masaki Sugimoto * *, Akira Idesaki* *, and Shigeru Tanaka*
The Institute of Scientific and Idustrial Research, Osaka University*

Department of Material Development, JAERI**

Abstract deposition rate ofincident ions (LET: linear en-
Nano-wire formation by single ion hitting to ergy transfer, eV/nm).

Si-based polymer thin films is discussed i the We found that cross-linking reaction of

present paper. Gelation of the polymers at the in- polysi.lane derivatives was predominantly
side of single ion track gives crosslinked polymer caused and gave "nano-gel" in the chemical core..
nano-wires whose sizes (length, tMckness ad unlike main chain scission occurring at the out-
number densities are completely controlled by side of the areas"'). Based on the concept of the
changing parameters of icident ions ad polymer .single track gelation", the present study dem-
materials. Ion hitting to polycarbosilane (PCS), onstrates the formation of cross-linked polymer
PCS-polyvinylsilarie (PVS) blend polymer, ad nano-wires with the fairly controlled sizes for
polymethylphenylsilane (PMFIS) produces not only polysilanes but also a variety of Si
nano-wires with their radii of cross sections as 30 based polymers. The size controllability of the
nin - 7 nin for 450 MeV 129 Xe and 500 MeV 9-7Au nano-wires is also discussed in relation with the
ion irradiations. Te difference in the size is well efficiency of the cross-linking reaction of the
interpreted by the efficiency of crosslinking reac- polymer materials.
tion (G value ofcrosslinking: G(x)) as G(x) -1.0
(100 eV)" i PCS ad G(x = 012 (100 eV)-' i Experimental
PMPS based on the physical aspects of deposited Poly(methylphenylsilane) (PMPS) was
energy distribution i the ion tracks. synthesized by the Kipping reaction with so-

dium in refluxing toluene or n-undecane from a
Introduction doubly distilled monomer of methylphenyidi-

I-D nano-sized materials such as carbon chlorosilane purchased from Shin-Etsu Chemi-
nanotubes have attracted much attention as ideal cal Co. LTD. 12) The reaction was carried out
quantum wires for future manufacturing tech- under an atmosphere of predried nitrogen with
niques f nano-scaled opto-electronic devices. or without 12-crown-4 ether. The obtained
However it is still difficult to control the sizes. PMPS was purified by passing the toluene solu-
spatial distributions, or positions of' nanotubes tion through a PTFE filter with 045 �tm pore
by conventional synthetic techniques to date. size. followed by the precipitation with toluene

The MeV order heavy ion beams cause u- - isopropylalcohol (IPA) and methanol systems.
tra-high density energy deposition which can not The PMPS was fractionated by separatory pre-
he realized by any other techniques (lasers. AH. cipitation leading to PS1 (Mn = 1. - .1 x 10).
etc.), and penetrate the polymer target straight- PS2 (Mn = 26 - 21 X 14). PS3 (Mn = I x
forward as long as 1-100 �tm depth' 4'. The en- 104_ 9 X 103 ). PS4 (Mn = 5.0 x 104 - 39 x 103).

ergy deposited area produces non-homogeneous with small dispersion less than 1.5. Molecular
field ol'chemical reactions, so-called a chemical weight ofPCS. supplied by Nippon Carbon Co.,

core of an ion rck 5-9). The dimension of the Ltd.. is 1.5 x 103. PVS is synthesized by radical

field can be controlled by changing the energy polymerization ot'vinylsilane in an autocrave.'3)
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(a) (b) (c)

Mg LAFM iages ofthe nano-wires changed the sizes or each olecular weight. a-c)The nano-wires were
formed by te 450 MeV 128 Xe 21+ irradiation to a PSI thin film 350 rn thick) at 5.0 x 10' ions/cm 2, aPS2

8
thin flm 250 un thick) at 5.0 x 10' ions/cm' and a PS3 thin film 250 nin thick) t 5.0 x 10 ions/cm re-
spectivelV.

The polymer, which contains 20 w1% of PVS in the nano-wires completely isolated on a Si sub-

PCS,. was prepared by feeze-drying of benzene strate. Figure I shows a series of' AFM images

solution under vacuum. ofnano-wires on a Si substrate formed in PMPS

The polymers were spin-coated on Si substrates of different molecular weights (PSI-PS3). The

after 0, plasma etching. The irradiation was car- sizes become small with a decrease in the mo-

ried out by using Xe, and Au ions from -TI- lecular weight (from a to c). Thus the radii of'

ARA" cyclotron accelerator at Japan Atomic nano-wires can be controlled by changing mo-

Energy Research Institute, Takasaki Radiation lecular weight.

Chemistry Research Establishment. followed by Figure 2 shows a series ofAFM images of

adequate development by ether and benzene. nano-wires produced in PMPS,. PCS and

The observation of the nano-wires was car- PCS-PVS for different ion beams. We observt

ried out by using Seiko Instruments I ne. the nano-wires formed in PCS(be) and

SPI-3800 atomic force microscope (AFM). PCS-PVS (cj). Changing target material also

controls the sizes of the nano-wires.

Results and Discussion These radii of riano-wires or all te poly-

When MeV order heavy ion beams irradiate mers and ion beams are summarized in Table .

to thin polymer filin, an incident ion penetrates The radii in PMPS change within the range of

the target polymer and deposits only its energy 6.9-19.4 nm by changing molecular weight and

within a limited area. Its irradiation to silicon ion beams. The vlues of nano-wire radii for

backbone olymer causes ross-linked reaction PCS are 22.4 and 29.6 nin, respectively by Xe

in n io tck and forms oe cylinder-like and Au ion bams irradiation.

structure (nano-wire) along pro�jectile of single The ollowing omula were already given

ion, Because of canges solubility induced by on the values f the coaxial energy in an ion

gelation ofthe polymers, development y using track

benzene liminates uncross-linked part. and

Table 1. Radii ofnano-wire cross section

r+d/. � (m)

Ion Beams PS PS2 PS3 PS4 PCs PCS+PVS

500 MeV "'An"+ 19.4 16.2 12.5 10.7 29.6 24.2

450 Me V ]9xe,-3+ 10.5 - - 6.9 22.4 19.0

a rdr dnotes the radius of nano-wire [aimed by ach ion bam. The vlues are eslimated by sizing halfband width of
11.1110-wire cl-oss ection.
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action in PCS-PVS by using EB decreased than
PCs."- '5) Therefore we egarded that the radii
in PCS-PVS become smaller than PCs because
crosslinking reactions for same energy is doini-
nated the eiciency cross-linking reaction.

M Those results strongly suggest that cross-linking
reactions of polymer at a boundary of a
nano-wire ae maximum factor to determine the
size.

Conclusion
Fig. 2 AM iages of the uauo-wires changed the We observed the nano-wires formed in
sizes for each ion beams ad target olecules. a-c)
The nauo-wires were formed by the 450 MeV PCs and PCS-PVS without polysilane deriva-
128 Xe 23+ irradiation to 2 thin film 250 nrn thick) tives for the first time by high LET ion beams
at 1.0 x 109 ions/cin a PCS thin flm 400 um thick) irradiation. For formation reaction ofnano-wires
at 1.0 x 10' ions/cm and a PCS-PVS thin fm 200 along the projectile ion reedom control of te

2

nm thick) at 30 x 10' ions/cm respectively. d) sizes are capable by particularly selecting par-
The nauo-wires were formed by the 500 MeV
197 Au 31 +irradiation lo PSI thin film 350 nin thick) ticularly polymer materials of different
al 5.0 x 10' ions/cm Ia PCS thin film 410 urn hick) crosslinking reaction characteristics.
at 5.0 X 10' ions/vni 3and a PCS-PVS thin film 270
uni thick) at 5.0 x 10 8ions/cm respectively.
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3.7 Separation of Dioxin using heavy ion-irradiated membranes

Shuichi Takahashi, Satoshi lida and Yoshitaka Obayashi
Department of Industrial Chemistry, Meiji University

1 INTRODUCTION
Much research has already been done on

polymers irradiated by heavy ions. It has been OCH CH - C - -

proven that interaction occurs between the n

heavy ions and polymer materials, in which [PET]

the degree of damage to the polymer material F C CF3

differs with the kind of irradiating ions 1-3).

The high stability of the mechanical N

properties and chemical structure should be 0

assigned a very important significance. [6FDA-PI]

Therefore, the effects of heavy ion irradiation

on Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) FIXwe 1. Chemical structures of PET and 6DA-PI
membranes were chemically and

mechanically investigated in this study. PET 2.2 Heavy Ion Iradiation

and For heavy ion irradiation, PET and

3,3',4,4'-diphenylhexafluoroisopropylidene 6FDA-TeMPD membranes were cut into a

tetracarboxylic dianhydride-based polyimide square of 50 50 mrn2 and attached to a glass

(6FDA-PI) membrane was irradiated with a plate. The chamber for the formation of the

fluence of 3X 109 ions/cm2 and used in this ion-track pores in the membrane., which is

study with a view to separation of the dioxin connected to the AVF cyclotron in the TIARA,

from the aqueous solution using the was designed for the alternate use of

pervaparation (PV) system. turntable-type and roll-type film-carrying

systems. All the irradiation was performed in

2. EXPERIMENTAL vacuum at room temperature. The 129 Xe 23,

2.1 Material (45OMeV) was supplied in this study. The

The membrane used in this study, PET, was fluence of the ion irradiation was changed

obtained from Hoechst Japan Co., Ltd. The ranging from 103 to 3X 109 ions/cM2 to

thickness of the PET membrane was 38pin. observe the effect of the fluence on the

Also, 6FDA-PI was synthesized by a various characterizations. In the case of

chemical imidization method, 6FDA-PI dioxin separation, the fluence was fixed at

membrane was prepared by pouring the 3X 109 ions/cM2.

casting solutions onto a glass plate. The

thickness of the 6FDA-PI membrane was 2.3 Measumment

about 40pm. Figure I shows the chemical Dynamic loss tangent (tan6) was measured

structures of the precursor polymers used in within the range of 25 - 160"C at a frequency

this work. of' I Hz using a dynamic modulus

Perkin-Elmer Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer,
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DMA-7e. The programmed heating rate was 3X 109 ions/cm depends strongly on the

3'C/min, and the dynamic and static stresses damage caused by the overlapping of the ion

were 4.00e+5Pa and 4.80e+5Pa, respectively. track at the higher fluence. Also, an increase

The tensile modulus at room temperature in the dynamic loss tangent (tan8) also meant

was obtained with a tensile testing machine an enhanced absorption capacity of impact.

(SHIMADZU AGS-H 5kN AUTOGRAPH) These characteristic changes depended on the

having a crosshead speed of mm/min. The ion fluence that was newly observed in this

capacity of the clamp assembly was study-

5kN/500kgf. Table Ile characterization data by DMA and

PV measurement was performed with a tensile test
less steel cell at 75'C. The feed solution Tensile

stain Tensile

of Dioxin-Water mixtures was circulates Membrane tan Elongition Modulus
1%] [kgf/cm2]

using a microtube pump on the upper side of

the membrane in order to maintain the feed PET 0.098 280 1200

concentration constant, and downstream Xe-3 0.141 - -
pressure was kept below 10mmHg. The
permeated vapor was trapped using liquid Xe-6 0.145

nitrogen. The total flux and selectivity for Xe-7 0.150

dioxin-water mixtures through the membrane Xe-8 0.155 - -

were determined by the weight of permeant Xe_9 0.146 150 1580
and by the Gas chromatography (GC: FID),

respectively. The flux J was determined by
measuring the amount of permeant Q passed The tensile elongation and modulus of the

through the membrane during the time materials studied is also represented in Table

interval t at steady state. 1. PET is equipped with both high tensile

J = QlAt strength and elongation, a so-called toughness

where A is the permeation area. The material. The PET used in this study is also a

separation factor a of dioxin over water is toughness material with elongation breaking

defined as follows; at around 280%. Xe-ion irradiation of 3X 109

a = Pd1Pw)1(Fd1Fw) ions/cM2 enhanced the tensile strength but

where P and F are weight fractions of decreased the elongation at the break. The

permeate and feed, and the subscripts d and w heavy-ion-irradiated PET changes to a

stand for dioxin and water, respectively. high-strength material. However, elongation
of the ion-iffadiated membrane was reduced

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION to one-half that of PT. It is suggested that a

The unusual manner by which the number significant cross-linking is formed after the

of fluence affects the dynamic loss tangent is heavy ion irradiation. We consider that the

listed in Table 1. The tan6 of Xe decreasing elongation at the break contributes

ion-irradiated membrane is approximately to the polymer chain scission by ion

160% higher than that of pure PET membrane irradiation. We believe that the secondary

at the fluence of 3X 108 ions/cM2, suggesting electron induced by the collision between the

that the decreasing of ratio at the fluence of irradiated ion and the constituent atoms of the
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membrane material form the cross-linked cross-linking. An increase in the dynamic loss

penumbra region. The polymer chain tangent (tan6) was also confirmed, and

scissions and structure degradations are suggested an enhanced absorption capacity of

expected to occur at higher ion fluence. It impact. Moreover, the Xe-ion irradiation of

can be presumed that this damage is caused 3X 109 ions/cM2 enhanced the tensile strength

by the overlapping of the ion track at the but decreased the elongation at the break. In

higher fluence. This consideration can explain this study with a view to separation of the

the slight increase in tan5, which depends on dioxin from the aqueous solution also, the

the increase in the ion fluence. 6DA-PI membrane which has a good stability

PE`T and 6FDA-PI membranes were and high gas permeability was used. It is

irradiated Xe ion and grafted Amino-styrene proved that dioxin-separation-factor decrease

to produce a fabricated membrane, which was in proportion to the increase of permeation

expected to have better affinity for dioxin flux.

than the pure polymer membrane. PET series

membranes couldn't have high dioxin 60

selectivity from the aqueous solution. On the
50

other hand, the 6DA-PI membrane has a good 6FDA-PI

stability and high gas permeability. As can 40 Grafted -

be seen in Figure 2 dioxin doesn't also have a irradiated
30 FDA-PI

good affinity for the grafted amino-styrene.
20We found out that dioxin-separation-factor %

decrease in proportion to the increase of flux. 10 Irradiated 6FDA-PI

It is assumed that grafted amino-styrene has 0 I I I
not a chemical affinity for dioxin. But we 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

believe that the separation membrane above Flux [g/m2 . hr]

the proportional line would be created as long Fu 2 Dependence of separation factor on flux in

as we select the affinity material for dioxin as the pervaporation (PV) at 75 'C.

graft molecule.
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3.8 Suppression of charge build-up during ion bombardment

into organic insulators using a cluster ion beam

K. Mrala', Y. Saitob", A. Chiba", K. Nanimi"', Y. Kobayashi', ad K. Arakawa"

National Istitute of Advanced Idustrial Science and Technology (AIST), Tsukuba, lbaraki

305-8565, Japan'

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI ...

1. Introduction of the beam was normal to the sample srface A

Ion bombardment to insulators sually leads to current at te target It ad an emission crren by

charge accumulation on targets, which finally causes secondary charged particles Is were simultaneously

electric breakdown. le electric breakdown must measured by two high-sensitivity electrometers. A

be avoided because it causes serious damage to the fresh sample was used for each measurement.

target and makes srface analysis using ion beams secondary en-i ssion col I eotor

difficult. Cluster ion bombardment provides a shield

nonlinear irradiation effect on secondary emissions,

which is expected to lead to a carge accumulation insul Or--II

process for cluster ion bombardment different from Ion beaml I I holdr.............................................

That for a monoatomic ion. In tis study, we have I tar

simultaneously measured the target and secondary itor collimator r- I

emission currents as a fnction of a atomic dose ad apertLre I
ro-

compared the charge accumulation process of er-1 e ro-

organic isulators during monoatomic ad cluster ion

bombardments

Fig.1 Scbeiiiaticillusiriiionoftheexperiiiieiiisei-up.
2. Experimental

Amorphous polycarbonale (PC) films with a 3. Results and discussion

thickness of 100ju in and a density of 12 g/cm' were Fig. 2 sows atornic dose dependence of Is ad

irradiated with 0.5MeV/alom monoatomic carbon ion It normalized to te incident beam current 10 (IsI10

Cj' and carbo cster ion C8' by a 3 MV tandem and 1/10) for l' and Cs' bonibardnieuls. Islido and

accelerator of te Japan Aomic Energy Research IfInlo (weluster number) of the right vertical axis

Institute (JAERI)frakasaki 26). A schematic represent the normalized secondary emission and

diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown in target crrents per aom, respectively. We can see a

Fig. 1. Tle irradiations were performed in a series of abrupt changes for C]', which are aributed

pressure below 10-8 Torr, and The incident angle lo The repeated charge accumulation and electric
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breakdown (Fig. 2a), whereas no such canges are under an IsI10>1 condition causes negative-charge

observed for C ig. 2b). Therefore, se of' Cs' accumulation on the target, which causes a reduction

instead of C1' prevents the lectric breakdown during of the target srface bias potential. This reduction

ion bombardment. makes positive secondary emissions having less

energies to overcome the srface bias potential for

1.5 reaching the secondary emission collector retur to(a) I
/,Ito 1,1 W. I the target. The dose-dependent reduction of IsI10

for Cs sown in Fig. 2b is de to e reduction '

0.5 0.5 E positive-charge contribution to Is by the
0

IE 16 iiegative-charge accumulation.CD
6-6.. 0 O

CL Meanwhile, for sjo<l, positive charges arefine, IE

CD 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . accumulated on te arget because of the lower

7 (b) Cit- 0.4
E secondary emission crrent than the incident beam
6.

2 1 /W.1.110 0.2 -t! current. Analogously to Cs', the increase of sI10 for
i
E C]' with atomic dose ntil a first electric breakdown

<�3 1, / J,, I,/ W, Z appears due to the positive charge build-up and a

-2 -0.2 resultant reduction of negative-cliarge contribution to

-41 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -0.4 Is. However, The value of IsI10 at The beginning of

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 The Cl'-irradiation (- 0.1) is not clearly changed by

Dose (Io 4 at(MSICMI) the external bias potential (from -100V lo 10OV)

applied to the secondary emission collector
Fig.2 Vriations of MI, ad 11/1(, with atornic dose for (a) C'

indicating that the charging potential o' the target
and (b) C'. The data were obtained every Is during continuous

ion boniburdinent. surface is already igh eough to be insensitive to the

variation of the external potential. Therefore, most

Al the beginning of the C8'-irradiation, It of negative secondary emissions are probably

exhibits a negative value athough positive charges returned lo the target by the chargiug potential a te

are injected into the target (Fig. 2b). This is beginning of the irradiation. Since te srface

ascribed to the higher emission crrent than the charging potential icreases with dose until te first

incident beam current (Islfo>l). IsInIO at the electric breakdown, the dose-dependent reductio of

beginning of the C8'-irradiation (- 04) is - 4 ies the negalive-charge contribution to Is can ot explain

larger tan that for C (- 01) sowing that sI10>1 the ehancement of IslIv. The charging potential

for the Cs' irradiation is caused not only by a smaller buildup may enhance a positive-ionization

amount of ijected charge per atom b also by the probability at the target srface.

higher emission current per atom (slitIO) than that or IsI10 for Cl' is almost saturated with a value

The Cl' irradiation. This indicates that C cster below unity around 0 I X 1014 aionis/cni2. When

impact produces more positive secondary eission the accumulated carge exceeds a certain capacitance

per atom than Cl impact. of The target, te frst lectric breakdown occurs and

Continuing ion bombardment to an insulator The sI10 is abruptly reduced. Aller The breakdown,
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4.1 Changes of Ductile-Brittle Transition Temperature due to
Helium and Hydrogen Implantations in F82H Steel

E. Wakai*, K. Furuya**, M. Sato**, K. Oka***, T. Tanaka***, S. Ohnuki*** K.

Kato****, F. Takada****, H. Tanigawa**, T. Sawai* and S. Jistukawa*

Department of Materials Science, Tokai Establishment*,

Department of Fusion Engineering Research, Naka Establishment, JAERI**, Faculty

of Fusion Engineering, Hokkaido University***,

Department of JMTR Hot Laboratory, Oarai Establishment, JAERI****.

1. Introduction The specimens used were F82H

Low-activation ferritic/martensitic steels are (Fe-8Cr-2W-0.2V-0.04Ta-0 I Q steel and

candidated materials for the first wall and Fe-9CT binary alloys. The TEM disk specimens

blanket structure of fusion reactors and also of 03 mm thickness were implanted at about

prominent materials for the target vessel of 120T with a beam of 50 MeV-He 2+ or 20

spoliation neutron source. In the systems, the MeV-H' particles by AVF cyclotron at TARA

high-energy neutrons or protons induce facility of JAERI. An energy degrader was used

displacement damage and generate hydrogen to implant helium or hydrogen into the

and helium gas atoms in the materials. Helium specimens from top to bottom uniformly. The

and hydrogen accumulations due to hydrogen concentration was estimated as about

transmutation and implantation in martensitic 20 appm H. Following the implantations, small

steels fr first wall and blanket structure of punch (SP) tests were carried out at temperatures

fusion reactors have been considered as a between 180T and 25'C in a hot cell of the

potential factor to control. In this study, the JMTR hot laboratory. The SP test machine

effects of helium or hydrogen atoms on consists of a load controller, turntable with

ductile-brittle transition temperature (DBTT) twelve specimen holders, vacuum chamber and

and on deformation. behaviors of furnace A cross-sectional view of specimen

fenitic/martensitic steel has been examined by holder in the SP test macb.ine is shown in Fig. .

mechanical testing for small size specimens,

small punch testing.

Small punch tests were developed to
nch Rod

extract strength and ductility information for

mechanical proper-ties of small size in fusion er Sled Ban

reactor structural materials. The test is based on 0 mm)

driving a cylindrical punch through a clamp
V,

specimen, and instrumenting the punch to obtain W

a load-displacement curve of the punching

process. Deflection--o' Specimen

2. Experimental procedure Fig. I Cross-section of specimen holder for SP test.
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The specimen holder consists of the upper and DBTT is thought to be ignorable because of low

lower holders, punch and steel ball of Imm density and small size of dislocation loops.

diameter. The steel ball and punch were pushed In the brittle temperature regime, the

by punch rod. The maximum load and stroke of cleavage fracture surface was observed in the

the punch rod is kN and mm, respectively. specimens tested at low temperatures and te

The punch speed was controlled at 0.5 mm/min. fracture was transgranular type as seen in Fig. .

The microstructures after the implantation were The size of transgranular areas was comparable

observed by a transmission electron microscope to the package size of lath martensite in the

(TEM) operated at 200 kV in the Tokai hot specimen implanted with helium atoms. The

laboratory. After the SP tests, the fracture cause of the shift of DBTT is though to be the

surface was observed by a scanning electron degradation of fracture energy due to trapping

microscope (SEM) in the JMTR hot laboratory. helium atoms at the boundaries of the package

of lath martensite. The other elium effects on

3. Results and discussion mechanical properties are also found in fatigue
g 34)The concentration of helium in the testin

specimen was measured by a mass analyzer of

magnetic reflection type. In this measurement, 4. Conclusion

helium gas was eleased into the measurement The effects of helium or hydrogen atoms on

system from te ion-implanted specimen after ductile-brittle transition temperature and on

melting. In this technique, a known deformation behaviors of ferritic/martensitic

concentration of He gas is used for a standard steel have been examined by small punch (SP)

relation between the gas intensity and testing, SEM observation after SP testing and

concentration of He, as given in Fig. 2 The TEM observation. The cause of the shift of

concentration of the He in the specimen DBTT due to He implantation is tough to be

implanted by cyclotron irradiation was evaluated the degradation of fracture energy due to

as about 84 appm He. trapping helium atoms on the boundaries of the

In Fig. 3(a) and 3(b), SP-results showed that package of lath martensite.

the shifts of DBTT in the helium or hydrogen

implanted F82H steel were evaluated as about Acknowledgement

50'C and 35'C, respectively, from the The authors are grateM to the members of

correlation between SP data and 1/3CVN 13 TIARA facility.

size Charpy specimen with V-notch data' 

Similar result of the shift of DBTT was also References

obtained in Fe-9Cr alloy implanted with He ions. 1) M. Eto, H. Takahashi, T. Misawa, M. Suzuki,

The result for the shift of DBTT due to He Y. Nishiyama, K. Fukaya and S. Jitsukawa,
Small specimen test techniques applied to

implantation is coincidence with the previous nuclear reactor vessel thermal annealing and

data for the boron doped F82H idiated in plant life extension, ASTM STP 1204,

JMTR 2 ) as given in Fig. 4 In the microstructural (1993)241.

observation, a low density of dislocation loops 2) E. Wakai, K. Furuya, M. Sato, K. Oka, T.
Tanaka, S. Ohnuki, K. Kato, F. Takada, and S.

with a size of 4 nm was formed in the Jituskawa, J. Nucl. Mater., in press.
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4.2 FT-IR PAS spectra of Li2TiO3 irradiated with multi-ion beams

D. Yarnakij. Nakazawa, T. Aruga, T. Tanifuji, S. Jitsukawa

Department of Materials ScienceJAERI

1. Introduction effects and the microstructural change.

Li2TiO3 is regarded as one of the most
suitable candidates for the solid tritium 2. Experimental
breeder material of D-T fusion reactors". it is The characteristics of the Li2TiO3 samples
known that, in an operating fusion reactor, used in this experiment were described in

the radiation damage in Li2TiO3 will be ref.4. The Li2TiO3 samples were irradiated at
caused by fast neutrons, energetic tritons and 573K with the single and the triple ion beams
helium ions generated in 6Li(na)'H reaction. of 0.25 M eV H' 06 M eV He+ and 24 M eV
The irradiation damage caused by such 02-1 . The fluence of the respective ions were
radiations may result in the microstructural about I XI 021 ions/m2 The ion energies were

changes, and the changes may affect the so chosen that the projected ranges of the

characteristics of Li2TiO3 such as tritium irradiated ions in Li2TiO3 were around 2 prrO'.
release behavior. Thus the study of
irradiation defects and microstructural change 3. Results and discussion
caused by irradiation in L2T'03 is essential The FT-IR PAS spectrum of a
to evaluate its irradiation performance. non-irradiated sample is shown in Fig.l It

Simulation of the fusion reactor should be noted that the photoacoustic signal
environment and hence the study of a is generated from the surface layers of sample
synergistic effect of atomic displacement with a thickness of some micrometers which

damage in L2T'03 are presumed to be is a function of the mirror velocity of the
approached by a simultaneous irradiation FT-IR interferometer and wavenumber In
with "triple" ion beams which consist of 021, this case, the thickness is about 515[Lm As

He+ and H ion beams. In the previous study, mentioned in section 2 the ion projection

the formation of the anatase (T'02) layer on ranges are about 2 tm so that the obtained
the surface of Li2TiO3 by irradiation with sp ect ra of irradiated samples are a
triple ions has been found. It is also clarified superposition of spectra of irradiated part

that the fon-nation mainly caused by the and non-irradiated part.
effect of 02, ion beam irradiation 24�. In the As shown in Fig. 1, the characteristic peaks

present study, the results of the FT-IR in FT-IR PAS spectra are observed in three

photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) with regions; 500-900 cm-', 1300-1700 cm-' and
Li2TiO3 samples irradiated with the sgle 2600-3600 cm-'. These peaks are considered

and the triple ion beams were analyzed to to be due to Ti-O bond in L2T'031 C=O

study the relation between the irradiation bond in L2CO3 as the impurity in the
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samples and O-H bond in -OH adsorbed or ratio of the area difference between the peaks

absorbed near the surface, respectively. From of each irradiation and non-irradiation is

the peak analysis, it is found that the about 10:6:1:0.5, that is, rather close to that

spectrum in the Ti-O bond region has two of Se. It may depicts that the formation of

peaks around 7Ocnf' and Ocnf and that in anatase is effected by Se.

the O-H bond region has also two peaks fi

around 3200cm" and 3500cm-'.
7

C
4C 6 Lithium TitanateCD

Non-Irrad. Sample5 3

Non rrad.
4 2

3

2
EL fee a 7 688 589

M I Wave Number [cm-']

Fig.2 The comparison of the peaks around
CL 4000 3000 2680 1888 I

Waue Number [cmA 800 cm7 in the Ti-O bond region.

Fig. FT-IR PAS spectrum of non-hTadiated M 6
H-

TripleLiJiOP al 5-Non I

The peaks around 800crff' of the samples 4C

are compared in Fi 2 There is little 91 02.
2

difference in the peaks of the samples with !g 2

non-irradiated, irradiated with He' and with

H'. The peaks of the samples irradiated with .2
02triple ion beams and + beam are much larger CL

go� see 7 98 fie� so

than that of non-irradiated sample and the Wave Number [cm-9

peak position of them shift to the higher from Fig.3 The comparison of the peaks around

that of non-irradiated sample. These results 700 cm-' in the Ti-O bond region.
show that the difference in the 8Ocnf' peaks

reflects the formation of the anatase (T'02) The peaks around 700 cff' of the samples

layer observed in the samples irradiated with are compared in Fig-3. There is little

triple ion beams and 02' bearn24) . The ratio of difference in the peaks of the samples with

the electron stopping power (Se) and non-irradiated and irradiated with each single

displacements per atom (dpa) with triple, ion beam. The peak of the sample irradiated

02', He+ and H beam iadiation are about with triple ion beams is rather larger than that

10:7:2:1 and 10:9:1:0.1, respectively. The of non-irradiated sample and the peak
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position shift to the lower from that of irradiated with triple ion beams and 02,

non-irradiated sample. It suggests that a beam reflects the interaction between -OH

certain kind of microstructure change related and TiO2 formed by irradiation. The ratio of

to the Ti-O bond occurs by simultaneous the area difference between the peaks of each

multi-ion beams irradiation. irradiation and non-irradiation is about

6 10:12:1:0, that is, rather close to that of dpa.

It suggests that the irradiation defects become5
the trapping sites of hydrogen causing the

4
O-H bond near the surface.

r; 3 .02-

4. Conclusion
2

The microstructure changes in Li TiO2 3on Irrad.
irradiated with the single and the triple ion

0
beams of H% He+ and 02+ were observed with

MCL 36 68 34 88 3 2 3890 28 8 26 0

Waue Number cm-'] FT-IR PAS. From the results in the Ti-O

Fig.4 The comparison of the peaks around bond region, it is considered that the

3500 cm-' in the O-H bond region. formation of anatase is affected by the

electron stopping power of each irradiation,

The peaks around 3500cm-' of the samples and a certain kind of microstructure change

are compares in Fig.4. Because the peak related to the Ti-O bond occurs by

position is close to that of O-H bond in the simultaneous multi-ion beams irradiation.

TiOH on TiO2 surface (about 3650cm-'), the From the results in the O-H bond region, the

3500 cm-' peaks are considered to be caused interaction between the irradiation defects

by TiOH near the surface of Li2TiO3' The and hydrogen are suggested.

3200 cm-' peak in the O-H bond region is

considered to be due to the water vapor Reference

which inevitably ests in the measurement 1) P.Gierszewski, Report no CFFTP

system. There is little difference in the peaks G-9561,1995.

of the samples with non-irradiated and 2) T.Nakazawa, V.Grishmanovs, D.Yamaki,

irradiated with W The peak of the sample Y.Katano, T.Aruga, A.Iwamoto, S.Jitsukawa,

irradiated with He+ beam is rather larger than JAERI-Review 2001-039 2001) 146.

that of non-irradiated sample. The peaks of 3) T.Nakazawa, V.Grishmanovs, D.yamaki,

the samplers irradiated with triple ion beams Y.Katano, T.Aruga, A.Iwamoto, 2000 Int.

and 02 + beam are much larger than that of Comf. on Ion Implantation Technology

non-irradiated sample and the peak position Proc.(2000)753.

of them approaches to that of TiOH on TiO2 4) D.Yamaki, T. Nakazawa, T. Aruga T.

surface. It is considered that the peak Tanifuji, S. Jitsukawa, A. Iwase,

position shift observed with the samples JAERI-Review 2002-035 2002)133.
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4.3 Effect of triple ion irradiation on microstructural
development and mechanical properties of SiC/SiC

composites at high Temperature

T. Taguchi*, S. Miwa**, N. Igawa*, E. Wakai***, S. Jitsukawa*** and

A. Hasegawa"

Neutron Science Research Center, JAERI

Department of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku

University"

Department of Materials Science, JAERI

1. Introduction displacement damage on their properties has

Ceramic matrix composites show excellent not been investigated.

mechanical properties at high temperature In this study, the effect of H atoms with He

and non-catastrophic failure behavior. These atoms and displacement damage on

materials, therefore, are expected to be used microstructural change and mechanical

for structural applications at high properties of SiC/SiC composites at higher

temperature. In particular, silicon carbide temperature than 800 'C.

fiber reinforced silicon carbide matrix

(SiC/SiC) composites are candidate 2.Experimental procedure

materials for first wall and blanket 2.1 Materials

components in a fusion reactor because of The SiC/SiC composites were fabricated

their low residual radioactivity after neutron by Forced Chemical Vapor Infiltration

irradiation. In the fusion environment, process in Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

helium (He) and hydrogen (H) atoms are I awa et al. reported the details of

produced by 14-MeV neutron-induced fabrication procedure 4). The 2D plane weave

transmutation reactions which are (na) and of Hi-Nicalon Type S SiC fiber fabric,

(np), respectively. These transmutation rates which has high crystallinity and

in SiC, which are 130 appm He dpa and 40 stoichiometry, was used in these composites.

appm H / dpa, are larger than those in the These composites have approximately 150

other candidate materials such as ferritic nm carbon layer as an interphase layer

steels and vanadium alloys 1).2) - The effect of between matrix and fiber. The surfaces of

He atoms with displacement damage on these specimens were polished by diamond

microstructural change and mechanical blade (#100, 600 and 8000).

properties had been examined, However,

the effect of H atoms with He atoms and 2.2 Irradiation
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The simultaneous ion irradiation was observation can contain the fiber, matrix and

carried out at TIARA facilities of JAERL interphase layer and each phase can contain

The specimen was irradiated with 600 MeV the irradiation region and non-irradiation

Si2, ions from the surface with simultaneous region. Microstructure observation was

implantation of He and H by 1.0 MeV He' performed with Hitachi H2000 field

and 340 keV H' ions at 800, 1000 and emission TEM operating at 200 W

1300 'C. He and H ions implantation was

performed with using the Al foil energy 3. Results

degrader in order to widen the He and H The TEM microphotographs of irradiated

distribution region in the specimen. Figure matrices in the SiC/SiC composites are

shows the distribution of He, H shown in Fig. 2 Helium bubbles were

concentration and displacement damage as a observed in the irradiated matrices at higher

function of depth fTom surface in SiC irradiation temperature than 800 'C. The

calculated by TRIM code5). In this study, the average size of He bubbles increased with

average displacement threshold energies of increasing the irradiation temperature. And

Si and C were assumed to be 35 eV and 20 the average size of He bubbles in the matrix

eV6), respectively. irradiated by triple ion beams is larger than

that in the matrix irradiated by dual ion

beams. He bubbles were observed in the

range of only He implanted depth by dual
E
CL and triple ion irradiation at 800 'C. At

Q< 60 20W L

DPA 1000 'C, they were observed in the rangeC
E 1500 00 only He implanted depth by dual ion
'Z6 40-
W irradiation while they were formed in the
CL 30 INX)0
E2 C widened region from He implanted depth to
(D 8
E 20
(D sou 2 the irradiation surface by triple ion.0A lo _r

irradiation. At 1300 'C, they were observed
0

0.5 1 1.5 2 2 in the widened rgion from He implantedX
Depth from surface/ u m depth to the irradiation surface by dual and

Fig.1 Distribution of He, H concentration and triple ion irradiation. They were mainly
irradiation damage as a function of depth from

)Isurface in SiC calculated by TRIM code formed at the grain boundary of the matrix

irradiated at 800 and 1000 'C while they

were ormed in the rain and at the grain
2.3 Microstructure observation 9D

The Focused Ion Beam processing was boundary of the matrix irradiated at 1300 'C.
These results revealed that H with He and

performed in order that a single thin film for displacement damage enhanced He bubbles
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
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4.4 Damage evolution in high energy multi ion-irradiated BCC
metals and the interaction between gas atoms (H and He) and
damage defects

1. Mukouda*, Y. Shirnornura", D. Yarnaki***, T. Nakazawa*** T.

Aru-a*** and S. Jtsukawa***2:)
Graduate School of Egineering, Hiroshima University*, Hiroshima Istitute of

Technology", Department of Materials Science, JAERI***

1. Introduction vanadit.1111 V(AR)). Sorne specimens were

For fsion reactor applications tere is a degassed by inelting in vacuum at 10-5 Pa i a

interest in vanadlurn and its alloys. Hydrogen levitation furnace This specimen was called

and elium atorns ae generated by nLlClear residua�gas-free V (V(RGF)). Annealed disks

transmutation in the fusio evironment. These of 3rnrn in diameter and 0.05 rni tck were

gas atorns play an important role in the evolution prepared fi-orn each aterial. The irradiation was

of te darnage rnicrostructure. It is well kown carried Out with the TIARA (Takasaki ]oil

that helit.1111 is active in cavity nucleation. Accelerators for Advanced Radiation

SekinlUra et al.') have carried out on Multiple Application) accelerators at te Takasaki-

bearn ion it-radiation to study te ole of gases. establishment of JAERI (Japan Atornic Eergy

In te present work, quantitative experiments Research Institute) at 500 ad 600T. Te 1011

were carried out study tle ole of hellurn ad energy was selected so that the po .lected age

hydrogen in the evolution of darnage of te gas ions in vanadium coincides wit te

1111CI-OStrUCtUre in irradiated aterials. It is dept opeak darnage 1.3 pl) calculated by tile

possi to control the concentration of gas TRIM 95 code The lak darnage ate was 2 x
103 dpa/s and total dose at te darnage peak was

atorns n radiated metals by 'on irradiation at C�

high eergy. We examined void formation in 22 dpa. Te ions stop wthi te dpth of two

Irish energy on-irradlated pure vanadium by microns fi-orn te Sface ad darnage was"n

bot sgle bearn (5 MeV N ad dual-bearn formed U to ts depth. For qantitative

(5MeV N ion ad 600 keV lie or 26OkV H ion) investigation, te darnage Structure as to be

irradiation. The ion energy was selected so tat observed as a function ofdepth. We tilized FIB

the pojected range of tile gas ions i vanadium microscopy. Te FIB generates 30 keV Ga ions

might coincide with depth of peak darnage 1.3 and 1111.1111inates specimen surface wth glancill(Ilt� In zn

pill) Calculated by the TRIM 95 code. angle. To preserve the Surface Of tile

Specimens or TEM cross sectional observation ion-in-adiated metals frorn sputtering, we

were prepared by a FIB Focused Ion Bearn) deposited turi-sten o te Irradiated Sface. 

device. Te eation between -as atorns ad Out- 11-eVIOLIS work, it was found tat interstitial

darnage Structure was derived fi-om experimental atoms form near surface csters thrOll"11OLIt
ZLI --

results. FIB-thinned specimens. To overcome this

difficulty, we developed a TEM secimen

2. Experimental pocedure preparation ethod wich is a combinatio of

The LII-e vanadium had a nominal purity f FIB thinning ad electro-polishing ' To

99.8% Ts aterial was called as-received rernove regions daniaged by te Ga ions, teZ� "n
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te

delAll (U111)
4

FI,, I Damage Stl-LICtLll'e Of 1011-il-rad"ated, as-received PLII-e vanadil-1111.(a) 5MeV N'I- -- I I 1 1 1 1011

irradiation at 500"C, (b) 5MeV NI lon Irradiation at 600T and (c) 5N4eV Ni + 0.26MeV H Wil

Irradiation at 600"C, (d) 5N4cV Ni + 0.6MeV He lon Irradiation at 600"C.

specimens were electro-polished III a SOILItiOll 01' at an applied potential of 12V for I sec. The

20% HS04 and 80'VO methanol cooled to --')O"C specimens were electro-polished to remove the
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region damaged by FIB. After electro-polishing, Ni + H iadiation at 500'C, small voids were

no dot type defects were observed. observed within the whole ion penetration depth,

while hydrogen atorns suppressed void

3. Results and discussion forniation in the case of iadiation at 600T.

When only nickel ions were used, voids These ets show that hydrogen atoins trap

forined in the region fi-orn the srface to a depth small vacancy csters at 500"C ad vacancy

of about 0.5 Gain whe iadiated at 500 and Clusters ad H atorns or olecules dissolved

600'C, as shown in Fig. (a) and (b). However, with increasing temperature.

in the region of the darnage peak, voids were not

observed. Needle-like pecipitates of about References

100nin in len-th were observed in all specimens 1) N. Seklinura, T. lwal, Y. Arai, S. Yonamine,

covering the whole penetration depth of te 1011. A. Naito, Y. Mwa and S. Han-lada, J. Nucl.

It is thought that the precipitate is some type of Mater., 283-287 2000) 224-228.

carbide, because there is oriented <100> 2) K. Sugio, Y. Shirnornura, 1. MUkouda ad M.

direction7' and the specimen ncludes a few Kiritani, Radiation Effects ad Defects i Solids,

hundred pprn cat-bon as a ipurity. Moreover, in 157 2002) 43-51.

the specimen irradiated at 600"C, granular 3) J. F Ziegler and J.P. Bersack, The Stopping

precipitates were observed i te region of 1.0 to and Range of Ions in Solids Pergarnon Pess,

1.5 urn depth. In the case of Ni H radiation, New York, 1985)

the size of the voids was small and te nmber 4) 1. MukOUda, Y. Shin1011lUra, T. llyarna Y.

density was smilar to tat in the case when only Katano, D. Yainaki, T. Nakazawa ad K. Noda,

nickel ions were used, as sown in Fig. l(b) and Mat. Res. Soc. Syrnp. Proc. Vol. 540 1999)

1 (c). Void swelling was suppressed by 549-554.
simultaneous hydrogen irradiation. Void 5) 1. Mukouda, Y. Shimornura, T. hyania Y.

formation was observed win (lie wole [oil Harada, Y. Katano, T. Nakazawa, D. Yaniak ad

penetration depth i te specimen irradiated wth K. Noda, .1. NLICL Matei. 283-287 2000)

Ni + He Ions S111.11taneously, as sown i Fig. 302-305.

1(d). Te needle-like pecipitate was observed. 6) 1. MUkOLida, Y. Shlinoinura, D. Yania-1 T.

Needle-like precipitation formed in any Nakazawa, T. ArUga ad S. Jitsukawa, J. NLICL

combination of Ni, Ni H N He Irradiation, Mater., 307-311 2002) 412-415.
but void formation depended on gas ion 7) K. chlal, H. Watanabe, T. MUroga N.

implantation. In pure vanadium, elium atoms Yoshida ad H. Matsul, J. Nucl. Mater. 271-272

id ucleation foi- iadiation at 500 (1999) 376-380.

and 600"C i te low dose re-ion. II te case of
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4.5 Influence of H and He on corrosion behavior of ion irradiated
stainless steel

Y.Nemoto*, Y.Miwa*, H.Tsuji*, T.Tsukada*, H.Abe** and N.Sekimura**
Department of'Nuclear Energy System. JAERI*
Department of' Quantum Engineering and System Science, The University of
Tokyo"

1. Introduction Table I Chemical composition (wt.%)

Irradiation assisted stress corrosion C N I Si I P I S Ti
0.003 0.(014 0.01 0.001 00014 0.01

cracking (IASCC) is one of the main concerns ot Mn Cr Ni AJ Fe

aging problem on light water reactors (LWR),'-" 1.36 18.17 12.27 0 16 Bal.

and also on the design of international Table 2 Irradiation conditions

thermonuclear experimental Wsion reactor Radiation Irradiation H or He
2, damage at temperature concentration at

(ITER). examined (K) 1.5[tm (appm)

Degradation of corrosion resistance by area (dpa)

irradiation is important to study IASCC. The 35 573 0

corrosion resistance is influenced by formation 35 573 17500 (H)
35 573 He)

of' precipitations, defects and inhornogeneous 35 573 17500 (He)

regions due to redistribution of alloying 60 18000
. --k- damage 16000

elements by irradiation. 6, Moreover, under 50 Ni 14000
He

40 12000
neutron irradiated condition, neutron _4__H

30 10000
transmutation produce hydrogen (H) and helium 8D00

3 20 6000

(He) atoms in materials. However. the effect of 10 4000
2DOO

these atoms on corrosion behavior had not been 0
0 500 1000 15DO 2000 2500 30DO

studied yt. Dept. (nm)

The aim of' this work is to develop an Fig.1 Typical distributions of' radiation damage

evaluation method 1br corrosion behavior of and ion contents along the depth in specimens.

irradiated materials using atomic force l-dit.d sts..

microscope (AFM), and to study the influence of Plating

H and He atoms on corrosion behavior of' ion

irradiated materials. %

2. Experimental procedure

The chemical composition of stainless steel

used in this study is listed in table 1. The
3mm

stainless steel was high purity Fe-180-12Ni Fig.2 lustration of the sheet shaped specimen.

alloy that was solution annealed at 1323K for

30min. Specimens were fabricated to sheet o' HIP04 54% HSO4 36%. CH-,OH 10% at about

6mm in length. 3mm in width and 0.3mm in 278K with a potential of 18V for 5.0s.

thickness. The surfiace o' specimens were ]on irradiation experiments o' specimens

mechanically polished with ernery ppers ad were conducted at he Takasaki ion accelerators

diamond paste of 0.3[tm diameter. then for advanced radiation application (TIARA) of

electrochemically polished in a solution with the aan atomic energy research institute
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(JAERI). system) evaluation.

Irradiation or the specimens was onducted

at the side of sheet. 12MeV N i3, ion was 3. Results and discussion

irradiated to give radiation damages, and H' or Influence of irradiation conditions on

He 2, ion was synergistically implanted to the corrosion behavior was evaluated. Typical AM

specimens. Irradiation conditions are listed in topography on the cross-sectional surface of

Table 2 irradiated specimen after corrosion test is shown

Depth profile of radiation damage and in Fig.3. In Fig.3, irradiated surface is indicated

implanted ion was calculated by TRIM85 code, on left side of topography by dotted line, and

and the typical result of the depth profile is peak area of radiation damage was at depth of

shown in Fig. . The depth profile was almost the about 1.0 to 2.0[tm inside from the irradiated

same for every irradiation conditions. H' or He 2, surface. Only peak area of radiation damage was

ion was implanted at depth of' about 1.5 [tm etched uniformly. Height distribution was

where not peak-damage region. Near measured along the line drawn on topography; it

peak-damage region, implanted Ni ion may is across peak area f radiation damage, as

affect on radiation damage. Therefore, the shown in Fig.3. In this study, corrosion rate was

peak-damage region was avoided for H' or He2, estimated by cross sectional area of corroded

ion implantation, although steep distribution region. Fig.4 shows the effect of synergetic H or

profile for radiation damage exists at dpth of He implantation on corrosion rate. H

1.5 Rm. implantation seems to increase corrosion rate.

To protect the irradiated surface.. copper Cu) On the other hand, increasing He implantation

film was plated on the sheet type specimens content decreased corrosion rate.

before corrosion test. The aqueous solution used To investigate the mechanism of these

for Cu plating contains CUS04 90g, HS04 ISM] effects of implanted ions. detailed microscopic

and pure water 475m]. Plating was processed studies are required. The effect of H

with current density about 0.03A/cM2 . at implantation would be more complicated, but

ambient temperature with anode metal of pure the effect of He implantation can be drawn from
4). 79)Cu. After plating. side f specimens ws some information on former studies. He

mechanically polished as smooth as possible atoms are insoluble to stainless steels. They

with alumina powder of 0.3[Am in diameter. combine with vacancies preferentially. and form

Corrosion behavior was evaluated t surface stable He-vacancy pairs and He atoms-vacancies

parallel to irradiation direction. as seen in Fig.2. clusters. Therefore., the diffusion ofvacancies to

As seen in Fig. radiation-induced damage had sinks and the loss of' vacancies due to mutual

a distribution along ion penetration depth. On recombination between vacancies and

the cross-sectional surface f sheet ype interstitials may he suppressed in materials

specimens, effect of radiation damage profiles containing He atoms. This mechanism could

on corrosion behavior could be examined. In this result in the suppression of Cr depression at

work. a corrosion test al passivation potential sinks such as grain boundaries. Dewi et al.

(150mV vs. Ag/AgC]) or 500s in solution of reported that radiation induced Cr depression at

0.5mol/1 HSO4 and .01mol/I KCSN al 303K grain boundaries was suppressed by He

gave moderate surface condition for AM implantations' In this study. suppression of'

(Thermo Microscope co. lid., Explorer SPM corrosion behavior by H implantation was
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observed in matrix of grains. The mechanism Acknowledgement

might suppress redistribution f element by The authors ae grateful to Mr. Tornio

radiation damage at/near radiation-induced Suzuki., Drs. Chiaki Kato and Hiroyasu

defects such as dislocation loops and cavities Tanigawa of' Japan Atomic Energy Research

that also ct as sink for both interstitials and Institute (JAERI) for many useful advises about

vacancies. Cr depleted zones at/near such plating. polishing, corrosion pocedure and AM

defects are considered to become initiation evaluations.

points of corrosion. Therefore, it could be

inferred that He implantation suppressed Reference

corrosion on iadiated specimens. 1) M. Kodarna, R. Katsura, J. Morisawa S.

cross sections ama NiShiMUTa, S. Suzuki, K. Asano, K. Fukuya,
d oaoded tgion

K. Nakata. Proc. 61h Int. Symp onA�
Environmental Degi-adalion o Materials in

Nuclear Power Systems - Water Reactors.

(1993) 583.

2) T. Tsukada, IAERI-Research 98-007

(1998).

3) P.L. Andresen. Stress - Corrosion 0-acking,

Chapter 6, ASM, 1992) 181.

4) S.M. Bruernmer, J. Nucl. Maiei%. 274

(1999) 299.

5) J. Robertson, Cort-osion Science, Vol. 32,

No.4 1991) 443.1 ted
U-fn.v 6) VN. Sagaradze. .. Nucl. Malei-., 280

(2000)345.

7) H. Takahashi, J. Alonfic Energy Sociely oj'

Fig.3 Typical AM topography on cross section Atpan, Vol.27 1985) 507.

ofthe secimen ion iadiated. 8) T. Hshimoto, Physical Review B., 38

1!71 lo (1988) 868.

E 2 0 ' ' : ......-35dpa,573K 9) K. Dewi, A. Hsegawa, S. Otsuka, K. Abe.,
�O

Fusion Technology, 39 2001) 585.

C)

0 10 H implantation
0

M

0
0 implantation

U)

o W ;01 lot

H, He content Lappm]

Fig.4 Effect of' H ad He implantation for

corrosion evior of ion irradiated stateless

steel.
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4.6 Radiation Hardening of Low-Activation Ferritic(Martensitic
Steel

E. Wakai*, T Sawai*, S. Jitsukawa*, M. Ando**, H. Tanigawa**, K. Nakamura**, H.

Takeuchi**, K. Oka"**, T Tanaka'* and S. Ohnuki***

Department of Materials Science, JAERI*,

Department of Fusion Engineering Research, JAERI**,

Faculty of Fusion Engineering, Hokkaido University***.

Untroduction main purpose of this study is to examine the

Ferritic/martensitc (F/M) steels are first method of reducing radiation-hardening and the

candidate materials for the structural materials effect of transmutation gas atoms on radiation

of fusion nuclear reactor and also prominent hardening.

materials or the target vessel of spallation

neutron source because of their excellent 2. Experimental procedure

mechanical properties and low-activation. The The specimens used for this study is

various properties of F/M steels irradiated by low-activation ferritic/martenistic steel F82H

high-energy particles are intensively examining. (Fe-80-2W-0.2V-0.04Ta-0.1C). The specimens

In these irradiation environments, the incident of were treated by several heat conditions to

high-energy particle into materials produces not improve the radiation-resistance. The shape of

only displacement damage but also the specimen is 6 mmL x 3 mmH x 0.8 mmt A

transmutation atoms such as helium and plane of 6 mm x 0.8 mm were polished by the

hydrogen, and the synergistic effects of SiC paper up to 4000 and 03 [km alumina

displacement damage and transmutation atoms powder and the final polishing was perforned by

on mechanical properties and microstructures electrolytic surface polishing. The area of 2

are required for the evaluation f F/M steels. mmL x 0.8 mmt within 6 mmL x 0.8 mmt was

The evaluations or the property changes ofF/M irradiated. The irradiations were performed by

steels up to high dose level about from 50 to 100 several conditions of Fe3, single irradiation. a

dpa are very important theme. and the simultaneous dual irradiation of Fe3' and He'

simultaneous triple ion irradiation experiments ions, and a simultaneous triple irradiation of W',

using triple ion accelerators are extremely He' and H' ions. The energies of the ions were

necessary. The combination of ultra 10.5 MeV-Fe3, ions. 1.05 MeV-He' ions and

micro-indentator and TEM microstructure 0.38 MeV-H' ions. Two energy degraders were

analysis is a leading role for examining the used to spread the depth ranges ofHe and H ions

dependence of' displacement damage on change during the irradiation. The irradiation

ofradiation-hardening". The synergistic eect temperature is rom 270 to 600T. The level of'

of displacement damage and transmutation gs displacement damage is rom 5 to 62 dpa

atoms on swelling behavior of' F/M steels is (displacement per atom) at a depth 01, X10,6 M.

recently ound by our studi eS3) 4 For the The main component ot'displacement damage is

suppression ofradiation-embrittlement, it is very caused by 10 MeV-Fe3' ions. and the damage

important to reduce radiation-hardening. The peak is 175 x 10"' rn in depth. After the
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irradiations, the change of hardness was the densities of dislocations and carbides.

measured by an ultra micro-indentation testing The hardness of the specimens irradiated at

system of UMIS-2000. The direction of 270T to 20 dpa is shown in Fig.3. The heat

indentation was chosen to be normal to the condition of standard specimen was tempered at

irradiated surface. The irradiated specimens 750T for h. The modified condition of was

were also machined to observe into thin films by heated at 860T for 0.5 h and at 700'C for h.

a Hitachi FB-2000A focused ion beam (FIB) The modified condition of 2 was at 800'C for I

processing instrument with a micro-sampling h and at 700T for h. This result shows that

system using Ga' ions at 30 M After the FIB radiation-hardening can be successfully reduced

machining, the surface was removed by by modified heat treatments. The cause of

electrical polishing. The microstructures were reduction of radiation-hardening is thought to be

observed by transmission electron microscopes changes of the concentration of solution carbon

operated at 200 kV. in matrix and density of dislocations by te heat

treatment.

3. Results and discussion Swelling behavior of F82H and Fe-9Cr alloy

Ultra micro-indentation tests were was examined by triple ion beams (Fe+He+H)

performed on each of F82H steels at loads to and dual ion beams Fe+He or Fe+H to 50 dpa

penetrate about 400 nrn at 23'C. The at temperatures from 300 to 600'C. The swelling

dependence of hardening induced by Fe single was remarkably enhanced by the synergistic

beam and simultaneous dual beams of Fe and He effect of displacement damage. helium and

ions at 350'C is shown in Fig.l. The ratio of hydrogen at around 470'C.

He/dpa for the dual ion beams is corresponds to

the value of about 10 appm He/dpa in a fusion 4. Conclusion

reactor. The hardness of the specimens irradiated The method of reducing radiation-hardening

by single Fe beam rapidly increased with the and the effect of transmutation gas atoms on

irradiation to 20 dpa and it was tends to saturate radiation hardening was mainly examined by an

around 50 dpa. The difference of hardness ul tra micro-indentation technique and a

between the single and dual beams was transmission electron microscope. The

negligible up to 20 dpa and a slightly increment irradiations were performed under 10.5

of hardness was observed at 50 dpa. In the TEM MeV-Fe 3, single irradiation, a simultaneous dual

observation, very small dislocation loops of irradiation of Fe3' and 1.05 MeV-He' ions, and a

interstitial-t ype and dotted clusters were formed simultaneous triple irradiation of Fe�', He' and

by these irradiations. 0.38 MeV-H' ions. We have found that

The dependence of radiation-hardening on radiation-hardening can be reduced by modified

displacement damage in F82H irradiated at 270 heat treatments. The hardness of the specimens

and 350T was also examined in the specimens irradiated by single Fe beam increased rapidly

tempered at temperatures from 700 to 800'C as with the irradiation to 20 dpa and it was tends to

given in Fig. 2 The saturation level of saturate around 50 dpa. The difference of

radiation-hardening was found to be about 50 hardness between the single and dual beams was

dpa in all specimens. This result shows that the negligible up to 20 dpa and a slightly increment

saturation behavior of radiation-hardening does of hardness was observed at 50 dpa. The

not dpend on the initial microstructures such as dependence of radiation-hardening on
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displacement damage was also examined at 270 1) M. Ando, H. Tanigawa, S. Jitsukawa T.

and 350T in the specimens tempered at Sawai. Y. Katoh. A. Kohyama, K.

temperatures from 700 to 800"C. The saturation Nakamura and H. Takeuchi, J. Nucl. Maier..

level of radiation-hardening was ound to be 307-311(2002)260.

about 50 dpa in all specimens. This result shows 2) T. Sawai. E. Wakai. T. Tornita, A Naito and S.

that the saturation behavior of Jitsukawa. J. Nucl. Maier., 307-311

raditition-hardening does not depend on the (2002)312.

initial microstructures such as the densities of 3) E. Wakai, T. Sawai. K. Furuya, A. Naito, T.

dislocations and carbides. Aruga, K. Kikuchi, S. Yamamoto, H.

Naramoto and S.Jitsukawa, J. Nucl. Maier.,

307-311(2002)278.
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4.7 Radiation Induced hardening under External Stress in
Austenitic Stainless Steel

I.loka*, M.Futakawa*, Y.Naiijyo*, T.Suzuki*, K.Kiuclii ad T.Naoe**

Department of Nuclear Eergy Systern, JAERI*

Graduate School of Ibaraki University"

1. Introduction was machined frorn te plate produced by te

The ultra igh burnup >GWD/t) of then-no-mechanical treatment so-called SAR

LWR(Light Water Reactor i considered to be (grained, aged and recrystallized). Solution

an important technology for establishing nuclear annealed Type 304SS was used i te test. Te

power plants as oe of tle most prornising future configuration of ile specimen is show i Fig. 

energy system from a viewpoint of reducing The thickness of specimen is about 0.2mm It

radioactive waste and electrical cost. Cladding has three different cross-sections (1.5irim,

materials with te excellent long perforillance 1.75mrn, 2.Omrn in width) in order to irradiate in

under eavy irradiation would be required to different stress at the same time. Te surface of

these developments. The high chromium specimen was polished with 2400 paper and

austenitic stainless steel (25Cr-35Ni-0.2Ti then was electro-polished. The schematic

LTHP)l .2) was selected as oe of candidates tat drawing of te ion irradiation holder for

are possible to be made by the pesent applying te required stress is sown in Fig. 2.

engineering technologies. The spring was used i order to apply te fixed

The cladding tubes receive compressive stress i the specimen during irradiation. The

stress under the irradiation environment by strain gauge was attached at M division

extemal pressure of pimary coolant in te early (1.75rnrn i vAridth) of te specimen to measure

bumup. In te latter bunlup, tey are subjected tile tensile strain before ion irradiation. Te

to tensile ]oop stress by the swelling of fuel spring was adjusted so tat te tensile strain of

pellets (PCMI). Such stresses ad neutron specimen may becorne about 02% I tis time,

irradiation results i irradiation creep of the the strain of division (1.5inm in width) ad L

cladding tubes. It is iportant to evaluate division (2.0min i width) were about 0.17%

mechanical properties and rilicrostructural and 0.24%, respectively. Te strain gauge was

evolution including grain boundary segregation removed bfore irradiation.

of te cadding i t development of cladding The ion irradiation of specimen was carried

tube aterial for the ultra-high bum-up. out using TIARA facility. The irradiation

In tis study, the cange i ardness of te condition was selected based o the condition

very shallow surface layer of te irradiated calculated with computer simulation by

material uder external stress was evaluated assuming 10OGwd/t (MOX o ABWRs. Te

using te microindentation test. dose rate, elium by (n, et) reactio ad

hydrogen by (n, p) eaction were simulated by

2. Experimental procedure tile ion iradiation of 12MeV N i3-1, LlMeV lie'

The chernical compositions of te candidate and 380keV W at 573K corresponding to

material (25Cr-35Ni-0.2Ti UHP) ad Type cladding surface temperature. Te lie' ad H+

304SS are showi i Table 1. 25Cr-35Ni-0.2Ti ions were iplanted i depth ranges FTorn 1. to
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1.51im using eergy degraders of alurninum foil. region in te S, M and L divisions. In Type

The concentration of He" ad H ions i the 304SS, the result of free load specimen added to

irriplaiited range were 11 appmHe ad 91 Fig.4. The ion irradiated region hardened in
comparison with the unirradiated division. 17he

apprnH, espectively. Te dose was about 5dpa slope of unirradiated region at each division was

in the implanted range. almost saine. The degree of te ardening

The mcroindentation test was carried out oil decreased with icreasing external stress. Tis
tendency was recognized i 25Cr-35Ni-O.2Ti

the surface of specimens at room temperature. A UHP specimens. It is considered tat the

testing machine, DUH-200 (Shimadzu Co.), was tendency is attributed to te inicrostructural

used for te rnicroindentation test. A load was evolution by irradiation under external stress.
Althoug oly the evaluation on ardness of

applied wth a loading speed of 4.4rnN/s, eld I irradiated specimen uder external stress, these

second and then removed. During loading, the results are encouraging to continue te TEM

load was continuously monitored along wt te observation.

displacement with a resolution of 2mN and 4. Summary

0.01[tm, respectively. Te Berkovich indenter The ardness of te ion-irradiated material

was used in te rnicroindentation test. The under external stress was examined using te

obtained data was converted into te relationship rnicroindentation test.

between load/depth and depth (/D-D curve), (1) The degree of te ardening decreased with

and te ardness was evaluated frorn te slope increasing external stress.

of these curves. (2) Ile tendency of ardening under external

3. Results and discussion stress was observed i Type 304SS and the

The L/D-D curves of irradiated and candidate material (25Cr-35Ni-0.2Ti LMP) for

unirradiated Type SS specimens are shown in ultra high burnup (>I OOGWD/t) of WR.

Fig.3. Te slope straight solid ad dotted lines

in Fig.3) of UD-D curve is in direct proportion References

to te ardness of te material. The slope of te 1) K.Kiuchi, Lloka, M.Takizawa and

irradiated specimen up to a depth of 0.4pm is YWada, "Development of Advanced

higher tan tat of te curve over a depth of Cladding Material for Bumup Extension",

0.41im. Te slope over a depth of 0.4pin is IAEA.Technical Meeting, Argentina, Nov. 25-

almost same as tat of unirradiated. The slope of 298(1999).
the irradiated specimen over a depth of 0.4prn 2) K.Kiuclii, H.0gawa, Lloka, Kuroda ad

T.Anegawa, Development of New Cladding
corresponds to that of unirradiated specimen. Materials Applied for Advanced LWR

From te slope of two lines before ad after Aiming at Ultra-high Burn-up ad Fast

0.4[im, the cange i ardness of specimen by Neutron Spectrum, International Congress ol

irradiation under te external stress was Advanced Nuclear Power Plants", June 913,

calculated. In te conversion of ardness, the 2002(Florida).

average slope of IO L/D-D curves was used.

Figure 4 sows tile ratio of slope at
irradiated region to tat of the unirradiated

Table I Cen-kal Composition of the Material Tested in Weight Percent

Materials Fe C Si Ml P S Cr N1 Ti N 0

25Cr-35Ni-TiUHP bal. 0.(X)13 <05 A)l (!.(X) K9 455 34.99 0.18 00014 MCI

Type3O4SS bal. 0.063 0.49 1.45 () .016 0012 18.72 1027
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4.8 Effect of ion iradiation on mechanical property of materials in
contact with liquid metal

M.Futakawa*, Y Kurata', 1. loka*', S. Saito', A.Naito* and Y Kogawa*
Center for proton accelerator facilities, JAERI
Department of Nuclear Energy System, JAERI

1. Inbvductbn 2. ExperimenW
The liquid metals are expected to use as neutron Specimen is a disk of 3mm in diameter with

spallation targets� i.e. mercury for a high intensive 0.2mm thickness. The electrochemically polished

neutron source and lead-bismuth for specimens were irradiated at a temperature of 200'C

accelerator-driven systems (ADSs) for with a triple ion beam; 12MeV Ni"+, 750ke He
transmutation of minor actinides and long-lived and 290keV H% and a dual ion beam, Ni . He+ and

fission products 2 The compatibility of the He, H The SRIM97 code was used to compute

structural materials to the liquid metals is one of the implanted ion concentration and the

crucial issues from the viewpoint of the structural displacement dose as a ftinction of depth beneath the

integrity and the determination of the lifetime of specimen surface. The displacement damage in the

components under irradiation condition due to specimen is mainly attributed to Ni3+ ion

proton beam and spallation reaction. 'Me material implantation. The peak dose position is around 2pm.

property on the interface between the liquid and '17he peak positions of fiMlanted He and H' ions are

solid metals under irradiation condition should be controlled so that the effect of implanted Ni"' ions

investigated to understand the feature of the can be neglected At the depth of approximately

compati to liquid metal. The schematic 1.3ltm in the specimen, the dose is ca. 10 dpa and

diagram on the investigation using TARA facility the He/dpa and H/dpa ratios ae about 200 and 2000

to simulate irradiation condition is illustrated in appm/dpa respectively.

Fig.l. In this papers the mechanica pperties The irradiated specimens were imersed into the

change due to ion irradiation and mercury mercury of 300 cc covered by Ar gas. The

immersion against austenitic stainless steel.. JPCA temperature of the mercury was raised up to 1509C

was examined by using the indentation technique and kept to be constant up to certain periods, max.

that Lives information on material properties of 2000 h. The indentation tests were carried out before

micro/nano-zones irradiated with ion beam and and after the irradiation and immersion tests using

influenced by mercury immersion. the indenter with a hemispherical apex with radius

Additionally, in order to quantitatively evaluate of 12 pm and Berkovich indenter.

the mechanical property, the inverse analysis was

applied to the load and depth curves measured by 3. Inverse aabrds

using the instrumented indentation machine. In the Mechanical property change on the interface

inverse analysis, we have taken account of the between liquid and solid metals was evaluated by

irradiation damage distribution according to a using indentation technique. Te inverse analysis

distance from the specimen srface. was applied to the indentation load and depth curves
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in order to identify the material constants in the mercury imersion. Figure shows the depth

constitutive equation that defines the relationship distribution of yield stress evaluated by the inverse

between load and deformation. The inverse analysis analysis. The evaluated yield stress is correspondent

was carried out using the FEM (Finite Element to the displacement dmage distribution by Ni ion

Method) model combined with Kalman filter irradiation. The yield stress is increased

described in detail elsewhem'). The shape of the homogeneously by mercury immersion throughout

indenter is spherical because it was confirmed that the evaluated surface layer. The norr�rlal stress-strain

the accuracy of identification of the constitutive curve., which is obtained from uniaxial tensile test

equation using the spherical indenter is much better simulation using material constants evaluated by the

than that using the conventional Bervoovich or inverse analysis, is shown in Fig.6. Uniform

Vickers indenterS 3 The surface layer of the model elongation up to onset of necking deformation

is divided into 4 layers as taking account of the reduced to ca 115 of as-received one by mercury

displacement dose distribution along to the depth immersion after ion irradiation. This behavior seems

from the surface., as illustrated in Fig.2. The to be associated,%ith liquid metal embrittlement and

formulation of the constitutive equation is assumed the degraded fatigue life in mercUrY45).

by the following Swift power low equation:

5. Summary
a -Er a C., We are developing a novel technique to estimate

2 the mechanical property of micro-zone by using
indentation test with inverse analysis. The depth

distributions of both ion irradiation and mercury

where, cy is true stress, true straiL E Young's immersion effects were taken into acuunt by using

modulus.. cy yield stress... A work hardening the ultflayer model in the inverse analysis. From

coefficient and n work hardening exponent. the uniaxial tensile test simulation using evaluated

material constants, it is deduced that the ductility

4. Resufts loss by combined effects of irradiation and mercury

Figure 3 shows the load/depth and depth L/D-D immersion is much larger than by irradiation and

curves measured by using Berkovich indenter., in than by mercury imersion respectively.

which the slopes of the L/D-D curves are

correspondent to the hardness. The effects of Referewes

irradiation and mercury immersion (after 100 hr 1) JAERI-Conf 99-003,1999.

immersion) on D-D curves are clearly recognized: 2) Sasa, T., Oigawa, H., Kikuchi. K and Ikeda.Y.,
the slopes of the surface layer contact with the
mercury and the irradiated surface are larger than Proceedings of AccApp ' 1. Reno, USA.

3) Futakawa. M., WakuL T.. Tanabe, Y., and loka. 1,
that of the substrate, and the slope of the as rceived
specimen is almost constant independently of' the 101h APCNDT Proceedings. Brisbane, Spt. 2001,

depth. The slope change of the surface layer for each CD-ROM.

condition is shown in Fig. 4 The hardness change 4) Old C.F., J. Nucl. Mat., 92(1980)2-25.

deduced by the slope becomes larger by mercury 5) Strizak, el al.j. Nucl. Mai., 2%(2001)225-2.10.

immersion after irradiation than by irradiation and

by mercury immersion respectively In spite of ion

irradiation, the contact surlbee is hardened by
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4.9 Microstructure evolution of the advanced fuel cladding

material by triple ion irradiation(II)

Y.Nailio', .1oka', A.Naito', K.Kiuchi'

K.Yarnamoto"

H.Kitainura"'

Department of Nuclear Energy Systern, JAEFT

Japan Atornic Power Company"

Tokyo Electric Power Company-

1. Introduction evolution was compared with that of the 304SS

The advanced fuel cladding tube, adapted tube, the fuel cladding reserved for "Mutsu"

the bumup extension more than 100GWd/t atomic power ship.

with Mixed Oxide (MOX) fuel, is developed

on the view points of the radioactive waste 2. Experiment

reduction, Pu effectual utilization and Chemical compositions of the candidate tube

improvement econornical efficiency. The and 304SS tube are shown in Table 1. The

candidate material for the advanced fuel disks, 3rni-n in diameter and 0.15-0.20ini-n in

cladding tube was adopted the stabilized thickness, taken frorn the both tubes were

austenific stainless steel containing high Cr irradiated with triple ion beams. For machining

and high Ni for Cr depletion near grain the candidate tube, the high purity ingots were

boundary and garnma phase stabilization. machined to the radial thickness tubes, and

Some others, impurities of C, N, etc, were then those were extruded and treated the

reduced and the thermo-i-nechanical treatments theri-no-mechanical treatments. The high purity

were treated during the machining process to ingots were ade with the melting method

obtain the fine grain and uniformly dispersed mixed of VIM (vacuum induction inelting) and

precipitates, which are countermeasures CCIM (cold crucible induction melting). The

against popular problerns such as ntergranular radial thickness tubes were reduced the

Stress Corrosion Cracking (IGSCC) or thickness to 40% with extruding. Those tubes

ductility loss. Effects of tose countermeasures were taken two heat treatments continuously,

are evaluated through the adaptability test the first heat treatment is aging treatment at

under the simulated ultra high bum up 873 K for 15 hours to uniformly stabilize

condition. impurities as precipitations, and the second one

In this study, effects of ion irradiation on the is recrystallized treatment at 1048 K for 

candidate tube, an equipment inade on an hours to obtain fine grain. Finally, the tube was

experimental basis frorn the candidate inaterial stretch formed Crresponding to 7 cold work

at 2000, were observed with TEM before for obtaining sufficient strength and

neutron irradiation. The inicrostructural straightening. By above processes, the

Table I Chernical Composition of the candidate and 304SS

Fe Cr Ni Ti C N 0 S Si Mn P

Candidate bal. 24.55 34.99 019 00013 00014 0.0011 00009 0005 0.001 0.001

304SS bal. 172 10.27 - 0.063 - - 0.012 0.49 1.45 0.016
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candidate tube, 11.3min in outer diameter and 3. Result and discussion

0.4mm in thickness, was pepared. The 304SS Figure I shows the microstructures before

tube, 10.5rnrn in outer diameter and 0.41-ni-n i irradiation, tangled dislocations formed at the

thickness, was poduced with the normal tube machining process of the tube were observed

making pocess with 2-15 cold work. The in te candidate disk. In the 304SS disk,

disks for iradiation were machined fi-oin those tan-led dislocation as much density as the

tubes. The flat surface was obtained on te candidate disk was observed, and inuch tin

outside of the tube with mechanically crystals was observed. After iadiation, fank

polishing, an te pre-disk was taken frorn the loops were formed over all in both disks, and

flat surface with surry drill. The curved those were not pejudiced near the grain

surface of te pre-disk, which the inside of the boundary or precipitations such as Cr-rich

tube was turned to, was mechanically polished. alpha phase in the candidate disk or Cr-C

The iadiation side was buff-polished, and tat composition in the 304SS dsk. No voids and

was electrochernically polished prior to no babbles were observed in both disks.

irradiation. For the measurement of the number

Foy simulating the neutrons iradiation under densities and average loop diameters of lank

IOOGWd/t of ultra high burnup, both disks loop formed in both disks, te weak-beam

were iadiated with triple ion bearns, 12MeV dayk-field icrographs sown in Figure 2 was

Ni'+, 38OKeV H and L IMeV He+, at TIARA taken on the bearn direction Bz<l 0>,

in JAERI Takasaki. In iradiation, temperature g=<l I 1>, g, 5g) diffraction condition, In this

of the disks were kept at 573 K. He-' and H micrographs, white sharp lines was counted as

were Irradiated with energy degraders to be the loops on I I I slip planes, and the number

spread the iplanting ange. Distributions of densities and average loop diameters were

displacement darnage and each iplanted ions reckoned. Thickness of the observing sight was

in the disk were calculated with TRIM 9 code calculated with interpolating or extrapolating

or TRIM 2000 code'). After Irradiation, the between the edge of the thin filin and te

bombarded surface of the disk was crossing point, were the gain boundaries ad

electrochemically removed to 12-1.3 gin in twin boundary cross. The crossing point

depth. Unbornbarded surface was thickness was analyzed with that point

electrochemically removed to te bornbarded micrographs taken ifferent angle, o ith the

surface to obtain the thin film at 12-1.3 gin equal tickness fringe at that point.

fi-oin the bombarded surface for

observing with TEM. Displacement Candidate 304SS ofMutsu

darnage was adjusted up to 50dp at

the depth because it was spposed tat

dose was about 50 dpa under

I OOGWd/t ultra igh burn up for 10

years. Ni concentration was less than

1.0 at%, and H ad He concentrations

were 20-30 apprn/dpa and 2-3

appin/dpa, espectively.

MiUOStrUctures were examined with
RES=

the JEOL 2000FX electron microscope 2pm

operated at 20OKeV. Fi I Microstructure evolution of te andidate ad

SUS304 of 'Mutsu' before irradiation.
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Figure 3 shows the displacement dmage studies of the fast reactor, high N austenitic

dependence of' the umber densities of flank stainless steels are inhibits growth of the

loop formed in both disks. The number secondary defect such as flank 10OPS2),3). On

densities are increased during some dose, and the score, it is assumed that the candidate

that are saturated at 10-20 dpa. At 51-53 dpa, contained higher Ni than 304SS has igher

the number density of the candidate disk and irradiation resistance than 304SS

the 304SS are almost equal about 13 X1022 M-3

and lAx 1 022 in -3 , respectively. Figure 4 shows Reference

the displacement darnage dependence of the I)J.F.Ziegler, "The Stopping and Range of Ion

average loop diameters. Upto 10-13 dpa, the in Solids", vol.1, Pergairion Oress, New

average loop diameters of both disks are equal, York 1985)

however that of 304SS disk increases to 17 nin 2)N.Sekimura, F.A.Garney, R.D.Griffin, J.

upto 51 dpa depended on displacement damage. Nucl.Matei-.,vol.191-194(1992)P]234-PI238

The average loop diameter of the candidate 3)T.Muroga, F.A.Garner, S.Ohnuki,. J.Nucl.

disk is about 13 nin upto 53 dpa. From the Mater.,vol 179-181(199 I)P546-P549

growth of secondary defect was almost not

confirined in the candidate, the candidate has
higher irradiation

resistance than the 304SS 0.0 dpa 11.2 dpa 5 1.1 dpa

304SS. That reason can

not be expanded clearly

because both disks

differ in the purities, 20711

chemical composition,
Candidate 0.0 dpa 13.7 dpa 53.7 dpathermal history and

cold working degree

and the effect of the

triple ion iadiation to

the microstructure 2011111

evolution in austenitic
stainless steels is not Fig.2 Weak-beain dark-field icrographs of the both disks

clear. But, froin the Bz< I 0>, g=<] I I>, (g, 5g) diffi-action condition

1ACPI
304SS - X4SS
caididate 17 - canddate

FD

1 OF 1 5

C� 4

AQ

0 1 0 20 30 40 so 60 0 0 20 �0 40 50 60
Dose / dpa Dose / dpa

Fi-.3 The number densities of the dislocation Fi-A Average loop dameters of theZ�I LI Z,
loops of the candidate and 304SS candidate and 304SS
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4.10 Simulation by accelerator for formation of lattice defects in
Zircaloy-2 cladding irradiated in commercial reactor

Susumu Yarnada*, Joji Ohta**, Takeshi Sonoda***, Motoyasu Kinoshita***,

Tomotsugu Sawai**** and Siro Jitsukawa****

Materials Science Department, Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry

(CRIEPI)*, Energy Materials Department, CRIEPI**, Nuclear Energy Systems

Department, CRIEPI***, Department of Materials Science, JAERI****

1. Introduction structures of commercial reactors can well be
In order to reduce costs of electric power reproduced experimentally by using neutron

generation by using boiling water reactors accelerators.
(BWRs), it is useful to develop fuel cladding Compared to neutron experiments, to simulate
tubes tolerant of high burnup 'Me fuel cladding damage structures under neutron irradiation by
tubes in the current BVrRs are made from using ion irradiation is valuable from the
Zircaloy-2 which is the Zr base alloy with viewpoint of saving cost and time. At present the
predominant addition of Sn (-1.5wt. %). The reported data on microstructures of commercial
cladding shows excellent performance of reactors are scarce. In particular no information
corrosion resistance, however a problem has on the neutron irradiated structures at an atomic
been recently reported that the cladding occurs scale has been reported.
an axial crack at the power rump test'). The The purpose of this study is to simulate a
principal cause of the axial crack is not revealed microstructure of <c> component dislocation
yet, an elucidation of the ductility loss is loops formed in the commercial reactor by using
required. A characterization of microstructures is ion irradiation and to study the simulated
effective to overcome the problem because the structure at an atomic scale by TEM for
ductility loss is thought to be influenced by clarifying the mechanism of the axial crack.
lattice defects. It is known that <a> and <c>
component dislocation loops are produced in 2. Experimental
Zircaloy-2 by neutron irradiation 2). The former is The materials examined in this study were
formed on the prismatic plane (I 170) and the Zircaloy-2 fuel cladding tubes of 8 X 8 BNVR
latter is on the basal plane 001). fuel design. 12 MeV Zr4' ions with 20 dpa were

On a joint project between CRIEPI and KTH irradiated perpendicular to the cladding tube axis
(Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden), we at 573 K by 3 MV tandem accelerator at TIARA
have examined transmission electron facilities of JAERL Thin foils for TEM
microscopy (TEM) structures of Zircaloy-2 experiments were prepared by the focused ion
cladding irradiated up to high burnup of 60 beam method and were examined in 0kV field

MWd/kgU in the commercial reactor (Ringhals- emission TEM (Hitachi HF-3000).
1, Sweden). We could characterize damage
structures which show a dose-dependence. 3. Results and discussion
Furthermore it was confirmed that the dmage Figure I shows a bfight-field TEM image of
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Zircaloy-2 under neutron irradiation. The groups 150(1987)159.

of <c> component dislocation loops forrn

straight lnes wt a 30 n spacing parallel to

the trace of the basal plane.

The loop structure very smilar to the neutron

irradiated materials could be formed by ion

irradiation. Figure 2 shows a bright-field image

of ion irradiated specimen extracted at the depth

of 39m from the front sface. The direction

and the inter-distance of the straight lines are

same as the case of neutron irradiation. Monte-

Carlo calculation predicts that a damage peak is

at the depth of 2.5,um. We need further study on Fig. I Bfight-field TEM image of Zircaloy-2

the relation between the depth and the loop under neutron irradiation 60 MWd/kgU).

density.

The high resolution TEM (HRTEM) was

carried out to investigate the loop structure on an

atomic scale. Figure 3 shows a HRTEM image

of ion irradiated specimen shown in Fig. 2 the

<c> component dislocation loops are thought to

be dark spots. It was found that (0001) lattice

fringes are deformed with periodicity of several

manometers. Therefore lattice potential with new

periodicity reflecting the distortion will be

produced. We think that the lattice distortion Fig. 2 Bright-field TEM image of Zircaloy-2

influences a hydrogen mobility and finally under on irradiation 20 dpa).
introduces the axial crack.

The results are summarized as follows.

(1) The structure of <c> component dislocation

loops formed by neutron irradiation can be

simulated by ion irradiation.

(2) The lattice distortion with periodicit of

several anometers is produced in the region

where the regular arrangement of <c>

component dislocation loops is fori-ned.

References 10 nrn

1) Report OD High Burnup Fuel Safety

Experiments, Nuclear Power Egineering Fig. 3 HRTEM image of Zircaloy-2 under ion
Corporation, March 2002 (in Japanese). irradiation 20 dpa).

2) M. Griffiths, R. W Gilbert, V Fidlen's, R. P.

Tucker and R. B. Adamson, J. Nucl. Mater.
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4.11 Effects on Radiation-Induced Segregation
in Fine Grain Stainless Steel

F. Kano*, Y Tsuchiya*, N. Saito*, A. Naito** and 1. Ioka**

Toshiba Corporation*

Department of Materials Science, JAERI**

Untroduction The dose was dpa at 1,u in depth from

The recent mechanistic consideration the surface. The damage peak depth and

on irradiation induced stress corrosion Ni ion range peak depth were over 3,U in.

crackling (IASCC) has focused on the role It is known by analysis that at 1 I-L M

of grain boundary segregation. The -depth the influence of an irradiation

depletion of chromium at grain boundary nickel ion can be removed by TRIM

due to irradiation is considered to be the calculation. After irradiation. the

most important factor because stress specimen surface was removed by

corrosion cracking susceptibility of electropolishing to I u n and

thermally sensitized stainless steels is back-thinned for perforation in HC104 

determined by the degree of chromium CH;COOH solution.

depletion at grain boundary'). Depletion Microstructural observation and

of chromium at grain boundaries in compositional analysis across grain

stainless steels has been implicated as a boundary were conducted using a

contributing cause for component stress FE-TEM (TOPCON EM-00213F, 2OkV)

corrosion cracking in Light Water Reactor with an EDS analyzer. The probe

(LW R). The chromium depletion caused electron beam size for the analysis was

by irradiation. radiation induced 0.4nm on the specimen.

segregation (RIS), is in contrast to

enrichment caused by thermal processing 3.Results

of alloys. The Cr profile of usual grain

We investigated the irradiation stainless steels, about 70 micron, having

characteristic of the fine grain stainless. no segregation due to the perfect

thermal heat treatment measured by

2.Experimental EDS across the grain boundary after

The specimens were commercial 1.3dpa irradiation are shown in Fig.l.

SUS304L (similar to Type 304) stainless The Cr profile of 12micron fine grain

steel's sheets (10OX50XImm thickness). size after 1.3dpa irradiation measured

All the specimens were heat treated. by EDS across the grain boundary arc

followed by water-cooling. shown in Fig.2. Cr profile of 7micron

The 3mm diameter TEM disks were fine grain size after 1.3dpa irradiation

irradiated with 12MeV N i3, ions at 573K. measured by EDS across the grain
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boundary are shown in Fig.3. No

Precipitates were observed in grain and

at grain boundary before and after

irradiation in all specimens. ID
Cr depletion at grain boundary after 70m m

irradiation in all specimens is shown.

But Cr depletion at grain boundary tnds -1 0 0 I 
d, f, � G 

to be restrained with decreasing the

grain size.

4.Summery Fig.1 Cr grain boundary segregation

We had succeeded to manufacture in 70micron stainless steel after

304L stainless steels with 7micron grain irradiation.

size by cold work and thermal heat

treatment. If grain size is smaller.. it

may be restrained Cr depletion more at

grain boundary after irradiation.

However the effect may be saturated. It 12/j m
is suggested that there is a proper size of

grain to restrain the Cr depletion after 0 10 0 1 0 3 0
fi, - G El -1

irradiation. Because we think that the

full length of grain boundary in a finer Fig.2 Cr grain boundary segregation

gra-in get longer. and therefore a in 12micron stainless steel after

probability of point defect extinction per irradiation.

unit length of grain bundary decreased.

We hope the proper grain stainless

steel is useful or SCC.

ID
EJReferences

I)S.M.Bruemmer, E.P.Simonen. P.M.Scott.
--,O -ID U I 0 _D E;

P.L.Andresen, G.S.Was, J.L.Nelson. J.of

Nuclear Materials 274(1999)299-314.

Fig.3 Cr grain boundary segregation

in 7micron stainless steel after

irradiation.
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4.12 In-situ TEM Observation of Defect Clusters and their Fast
Diffusion in Copper and Gold under Ion Irradiations

Hiroaki Abe, Tadayasu Tadokoro and Naoto Sekimura*

Research Center for Nuclear Science and Technology, University of Tokyo,

Shirakata Shirane 222, Tokai, Naka, lbaraki 319-1188, Japan

Department of Quantum Engineering and Systems Science, University of

Tokyo, Hongo 73-1, Bunkyo, Tokyo 113-8656, Japan 

1. Introduction Irradiation was performed with 100 keV C'

Irradiation with ions and neutrons ions and a current of 25 x 1013 C/CM2S, or

produces bunches of atomic displacements 240 keV Cu' ions and 5.1 X oil CU/CM2S

in materials, so-called displacement at temperatures ranging from 573 K to 823

cascades. Recent studies with molecular K. Taking into account the irradiation

dynamics (MD) simulations predicted geometry, in which the angle between the

punching of tiny interstitial-type ion beam and the sample normal is 30

dislocation loops at the periphery of degrees, projected ranges from the sample

displacement cascade regions in iron and surface were estimated by TRIM

copper. Their activation energies of calculations as 115 and 57 nm for carbon

diffusion were estimated less than 0.1 V, and copper ions, respectively. Since the

even smaller than that of single interstitial thickness of the observed regions was

atoms. Conventional post-irradiation typically 5 - 70 nm, roughly 8 - 89 v

observations with transmission electron and 31 - 58 of incoming carbon and

microscopy (TEM) are less valid, and no copper ions penetrate the sample,

clear evidence has been derived yet. This is respectively. Microstructural evolution was

because the mobile defects may be active observed mainly with the weak-beam

only under irradiation. The purpose of this dark-field technique (n = 001], g = 200,

study is to report first experimental g(4-6g)). The image was videotaped

evidence of such highly-mobile defect without image processors so as to achieve

clusters by in-situ TEM observations under the maximal time resolution.

ion irradiation and to clarify the

defect-impurity interactions. 3. Results and discussion
Tiny defect clusters (less than 10 nm in

2. Experimental procedure size) were formed by ion irradiation, whose

Well-annealed copper and gold disks accumulation rate correlated with

were electrochemically perforated to irradiation time as shown in figure 

achieve electron-transparent thin foils. Majority of them were vacancy- type
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clusters including stacking fault tetrahedra. 20 OX o less of irradiated ions remained in

Continuous irradiation annihilated them the samples. As increasing ion fluence we

with lifetime ranging from 0.1 to 3 s, which observed decrease in volution rate of

depends on ion species. In case of copper defect clusters, longer lifetime of the

irradiations we detected the interstitial type clusters, and lower mobility of glissile

which has short lifetime and its annealing loops. Unless carbon is one of

behavior is different from the vacancy-type. interstitial-type impurities in copper, it

Sorne of them transform into highly-mobile substitute or stronaly-bonded with

clusters only under irradiation, which a vacancies resulting retardation of diffusion

presumably sessile-to-glissile transition of ot'vacancies and ven mobile clusters. This

interstitial dislocation loops. The clusters behavior strongly rlated to the carbon

occasionally disappeared when they absorb onion nucleation.

enough vacancies with the typical lifetime

of sveral to tens of thirtieth seconds.

TRIM calculations idicated roughly

Figure 1. Microstructural evolution in copper irradiated with 100-keV C ions at 573 K. flee sequence is

captured from videotapes wose ime resolution is 130 s. Th back ad wile arrows show formatio ad

aniffl-fflation of defect clusters, respectively, wile the back large arrow sow motion ot'defect clusters.
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4.13 In-situ Observation of Growth Processes of 'titanium Nitride
Thin Films by Implantation of Nitrogen Ions

Y. Kasukabe* Y Fu�jino* and S. Yamamoto"
International Student Center Department of' Electronic Engineering, Tohoku

University'
Department ol'Material Development, JAERI**

LIntroduction (EELS), and then to discuss the epitaxial growth
Titanium nitrides show metallic, covalent and mechanism ol'TiN films.

also ionic properties, which make them

interesting 1rom both points of view of 2.Expeiimental
fundamental research and technical applications. Detailed descriptions o' the preparation of'

Their fascinating physical properties are evaporated-Ti films were presented in the earlier

naturally related to the electronic structure. It paper.:%) The 100-nm-thick Ti films were

is well known that the valence d orbitals of' deposited by an electron-beam heating method
titanium (Ti) are more contracted than valence s- in an ultra-high vacuum onto thermally cleaned

and p-orbitals, and split in energy by the NaCl substrates held at room temperature (RT).
The ultimate pressure in the working chamber

bonding interaction with the ligand atoms, was less than 4x10-9 Torr. The Ti films

nitrogen N) ones. The bonding interaction separated from NaCl substrates were heated up
gives rise to transformations ot'the Ti sublattice. to 350"C at the heating rate of 2C/min in the

and to covalent properties. Because of the 400 kV analytical and high resolution TEM

covalent properties, the nitrides of Ti are combined with ion accelerators at JAERI-

technologically important. Im example, as Takasaki." The implantations oN,' ions with
corrosion-resistant coatings on cutting tools and 62 keV into the deposited Ti films held at 350'C

diffusion barriers in silicon microcircuits.'-2' It were performed in the TEM. The pressure in
has also been revealed that properties o' the TEM specimen chamber was blow 1-2x 10-7

epitaxially-grown TiN films are superior to those Torr. According to the Monte Carlo simulation

of' polycrystallinc ones. Thus, much interest using the TRIM85 code, the pr(jected range of'
W with 62 keV was 55 nm., and thus most '

has been ocused on the epitaxial films. the implanted ions are thought to be retained

Recently, it was reported in the light o' ex-situ inside the Ti films. The N- concentrations in Ti

experiments that NaCl-lype TiN films wcrc films were able to be estimated 1'rom the

epitaxially grown by the N-implantation into implantation dose measured by a Faraday cage.

deposited Ti films.3' However. the nitriding The maximum dose in this experiment ws

process o epitaxial Ti films. especially of the 5.40x 1017 ions/cm2, which corresponded to the

heated films. by N-implantation as not been N/Ti rio of' 0954 (the average atomic

sufficiently understood. concentration oN in the Ti film).

The purpose o'this work is first to throw light 3.Results and discussion

on changes ol'the crystallographic nd electronic Titanium films rown n NaCl (001) surfaces at
structures o heated Ti films by N-implantation. RT consisted mainly of'(03 5)- nd
using in-Sihi transmission electron microscopy -
(TEM) and electron energy loss spectroscopy 21 0oriented hp-Ti (lattice constants:

a=0.296 nm. c=0.471 nm) and 110)-oriented
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CaF2-type TiHx (x a 1.5-, lattice constant: temperature and there is no ED from TiH at

a=0.441 nm). The growth mechanism of both 3500C. These results mean that H atoms which

hcp-Ti and TiHx agrees with the results of constitute TiHx escape from it with heating films.,

previous paper 3) : Ti films evaporated on NaCI and are completely dissociated at 3500C. The

substrates spontaneously absorbed hydrogen (H) H-dissociated unstable fcc-Ti sublattice is

from the interior of the NaCl. and then TiHx transformed into hcp-Ti. On the other hand,

grew partially in addition to hcp-Ti. The there is no noticeable change of lattice constants
orientation relationships between the hcp-Ti and of hcp-Ti up to 3500C.
the NaCI substrate are (03-5)Ti //(001)NaCl and

- Nitrogen ions were implanted into the Ti films.
[2 -O]Ti H [I 101 NaCI:

which consist of only hp-Ti, held at 3500C In(03 -5-oriented hcp-Ti. and( 21 - )TiH
(001)NaC] and [00 - ]Ti//[100] NaCl: the N-implanted Ti film (N/Ti=0.954). there

21 0oriented hp-Ti. Judging from the coexisted NaCl-type TiN, (lattice constants:

electron diffraction (ED) intensity, the growth of a=0.424 nm) and a small amount of hcp-Ti
the 03 5)-oriented hcp-Ti is preferred to that of (lattice constants: a=0.296 nm, c=0.485 nm).

(21 0oriented one. On the other hand, the Since reflections of TiNy. observed up to

orientation relationship between the TiHx and N/Ti=0.269, were weak and diffuse, lattice
NaCl is (110)TiH.H(001)NaCl and 0I]TiH.H constants of TiNy could be evaluated with
1110]NaCl: (110)-oriented TiHx. N/Ti a 0381. The orientation relationships

The deposited Ti film was heated up to 3500C. between hcp-Ti and NaCl are the same as those

Figure I shows the variation of' the lattice in unimplanted Ti films. Crystallites of TiNy

expansions of hcp-Ti, TiH,, with the temperature are formed in the two orientations-,

of' films. The lattice expansion is defined as (001)-oriented TiNy: (001) TiNy //(001)NaC] and

100(aT-ao/ a(, where ao is a lattice constant of [100] TiNy H[100jNaCl. and (110)-oriented

a crystallite in unimplanted films held at RT. and TiNY: (110)TiNy//(001)NaCI and [001]TiNy

aT i that in heated films held at a temperature T. //1110]NaCi. Figure 2 shows the variation of

There is no noticeable change in ED patterns up the lattice expansions of hp-Ti. TiNy, with
to 100 C . The lattice constant of TiHx
decreases gradually with the rise f temperature increasing N-dose. The lattice expansion is

from 100cC to 3000C. Furthermore, the ED defined as 100(aN-ao/ ao. where ao is a lattice

intensity ofTiHx also decreases with the rise of constant of a crystallite in unimplanted films
held at RT, and aN is a lattice constant of a

1.0 4.0

0.8 --U- a-axis of hcp-Ti 3.0
0.6 f bep-Ti

C 2.0
0.4 h T-Hx .0.0 ii 1.0 a-axCU) 0.2 M 1�� O�MCT_Tni0.0 G 13 E EM3

CL 0.0 X-
X 1.0 I 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
4) 200 300 400 .0 -2.0 -
0 -0.4 -3.0 TiNv

-0.6 -4.0
-0.8 -5.0

-1.0 N/Ti ratio

Temperature of films (QC)

Fig. Variation of lattice expansion with F1g 2 Variation of lattice expansion
with N/T ratio.

temperature of films
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crystallite in N-implanted ims. Since the Ti TiH,, in Fig. 3 shifts to lower loss energy with

sublattice ofboth TI4,, and TiNY is a fcc lattice, increasing temperatures f ims. This means

the lattice constant of TiH., in unimplanted ilms that the electron density in the valence band

at RT is taken as ao in order to evaluate the consisting of Ti 3d and H Is bonding states

lattice expansion of' TiNy, The lattice constant decreases with increasing temperatures of films,

of c-axis ofhcp-Ti increases with N-dose. This due to the release ofH from the TM, On the

means that the hcp-Ti lattice is expanded by the other hand. the loss peaks due to plasmon

occupation of O-sites by N atoms. Therefore, excitation or the implantation ofN into hcp-Ti

strain due to this lattice expansion can be at 350'C gradually shifted to higher loss energy

considered as one of the driving orces for the with increasing in N-dose. This means that the

hcp-fcc transformation of Ti sublattices. On electron density in the hybridised N2p/Fi3d

the other hand, the slight increase in the lattice valence band increased with the dose of N:

constants of TiNy with N/Ti 2 0381 is attributed The number of N atoms bonding to Ti atoms

to the increase in the N concentration of TiNy, increased with the dose of N. It can be

Most of hp-Ti crystallites in unimplanted Ti considered that the increase in the electron

films were density of the hybridised band leads to the

(03 5)-oriented hcp-Ti and the formation of reinforcement ofhardness of TiNy,

(001)-oriented TiNy was preferred to that of

(110)-oriented one. Therefore, it can be 0
41 20.0

considered that (001)-oriented and 0 19.5
(110)-oriented TiN,, are epitaxially formed by .2 90 --(>--hcp-Ti

18.5the transformation of (03 - 5)-oriented and 0
x 18.0

(21 0oriented hcp-Ti. respectively. 02 c 17.5
EIn-situ observation of EELS during heating Ti P 17.0

C CL 16.5
films elucidated that the variation of' the energy LU 0 100 200 300 400

of loss peak due to excitation of plasma Temperature of films C)

oscillation of the areas where TiH,, rew in the
as-deposited Ti ilm was different rom that of' Mg. 3 Variation of the energy of loss peak due

the areas where hcp-Ti grew. Figure. 3 shows to excitation of plasmon with temperature offilms.

the variation of energies of the loss peaks with

the temperature of ims. The energy loss o Refemnces
-17.0 eV or hcp-Ti at RT was found to agree 1) G S. Chen, J. J. Guo, C. K. Lin, Chen-Sheng

well with the theoretical value of 17.6 eV lisu, L. C. Yng, and J. S. Fang, J. Vac. Sci. &

calculated, assuming that 3d and 4s electrons are Techno). A20 2002) 479.
2) J. E. Smidgen, Thin Solid Films 128 1895) 21.

all free. For TiH,, at RT in Fig. 3 the energy 3) Y. Kasukatv, N. Saito, M. Suzuki, Y. Yamada, Y.
loss peak of 19.5 eV is due to excitation of Fujiuo, S. Nagala, M. Kishimolo, and S.

plasma oscillation involving electrons in the Yamaguchi, J. Vac. Si. & Techuol. A16 998)

valence band consisting of bonding states 482.
formed by Ti 3d and H Is orbitals. The higher 4) H. Abe, H. Nararnoto, K. Hojou, and S. Fumuo,
loss energy or TiH, than for hcp-Ti cn be The TEM-Acceleralors Facility at

considered to reflect the existence of additional JAERI-Takasaki and is Application lo Materials
Science, JAERl-Researcb 96-047 1996) 1.

valence electrons from H. The loss peak for
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4.14 Preparation of Metal-dopedI102Films by Pulsed
Laser Deposition

S. Yamamoto*, A. Miyashita*, Y. Choi*, T Umebayashi*, S. Tanaka* and

H. Naramoto**

Department of Material Development, JAERI*

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI**

1. Introduction deposition was 500'C. RBS/channeling

Titanium dioxide (TiO,) doped with several analysis using a 3 MV single-stage-accelerator

kinds of transition metals has been studied for at JAERI/Takasaki was employed to

improving photocatalysis or modification of characterize the epitaxial films. The analyzing

optical. electrical and magnetic properties using 2.0 MeV 4 He' ions were incident and

ion implantation and several deposition backscattered particles were detected at 1650

techniques. Especially in anatase TiQ, films, the scattering angle.

influence of metal doping on the photocatalytic

properties has not been clarified because 3. Results and discussion

anatase has been difficult to realize the The epitaxial anatase TiO, (001) films were

metastable phase. Therefore the synthesis of obtained on SrTiO, (001) substrates. Also the

high quality metal-doped epitaxial TiO2 films epitaxial rutile TiO2 (001) films were grown on

has been required for the reliable cE-Al.,O ', (0001) substrates. In order to study the

characterization of photocatalytic properties. In stability of anatase T, (001) films for

the present study, we explore the preparation post-deposition annealing treatment, the

conditions of epitaxial anatase and rutile TiO, transformation temperature from anatase to

films doped with Cr. Nb, Ta and W by pulsed rutile structure was evaluated. Deposited

laser deposition (PLD). The annealing effect on anatase TiO2 (001) films on SrTi03 (001)

the crystal quality, concentration of doped metal substrates were annealed between 800'C and

and orientation relationships have been studied 1100'C in air for 1h. Figure shows the X-ray

using Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy diffraction patterns from the anatase TiO,(001)

(RBS) with channeling and X-ray diffraction. films on the SrTiO:t (001) substrate, (a)

annealed at 1000'C in air for 1h and (b)

2. Experimental annealed at 1100'C in air for 1h. respectively.

Epitaxial TiO, films were grown on SrTiO XRD analyses show no transformation to rutile

(001) and aA.1,03 0001) substrates by PLD structure up to 1000 'C. After annealing at

using a KrF excimer laser (wavelength: 248 nrn, I 100'C, the changing from the anatase TiO,

repelitionrate: 10 Hz). The laser beam was (001) to the 110)-oriented rutile is observed. In

incident on a single crystal TiO, rutile) and a general, the anatase-rutile transformation has

metal target, alternately. Oxygen gas was been observed between 700'C and 900'C or

flowed into a growth chamber through a mass polycrystalline films mixed with anatase nd

flow meter to achieve the pressure about 47 Pa. rutile phases. In this result shows the higher

The temperature substrates during the transformation temperature from anatase to
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rutile structure. The thermal stability of high the substitutional sites in the anantase TiO2

quality analase T, (001) ims is probably lattice. In Fig. 2 (b), The respective minimum

affected the substrates with small lattice yields in the TiO, <100> aligned spectrum is

mismatch. 2.9 for Ti and 28 for W components.,

Figure 2 illustrates the 20 MeV 4 He' RBS which suggests that doped W atoms are

spectra from the W doped analase and rutile incorporated into the substitutional sites in the

TiO, films on the SrTiO-,(001) and the C-AJI-03 rutile TiO, lattice almost completely. The

(0001) substrates. These films were similar results were obtained in Cr-, Nb- and

simultaneously deposited at SOO'C up to 150 Ta-doped anantase TiO,, (001) and rutile TiO,

nm thick. The growth of anatase TiO, (001) and (100) films with a doping level up to 1.5 at. .

rutile TiO, (100) films were confirmed by XRD RBS/channeling analysis reveals that Cr-, Nb-

analysis. The concentration of W is estimated to and Ta-doped atoms are incorporated

be 04 at. from RBS. In Fig. 2 (a), the huge substitutionally into the anatae and rutile TiO,

reduction of Ti 1.37 MeV - 145 MeV) and W lattice sites.

components of the TiO,, film in the aligned

spectrum compared with the random one

suggests the doped W atoms incorporate into

(a) (a)

2000
W

J'\

1000
r

d

W
0 go

(b) Random (b)
low 0

MS 6P W41 P la AlSoo
/_'_ A

.9 Aligned

W

0 A
2

20 40 60 80 100 Energy (MeV)
20 (degree)

Fig. I X-ray diffraction patterns for Fig. 2 20 MeV 4 He' RBS/channeling
anatase TiO, (001) ims on the SMO., spectra for (a) W doped anatase TiO, (001)
(001) substrate annealed at different film on SMOI (001) substrate and (b) W

temperatures (a) 1000'C and (b) 1100'C doped rutile TiO, (100) im on CE-AJ203

in air fr Ih. (0001) substrate.
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4.15 Micro-PIXE nalysis of Cobalt Sorbed by Lichen Biomass,

T. Ohnuki*, F. Sakarnoto", N. Kozai***, T. Sakai****, T. Kai-niya*****,

M. Oikawa** * and T. Sato****

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI*, Department of Research Reactor,

JAERI**, Department of Environmental Science, JAERI***, Advanced Radiation

Technology Center, JAERI****, Department of Material Development,

JAERI*****

1. Introduction Cobalt is contained i low-level radioactive

The migration of radionuclides in wastes. We ave applied te [t-PIXE

terrestrial environment must be studied to technique to aalyze distributions of the sorbed

estimate the impact of radioactive waste Co in lichen.

disposal to biosphere. Radionuclides are

sorbed by iorganic and organic compounds 2. Experimental
during migration in terrestrial environment. Discs I crn diarn., weighing ca 9 mg were

Many researchers ave studied the sorption of cut from the outer margin of Parmotrenia

radionuclides by inorganic compounds. finctorum (Nyl.) Hale collected near Hitachi

However, tere is little study to examine te Seaside Park, lbaraki Prefecture, Japan. We

sorption by organic compounds in terrestrial followed te pretreatment ethod of lichen

environment. Microbial surfaces function as samples sggested by the literature 6). Samples

cation-binding sites to sorb actinides"'). were air dried at 30'C prior to weighing ad
These suggest tat sorption of radionuclides by wetted thoroughly with deionized water

microbes affects migration behavior of immediately prior to experimental icubation

radionuclides in environment. to inimize osmotic concentration of Co in

Lichens occur worldwide 3 and te ability lichen biomass.

for lichens to accumulate metals as led to Moistened samples were icubated i 25 ml

their use in onitoring radionuclides fall-out as 0. M NaCl solutions containing 5.0x]O-'

arising firorn accidents e.g. Chernoby 14 ad mole/1 COC12 solution for up to 96 ours at pH

from nuclear weapons tests5). However, tese values from 3 to by addition of concentrated

studies have not identified accumulation NaOH and HO solutions. The ionic strength

mechanisms. of the Co solution was adjusted to 01 M with

Lichens are defined as symbiotic NaCl. Sorption experiments were performed

organisms cornposed of mycobiont and at roorn temperature. At predetermined tirne

photobiont Some ichen ave lower and interval a I Ml Spernatant was sampled ad

Lipper cortex ad some interesting etabolites, the Co concentration was measured by

i.e. melanin ill lower cortex. Tis suggests ICP-AES. Solution pH was measured by a

that the accumulated radionuclides are TOA HM-30S pH meter with a combined

localized in lichen. Distribution of electrode of TOA GS-5015C.

radionuclides i lichen sould be examined to The washed fichen samples were air dried in

elucidate te sorption mechanism by lichen. sterile polypropylene centrifuge tubes
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overnight, followed by desiccation in a oven among lower cortex, medullary layer ad algal

at ca. 30 'C for 2 ours. Samples were cut to layer. Highest density i te two-dimensional

obta i n thin section by edge of razor. distribution of Co was obtained in te lower

Elemental distributions i tin section samples surface. The density of Co in algal layer was

were examined using in-air pPIXE technique. lower ta tose in medullary layer ad both

A proton beam with the energy of 26 MeV surfaces idicating tat tile density of Co in the

frorn te single-ended machine was used for lichen ordered lower surface > upper surface,

in-air pPIXE aalysis developed at TIARA medullary layer > algal layer. Low density of

facility in Japan Atornic Eergy Research Co i algal layer (Fig. 1) shows direct evidence

Institute'). Tile beam spot was approximately that mycobiont i lichen sequesters iorganic

I pm in diameter. Te maximum scanning toxic metals from photobiont.

area for the PIXE analysis system was 740 x Tirne dependent Co peak itensities of te

850 pm2 8). PIXE spectra of te lower cortex, medullary

layer and algal layer (Fig. 2 indicate that Co
3. Results and discussion density i te lower cortex and edullary layer

Co sorption by fincloruin eached steady increased up to 48 hrs, followed by the

state within I day 2 replicates). Tis idicates decrease with time. The density of Co i te

that the sorption rate of Co by IWloruni is algal layer increased with tirne in te present

very fast. Co uptake by lichen biornass was experimental duration. These sow tat Co

averaged around 27 wt% ad was idependent sorbed by te Lipper and lower cortexes and

of solution pH between 3 and 5. Solution pH medullary layer is retarded to be transported

varied during te incubation period from iitial into algal layer.
pHs of 3 4 ad failing to 29, 35 ad 36

respectively. References

Sorbed Co was distributed i upper ad 1) R.J.C. McLean, D. Fortin, D.A. Brown, Call.

lower cortex, in medullary ad algal layers of P J. Microbiol., 42 1996) 392-400.

finctorum, evident by �i-PIXE (Fig. 1). K was 2) B. Volesky, Z.R. Holan, Biotechnol. Prog.,
distributed i almost all regions of P linclorum 11 1995) 235-250.

in the cross section (Fig. I Fe was ot 3) T. H. Nash In% Lichen biology, ed. Nas TH

distributed in lower cortex, but ill Lpper cortex, pp. 136-153, 1996).

algal layer and edullary layer (Fig. 1). Te 4) J. Paatero, T. Jaakkola, S. Kuli-naia J.

distribution of P (Fig. 1) indicates tat P was Environ. Radioactivity 38, 1998) 223-247.

distributed ill Upper and lower cortex. These 5) W.G. Hansen, Health Phys. 22 1972) 39-42.

elemental distributions show that the 6) J. R. Haas, E. H., Bailey, O.W. Purvis,

distribution of Co does ot correspond to tose American Mineralogist 83(1998) 1494-1502.

of K Fe, ad P. Note tat drying and 7) T.Kamiya, T.Suda ad R.Tanaka Nclear

desiccation of tile lichen sample probably does I list. Method B II 1996) 447-450.

not cause loss of te onvolatile elements of 8) T. Sakai, et al., Biological Trace Element

Co, K. P, and Fe. Research Vols. 71-72 1999)77-82.
The PIXE irnaae of the distribution of Co1-�

(Fig. 1) idicates tat Co density differed
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Fig. I PXE images of Co, K, Fe and P distributions on the cross section of P tincti-tun.

Brighter area shows higher elemental concentration in PIXE image. The scanning

area in pPIXE analysis is 22x23 Vin12.

[ayer

--A-- LoNve I, corte x

--a-Alaal ayer

M 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0 1 2 3 4 5

Time day)

Fig 2 Tme dependent peak ai-eas of Co iii tile PIXE specti-a iii te i-egioii of lower cortex,

iiiedtillai-ylayet-aiidal-allayei-. TliePIXEspecti'awei-eiioi-i-nalizedtotliepeakiiiteiisityofS.
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4.16 Energy spectra of electrons emitted from solids bombarded by
MeV carbon clusters

H. Kudo', W wazaki', I Sugurf. Y Saitoh", S. Yamamoto"'. K. Narumi"",

and H. Naramoto

Institute of Applied Physics. Univ. of Tsukuba'

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI-

Department ofMaterial Development, JAERI

Advanced Science Research Center. JAERI

1. Introduction cluster impact phenomena. Such a basic

An accelerated atom cluster induces approach will also be of practical importance for

correlated atomic impacts when it is incident on future applications of fast-cluster impact to

a solid target. This causes pronounced radiation material processing, for example.

effects different from those induced by impact f

a single ion or a small molecule. Actually, fast 2. Experiment

cluster ions in the MeV/alorn velocity range give The 0.5MeV/atom C (n =1 4 8) beams

rise to nonlinear radiation effects on solid targets obtained from the 3MV tandem accelerator at

with respect to the number of atoms in the JAERI-Takasaki Were incident on the samples of

cluster n. These radiation effects by ast atom Nb evaporated on alumina substrate.,

clusters have been reviewed recently by Jacquet highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) with
and Beyec.') and by Paril iS.2, a cleaved (0001) surface, and chemically

The nonlinearity has so far been reported for cleaned Si(100). The secondary electrons were

energy loss (stopping power), sputtering. lattice measured at 135 with respect to the beam

damage.. secondary ion emission.. and total direction using a 45' parallel-plate electrostatic

electron emission yield. It is notable that the spectrometer of the doubic-deflection type, as

total electron emission yield per atom. which shown in Fig. 1. The electron measurements

corresponds to the emission current.. dpends on were carried out at room temperature under a

n weaker than linearly. This is contrast to the pressure of-6 X 10-( Pa.

radiation effects ccompanying atomic dis-

placements, e, sputtering and lattice damage.

for which n dependence is stronger than linear. It Electron ultiplier

has been accepted that the cluster-induced Aceeler-
phenomena associated with nuclear stopping are ation grid Sample holder

"superlinear". while those with electronic
araday cup

stopping are "sublinear". Clusler heam F,

The aim ofthe present work is to investigate
I t I I Sample U

the cluster effects by energy analysis the 0 2 m

clusicr-induced electrons. This would provide

knowledge about the electronic processes in the Fig. I Experimental setup.
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The beam urrent has been monitored using a Accordingly, the spectra include no correction

Faraday cup, shown in Fig. while moving the for the energy acceptance of' the spectrometer,

sample holder away from the beam path. In most which is proportional to the electron energy, nor

cases, the electrometer connected to the samples for the energy dependence of the efficiency of

indicated negative values for incidence Of' C8', the electron multiplier. This is of minor

indicating appreciable emission of positive ions importance because the measured electron yields

from the bombarded surface.:" for different experimental conditions are

The existence of contaminant atoms on the compared always at the same electron energy

surfaces is anticipated under the present vacuum

conditions. This should slightly change The 1.4
0.5 MeWatoni C�� on Si

transmission of outgoing electrons across the 1.2 -

surface. but should not affect the n dependence Cj+

of the electron energy spectra, which is of 1.0 

C4+primary interest in the present studies. 0.8 

0.6 -
3.0 0U . C8+

0.5 MeWatorn C on N 0.4 -

2.5 
W

0.2 -

2.0 - C4+
j j

OL 2L 40 60
0.4

1.5 CF+

1.0 0.2

0.5 100 150 200

Electron eergy (eV)
0

0 20 40 60
1:4 Fig. 3 Energy spectra of electrons

0.4 emitted from Si bombarded by 0.5

MeV/atom C. C4+, and C8+-0.2

�0 100 150 200 Figures 24 show energy spectra of' the

Electron eergy (W) cluster-induced eectrons emitted from Nb. Si.

and HOPQ respectively. The measured electron

Fig. 2 Energy spectra ot'electrons emitted yields for the same number of incident C,,+ (n =L

from Nb bombarded by 0.5 MeV/atom 4, 8) were divided by n so hat the spectra per

Cl+, C4+, and C8+. projectile C atom can be compared each other.

We see from Figs. 24 that the electron yield Im

3. Results and discussion C4' and C8' at energies lower than -10 eV is

The energy spectra of electrons presented suppressed by a factor of 48. compared with

here are raw data. i.e.. the yield in the vertical that for C_ At higher energies, on the contrary,

axis is the number of electron signals counted. the electron yield for the cluster ions is slightly
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1.6 distribution of the electrons that are produced by

0.5 MeWatom C' on HOPG the single(-stage) scattering to the high-energy
1.4 -

C,* side. This process might be investigated by the
1.2 -

C4+ binary-encounter model of ion-induced
1.0 - 5ionization of orbital electrons in a target atom,.)

0.8 which demonstrate a higher-energy transfer

process to a moving electron than to an electron0.6 -
at rest. Detailed analysis is now under way to

0.4 -
study the atomic process that is essentially

0.2 - responsible for the cluster-induced electron

U emission.
0 20 40 60

9Z 0.4

0.2 References
1) D. Jacquet. Y. Le Beyec, Nucl. nstrum.

J Methods 193 2002) 227.
'SO 1 150 200 2) E. Parilis. Nucl. Instrum. Methods 193

Electron energy (eV) (2002) 240.
3) K. Hirata, Y. Saitoh, K. Narumi Y.

Fig. 4 Energy spectra of electrons Kobayashi, Appl. Phys. Lett. 81 2002) 3669.
emitted from HOPG bombarded by 0.5 4) T. Kaneko, Phys. Rev. A66 2002) 052901.
MeV/atom C,', C'. and C8'. 5) M. E. Rudd. Y.-K. Kim, D. H. Madison, T. J.

Gay, Rev. Mod. Phys. 64 1992) 441.

enhanced.

The sublinear effect at energies lower than 0

eV is consistent with the reduction of the total

electron yield, reported previously by the Orsay

group. The sublinear behavior of the low-energy

yield cannot be accounted for quantitatively in

terms of the stopping powers for the cluster ions.

Indeed, recent calculations by KanekO4)

concluded only small difference (typically a

factor of 095-0.97) between the stopping

powers for C and C' in the present velocity

range.

The superlinear effect at higher electron

energies has ben found first in the present work.

The similar eects hve also been found for 16

MeV/alom Au3' relative to the case or Aul'.

The superlinear effect is probably due to the

multi-stage scattering the target electrons by

the cluster ions., which should shift the energy
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4.17 Amorphization of Carbon Materials Studied by
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

K. Takahiro*, R. Ookawa*, T. Morikawa*, K. Kawatsura*, S. Yamamoto**,

K. Narumi***, H. Naramoto***

Department of Chemistry and Materials Technology, Kyoto Institute of Technology*

Department of Material Development. JAERl**

Advanced Science Research Center. JAERI***

1. Introduction spectrum became asymmetric as the deuteron
6)Ion implantation into carbon materials, such dose increased . We speculated that the asym

as graphite, diamond, C60 and glassy carbon, re- metry came from the growth of a graphitic layer

suits in changing their chemical and physical in the amorphized C60 films according to the re-

properties. Crystalline-to-amorphous transfor- sult from Raman analysis. However, the origin

mation called "amorphization" causes a drastic of the asymmetry remains unclear. In the present

change in their properties'). Amorphization is work, amorphization processes have been inves-

one of the most important phenomena in the tigated by using XPS and Raman spectroscopy

fields of ion beam modification of carbons. for various carbons, including highly oriented

Raman spectroscopy is a standard tool for the pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), isotropic graphite,

structural characterization of ion-implanted car- glassy carbon (GC) and C60. to clarify the origin

bons. In case of ion-implanted graphite, for ex- of the asymmetry appeared on the C ls line.

ample, the structural changes are well charac-

terized by the broadening of two prominent lines 2. Experimental procedure

in a Raman spectrum, including the Raman ac- HOPQ manufactured by Molecular Device

tive E, line at 1580 cm" (referred to as G Tools for Nano Technology, Russia, was cleav-

band) and the disorder induced line at 1355 aged with a Scotch Tape just before XPS meas-

cm-1 (referred to as D band) 2 However, Raman urements. Isotropic raphite (ISO-88OU grade)

spectroscopy becomes insensitive to the changes was supplied from Toyo Tanso. Japan. Glassy

in the structure of carbons after amorphization carbon (Tokai Carbon, Japan-, GC-30 grade) was

because the Raman spectrum exhibits a broad mechanically polished to mirror surface with I

band in the range of 900 1800 cm-'(ref 2. [tm diamond slurry on a cloth lap. C60 films

In the carbon materials, the environment were prepared onto Si substrates by vacuum

around a rbon atom affects its electronic struc- evaporation Of C60 powders of 99.98 purity,

ture on core-level as well as valence band. manufactured by Term, USA.

Therefore, the examination of the electronic XPS analysis using monochromatized Al Ka

structure can provide information about the radiation was performed with JEOL 9010. XPS

structure of carbons. X-ray photoelectron spec- is sensitive to only near surface of carbons. The

troscopy (XPS) is widely used to study the elec- carbon samples were irradiated with I keV Ar

tronic structure, and can be applied to the struc- ions produced by a sputter-etching gun.. which is

tural characterization of carbons� equipped with JEOL 9010. The XPS analysis

In our previous work for deuteron-irradiated can be done without breaking vacuum after ion

Q( films, we found that the shape of a C Is XPS irradiation.
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Raman spectroscopy was applied to charac- irradiation at a dose of 0.05x 1016 CM,2 . Above

terize the ion-irradiated carbons. Higber-energy that dose, the HVMM values are almost con-

irradiation is needed because the information stant (-0.5 eV) against the dose. In contrast., the

depth in Raman analysis for carbon is approxi- HVMM values for the high-energy side,

mately 100 nm. The carbon samples were also "HVMM-high", become larger gradually with

irradiated with 100 keV Ar ions using the ion the dose and reach 08-0.9 eV, depending on the

implanter at TIARA so that radiation damage sample, at a dose of 0.5x 1016 cm-'. The

distributed almost uniformly at depths of 0-100 HYMM-high at 1X1016 CM-2 for HOPG and

nm in the carbons. ISO-88OU is approximately 0.8 eV, significantly

smaller than that for GC and C6dSi (-0.9 e�

3. Results and discussion indicating the difference in the amorphized

Figure 1 shows C Is core-level XPS spectra structure between the former and latter samples

for HOPG irradiated with keV Ar ions at even when irradiated up to jX1016 CM-2. corre-

various doses. The peak position of the C s line sponding to 3 dpa. For all the samples, the dif-

shifts from 284.3 eV to 284.2 eV after irradia- ference between the HVMM-low and HWHM-

tion. Significantly, the line width becomes larger high, that is, the asymmetry of the C s line, in-

as the irradiation dose increases. In addition, the creases with increasing the dose. We shall dis-

shape of the C s line is found to be asymmetric. cuss evolution of the asymmetry accompanied

In Fig. 2 the half width at half maximum by ion irradiation.

(HVMM) values of the C s line for HOPQ
Damage (dpa)

ISO-880U, GC-30 and C60/Si are plotted as a
function of irradiation dose. In all kinds of sam- 0 2 4 6

ples examined., the HWHM values for the '-O - 1 keV Ar+ )K HOPG
low-energy side, referred to as HWHM-low", 0 ISO-88OUN GC-30
increases abruptly from 0.3 eV to -0.5 eV with 0.8 - 0 C6dS'

0.6 -

0.4 - Low-Energy Side
1 keV Ar+--HOPG

1.0 
Ar+ Dose (X1 0 16 cm -2

0.8 -

41
0 0.6 -
C 0.05

0.4 -

0.5 High-Energy Side
0.2' 1 1 1 1 1

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

1 Ar+ Dose (X1 016 Cm -2

290 288 286 284 282 280

Binding Energy (W) Fig. 2 I-1W11M values of C s XPS spectra for

HOPG� ISO-880U, GC-30 and CVSi as a
Fig. I C Is XPS spectra for OPG irradiated function of I keV Ar+ dose and accumulated
with I keV Ar ions at various doses. damage in the unit of dpa.
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Cheung 3) pointed out that the asymmetry of size effect. However, this is not the case for

the C s line comes from the delocalization of HOPG as described above. Thus, evolution of

n-electron on a graphitic component in an the asymmetry of the C s line shown in Fig. 2

amorphous carbon. Therefore, the increased dose not relate to the increase in the size of a

asymmetry indicates the increased size of a graphitic layer, but relates to structural disorders.,

graphitic domain. This is referred to as "size ef- such as bond angle disorder, produced by ion ir-

fect" hereafter. For graphitic materials, however, radiation. In conclusion, the origin of the asym-

ion irradiation should lead to the reduction in metry of the C s line for ion-irradiated carbons

size of a graphitic domain. Information about has not been well understood yet, but we can

the size of a graphitic layer in an ion-irradiated exclude the size effect from the origin of the

carbon can be obtained from a Raman spectrum asymmetry.

because the peak height ratio of the D band to G

band. ID11G. in the spectrum depends on the size References
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4.18 Effects of Ion Irradiation on Surface Modiflcation of
Hydrogen Materials

H. Abe', H. Uchida**, Y. Azuma'*', H. Itoh"'*and T. Kamiya*
Department of Material Development, JAERI'
Faculty of Engineering, Tokai University"
Graduate school of Engineering, Tokai University"'
Preparations Office for JAERIJNC Integration....

1. Introduction ion irradiated I'd and Mm were also
The effect of ion irradiation on the rate of evaluated. Based on the obtained results,

electrochemical hydrogen absorption by I'd we discuss the correlation between ion
and Mm (misch metal)-Ni based hydrogen irradiation and hydrogen absorption in I'd

storage alloy, which used as a negative and Mm.
electrode of the nickel-metal hydride battery,
was investigated. Surface modifications 2. Experimental
are crucial to improve the reactivity of The samples used in this study were Pd
hydrogen with metals because the sheets 99.99 purity) with a size of 15 x

dissociation of the H2molecules in the gas 15 x 0 I mm' and MmN'3.48Co0.73MM0.45A10.34

phase or the dissociation of the H20 (Mm = LaO.35Ceo.65) pellet with a size of 13
molecules in electrochemical process is the mm� with a thickness 2 mm. Regarding
first step of the overall reaction of hydrogen Pd, prior to irradiation, all amples were
absorption by metals'). The dissociation of annealed at 1173 K in a flowing pure N2gas
the H2 or H20molecule becomes markedly (99.9998 purity). Ion irradiation was
influenced by surface conditions of a made with Ar'in an acceleration energy of
material. It is indispensable to improve the 350 keV, dose range from I x 10" to I x
hydrogen absorptivity in te material. loll /CM2. In case of Mm sample, ion

Regarding the hydrogen storage in metals, it irradiation was made with H' and Ar' in an
was reported that the hydrogen reaction rate acceleration energy of 350 keV, dose range
depend strongly on the surface state of from I X I ll to I X 1016 /CM2 respectively.

metals. For surface modification of Hydrogen absorption measurements were
materials, since low energy ion irradiation,
i.e., ion implantation is known to be a quite .71

useful method. These facts give the (0.93V:const.) A4,
possibility that the hydrogen absorptivity in
Pd and Mm are improved by surface

,3 s eetmodification due to ion irradiation 1. In (purity: 99.98%)

order to examine the effects of ion Thermo Mind Dr P (30 x 30 x 0.3MM3)

(298K:const.)

irradiation on the hydrogen absorption efernee el rolyte solution

process in I'd and Mm, we have performed (1HgMg0) (6M-KOH)

proton () and argon ion (Ar') irradiation Fig. I An electrolytic cell with palladium/misch
into the materials. Hydrogen absorption in metal cathode apparatus
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performed for the irradiated and unirradiated respectively for the initial stage at reaction
samples. An electrolytic cell with time frorn to 350 minutes. The hydrogen
palladium/mische metal cathode apparatus, reaction rate of the ion irradiated sample

which is shown in Fig.1, was used to was higher max. 6 times) than that of the
characterize hydrogen storage of the non-irradiated one.

Tiple irradiated with a dose of
samples" The rate of hydrogen A sai I
absorption of a sample was measured I 01' /crn 2 exhibited a much higher rate than
electrochemically in a 6M-KOH using an the other samples, indicating that the
open cell as the chane of current density mA increase in ion dose, namely, the increase in
(g-alloy)" at a constant voltage 0.93 V and vacancy concentration is effective to
298 K the H concentration absorbed by the enhance of the initial rate of hydrogen
negative electrode was calculated. absorption by Pd.

3. Results and discussion 3.2 Mrn-H system
3.1 Pd-H system Figure 3 shows the curve of the initial

Figure 2 shows the results of hydrogen hydrogen absorption by Mm-Ni based alloy
reaction rate in the non-irraidated, 350 keV samples irradiated at two different dose of I
argon ion irradiated Pd. Typical x 10" and I X loll /CM2 of H' and Ar' ions.

electrochemical hydriding curves, non-
irradiated, dose range from I x 10" to I x 0.2
loll /CM2 Xare measured at 298 K. The non irradiated

hydrogen reaction rate can be determined H+350k*V10�14
H+350k* I *1 6

from a temporal change in the [H]/[Pd] _ A$50keV10*14
00.1 Ar+W0keV10*16

value. The value of non-irradiated, I x IO",
I X 111 I X 1016 1 X loll /CM2 Eand samples
were estimated to be [H]/[Pd = 0.0018,
0.0035, 0.0037, 0.0052 and 0.0108

0 10 20 30
Time [min]

Ar+S50keV10E14-10E17
0.012

Fig.3 Change in the ratio of absorbed
0.01 .......... hydrogen atoms to Mm-Ni based alloy

([H]/[Mm]) for the non-irradiated and
0.008 ......... ....... .. .. .. .... .......... ......................- irrad iated sam p les.

0.006 .. ....:... ...... ... .......... .......... ........... ......... C om pared w ith an unirradiated sam ple, the

initial rate becarne higher (max. 144 times)
0 .0 04 .......... .......... ......... .. A ...... .........

as te ion mass increased from H' and Ar'
0.002 (Table. 1.). For same ion, the rate became

higher for the sample with a higher ion dose.
0
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 These results are similar to those measured

Time/ min for te Pd samples with respect to the effects

Fig.2 Change in te ratio of absorbed hydrogen of the ion mass and the ion dose on the rate.
atoms to Pd atoms [H]/[Pd]) for the non- Therefore, in this study, we assume similar
irradiated and irradiated samples.
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distribution of vacancy in the Mm-Ni based Journal of Alloys Compounds 293-295

alloy. (I 999) p.75 1.

Table. I Reaction rate of Mrn-H system.

Ion Dose /cm' standardized reaction rate

Non irradiated 1.00

HI I xloll 1.25

H+ I xloll 1.26

Ar+ I xloll 1.50

Ae I X1016 1.70

As a result, ion irradiated Pd/Mm sample
was found to induce a higher absorption rate
than that of the non-irradiated one. The
initial hydrogen absorption rate was also
found to increase with increasing irradiation
energy. These results suggest that defects
introduced in Pd/Mm by ion irradiation
facilitate the rate of nucleation and growth

of hydride.
A further study is needed to investigate a

vacancy distribution in the Mm-Ni based
alloy.
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4.19 Study of ion beam induced defects in nO by using slow
positron Beam

Z. Q. Chen*, M. Maekawa*, S. Yamamoto", T. Sekiguchi A. Kawasuso*
Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI*
Department of Material Development, JAERI**
Nanomaterials Laboratory, National Institute for Materials Science***

1. Introduction annealed in nitrogen ambient for 30min from 20
Zinc oxide nO) is a promising material to 1200T. The implantation induced defects

for the application in the short wavelength light and their recovery after annealing were studied

emitting devices') because of its wide band gap by the measurements of Doppler broadening of

(3.37 eV) and large exciton binding energy 60 positron annihilation radiation using a variable

meV). However, There is a serious doping energy 0-30 keV) slow positron beam. The -

problem in nO. It is very difficult to get p-type parameter, which is defined as the ratio of the

conductivity by doping. Ion implantation is one central region to the total area of the 511 keV

of the methods for the selective doping in annihilation peak, is used to characterize the

semiconductors. But the ion-implantation defects introduced by implantation. Hall

always causes severe damages. The defects measurements were performed using the van der

introduced by implantation will strongly affect Pauw method.

the performance of devices. It is therefore

necessary to study the introduction and recovery 3. Results and discussion
of implantation induced defects. Positron Figure shows the representative change of

annihilation is a powerful method to study S-E curves before and after ion-implantation. In

vacancy defects in semiconductors because of all the implanted nO samples, the S-parameter

the high sensitivity of positron to vacancies). In shows increase with increasing ion dose,

this work, /N' ions were co-implanted to suggesting vacancy-type defects were

Zn 0 single crystals in order to get p-type nO introduced. The major defect species might be

as suggested by Yamamoto et a3l. The vacancy clusters. The defect layer thickness

implantation induced defects as well as obtained by the analysis of the S-E curve shows

electrical properties were studied by positron

annihilation and Hall measurements. Mean irnplantation depth Oim)

1.15 0.1 020.3 0.5 1.0 1.5

2. Experiment 0 nAmpWrded

Undoped n-type nO single crystals with 10" Mlcu ivanted
1.10 10" AJ'Icd iffpWed

(0001) orientation were purchased from the (3 10" A/crr? iffpWrMd

Scientific Production Company (SPC). Prior to

ion implantation., the n samples were 1.05 A

annealed at 900'C to remove any grown in Cb C,

defects. After that, the samples were implanted 1.00

with Al", N' and /N'. respectively. Multiple-

step implantation was performed for each ion 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

species with several energies ranging from 50 to Postron ewgy E ke\o

380 keV. The ion doses were from 1012 CM,2 to

1015 CM-2 . After implantation, the samples were Fig.] S-E crves measured or the ZnO before

and after A' implantation with different doses.
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good agreement with the TRIM simulation. state in the last stage (1100-1200"C) might be

Figure 2 shows the S-E curves for the Al'- due to the formation and disappearance of
implanted nO after annealing. The annealing nitrogen related defect complexes. The
of the defects in Al' implanted sample shows substitution of oxygen with nitrogen near the
two stages. As-shown in Fig.3, the S-parameter vacancies causes the increase of' S-parameter.
shows increase in the first (20-600'C) and Due to the formation of vacancy-nitrogen
decreases to the bulk value in the second stage complexes, a much higher temperature of
(600-9000C). wich might be due to the 1200T is needed to remove the defects in the
agglomeration of vacancy clusters and their W-implanted sample as compared to the A-
recovery, respectively. The formation of implanted one. The Hall measurements show
positronium might be responsible for the large that the nitrogen implanted layer still exhibits n-
increase of S-parameter after annealing, which type conductivity. The possible reasons for the
indicated the formation of large voids. This failure of nitrogen acting as acceptors may be
result suggests that the Al'-implantation induces due to the compensation by the residual donor
amorphization in nO. Further annealing above type defects, such as V and ni. or the out
600T will cause the transformation of the diffusion of nitrogen after high temperature
amorphous structure to the crystalline structure annealing.
through the recrystallization process. The strong For the A/N+ co-implanted sample.. the
n-type conductive layer after Al+ implantation annealing of the defects shows similar behavior
and annealing suggests that all the Al' ions are as that of N' implantation. This reveals that the
activated and act as donors. annealing behavior in stage III and IV is related

The annealing of the W-implantation induced with nitrogen-defect complex. But some
defects shows more complicated behavior as difference can be also seen in the third stage.
compared to the aluminum implantation (Fig.2). The increase of S-Parameter for the co-
There are four annealing stages. The increase implanted sample is suppressed as compared to
and decrease of the S-parameter in the first two the W-implanted sample. This may indicate the
stages (20-500'C and 500-800T) might he due formation of NAJ+N complexes. which will
to the increase of vacancy cluster size and the act as acceptors as suggested by Yamamoto et
recovery of the vacancy clusters, respectively. a13). The number of vacancy-nitrogen complexes
The increase of S-parameter again in the third is then reduced. so the increase of S-parameter
stage (800-1100'C) and its recovery to the bulk is weakened. In this co-implanted sample. the

Mean implantation depth fidn)
1.351 0.1 0.20.3 0.5 1.0 1.5 1.15

as-iffrlani.�
1.30 2WC

300 C O Ai, 10"Crn,
1.25 - A 4WC 0 N10"CM2

0� 'O 1.10- 1 O11CrTf2

1.20 a 5WC t5 A MIN'
0 ewc

1.15 V ?WC
T 8DO C 1.05

1.10 0 9WC (b

1.05 bulk

1.00 1.00
------------------------ ---------

0.95 0 2DO 400 600 SOD 1000 1200
o 5 1 0 1 5 20 25 30

Positron energy E(ke\0 Annealing ternperatutre q

Fig.2 S-E crves measured for the A'-implanied Fig.3 Aimealing behavior of the S-parameter for
ZnO after annealing at different temperatures. lhe ZnO implanted with Al', N ad /N'.
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formation of positronium is also observed aer defects is then very crucial for te successful p-

annealing, but The intensity is much smaller than type doping in ZnO.
that of Al'-implantation. The increase -
parameter dring the annealing in te first stage

is also much smaller for the W-implanted or References
Al+/N+ co-implanted sample as compared to that 1) D. C. Lok, Mater. Si. Eng.. B 80 2001)
o te Al+-implanted one. This means that the 383

nitrogen suppresses amorphization or void 2) R. Krause-Rehberg and H. S. Leipner,
formation. The co-implanted nO layer still Positron Annihilation in Semiconductors, Defect

shows n-type conductivity from Hall Studies.. Springer Series in Solid-State Sciences
measurements. We assume that even though 127 (Springer, Berlin, 1999)
some of the nitrogen and aluminum ions might 3) T. Yamamoto and H. Katayama-Yoshida, Jpn.
have interaction, the NAI+N acceptors are over J. Appl. Phys. 38 1999) L166
compensated by the other Al' donors or donor-
type defects like V or nj. Suppression of these
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4.20 Application of micro-PIXE to Study on Sorption Behavior of
Heavy Elements on Mixtures of Minerals -Improvement of
Detection of Clay Minerals by A High Resolution X-ray Detector-

N. KoZai4,T. hnUk,14 , T. Sakai" *, M. Oikawa*4* T Satoh***

Department of Environmental Sciences, JAERI*

Advanced Science research Center, JAERl**

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI

1. Introduction minerals is difficult even when the clay minerals

The purpose of this study is to understand in the sample can been seen well by an optical

migration behavior of heavy metals in soil microscope.

environment. As results of industrial activities. A high resolution X-ray detector was

toxic heavy metals have been released to and recently introduced to the rnicro-PIXE analyzing

stored in the soil environment. Soil is mixture system in the TIARA facility. Detection of clay

of various minerals such as clay, other sicate, minerals has been greatly improved with this

iron, and phosphate minerals. We have used detector. This paper describes how detection of

micro-PIXE to investigate sorption behavior of clay minerals has been improved.

heavy metal ions on minerals in their mixtures.

The spatial resolution of the micro-PlYCE 2. Experimental
analyzing system developed in the TIARA A mixture of three minerals was prepared.

facility, JAERI is less than 1 ttm in diameter 1), This contained a swelling clay mineral

which allows us to obtain highly sensitive montmorillonite 50% by weight., a synthetic iron

two-dimensional element-mapping and is thus (III) hydroxide ferrihydrite 25%. and a synthetic

suited for investigating distribution of elements calcium-phosphate mineral hydroxyapatite 25%.

sorbed on a mixture of minerals. The montmorillonite used was natural and

Clay minerals play very important role on purchased from Kunimine Industries. The

migration of heavy metal elements in soil interlayer cations of this montmorillonite were

because clay minerals are ubiquitous in soil and exchanged with Mg2, (Mg-montmorillonite)

many of them sorb cations. Allophane. beforehand. The ferrihydrite with particle size

imogolite, and naturally occurring anionic clays between 25-46 Rm was prepared according to

such as hydrotalcite sorb anions. However, it the method by Scbwertmann and Corne112).

was difficult to detect clay minerals by the The hydroxyapatite with a particle size of 20 m

previous micro-PIXE analyzing system in the in diameter was purchased rom Bio-Rad

TIARA facility. Clay minerals contain laboratories Inc. This mixture sample is to use

low-energy characteristic X-ray emitters Si 1.74 for study on sorption behavior of heavy elements,

keV)� Al 149 keV)5 Mg 125 keV). and Na and the results of sorption experiments using this

(1.04 keV) as major elements, and it is hard for mixture sample will be described elsewhere. For

the Ge detector of the micro-PIXE analyzing comparison. a synthetic mica named Na-4 mica 3)

system to detect those elements. Thus, with a composition of Na4Al4Si4M96O2(X4-H_1O

mapping of clay minerals in a mixture with other
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and low impurities was also analyzed by In the synthetic mica the molar ratio of Al to

micro-PIX.E. Si is 1:1, and these elements are located in the

The mixture sample was spread on a glassy same position in the mica structure. The Al in

carbon plate with water and then the spatial the synthetic mica was undetectable by the Ge

elemental distribution of the samples was detector. The detection of' te Al by the Si(Li)

measured by micro-PIXE by a proton beam with detector was good, and the ratio of the net count

the energy of 26 MeV. To detect characteristic of the Al and that of the Si in the synthetic mica

X-rays., a high purity Ge detector with a crystal obtained by the Si(Li) detector was 090 to .

size of IOOMM2 (ORTEC IGLET-X) and a Si(Li) Similarly, the ratio ofthe net count of the Mg to

detector with a crystal of 30 MM2 (PGT that of the Si in the synthetic mica was 075 to .

LS-30135) were used at the same time. Because the newly installed Si(Li) detector

are very sensitive to Mg, Al, and Si. the

3. Results and discussion following experiments may become possible in

Figure shows elemental mapping of the the TIARA facility.

mixture sample measured by micro-PIXE. The 1) Distinguish of Si-containing minerals: For

Ge detector was used for mapping of Fe 6.40 example, clay minerals may be distinguished

keV) and Ca 369 keV) because detection of from silica sand by inclusion of Al. Some clay

these elements by the Ge detector was better minerals may be distinguished from each other

than the Si(Li) detector. Figure C and ID whether they contain Mg or Al.

shows distribution of montmorillonite obtained 2) Detection of hydrotalcite: Hydrotalcite is a

by those two detectors. Mapping of representative anionic clay. Anionic clays

montmorillonite was greatly improved by using contains anions in the interlayer and these anions

the Si(Li) detector. The gross count of Si are exchangeable with other anions. Anionic

obtained by the Si(Li) detector was clays are rare in nature and synthetic anionic

approximately 65 times greater than that clays have been investigated on chemical..

obtained by the Ge detector. The catalytic, and electronic properties and else.

montmorillonite contained Mg, Al, and Si. and Hydrotalcite is undetectable by the Ge detector

the sum of the gross counts of Mg. Al., and Si by because it contains Mg and Al only as

the Si(Li) detector was approximately 95 times component metal elements.

greater than that of Si by the Ge detector. Figure These may bring various experimental options to

IC was drawn by mapping those three elements. related research fields.

By optical microscope observation of this

sample, montmorillonite was found over the References

sample (Figure not shown). Figure IC well 1 T Kamiya. T. Suda. R. Tnaka. Nucl. nstr.

shows such distribution of montmorillonite. Meth. B. 118 1996) 447

However, distribution of montmorillonite 2) U. Schwertmarm and R. M. Cornell, Iron

obtained by the Ge detector is unclear (Fig 1E). Oxides in the Lboratory, VCH. New York

The distributions of montmorillonite. (1991)

ferrihydrite. and apalite in the mixture sample 3) S. Komarneni, N. Kozai. W. J. Paulus, Nature,

can be clearly distinguished from eh other by 410(2001)771

combination use of the Ge detector and the

newly installed Si(Li) detector.
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A: Major metal elements of the mixture

(Mg, Al., Si, Fe., C) by Si(Li)

detector

B: Fe (ferrihydrite) by Ge detector

C: Mg, Al., Si Mg-montmoi-illonitc)

by Si(Li) detector

D: Ca (apatite) by Ge detector

E: Si Mg-montmorillonite)

by Ge detector

Fig. Distributions of elements in the mixture of' Mg-montmorillonite, ferribydrite,

and apatile obtained by micro-PIXE. The bove pictures indicate the same region of

the ixture spread on a arbon pl ate. A bighter region shows higher concentration of a

given element.
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5.1 Formation process and stability of radiation-induced
non-equilibrium phase in silicon (III)

S. Ohnuki ,, E. Shioya, M. Takeda", T Suda*, S. Watanabe*, A. Miyashita",
M. Ishino"', .Yoda*'*
Dept. Mater. Sci., Fac. Engin., Hokkaido Univ. Sapporo 060-8628, Japan
Dept. Mater. Sci. Miyagi Technical Collage, Natori 981-1239, Japan"
Advanced Photon Reseach Center, JAERI **

1. Introduction Figure shows a typical sequence of
An important material issue of amorphization in M03Si multi-layer during

multi-layers structure is the stability of such ion-irradiation at room temperature.
nano-scale structure. Compared with bulk Obviously the amorphous layer is dveloped
materials, the atomic diffusion in the from Mo/Si interface. This result implies
multilayer materials can be enhanced by that the amorphization results in atomistic
high-energy particle irradiation. Therefore, mixing and diffusion due to ion-irradiation.
thermal annealing and particle irradiation
could be helpful for studying the stability of 3.2 Amorphization during wirradiation
nano-multilayer. "In-situ" high-resolution observation was

In Mo/Si system, there are three typical performed under electron-irradiation at room
intermetallic compounds, i.e. of MoSi,, temperature. Figure 2 shows a mixing
M05Si3 and M03Si, which are different in process in multilayer, M05Sj3, under electron
crystal structure and composition, but the irradiation. Although periodic structures
phase stability under irradiation is ot were basically stable after thermal annealing
surveyed in nano-scale. In this study, we up to 773 K, we observed that c-Mo layers
focused on the non-equilibrium phase were mixed with a-Si, and all area turned to
formation and diffusion process in amorphous structure with homogeneous
multilayer materials by using HRTEM. contrast after irradiation. It should be noted

that the position of the layers shifted to the
2. Experimental Procedure left side after irradiation, which means the

Multilayer samples with alternation of shrinkage due to irradiation.
Mo and Si were prepared by ion beam Figure 3 shows the shrinkage as a function
sputtering method on Si substrates". The of irradiation time. The shrinkage finished
thickness of each layer with typically less very quickly and the reduction rate was
than 10 nm and the total tickness with 100 around 10-15 Y, which depended on the
nm were selected for having nominal Mo/Si fraction. In general, arnorphization
compositions of inter-metallic compounds in may increase the volume, but covalent
Mo/Si system. TEM specimens were bonding materials are exceptional. For
prepared by the conventional cross-sectional example, c-Si rduces the volume with
method using ion thinning. The HRTEM several percents after arnorphization.
was performed with JEM-2010F I MeV Si' However, this reduction occurred during the
ion beam was irradiated in TIARA Tandem mixina o'a-Si and c-Mo. It seems that this
facility Takasaki, and "in-situ" observation phenomenon is related to the mixing process
of microstructure was carried out in a 1250 between the laroer size atom and the smallerIn
kV HVEM (JEM-ARM 1300) at Hokkaido size atorn. In Ti/TiC multilayer, the valu of
University. the inter-difl'usion coefficient is higher by

many orders of macmitude than that
3. Results and Discussion expected fro m extrapolation of high
3.1 Amorphization due to ion-irradiation temperature bulk data
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Figure 4 is typical FT results from halo
rino-, which shows coarse and dense
amorphous structures formed by
e-irradialion Te dense amorphous phase is
supposed to be ideally amorphous.

4. Summary
We tried to accelerate local diffusion using

ion and electron irradiation at room
temperature. Te transition layer grew from

the interface and finally the whole Figure 2 ArnorphizatJon rocess du Io
multi-layer became amorphous structure. e-irradinfion a RT.
The itensive inter-diffusion between layers
was confirmed by EDS analysis.

Our results suggest that a non-equilibrium
phase may develop at interfaces in
multilayer materials composed of elements M, i2

quite deferent in atomic weight and crystal
structure. Low temperature diffusion in 90 �W).
amorphous structure could b important fr
the understanding of te observations. 65

An intensive shrinkag,-Ye, about 10-15%,
was confirmed during electron-irradiation at 00
RT. Two types of amorphous zones were 75

0 500 1000 1 �00 2000 2500 3000 3100
developed; bright and dark. Te dense Tin-e /scc:

amorphous phase is supposed to be ideally Figure 3 The srinkage of' amorphous
amorphous. layers (luring e-Irradiallion al, RT.
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5.2 Hydrogen Up-take in Gas Ion Implantation Induced Porous
Surface Layers

S. Nagata*, S. Yamamoto**, B. Tsuchiya*, K. Toh*, N. Ohtsu*, T Shikama*

Institute for Materials Research. Tohoku University*

Department ofMaterial Development. JAERI**

1. Introduction obtain mirror like surface, the specimens were

The implantation ofgas ions such as helium eiectro polished in 0. N NaOH solutions and in

can produce porous cavity structure, which has a a 13 mixture of sulfuric acid and methanol, for

potential to modify the surface properties of W and Mo. respectively.

functional materials". Concerning hydrogen, it Ion implantations were carried out using a

is well accepted that ion irradiation provides 400 kV ion implantation facility at TIARA, with

strong hydrogen trapping siteS2' and significantly He, Ne. Kr, Xe ions of 50 - 280 keV, at room

affects the hydrogen transport process. temperature. The maximum dose was about 2

Recently we found that the He irradiation at X 122 ions/M2. with a typical current density of

higher doses caused hydrogen enrichment in the about 3xlO'8 ion/M2S. During the ion

He saturated layer of W and Mo single crystals implantation., the residual gas pressure was kept

in a high vacuum., without post hydrogen ion about 2 x 10-5 Pa. Low energy He (10 keV)

implantation�_S). The up-taken H concentration irradiation was performed using an ion gun with

reached 10-20 at. within the He saturated a velocity filter. Concentration depth profiles

layer of the specimen at room temperature. of hydrogen isotopes in the surface layer of the

Moreover, isotopic difference was observed specimen were measured by Elastic Recoil

between H and D uptake rates-, H atoms were Detection Analysis (ERDA) using 28 MeV He3'

preferentially up-taken in the He saturated layer beams. An ion beam wth 1mm diameter was

even in the D2 and DO atmosphere. Although incident on the specimen at an angle of 75

the significant H up-take and isotope difference degree to the surface normal nd the recoiled He

can b attributed to the proton conductive oxide and hydrogen isotopes were dtected at an angle

formation as well as the He bubble ormation in ot'30 dgree with respect to the analyzing beam.

the heavily irradiated surface a detail of the The depth resolution of' hydrogen in the present

mechanism for the anomalous hydrogen ERD experiments was estimated to be 25 nm at

accumulation has not been known. In the the surface of W. Changes of the surf, ce

present work, we examine the gas ion morphology due to the ion implantation were

implantation ffects on the W and Mo to clarify investigated by Scanning Electron Microscope

the hydrogen up-take mechanism. (SEM) and Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)

observation.

2.Experimental procedure

Specimens used were W and Mo single 3.Results and Discussion

crystalline disks of8 mm diameter and 0.5 mm Concentration depth profiles of' up-taken H

thickness. They were cut from single crystal in the surface layer of various ion implanted W

rods mde by the floating zone melting method. crystals were shown in Fig. 1, measured by the

with<100>or<lll>crystallOgTal)hicaxis. To ERDA technique after the ion implantation.
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Fig. 1. Recoil spectra ol'H atoms in the surface Fig.2. SEM micrograph showing unirradiated

layer of' W crystals obtained by ERDA (right) and irradiated (left) region of the W

technique. crystal, after implantation of' 100 keV Ne to a
dose of 8 x 1021/in2 at room temperature.

The depth profile of H in the He implanted

specimen extends to the top most surface in

comparison with the calculated range

distribution. A long tail oi H distribution

observed for the ion-irradiated secimen was

probably due to the deterioration of' the depth

resolution, cused by morphological changes of

the irradiated surtace. No large difference was

observed I'or H accumulation i specimens

irradiated by 100 keV Ne, 200 kV Al-, 380 keV
KI. ions. a) 1/zm Igm

The up-taken H pofiles for heavier

ions (Ne. Ar, Kr, Xc) irradiation nearly

corresponds to their pr(jected range profiles in

spite of suttering effects, the sputtering ates o'

W by these ions bombardment are expected to

be lrger than 16,. From the RBS spectra, the

ratio ot'retained iplanted toms to the substrate

W atorris was roughly estimated to be about 0.1

f'or Ar, Kr. Xe implantation, and was less for Ne.

Fig. 2 shows a typical SEM micrograph of

surfaces o' the W crystals irradiated by 100 keV C) d)

Ne ions to dose about x 102' ions/m2 it 295 Fig. 3 SEM icrographs o' the W single

K. The edge ol'the irradiated area is seen. the crystals irradiated by .100 kcV Ne, 380 keV

lel' hlf' and igh hll' of' the image correspond M- (b). 380 kV Xc (c). A SEM micrograph

to the irradiated and tin-irradiated region l'Or the 60 degree tilted tor the 380 keV Xe

respectively. Pinholes with it size o' bout 100 irradiated specimen as the same as (c).
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nm in waved structures were observed in the structure and composition in the ion irradiated

irradiated surface. The porous surface like surface.

.1 seaweed" was confirmed i te sarne specimen

as shown in Fig. 3 (a). The irradiation ol'380 References

keV Kr created tiny halls in the flat surface 1) P.B. Johnson, P.W Gilberd, A. Markwitz Y.

without waved structure as shown in Fig. 3(b). Morrison, CR. Varoy. Mprdan Phyiscs Letters

For the 200 keV Ar ion irradiated specimen, the B. 28&29 2001)1391-1401.

blisters a regularly dome-shapcd with about 2) S.T. Picraux, J. Bottiger and N. Rud, Appl.

llimandsomeol'themlositheircovers. Those Phys. Lett. 28 1976) 179.

are similar to the blister formation observed or 3) S. Nagata, B. Tsuchiya, T. Sugawara N.

He implantation. Although the ion implanted Ohtsu. T. Shikama. Nucl. Instr. Meth. in Phys.

surface has porous structure., or similar to the He Res. B 190 2002) 652-656.

irradiation induced microstructure, hydrogen 4) S. Nagata, B. Tsuchiya. T. Sugawara N.

accumulation in Ne, Ar and Kr irradiation Ohtsu, T. Shikama,. J. Nucl. Maier. 307-311

resulted little accumulation ot'hydrogen. (2002) 1513-1516.

A unique image was found for 380 keV Xe 5) S. Nagata, B. Tsuchiya, N. Ohtsu. I

ion implanted surface, where the B atoms were Sugawara T Shikama, K. Tokunaga M.

enriched, as shown in Fig. 3(c). A number of Takenaka. E. Kuramoto, J. Nucl. Maier.,

large 'shells' wth a size of several jim was 313-316 2003) 279-283.

created in the relatively flat surface. The 6) .H. Andersen, H.L. Bay, J. Nucl. Maier.

original smooth surface was maintained except 93&93 1980) 625-633.

for the sbell' structure. while te sputtering rate

would be large for Xe ion irradiation. Fig. 3(d)

shows a SEM micrograph taken as the specimen

was tilted about 60-degrees. Each sell'

seems to be arranged with the same symmetry

on as the crystal lattice of the host W atoms.

Structural and compositional microanalysis for

this ion-irradiated surface is in pogress.

4.Conclusions

To study the hydrogen up-take behavior in

the gas ion implanted metal surface, we

measured the concentration depth profiles 

hydrogen in the He, Ne. Ar. Kr, Xe ion

implanted W single crystals. Although, the

ion implantation caused various porous

structures depending on the in species,

enhancement of hydrogen up-take was found

only or He and Xe ion irradiated surfaces.

Further investigation is needed to clarify te

correlation of the hydrogen up-take with
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5.3 Sulfur-doping in titanium dioidde by ion implantation technique

T. Urnebayashi*, T. Yarnaki", T. Sumita***, S. Yarnarnoto',

A. Miyashita**, S. Tanaka" and K. Asai*

Department of Quantum Engineering and Systems Science, The University of

Tokyo*

Department of Material Development, JAERI**

Technology Research Department. NASDA***

1. Introduction experiments. The implantations were carried

Ailthough titanium oxides (TiO,) is the most out with 200 keV S' at room temperature (RT).

promising photocatalytic material ), it is The implanted crystals were annealed at 600

active only under ultraviolet (UV) light �Cinairfbr6hours. Aftertheannealing.the

irradiation because of its wide bandgap (-3.0 Rutherford backscattering spectrometry and

eV). The effective utilization of visible light., ion channeling analysis (RBS-C)

therefore, is one of the important subjects for measurements were performed with a 2 MeV

the increased applicability of TiO? as a 4He' beam from a 3 MV single-stage

photocatalyst. accelerator. The charge state of the dopants

Recently, the S-doped anatase TiO,,. was investigated by x-ray photoelectron

including S substituted for 0, was synthesized spectroscopy (XPS) with an ESCALAB-MK

by the oxidative heating of the TiS2 powder 2). 11 (VG Scientific) using an Mg X-ray source

The S-doping shifted the optical absorption (Mg K a, hv = 1253.6 eV). The differential

edge to a lower energy-side., thereby absorption spectra were measured by a

increasing the photoreactivity in the visible UV/VIS spectrophotometer.

light region. The S-doped TiO., is expected The electronic structures of the S-doped

to be available as the novel visible light TiO, were studied using first principles

pholocatalyst �11 4 However, the oxidative density functional (DF) band calculations

heating of TiS, is a difficult method to control by the full potential linearized augmented

the concentration of the dopant and its plane wave method with the super-cell

dependent profile, which should govern the Random

photocatalytic activities of the doped TiO,. -Aligned

Control of these factors can be best carried out

by ion implantation. In this study, the
0

S-doped TiO, single crystal was synthesized S DI 
A.
W Tiby in implantation and its optical properties

and electronic structures were investigated. WD

4
0.2 6.4' 06 08 1.0 12 1.4 1.6

2. Methods Energy (Melv)

Optically polished single-crystalline TiO, Fio. 1. 2 MeV 4He' RBS-C spectra f TiO, single
- crystals iniplanted with '00 kV S' 8 X loll ions/cniz)

(rutile-, 10 10 0.5 mm) with a 001> at RT for (a) A iniplanted ad (b anealed sarnples at

crystallographic axis was used for our 600'Cinairfor6h. Graylijies:raiidoiiispectra;black
lines: <00 > aligned sixetra.
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Fig. 2 X-ray photoelectron spectrum for the Fig. 3. (a) Differential absorption spectrum

2p stale of the S-implanled nd subsequently JA=-1 Ox log(TITo), where T and To are the transmittance

annealed O2- of the S-doped ad undoped T2 crystal, respectively.

(b) Transmittance spectrum of the undoped TiO, crystal.

approach Our model consists of 2 indicates that radiation damage recovered due

unit-cells stacked along the c-axis. where one to the annealing.

0 atom was replaced by the atom. The Figure 2 shows the XPS spectrum for the 

details of the calculation methods have 2p core level of the S-implanted crystal

been described in previous reports annealed at 600 'C for 6 hours. This

spectrum was referenced to the C s state at

3. Results and discussion 284.8 eV The signal observed at 161 eV is

Figure shows the random and 001> associated with forming Ti-S bonds in the

aligned RBS-C spectra after the implantation TiO29). AtraceamountofSwouldremainin

of 8 10'5 S/cm' at RT. Based on the the annealed sample as substitutional atoms at

analysis of the Rutherford universal the sites.
8) -C and XPSmanipulation program (RUMP) code the Combining the above RBS

signal of occurs around 122 MeV The results, we concluded that the S-doped TiO2

signal was not detected for the implanted was synthesized by the implantation and

crystal. As shown in the aligned spectrum of subsequent annealing at 600 'C.

the as-implanted sample, two damage peaks Figure 3 shows the differential absorption

(DI and D2) were observed around 14 and spectrum AA(,) = 10X log(TITo), where T and

1.2 MeV and both of them did not reach the Toare the transmittance of the implanted and

random level. The former peak is due to the unimplanted TiO, Cystal. espectively. In

surface damage, while the latter is attributed the pure crystal, optical absorption is observed

to the displacement damage in te solids below 410 nm which corresponds to the

generated by the implantation. According bandgap energy. In contrast to this crystal.,

to the RUMP simulation, the displacement the S-doped crystal absorbed the light below

damage lies at a depth of 220 nm. A large 650 nm. This visible light absorption would

amount of atoms would occur in a deeper be due to the S-doping.

area in the as-implanted crystal. The ligned Figure 4 shows the calculated total and

spectrurn of te sample annealed at 600 C for partial density of states (DOS) ofthe VB and

6 hours, where the damage peak disappeared. CB for the pure and S-doped TiO,. When
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(a) Pure TiO, 4. Conclusion
Total VB CB (i) S-doped TiO2was synthesized by 200

keV S' implantation and subsequent termal

T i annealing at 600 C in air for 6 hours,

(ii) In the S-doped Ti02, the

optical-absorption occurred in the visible light

0.0 20 40 60 80 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 region.
Energy (eV)

(b)_S-dopedTiO, (iii) S-doping into TiO, causes an increase

Total in the width of the valance band, resulting in
V11 CB

bandgap narrowing.

X10
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5.4 Irradiation Effect on Crystalline C60 Films with

Low Energy Self-Ions

Hiroshi Naramoto, Vasily Lavrentiev, Kazurnasa Narurni and Seiji Sakai

Advanced Science Research Center. JAERI

1. Introduction 2. Experimentals

Since the synthesis Of C60 molecules, FCC Crystalline C60 films with -100nm

there appeared many kinds of reports order thickness were prepared on (0001)

treating C6( as starting materials. Transition a-A.1203 around 70-120 C under 10-8 Torr

metal atoms are interesting partners for by operating a Knudsen cell at the

chemical modification Of C60 molecules temperature range of 440-460 'C. The

because both are expected to play the source material for C60 is relatively high

complementary roles in the process of quality with 99.99 purity. For the present

charge transfer. The charge transfer induces chemical modification study the

the weekly bound chemical compounds bombardments Of C60' ions (50keV, 200

competing with the strain accumulation nA/cm2) from a Freemann-type ion source

associated with the phase separation. This were carried out at room temperature.

process can be supposed to the complex Different from the usual ion irradiation

system suitable for the spontaneous experiment, in C60' ion irradiation the

structure evolution study. The recent effort negative potential fo r the secondary

has shown that the evolved structures are electron suppression was not applied for

endowed with interesting electrical the proper evaluation of ion current under

functions 1,2). the strong influence of desorbed particles.

The structures obtained are weakly The irradiated surfaces were analyzed by

bound, and should be changed into the employing micro-Raman spectrometry,ID
endurable ones for the use as functional Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM),

materials. Energy beam illumination at the Fluorescent spectrometry and

spatially specified points will give us an step-profiling with a Dectak machine. The

additional means to design the functional step height change was evaluated referring

materials. In the present report, the effort to the pristine region in the same sample

on the irradiation-effect-study with self that was prepared by covering partly on a

ions is described made for a last fiscal year. sample surface when irradiation.

The ion irradiation is a violent technique

beyond the binding energy of the relevant 3. Results and Discussion

system but the careful application has been In the course of irradiation the special
shown to be Usefu 3 cares were paid for ion beam integration

In the present study, the energy Of C60 because the materials properties Of C60

ions was chosen so as to be just below the films are expected to change from insulator

critical one for the break-up Of C60 cages into conductor dpending on h nature of

4-6) . The simple process of graphitization by irradiation eect. Actually, the apparent

high energy ion bombardments is byond incident ion current has increased after the

our interests. incubation period where the rlease of

desorbed molecules is operative. In this
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course of study we found that the step changes are fitted on the same line even
heiaht evaluation is more sensitive way to though the samples with different
detect the subtle change Of C60 surface with thicknesses 200 nm-2100 nm) were used
Raman analysis. for the present experiment. This result

Fig. I illustrates the step-height change implies that the irradiation effect remained
as a function of the fluence Of C60' ion. even after sputtering is localized to almost
One can recognize the two stages eature. the top surface-layer. The sputtering
At the 1" stage, the stcp-height increase is process was analyzed based on
detected but this is apparent phenomena Winter-Sigmond approach and it is
coming from roughening on the irradiated concluded that the step-height change is
area because Dektak machine is only associated with molecule eection from
sensitive to the height change but limited C60 molecule. The additional experiment
to the spatial resolution. The Raman gives us the favorable result that the
analysis shows the intensity increase of sputtering ratio between a-AJ203 and C6 in
A,(2) peak without appreciable peak-shift. the present experiment is so close to the
This result suggests the improvement of results for the sputtering ratio between
C6o crystal quality. It is reasonable to (x-AJ20.1 and carbon.
consider the ejection of adsorbed oxygen
molecules and the subsequent References:
rearrangement as evidenced by the AFM
micrographs in Fig. 2 As illustrated at the 1) V 1. Lavrentiev, H. Abe, S. Yamamoto,
top part of Fig. 2 even just after the low H. Naramoto and K. Narurni, Physica B:
fluence irradiation (1.5XIO15/CM2), there Con. Matter 323 2002) 303-305.
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linear decrease of step-height from zero to Miyashita, Phys. of the Solid State 44
40 nm within the fluence of 1.6x1016/CM2 (2002) 668-673.
at room temperature. The corresponding 4) X. D. Zhu, Y. M. Xu, H. Naramoto K.
change of Raman spectra features is as Narumi, K. Miyashita, J. Phys. :Con.
follows: The A,(2) peak corresponding to Matter 14 2002) 5083.
tangential mode Of C60 intra-vibration was 5) X. D. Zhu, H. Nararnoto, Y. H. Xu K.
down-shifted linearly from 1462 to 1458 Narurni, K. Miyashita, J. Chem. Phys.
cm-'by the irradiation up to 1.63xI01(! /CM2. 116 2002) 10458-10461.

This change suggests strongly the 6) X. D. Zhu, H. Naramoto, Y. H. Xu K.
polymerization associated with the Narurni, K. Miyashita, Phys. Rev. 66
rearrangement of partly broken C60 (2002)165426.
molecules through the collision process.
The AFM analysis suggests also the
existence of lineage structure but not for
long polymerized cains. The step-heighttP
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Fluence of r,0 Ions/ XI 014 CM 2

Fig. 1: Step-height change as a function of' 50keV C,,,' ion fluence or three different samples.

The 1" stage corresponds to apparent step-height increase associated with rordering Of C60

molecule, and the 2 stage does to sputtering associated with C, molecule (Election and the

subsequent rearrangement on the surface.

NMM1111� r777777�1

virgin 1.5xio,5 QM-2

5OOx5O nm

Fig. 2 AM pictures taken frorn \7irgin eft) nd iadiated region (right) on the sample iadiated

within the low fluence region (1.5x 1015 cm). One cn ecognize te cear topographic change from

granulitic into terrace-stacked surfaces.
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5.5 Cobalt Ion Implantation into Nano-Porous Carbon
Structures

V. Lavrenticv, H. Naramoto, K. Narumi and S. Kitazawa

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Takasaki

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

The mechanisms study of electronic Implantation of cobalt into C60 film

interaction between carbon and transition and GC has been performed using 100

metals (Me) has been essential and keV Co' ions at room temperature (RT)

attractive during several decades. The under UHV conditions (TIARA facilities,

discovery of C6( fullerene critically JA-RI, Takasaki). Ion current during

improved the interest because of the implantation process was kept at around

variety of possible Me-C60 electronic 5 ttA. Implantation doses were kept to be

hybridizations suggesting intriguing 3X 1016 C,/CM2 and jX1017 C,/CM2 in

nano-structures '). At the same time the case Of C60 film and GC, respectively.

wealth of possible MC-C6c) bonding The value of Co concentration in C6o has

predicts the high sensitivity of final been chosen to provide Co/C atomic ratio

structure to the thermodynamic (0.02/0.98) generally used for creation of

conditions and, as a consequence, to the fullerene-based structures (see, for

preparation method. Recently we instance, 5)). Fullerene films have been

successfully combined Co and C6( using grown at RT on (0001) aA],03 UP to

2)the simultaneous deposition technique thickness of 1200 nm by the thermal

Here we have tested the ion implantation sublimation of pure C60 powder 99.99

to create buried CO-C60 layers important mass. %PC60) in UHV vacuum. The glassy
3)for application Expecting the carbon samples were supplied by Tokai

destructive effects of the energetic ions Carbon Co., Ltd. After Co-implantation

we performed the similar ion the samples were annealed several times

implantation into glassy carbon (GC) to at 5001C. We analyzed the samples after

have the reference samples. A each annealing step. The implanted

comparison between these low-density samples were analyzed with Rutherford

C-materials has provided the Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) and

complementary information helpful Raman Spectrometry. Depth profiles of

during analysis of the post-implantation implanted Co have been simulated by

structural effects using approach reported RUMP codes.

in 4.
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3. Results and Discussion double bonds as a possible mechanism of

Raman analysis of as-implanted C6( the post-implantation structure evolution.

and GC revealed the broad peak between

900 and 1700 cm-' reflecting the 0.20-

GG 100 keV Co'decomposition Of C60 molecules and .0 0.15-

nano-graphitic units in glassy carbon and (a 0 as-implanted
9 0.10. ater 500'C 0.5 h
0

the appearance of disordered carbon in _ 0

Co-irradiated area. The area is rather 0.05.
different in 0

C60 and GC in spite of 0.0 I Z . , �!�
6 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 MM

comparable average density 1.7 and 1.5 Depth angstroms

g/cm respectively) implying the
0.025- C,, film 100 kV Co'

different nano-scale distribution of _ -
it 0 0.020- as-implardedvacuum" in these nano-porous materials. --O- after 500'C 0.5 h

0.016- 0
After the first post-implantation 1

0 0.010-
annealing, the composition in subsurface .2
region of the samples remarkably 0.006 - b

0.0W
changed. Although implanted Co in GC 0 SW 1000 1500 2000 25 .W 30 .00

got received the reasonable shift to the Depth angstroms

sample surface the thermal response of

that in C60 was opposite (Fig. 1). The Figure 1: Depth profiles of cobalt

depth profiles show that after the first implanted into GC (a) and C6o film (b in

annealing Co ions are situated within as-implanted samples and after annealing

perfect fCC-C60 lattice. The appearance of at 5001C for 0.5 hours.
1448 cm-' Raman peak suggests the

charge transfer and the resultant Co-C60 Refemnces

bonding in the created buried layer. 1) A. N. Andriotis et aL, Phys. Rev. 62
The analysis of the implantation (2000) 9867-9871.

modified layers in C6( and GC after the 2) V. Lavrentiev H. Abe, S. Yamamoto, H.

thermal treatments revealed other Naramoto, K. Narumi, Surf Interface

interesting phenomena. We found the Anal. 35 2003) 36-39.

strong competition between thermal and 3 V Lavrentiev, H. Abe, S. Yamamoto,

chemical effects during the structure H. Naramoto, K. Narumi, Physica 323,
evolution in Co-doped amorphous carbon, (2002) 303-305.

resulting in the abnormal shift of Co 4) A.C. Ferrari and J. Robertson, Phys.

away from the surface. The correlation Rev. 61 2000) 14095-14107.

between Raman and RBS results suggests 5) A. Tess et aL, Science 273 1996)
the diffusion of Co atoms through C=C 483-487.
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5.6 Ion-irradiation-induced Color Centers and Anti-Stokes
Luminescence in Diamond

Y. Xu*, H. Naramoto*, K. Miyashita", T Kamiya***, S. Yarnarnoto',

T Sakai****, T Hamano***', and T Suda****

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI*,

Gunma Industrial Technology Center',

Department of Material Development, JAERI***.
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAJERI * * * *

1. Introduction for the convenience of finding the irradiation

Since diamond films were synthesized even spot for micro-Raman measurement. The doses

at low pressure in 19681), the broad applications employed are about 1016 /CM2.

of diamond, particularly in optoelectronic A micro-Raman spectrometer with a

devices, have been expected, attributing to its confocal scanning microscope equipped with a

outstanding electronic and optical properties. 488 nm Ar' laser as the light source was used. In

During the time, ion beam technique has been this spectrometer, a good spatial resolution

extensively applied to analyze and to improve (about 02 gm) is achieved using the confocal

the structure and properties of diamond films. system. Moreover, an AM scanning system is

However, many kinds of defects are induced combined with the spectroscope. So. the position

during ion irradiation, due to the severe energy adjustment and Raman point mapping of te

dissipation beyond the binding energies. sample can be easily realized. In addition,

In the present report, we describe the color another micro-Raman spectroscope with a 514

centers induced by H' ion irradiation, which is nm Ar' laser as the light source was also used to

usually used in ion beam analysis technique such measure the samples for a comparison.

as PIXE. To characterize the depth distribution

of point defects in ion-irradiated diamond, a 3. Results and Discussion

micro-Raman spectroscope with sub-micrometer Figurer 1(a) shows a typical Raman

spatial resolution was employee and anti-Stokes spectrum of W-ion-irradiated diamond excited

luminescence has been observed from a selected by 488 nm Ar' laser excitation. Very strong

area with high concentration of 3H color centers. peaks can be observed., but these peaks

correspond to neither the Raman peaks of

2. Experiment diamond and raphite, nor that of amorphous

A synthetic single crystal diamond (type Ila) carbon. Because the peaks at the same

was used in this experiment. The concentration wavelength are observed when sample is excited

of the main impurity of nitrogen is less than 10 by 514 nm wavelength (Figure b)), all of the

ppm. Ion bombardments were made into the peaks at 504 ran, 518.6 nm. 534.7 run, 541 nm,

diamond platelet from the side-face with a 2 and 553 nm are considered to be induced

MeV H' micro-beam at room temperature (100 through the photoluminescence. Comparing the

pA. 1Wn in diameter). The scanning area for peak positions and intensities with the reference

bombardment was kept to he about 5X50 RM2 data., it is confirmed that these peaks correspond
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to the zero-phonon line or one-phonon lines of Although 3H luminescence is considered to be

31-1 color centers in diamond. In the emission associated with interstitial-type color centers in

spectrum, a peak at 742 m is also observed. diamond, whether they are single isolated, di-, or

This peak is from luminescence too, being other interstitials as not been identified up to
2, 3,associated with R1 color centers. now . However, it can be inferred that the H

emission probably is related with tri-interstitials,

based on the result in Fig. 2 as knowing that

30000 3H GRI emission comes from single isolated
4)250M. neutral vacancy

20000
10000

10000'. GR1 520-
600D

Soo
4000 %

0 480-
500 550 600 650 700 750 8M 2000

Wavelength n) 460.

0
Figure 1. Raman spectra Of 0 10,OOD 20,000 30,000 40,000
W-irradiated diamond with a 488 mn DqXh fivin hTa6aW mrfaw (=4
Ar' laser (a) and a 514 nm Ar' laser (b).

Because H' ions were irradiated into the 10,000

side-face of the diamond platelet, the
depth-profiles of ion-irradiation-induced defects

en 1,000
can be easily characterized from the top-lace of

the diamond platelet. Figure 2 (a) shows the

intensity changes of 3H and R1 color centers
100

along the depth from the irradiated side. It 10 Intensity of GR1 (a. u.) 100
should be pointed out that the intensities of 311

and GR1 at the specified position were (b)

simultaneously obtained, and that each datum is Figure 2 (a) Intensity changes of H and GRI
only related with the information of vary small with the depth of ion implantation. (b)
area due to the high spatial resolution.of Raman Relationship between the intensities of 3H and

spectroscope. It is observed that the intensities GRI.

for both 3H emission and GRI emission increase

along the depth and get he maximum at about Now., returning back to Fig I b) a strong

22.3�tm, while the intensity of R1 emission peak at 504 run is observed even though the

changes more slowly than that 3H emission excitation wvelength is as long as 514 nm. This

along the depth. A relation Of bPCIGRI 2.62 i emission is called as anti-Stokes luminescence

found.. when we plot the 3H intensity 13H) With (ASL). To our knowledge, such strong ASL

GRI intensity (IGRI). as shown in Fig. 2 b). phenomenon has not been reported in diamond
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up to now. At ASL, the energy of the emitted

photons is higher than that of the incident

photons., therefore, it is necessary for the system

to obtain additional energies., except for the

incident photon energy, during the absorption

and emission process of photons. Generally,

ASL is caused by multi-photon absorption.,

Auger recombination, or thermal energy

absorption, etc. It is reasonably considered in the

present case that ASL arises from a simultaneous

phonon-absorption process during photon

absorption which leads to the electronic

transition from the ground states to the excited

states.

References
1) B. V Derjaguin et al., J. Cryst. Growth 2
(1968) 380.
2) J. W Steeds et al., Diamond Relat. Mater. 8
(1999)1847.
3) J. P. Goss et al... Phys. Rev. B 63 2001)
195208.
4) G. Davies et al.. Phys. Rev. B 46 1992)
13157.
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5.7 Ion-Irradiation-Induced Resistance to Photopolymerization of
C60 TWn Films

Kazumasa Narumi*, Yonghua Xu*, Kiyoshi Miyashita** and Hiroshi Naramoto*
Advanced Science Research Center, JAERl'

Gunma Prefectural Industrial Techn ology Research Laboratory"

1. Introduction of 99.99 (Term USA) was loaded into a

Ion-irradiation effect of solid state Co has Knudsen cell in a deposition chamber whose base

been investigated by many researchers and the pressure was 1X 10-6 Pa. During the deposition,

primary effect is destruction of the molecule: the temperature of the substrates was kept at

Energetic-ion impact leads to destruction of cage 165 'C and a deposition rate was about 06

structure in a C60 solid 1-3). FTIR and Raman nm/min. The pressure in the chamber was lower

analyses have revealed that no intermediate than 5X 10,6 Pa during the deposition. After the

fragments of a C60 molecules are generated by deposition, the specimens were irradiated at

ion impact"). On the other hand, solid state C60 room temperature with 7-MeV 12C2 ins from

can be transformed by UV-visible light to a the 3-MV Tandem accelerator of

polymeric phase4). It has been proposed that in JAERI/Takasaki in an irradiation hamber.

the photopolymer, C6o molecules are linked by whose base pressure was I X 1-5 Pa. The films

covalent bonds via a photochemical 2 2 were about 190 nm thick so that almost all of C

cycloaddition reaction in which the double bonds ions could pass through the film. Current density

on neighboring C6o molecules are broken and was around 200 nA/cM2 . Raman spectra were

reformed as a four-membered ring. This process measured in air with Renishaw Ramascope 2000

can be monitored by characteristic peak splittings g-Rarnan system using a fixed grating angle and

and shifts in Raman and other vibrational spectra 514.5 nm radiation from an Ar' laser. The spot

with regard to pristine Co. size of the laser was estimated to be about 3gm.

In the present study, ion-irradiation effect

on photopolymerization in a C60 solid is 3. Results and Discussion

investigated with the use of Raman spectroscopy Figure shows the dependence of Raman

We observe the resistance of ion-irradiated films spectra around the "pentagonal pinch" mode for

to the photopolymerization. which is explained an unirradiated film on power density of the Ar'

by the fact that the number ofa C60 pair satisfying laser. Each of the spectra was measured with

the topochernical requirement for photochemical accumulation time of 120 s with the power

reaction in solids decreases by ion-induced density indicated in the figure. The Ar' laser

decomposition ofthe C( molecules accompanied illuminated the specimen just only during the

by lattice disorder. accumulation of' a spectrum. The Raman

intensity of the line at 1469 cm-' decreases with

2. Experimental increasing power density, while a shoulder at the

Thin films of C6(, were prepared by lower-frequency side of the line becomes

molecular beam epitaxy on Si(111) substrates. A prominent. The result of Lorentzian-line-fit

surface oxide of the substrate was removed by analysis for the spectrum measured with 7100

immersing in a % HF solution. Pure C60 powder W/CM2 is shown in the inset. which demonstrates
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UnlmdiaW 1X1011/cm 2

710ow/CM2 469crn'

1460 cm-'I

900 W/cin 2

1440 461 4 1700 W/cm

1700 W/cni' 3800 W/cm-

3800 W/cIn 7100 W/cill 2

1400 1500 1600

RAMAN SHIFT n�i)

7 1 00 W/cm Fig. 2 Dependence of Raman spectra for a specimen

1400 1500 1600 irradiated with the fluence of LX 10" cm2 on power

RAMAN SIFT ni) densitv of the Ar' lser.

3
Fig. Dependence of Raman spectra for an

unirTadiated specimen on power dnsity of the Ar' Ujirradiated

laser. Inset shows Lorentzian-line-fi aalysis of the I x IO' 2 m2
2 IXIO'3

Raman spectrum easured with 7100 W/cm . /CM

2 1-10" 0112
that the shoulder is attributed to the Raman band

at 1460 cm-' due to a polymeric phase Of C60

Figure indicates that the A' laser illumination

photopolymerizes C(,o in the film during the
z

collection of a spectrum.

On the other hand, Fig. 2 shows the change

of the Raman spectrum for a C60 film irradiated

with .OX 1014 /CM2. where all of the spectra were 2O()O 4000 6000 8(((
POWER DENSITY (W/cm)

measured on the same conditions as those in Fig. Fig. 3 I-iser-power dependence of' integrated-intensity

1. Contrary to the result shown in Fig. 1. the ratio of the Raman band due to a polymeric phase to

spectra do not depend on the laser power and the that of the line at 1469 c- peak for four different
fluences. Broken lines are guide to the eye.

Raman band due to a polymeric phase is hardly

observed. Figure 3 shows ratio of integrated observed except or the film irradiated with

peak intensity of the Raman band due to a 1 X 1 14 /CM2 and the variation becomes smaller as

polymeric phase to that of the line at 1469 cm-'as the ion fluence increases. On the other hand, for

a function of the laser power for four different ion the film irradiated with jX 1014 /CM2. the ratio is

fluences. Integrated peak intensity was so small and hardly dpends on the power density

determined by the Lorentzian-curve-fitting of the laser as iferred from Fig. 2.

analysis of the obtained Raman spectra. As Figure 3 clearly indicates that

inferred easily from Fig. 1. the ratio for the ion-irradiated films are resistant to

unirradiated film increases with increasing power photopolymerization and that the resistance

density of the laser. Such a change is also increases with increasing ion fluence. This can
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be qualitatively explained by the topochemical In conclusion., we mention application of

requirement for the photochemical 2 2 the effect observed in the present study: It has

cycloaddition reaction in solids and destructive potential to make it possible to control

collisions of the C60 molecules with energetic polymerization although the effect accompanies

ions accompanied by lattice disorder. At first, let the destruction ofthe molecules. In addition. the

us consider photochemical reaction in a C60 solid. same effect is expected in the case of

According to the topochemical requirement for pressure-induced polymerization., because the

photochemical reaction in molecular solids., the covalent linking between the C60 molecules has

photopolymerization is active when two carbon also been proposed to be via the 2 2

double bonds on adjacent molecules are oriented cycloaddition reaction in the pressure-induced

parallel to one another and separated by less than C60 polymers9.

0.42 nM6.7). In the fcc structure of a C60 crystal,

the distance between adjacent molecules is as References

small as 029 nm"). A C60 molecule has 30 double 1) R.G. Musket, R.A. Hawley-Fedder and WL.

bonds and spins freely about randomly oriented Bell, Radiat. Eff. Defects 118 1991) 225.
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thus the probability that two double bonds on McCulloch, WH. Leong, A. Hoffman and R.

adjacent molecules are oriented parallel to one Kalish, Phys. Rev. 52 1995) 841

another is high. Therefore, the topochemical 3) J. Kastner, H. Kuzmany and L. Palmetshofer,

requirement is satisfied in a C60 crystal. On the Appl. Phys. Lett. 65 1994) 543.

other hand., ion irradiation Of C60 films leads to 4) A.M. Rao. P. Zhou. K.-A. Wang. GT. Hager,

complete decomposition of each molecule into J.M. Holden, Y Wang. W.-T. Lee., X.-X. Bi,
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molecules involved in photopolymerization Media.. ed. V Ramamurthy (VCH. Weinheim.

decrease with increasing ion fluence. 1991) Ch. 4 p. 133.
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between adjacent molecules. Because of these Eklund. Science of Fullerenes nd Carbon

two reasons. the number of the Nanotubes. (Academic Press, San Diego,
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5.8 Defect Creation due to X-ray Irradiation and
Electron Irradiation in EuBa2CU306

N. Ishikawa*, Y. Chimi% A. Iwase% H.Wakana**, T. Hashimoto",

0. Michikami"

Department of Materials Science, JAER1'

Faculty of Engineering, wale University"

Untroduction 2.Experimental Procedure

High energy (several keV) X-ray causes In order to prepare The oxygen-deficieni

electronic excitation which may cause atomic samples a c-axis oriented EuBa2CU30y (y=7)

displacements.. but so far little experimental thin film was prepared on MgO substrate,

proof is reported for atomic displacements and it was heated in low oxygen partial

after high-energy X-ray irradiation. If the pressure. The oxygen-deficient EuBa2CU30y

electronic excitation due to X-ray irradiation was expected to have oxygen content of

causes atomic displacements, then this may nearly y=6. since its c-axis lattice parameter

be attributed to the creation of high energy was larger by 12% than that of EuBaCU30Y

electrons and/or Coulomb repulsion between (y=7). The specimens were irradiated at

ionized constituent atoms. The atomic IOOK with 9.07keV X-ray. The X-ray

displacements due to high energy electrons irradiation was performed at Photon Factory

can be simulated by directly irradiating of the High Energy Accelerator Research

energetic electrons to samples. The Organization (KEK, Tsukuba). In order to

objective of this work is to detect the small avoid the possible irradiation effect of the

amount of atomic displacements due to electrode, the rectangular-shaped slit was

high-energy X-ray, and to simulate the effect placed on the sample.. and only the sample

of electrons by irradiating the target with part was irradiated. In-situ measurement of

energetic electrons. In the previous work, change in resistivity during the irradiation

we found that increase in electrical resistivity was performed at 100K The electrical

is observed in EuBa2CU30y (y=6-7) as a resistivity is measured by the conventional

result of defect creation due to electron four-probe method. We performed also the

irradiation., and the sensitivity to electron irradiation with 0.46MeV electrons from a

irradiation is greatly increased by decreasing 3MV single-ended accelerator in TIARA

the oxygen content. From this result it can JAERI-Takasaki, in the same way as the

he learned that oxygen-deficient EuBaCu.,Oy irradiation with X-ray. The energy of

(y=6) is a appropriate specimen to detect a 0.46MeV was chosen because this is the

small amount of defect creation due to some lowest energy achievable by the accelerator

irradiation. Based on this recognition, we for simulating the electron irradiation.

tried to detect the effect of irradiation with

high-energy (several keV) X-ray by using the 3.Results and Discussion

oxygen-deficient EuBaCu.,Oyl Figure I shows the resistivity change as a
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function of irradiation time in EuBa2CU30Y

(y=6) irradiated with 9.07keV X-ray. 9.07keV X-ray irradiation5 
Resistivity increase is observed only during

4 irradiation
the irradiation, indicating the lattice defects

are created due to ionization by the 3

irradiation. It is surprising in a sense that Z§ 2

such a low density electronic excitation can

lead to atomic motion. The resistivity change
0shows a saturating behavior. Figure 2

shows the resistivity change as a function -1

of electron fluence in EuBacu,,Oy (y=6) -2 
irradiated with 0.46MeV electrons. From 0 50 100 150 200

this result it is found that the increase in time (hour)
resistivity due to electron irradiation is also Fig. Change in resistivity normalized by

monotonic and slightly saturating. Both the resistivity before irradiation plotted as a

saturating behaviors indicate that both of the function of time for EuBa2CU30y (y=6)

irradiations create defects part of which is irradiated with 907keV X-ray. The

annihilated by recombining with the defects irradiation time is indicated in the figure.
already created by the previous irradiation.

It is supposed that the electrons created

by X-ray irradiation can be a cause of atomic 40

motion fom the results of electron irradiation

experiments. It is already known that for

electron irradiation elastic displacements are 2MeV e
�N

the cause of defect creation'). For X-ray 0
Q20-irradiation, electrons are created as a result of
Q

ionization. and it is still controversial .46MeV e

whether or not electrons created by X-ray

irradiation give sufficient energy for atoms to

displace. Quantitative analysis is necessary 1 2
to examine whether the mechanism of atomic FLUENCE (1 01' crn)

displacements due to electron irradiation is

really the same as those due to electrons Fig.2 Change in resistivity normalized by

created by high energy X-ray irradiation. the resisitivity before irradiation plotted
Refeirence
I)N. shikawa. Y. Chimi, A. wase. K. Tsuru as a function of fluence for EuBaCu3Oy

(y=6) irradiated with 0.46MeVand 0. Michikami. J. Nucl. Mater. 258-263
(1998) 1924. electrons. The result for 2MeV

irradiation is also shown for reference.
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5.9 Electron Beam Energy Dependence of Cross-Section
for Production of Frenkel Pairs in Nanocrystalline Gold

Y Chirni', A. wase*, N. Ishikawa*, M. Kobiyama' T Inami", S. Okuda"'
Department of'Materials Science, JAERl'
Department of'Engineering. baraki University"

Emeritus Prol'essor. University of'Tsukuba...

1. Introduction was measured in situ at 11 K as a unction o'

Nanocrystalline materials consist of' crystal electron fluence. Electrons with Iwo kinds of

grains with much smaller size (below energy, 0.5 and 20 MeV were irradiated by

several-tens nm) than those in ordinary turns. For comparison. it poly-Au oil (1.2 m

polyerystalline materials. Therefore.. thick), which had been annealed at 873 K for

nanocrystalline materials are expected to be -lb in a vacuum below 4X 10,7 Torr before

irradiation-resistant due to a large volume irradiation., ws pced aqjacent to he nano-Au

fraction of grain boundaries'. which might work Ibil. and those fbils were irradiated and

as effective sinks Im irradiation-produced measured simultaneously.

defects. We have studied irradiation behavior o'

nanocrystalline gold (nano-Au) with nergetic 3. Results and Discussion

.particles"', nd have round that nano-Au is Figure I shows the change in electrical

irradiation-resistant under the condition that resistivity, Ap, of' nano- nd poly-Au specimens

irradiation-produced df'ects can he diffused as a unction o electron fluence. (1). This figure

thermally, but at low temperature where indicates accumulation behavior of'

diffusion of' dcl'ects is suppressed the defect irradiation-produced def'eets in the specimens.

production is easier by irradiation in nano-Au For poly-Au specimen. little change in resistivity

Than in polycrystalline gold (poly-Au). Tis during 0.5 MeV electron irradiation is observed,

result can be explained by assuming lower and this is ordinary behavior in consideration '

displacement threshold energy Ej) in nano-Au Ed = 43 eV or gold 3'. For nano-Au specimen on

than in poly7Au. the other hnd, resistivity change rate. d(Ap)/M),

In the present work. in order to study the is much larger than that tor poly-Au. Mreover.

lowering of' Ed in nano-Au, dependence of the value of d(Ap)/d4) depends strongly on

cross-section 1017 production of' Frcnkel pirs o electron bearn nergy. d(Ap)/M) during 0.5 MeV

electron beam nergy is investigated. electron irradiation is larger han hat during 20

MeV electron irradiation. In order to estimate

2. Experimental Procedure the cross-sections lr production o' Frenkel

A nano-Au foil (-8.6 Am thick) was repared pairs. dAp)/d(l) is plotted against A as shown

by the gas deposition method. Estimatedaverage in Fig. 2 For the analysis. the ollowing general

grain size of the secimen ws 20 rm Te rate equatio ws used:

specimen ws irradiated below 7 K with 0.5 d(A dC

or 20 MeV lectrons 1rom it 3 MV single-endcd d4) VF (A)) m VIJ(3d -(3rc). (1)

-accelerator in TIARA, JAERI-Takasaki. Te

change in lectrical resistivity of' h specimen where C is the concentration of'
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iffadiation-produeed Frcnkel airs, f),-. the Table 1. Dependence of' cross-sections for

resistivity contribution of' Frenkc] pirs 250 production of' Frenkel pirs,. cid. for each
[IQ

CM/U.C.3,). and -5d nd (j, the cross-sections specimen on lectron beam energy.

for poduction nd annihilation of' Frenkel pairs, Energy (5d or poly-Au od for nano-Au

respectively. On the assumption h for 0.5 MeV 2.3 I 022 CM2

D CM2 jo-22 CM2nano-Au is the same s poly-Au. dpendence o 2.0 McV 2.7x IO-' 1.5Y

cid or ech specimen on e]CCITOD beam energy is

shown in Table For 20 MV lectron G 0.5 VV 10 MCV 0.5 MCV 20 WV
irradiation. cy cculated by using NRT model Ua A

(-23 CM2. so that C Al,with Ed= 43 eV, C3d" i IAX 6-
the dmage efficiency, (-Yd (id"', becomes

1.9 and 11 for poly- and nano-Au, respectively. nano-Au
The value for nno -in hat C

-Au is much higher th, 4-
A"

for poly-Au. This result cn be explained by U
>_.

lowering o' d in nano-Au2'. For nano-Au. 5

moreover., ad for 0.5 MeV electron iadiation is Lon
V)

-1.5 times larger than that for 20 MeV lectron

irradiation. This energy dependence is quite
poly-Au

opposite to that or poly-Au, so that it is U
impossible lo estimate Ed in nano-Au by means 5 10 15

of' it onventional method". Therefore, this Electron fluence. (1 I I 016 CM-2

energy dependence cnnot be explained only as
effective lowering ol'Ej in nano-Au. The eason Fig. 1. Change in electrical resistivity. Ap. of'

for this interesting phenomenon is still unknown. nano- and poly-Au specimens its a unction of'
electron luence. 4).
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5.10 Study on Processes of Radiation-Enhanced Segregation
in Fe-Cu Model Alloys for Pressure Vessel Steels
of Light Water Reactors

Y Chimi*, A. wase*, T. Tobita**, N. Ishikawa*, M. Suzuki", S. shino'"
Department of Materials Science. JAERl'
Department of Reactor Safety Re search, JAERI"
Department of Applied Science.. Tokai University...

1. Introduction the specimens is shown in Table 1. The
Fe-Cu alloys are well-known as model alloys specimens were solution-annealed at 1123 K for

for studying a mechanism of irradiation 10 min under a vacuum. and then quenched into
embrittlement in pressure vessel steels of I ight helium gas. This process made Cu atoms
water reactors. One of the major reasons of the dissolve supersaturatedly in the iron lattice. The
irradiation embrittlement is that segregation of size of the specimen was mm x 10 mm x 30
solute Cu atoms in the material is enhanced by �trn. Fe-Cu alloy ribbons, which had the same
irradiation, which is called "Radiation-Enhanced Cu concentration as the specimens., were
Segregation"'. Thermal diffusion of spot-welded to the specimens as lead wires for
irradiation-produced defects accompanied with electrical resistivity measurement. The
transportation of Cu atoms correlates to the specimens were mounted on aluminum
segregation Especially, irradiation with y-ray substrates by using epoxy resin (Araldite in
emitted from fission reaction contributes order to insulate the specimens from the
strongly to the radiation-enhanced segregation., substrates. The specimens were irradiated at
since y-ray i rradiation produces Frenkel pairs -300 K with 20 MeV electrons from a 3 MV
through energetic electron irradiation via single-ended accelerator in TIARA.
Compton scattering and/or pair creation in the JAERI-Takasaki. The change in electrical
pressure vessel steels. We have studied the resistivity of each specimen. Ap, was measured
processes of the radiation-enhanced segregation in situ at 300K as a function of electron fluence
of Cu atoms in Fe-Cu model alloys for pressure during irradiation.
vessel steels 11-41. In the present work, as a

simulation of y-ray irradiation, energetic 3. Results and Discussion
electrons are irradiated to Fe-Cu alloys with Figure I shows the change in electrical
several Cu concentrations in order to introduce resistivity of the specimens as a unction of
Frenkel pairs eectively. The segregation of Cu irradiation dose. For each specimen.. Ap
atoms is studied by measuring the change in decreases linearly with increasing dose except
electrical resistivity of the Fe-Cu alloys., for an increase in Ap at the beginning of
focusing on the dependence of Cu concentration. irradiation. This decrease in Ap means that the

solute Cu concentration in the iron lattice

2. Experimental Procedure decreases due to the segregation of' Cu atoms.
Four kinds of Fe-Cu alloys with different Cu The increase in Ap at the beginning, n the other

concentration 0.02, 0.1 06 and 12 wt.%) were hand. implies that the defect clusters. which will

used as specimens. The chemical composition of be nucleation sites for the segregation of Cu
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atoms, are growing up during irradiation. The Refemnces

dependence of resistivity decreasing rate on Cu 1) T. Tobita, M. Suzuki, A wase, K. Aizawa J.

concentration above 10 �tdpa is shown in Fig. 2 Nucl. Mater. 299 2001) 267.

The decreasing rate seems to be larger for higher 2) K. Morita, S. Ishino, T. Tobita, Y Chimi N.

Cu concentration. According to experimental Ishikawa. A. lwase, J. Nucl. Mater. 304

results o low-temperature irradiation. however, (2002) 153.

it appears that the resistivity contribution of a 3) A. wase, T. Hasegawa. Y Chimi, T. Tobita,

Frenkel pair depends on Cu concentration. N. Ishikawa, M. Suzuki, T. Karnbara S.

Therefore., the resistivity contribution per unit Ishino, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B 195 2002)

Cu. concentration may also depend on Cu 309.

concentration. We have to treat the results of Cu 4) S. Ishino, Y Chimi, Bagiyono. T. Tobita N.

concentration dependence very carefully Ishikawa, M. Suzuki, A Iwase, J. Nucl.

Mater. (2003� in press.

Table 1. Chemical composition of specimens in wt.%.

Specimen CU C Si 0 N Fe
Fe-0.02wt.%Cu 0.022 0.003 0.003 0.015 0.0006 Balance
Fe-O.lwt.%Cu 0.1 0.002 0.003 0.014 0.0005 Balance
Fe-0.6wt.%Cu 0.61 0.002 0.002 0.015 0.0006 Balance
Fe-1.2wt.%Cu 0.19 0.002 0.001 0.013 0.0006 Balance

LV

Ar
C!

EUV, 4007
__0 =L

U

-0. I 200.

A Fe-llwt.XiCu
0 Fe-0.6%%q.IXCU
A Fe-O I %).q.'/,,Cu
0 Fe-0.02W.%Cu

20 40 60 04 0.5 1

Dose 10-6 dpa Cu concentration wt.%Cu

Fig. 1. Change in electrical resistivity of Fig. 2. Cu concentration dependence of

specimens as a function of irradiation dose. resistivity decreasing rate.
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5.11 Radiation Effects on Li-Vacancy Ordering in NaTI-type
Li Compound

M.Yahagi*, T. Hashimoto*, H. Sugai**, A. Iwase***, Y. Chimi***,

N. Ishikawa* * *, H. Hamanaka* * * * and K. Kuriyama*

Faculty of Engineering, Aomori University*,

Department of Research Reactor, JAERI * *,

Department of Materials Science, JAERI***,

College of Engineering and Research Center of Ion Beam Technology,

Hosei University""

1. Introduction

P-LiAl has a large constitutional defect con- Li sublattice sites, but there are a few of
centration at room temperature". The defect Frenkel-type defects, consist of Al interstitial
structure is composed of vacancies in the Li and Al vacancy pair, produced by electron
sublattice (free VU), Li anti-structure atoms in irradiation).

the Al sublattice (free LiAl), and complex In this report, we describe the radiation

defects Li-LiAl). However, this compound effects for Li anti-structure atoms in Al sub-

maintains a ell-defined structure (NaTl lattice in P-LiAl with about 49.0 at.%Li, due to

structure 2)) over a homogeneity phase 48-56 Li atom ejected by electron irradiation.

at.%Li). It is assumed that the low value (-O. 

eV)3) of the activation energy for the diffusion 2. Experimental Procedure

of Li+ ion is associated with a large concen- O-LiAl was prepared by direct reaction of

tration of free VU on the Li sublattice. There- equimolar amounts of Li 99.9% pure) and Al

fore, P-LiAl has been considered as a possible (99.999% pure) as reported earlier9). Li content

electrode materials for rechargeable lithium of sample was estimated to be about 49.0

batterieS4.5) , because the Li+ ions can move at.%Li from the value of the resistivity.

easily through these free Wi- Electron irradiation was performed at below

O-LiAl has some distinctive features as 40K using a MV single-ended accelerator in

follows the electrical resistivity is consid- TIARA (JAERI-Takasaki) 2 MeV-electron

erably affected by these defect structures". were used in this study. The fluence depen-

Furthermore, an abrupt change in the resist- dence of electrical resistivity was measured at

ivity 6) and heat-capacity7) at 95K is closely below 40K using the van der Pauw method

correlated with the low-temperature Order- after stopping electron irradiation for a time.

disorder transition of Li vacancies.

The radiation effects by electron iadiation 3. Results and Discussion

in P-LiAl with about 48.2 at.%Li make it clear Figure I shows the electron-fluence depen-

that Frenkel-type defects composed of Li dence of resistivity PA Of A-LiAl at tempera-

interstitial and VU pair are produced by the ture below 40K. PA is the average of the resist-

knock on of Li atoms which orderly arrange in ivity measured over a temperature from 14 to
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9.2 30
49.0 at.%Li - 0 before irradiation

E 2 5 X after irradiation

9.1
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1 0
E-
V)8.9 I 4

5

r
8.8 0

0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 0 100 200 300
FLUENCE (X1017 electronS/CM2) TEMPERATURE K]

Fig.1 Electron-fluence dependence of resist- Fig.2 Temperature dependent electrical resis-

ivity for P-LiAl with CU = 49.0 at.%Li. tivity of P-LiAl before and after irradiation.

33 K. Figure 2 shows the temperature depen- composed of Li interstital and VU pair are only
dence of resistivity of 0- LiAl before and after produced by the knock on of Li atoms which

electron irradiation. The electron-fluence is orderly arrange in Li sublattice sites.

about 1.3xl 017 electrons /CM2. The temperature dependence of resistivity

As shown in Fig. 1, PA increases slightly after electron iffadiation coincides with that

with the electron-fluence. This tendency seems before electron iadiation as shown in Fig.2.

to have the same tendency as one reported pre- This behavior is similar to that for P-LiAl with

viouslyg). This specimen (49.Oat.%Li) contains 48.2at.%Li except on the region of the ordering

the defect concentration of free VLj 2.35%) temperature. This suggests that there are a few

and VU-1,41(0.33%). The Latter VU-LiAl COM- of Frenkel-type defects, consisting of Al inter-

plex. defects cause an increase in the resistivity, stitial and Al vacancy pair produced by elec-

since this defect (valency 3 consist Of VU tron irradiation.

(valency - ) and LiAl (valency 2) is much more Hereafter, we wish to clarify a relation be-

effective as scatteres than VU(valency 1)1). If tween a interaction Of VLi-VLi and the diffusion

LiAl in VLi-LiAl complex defect is ejected by mechanism of Li' ion in P-LiAl according to

electron irradiation, VU-VAI complex defects the energy-dependence And Li-content depen-

are created and the valency will be 4. There- dence of electron irradiation.

fore, it is assumed that the resistivity of P-LiAl

with 49.0 at.%Li after electron irradiation References

shows high resistivity than that in P-LiAl with 1) H.Sugai, M.Tanase, M.Yahagi, T.Ashida,

48.2 at.%Li a few Of VU-LiAl complex de- H.Hamanaka, K.Kuriyama, and K.Iwamura,

fects ) as reported previouslys). However, there Phys. Rev. B52 1995) 4050.

is no difference in the resistivities of P-LiAl 2) E.Zintl and G.Brauer, Z. Phys. Chem. B20

with 48.2 and 49.0 at.%Li after electron irra- (1933) 245.

diation. This result suggests that LiAl in 3) H.E.Schone and W.D.Knight, Acta Metall.

VU-LiAl complex defect is not ejected by 11 1936) 179.

electron irradiation, and Frenkel-type defects 4) C.H.Wen, B.A.Boukamp, R.A.Huggins,
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5.12 Mechanical Properties of High-Density Nanocrystalline Au after
Low-Temperature Irradiation

H. Tanimoto*, T. Yamada*, N. Yagi*, H. Mizubayashi*, A. 1wase",

N. Ishikawa*** and Y. Chimi***

Institute of Materials Science, The University of Tsukuba*

Research Institute for Advanced Science & Technology, Osaka Prefecture University"

Department of Materials Science. JAERI***

1 Itroduction High-density n-Au and n-Cu ribbons 002 -

Whereas an increased volume fraction of 0 I mm thick, nun wide and 23 mm long were

the grain boundaries (GBs) may modify the prepared by the gas-deposition (GD) method.�A)

properties of nanocrystalline (n-) materials, the The density was measured by the Archimedes'

present knowledge on the GB regions is very method using high-purity ethanol, indicating that

limited. Recent mechanical studies on high- the relative density to the theoretical value (p/po)

density n-metals reveal that the Young�s modulus is more than 99 for n-Au and about 94-98%

of n-metals is not much lower than that of the for n-Cu. The mean grain size., d. estimated

conventional polycrystalline (poly-) metals.'--'A) from the peak broadening of the X-ray diffraction

For example, the Young's modulus of the high- was about 20 - 40 nm for n-Au and 10 - 30 nm

density n-Au at 10 K is almost the same to the for n-Cu. No contamination was detected from

value of poly-Au after taking into account the the electron probe microanalysis and the thermal

crystalline texture. A) In contrast. it is found that gas-desorption measurement in vacuum.

the anclastic strains revealed for the strain, F-, The temperature dependence of f and Q-' was
104range above in the prolonged time scale of measured by the electrostatic and electromagnetic

the order of 104 Sec. start to increase above 200 methods'. The 2MeV electron irradiation at

K. where the slow anelastic process in the GB temperature, T, below 1 K was carried out by
4) -ended electrostaticregions is excited. On the other hand, the using the 3MeV single

increase in the anelastic strain above 200 K is accelerator of TIARA, JAERL The MeV

also found in the dynamic measurements at 102 proton irradiation at T < K was carried out by

Hz., where the fast anelastic process in the GB using the tandem accelerator of University of

regions is excited. In the present work, we Tsukuba.

pursued the fast anelastic process by means of

the vibrating reed method at about 200 Hz. 3. RsWb and DLcussiun

That is, we measured the strain amplitude Figure I shows an example of the SAMD

dependence (SAMD) of the resonant frequency, f. observed for the n-Au specimens in the as-

and the internal friction. Q'1. Further, the low prepared state at various temperatures. The
10-4,temperature irradiation was made to get an outline of the SAMD is as follows For <

insight into the GBs through a probable f observed at 90 K shows a monotonous decrease

modification by irradiation. of about I with increasing .. and f at 303 K

shows a decrease for below 4xI0-5 and then

2. ExperimenW Procedure saturation for E above 4x10-5 (Fig. (a))_ Q-'
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shows a monotonous increase with increasing characteristic SAMD of f found for the n-Au

for all the temperatures (Fig. 1(b)). The SAMD specimens is associated with a certain anelastic

of f and Q observed at 258 K is intermediate process other than dislocation motions, where the

between those at 90 and 303 K. In Fig. 1(c) for GB regions may play some Tole.9) It is noted

> 10-4. f at 293 K remains almost constant for that the SAMD of f reported for amorphous

< R10 -4. and ten increases by about alloys is qualitatively similar to that observed for

showing saturation with increasing to X10,4. the n-Au specimens shown in Fig. 1, and is

On the other hancL f at 90 K remains almost explained by the cooperative motion of many

constant for the present strain range. The atoms.-e) For the atomic diffusion in the GB

SAMD of f observed at 223 K is intermediate regions, the cooperative motion of three or four

between those found at 90 K and 293 K. For atoms are suggested after the computer

the strain range shown in Fig. 1(d), Q-1 shows a simulations'"'), indicating that one part of the

monotonous increase as like as Q-' shown in Fig. GB regions may be soft mechanically. Possible

1(b). explanation for the characteristic SAMD of f

The SAMD of f seen in Fig. is so different found for the n-Au specimens is a cooperative

from that of conventional poly-Au specimens. motion of a crystallite which is surrounded by the

No plastic deformations are detected for the n-Au GB regions being mechanically soft in a elative

specimens after the SAMD measurements for sense. However, quantitatively, the SAMD of f

up to 2x 10,3 at 300 K, although the microyielding for the n-Au specimens is much smaller than that

takes place for below 10'5 for conventional found in amorphous alloy, suggesting that the

polycrystalline Au specimens. fractional volume of such soft GB regions should

temperature irradiation, the Q-1 spectrum was be very low. The large increase in .E/Eo by

remained unchang4 in contrast, f showed a irradiation and te recovery after annealing may

large monotonous increase which showed a be attributed to the local structural change such

recovery by annealing after the iadiation. as the trapping and detrapping of interstitial

Fig. 2 a relative change in the Young's modulus atoms by the vacancy-type defects at the GB

observed at 6 K EIEO, E0 ; the Young's regions. In order to clarify the detailed

modulus before irradiation) is plotted as a mechanisms, the further study is now in progress.

function of the accumulated Frenkel-pair defect

concentration Cpp). For the single crystal

refractory BCC metals, we found that the Referenm

Young's modulus showed a small decrease by the 1) P. G. Sanders, J. A. Eastman and J. R.

accumulation of the Frenkel-pair defects. i.e. Weertman, Acta Maier. 45(1997)4019.

(AE/Eo)/(CFp) 10.8) The increase in A.E1E0 2) X. Y. Qin, X. R. Zang, G. S. Cheng and L.

observed for the n-metals by irradiation showed a D. Zhang, Nanostruct. Maier 41998)661.

large recovery after annealing to 300 K. These 3) S. Sakai. H. Tanimoto and B. Mizubayashi.

changes in E/Eo by irradiation and annealing Acta Maier. 47(1999)211.

suggest the accumulation of irradiation-induced 4) S.Sakai. H.Tanimoto. K.Otsuka, T.Yamada,

defects and the annealing Out., espectively. Y.Koda. E.Kita and H.Mizubayashi, Scripta

From the combination of the observed results Maier. 45(2001)1313.

for the SAMD in f and the low temperature 5) M. Mizubayashi. T. Okamoto, K. Koyama and

irradiation experiments. we surmise that the M. Horiuchi, Acta Mater. 46(1998)1257.
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Figure 2 Relative change in the
Figure 1. Strain amplitude dependence of the dynamic Young's modulus (AE/Eo)

resonant frequency, f, and the internal friction, measured at 6K during low-temperature

Q-1, observed for the n-Au specimens, where (a) irradiation and after the following

and (b) are measured by the electrostatic annealing. Eo is E observed at 6 K

method, and (c ad (d) by the electromagentic before irradiation.

method.
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5.13 ESR CHARACTERIZATION OF ION IMPLANTATION
DOPING OF WIDE-GAP SEMICONDUCTOR
CRYSTALS: PHOSPHORUS DONORS IN SiC

J. Isoya*, N. Mizuochi*, T. Ohshima**, N. Morishita**, T. Kamiya**
Institute of Library and Information Science, University of Tsukuba*
Department of Material Development, JAERI**

1. Introduction efficiency by varying the conditions of

Wide-gap semiconductor crystals, phosphorus ion implantation ad those

which have specific properties that are of post-implantation annealing,

not feasible by silicon, are promising microscopic characterization of

materials for electronic devices of implanted phosphorus ions as well as

high-frequency, high-power, hgh- those of implantation-induced defects

temperature applications and for is important. We have applied ESR

those used in a harsh environment. method to elucidate at microscopic

The most critical issue in wide-gap level the thermal behaviour of

semiconductor technologies is to implanted ions and radiation damages.

establish te methods of introducing To characterize the activation of

p-type/n-type dopants as well as phosphorus ions, it is critically

growing both bulk single crystals important to observe the ESR signals

and epitaxial layers of high quality. from phosphorus shallow donors in

Silicon carbide (SiC) is suited for which the phosphorus atoms substitute

MOSFETs since stable oxide is formed for silicon atoms. We ave scceeded

by thermal oxidation. In SiC de to the in observing the ESR signals of shallow

difficulty of doping by thermal phosphorus donors, which was reported

diffusion, ion implantation is a previously only in samples doped by

potential method of selective area neutron transmutation [1,2], first time

doping i the device fabrication. In in both MeV (9-21MeV ad KeV 340

SiC, some of radiation damages and KeV) phosphorus ion implanted 6H-SiC

secondary defects produced by [3]. ESR signals of radiation damages

annealing might be stable up to rather i iplanted samples are often not

high temperatures. Thus, slection of sufficiently strong to observe weak "Si

the iplantation conditions and that of (1=1/2, 47%) ad "C(1=1/2, 1.1%)

tile post-implantation annealing hyperfine lines. We ave determined

conditions are critically important to the detailed structures of defect species

reduce the radiation damages and to produced as rdiation darnages by sing

drive the implant ito te ruired their strong ESR signals i the samples

lattice site. irradiated with electrons.

In addition to nitrogen, which is

unintentionally icorporated during the 2. Experiments

crystal growth, posphorus acts as a Rectangular plates 3 x 10 x 1.5

shallow donor. To improve the doping mrn') of n-6H-SiC crystals Nippon
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Steel Corp.) were irradiated along the implantation at RT a considerable

[0001] axis with phosphorus ions amount of defects are accumulated. The

(5x10` cm-' at each of 9 steps of energy concentration of the ESR-active defects

between 9 and 21 MeV) using a 3 MV observed in the as-implanted state

tandem accelerator. Post-implantation decreases with the increase of the

annealing was performed at 1650 'C for implantation temperature. By using hot

30 min in Ar atmosphere by using a implantations, the amount of the

RF-heatin syste m. defects which remained after the

For electron-irradiation, both n- implantation is considerably lowered.

6H-SiC and n-4H-SiC crystals were The ESR spectrum of -6H-SiC

exposed to 3MeV electrons at 50'C which was annealed at 1650'C after te

up to the total dose of 4x10'8cm-'. implantation at 800'C is shown in Fig.2.

The ESR spectra were recorded Each of two spectra labeled P. and Pb

an a Bruker ESP300 X-band consists of two-lines arising fro 3p

spectrometer by using an Oxford (I=1/2, 100%) hyperfine structure. In

Instrument ESR-900 to control the the crystal lattice of 6H-SiC, there are

sample temperature. three inequivalent sites (a hexagonal

site h and two quasicubic sites k and

3. Results and Discussion k2) for each of silicon and carbon. The

The electric ctivation of implanted P. and Pb spectra were identified to be

phosphorus ions at various implantation originating from the isolated shallow

temperatures [room temperature (RT), phosphorus donors on each of two

400 'C, 800 'C and 1200 'C] has been quasicubic silicon sites, respectively

studied at te fluence in which the [2]. ESR spectrum from te shallow

inean concentration of posphorus in phosphorus donor on hexagonal silicon

the iplanted layers was 1x10` c-'. site is likely to be hidden uderneath

The iplantation at multi-fold energy the strong signals of the nitrogen

between 9 ad 21 MeV enabled to attain shallow donors. The ratio of the

a sufficient ESR sensitivity with its isolated sallow phosphorus donors

wide depth-profile. (the sum of P,, and Pb) relative to the

To compare the concentrations of te amount of te iplanted phosphorus

radiatio dmages roduced aong te ions is estimated to be -0.08.

samples implanted at different In all target tmperatures, RT, 400'C,

temperatures, it is convenient to use te 800'C and 1200'C, ESR spectrum

absorption spectra obtained by arising from isolated shalloA,

integration of te first-derivative form phosphorus donors has been observed

in wich the area underneath the curve after post-implantation annealing al

corresponds to the uber of spins 1650'C but as ot observed in as-

(Fig. 1). The unimplanted sample implanted state. Te relative ratio of

exhibits strong signals from shallow concentration of the isolated shallow

nitrogen donors contained as ipurity phosphorus donors for implantation

Ho"C111"). 111 the case of the temperatures RT, 400'C, 800'C ad
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1200T is 1:0.8:1.5:0.8. While the Mokhov, H. J. von Bardeleben and J. L.

concentration of the ESR-active defects Cantin, Phys. Rev. B66, 165206 2002)

after implantation strongly depends on [3] J. Isoya, T. Ohshima, A. Ohi N.

the target temperature, ESR spectrum Morishita, and H. Itoh, Nuclear Inst.

of the shallow phosphorus donors has and Methods in Physics Research 

been similarly observed for all the 206C, 965 2003)

implantation temperatures studied.

unimplanted

Ti 1200'C

x 250

Tj 800'G P. b
Pb P.

332 3�4 336 3�8 3�O 3 42
(niT)

Ti 400'C Fig.2 ESR spectrum (80K, B//[0001])

of n-6H-SiC implanted with high

energy phosphorus ions at 800'C with
T = R.T. subsequent annealing at 1650'C

3i2 3i4 3.�6 338 340 ' 342
(MT)

Fig. I ESR spectra (60K, B//[0001]) of 120 -

n-6H-SiC iplanted with high energy 110 

phosphorus ions at various temperatures. 100 
go 

In the negatively charged silicon 80 
70 -

vacancies produced in electron-

irradiated n-4H-SiC and n-6H-SiC, 50 

detailed aalysis of agular dependence 40 -

of the 13C hyperfine ines has revealed 30

the C3V symmetry and has distinguished 20 -

10 

silicon vacancies at hexagonal and 0-

quasicubic sites (Fig.3). 350.5 351 351 352 352.5 353
Magnetic Field [rnTj

References Fig.3 Angular dependence of the line

(11 A. 1. Veinger, A. G. Zabrodskii, G. positions of the 13C hyperfine lines of

A. Lornakina and E. N. Mokhov, Sov. the nearest neighbor carbon atorns

Phys. Solid State 28, 917 1986) around the negatively-charged silicon

[21 P. G. Baranov, 1 V Ilyin, E. N. vacancy in 4H-SiC
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5.14 Identification of ion-implantation-induced defects with the use

of hydrogen-doped Si crystals

N. Fukata*, M. Suezawa*, A. Kawasuso** and M. Mackawa**

Institute for Materials Research., Tohoku University*

Department of Material Development, JAERI

1. Introduction

Hydrogen in semiconductors is known to floating-zone grown Si crystal (Carrier

have various action, such as passivation and concentration at room temperature was about

activation of electrical activities of impurities 4x1O 12 CM-2). After mechanical shaping and

and also the enhancement of impurity diffusion 1. chemical polishing, they were doped with

Hydrogen is also useful to identify defects from hydrogen. Hydrogen doping was performed by

the detection of complexes of hydrogen and annealing specimens in hydrogen gas at 1390'C

defects with the measurement of optical for h followed by quenching in water
2,3)absorption spectrum . Vibrational frequencies (abbreviated as HTH hereafter). Hydrogen

of hydrogen atoms included in those complexes atoms form molecules (H,) in Si crystals at room

are very high because of its light mass and the temperature. H, concentration is around 1XIO16

sensitivity of detection with optical absorption cm-3 4 . To increase hydrogen concentration near

method is high. surface. some specimens were treated in

Ion implantation method plays a crucial role hydrogen plasma. Namely, we doped hydrogen

for device fabrication process. by soaking specimens at appropriate temperature

Implantation-induced damages., however, are not in hydrogen plasmas. We paid special attention

well understood. to protect specimens from damages caused with

Purposes of our research were to identify plasma exposure by adopting so-called remote

defects generated by carbon-implantation, to plasma method. We termed this an atomic

study annealing behaviors of those defects and hydrogen treatment method (abbreviated as AHT.

to clarify the effect of hydrogen on the annealing hereafter). Then.. carbon ions (C) were

behaviors from measurements of optical implanted with an accelerating voltage 300

absorption spectra with the use of kV Implanted doses were between IX1014 and

hydrogen-doped Si crystals. 1XI017 CM-2. We measured optical absorption

spectra of those specimens with a Fourier

2. Experimental transform infrared spectrometer at room

Specimens were prepared from a high-purity temperature or K with resolution of 025 cm-'.
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Results and discussion was high.

Figure shows optical absorption spectra at

room temperature of specimens after AHT (a) Summary

and carbon-implantation (b) A peak at around To study properties of implantation-induced

2110 cm" in (a) is due to vibration of hydrogen defects. we performed optical absorption

atoms included in hydrogen platelets, i.e... a measurement of carbon-implanted Si crystals.

hydrogen precipitates which were formed during We have not been successful in detection of

AHT. Due to carbon-implantation, this peak optical absorption peaks due to complexes of

disappeared and a new band was observed at hydrogen and simple point defects, such as

about 2000 cm-'. This band is similar to that vacancies.

observed in hydrogenated amorphous silicon.

Hence, we think that this band is due to References

vibration of hydrogen atoms trapped by 1) See, for example, Hydrogen in

amorphous region formed by implantation. Semiconductors. Eds. J. 1. Pankove and N.

Next, we measured optical absorption M. Johnson (Academic Press, 1991,

spectra without AHT. We did not detect peaks Boston).

observed in Fig. 1. Hence, hydrogen platelets 2) M. Suezawa. Physical Review 63 2000)

were not formed with HTH. After carbon 035201-1 - 7.

implantation, we did not detect the peak due to 3) M. Suezawa. Physical Review 63 2000)

amorphous. This is due to small concentration of 035203-1 - 6.

hydrogen after HTH. As mentioned above, H 4) R. E. Pritchard, M. J. Ashwim J. H. Tucker,

concentration due to HTH is around lxlO'6 cm-3 R. C. Newman, E. C. Lightowlers. M. J.

and the peak intensity due to amorphous was too Binns, S. A. McQuaid and R. Falster.

small to be detected with optical absorption Physical Review B 56 1997) 13118-

method: The amorphous region formed by 13125.

implantation is too small because of small

implantation range. As shown in Fig. 2 optical

absorption peak due to H, was observed even in

an HTH specimen because total number of H,

was large. Figure 2b) is the spectrum of H in

AHT specimen. Peak height in Fig. 2(a is

similar to that in Fig. 2(b). It means that the net

concentration of H, due to AHT was not high

but. as shown in Fig. 1, the local concentration
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MAO - 100.10, -

H2
15 H in platelets so 

so (a)

10 (a)
40 -

5 M 20 - (b)

low0 1
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Fig. I Optical absorption spectra at room Fig. 2 Optical absorption spectra at K observed

temperature observed in (a) before and (b) after in (a) before and (b) after implantation.

implantation. Specimens were doped with

hydrogen with both HTH and AHT.
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5.15 Evaluation of Three Dimensional Microstructures

on Silica Glass Fabricated by Ion Microbeam

H. Nishikawa*, T. Souno*, M. Hattori-, Y Ohki**, E. Watanabe***,
M. Oikawa * * * *, K. Arakawa * * * *, and T. Kamiya * * * * *
Department of Electrical Engineering, Shibaura Institute ofTechnology*,

DepartmentofElectricalEngineeringandBioscienceWaseda University"

Department of Electrical Engineering, Tokyo Metropolitan University'

Advanced Radiation Technology Center., JAERI * * * *
Department of Material Development, JAERI*****

1. Introduction mm 3 and 10X IOX 1 MM3 . The H' and Si5'

Ion beam irradiation on silica glass can ions, accelerated at energies of' 17 MeV

induce defect creation and compaction. and 18 MeV respectively, were implanted

Since the compaction leads to refractive into the silica samples using 3 MV

index changes up to an order of 1-2, We single-ended and 3 MV tandem

have studied this phenomenon using an accelerators equipped with microbeam

ion microbearn technique for fabrication lines (TIARA, JAERI Takasaki, beam

of micrometer-scale optical elements on diameter: - [tm). Radiation effects
),2)

silica glass' induced by ion microbearn were

Rapid growth of the data traffic on the investigated by means of a micro-Raman

internet drives the development of spectroscopy, an atomic force microscopy

wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) (AFM), and an optical microscopy. In

technique. Optical filters using fiber addition, a microscopic two-beam

Bragg gratings (FI3G) is one of the most interferometer was used lo evaluate

important optical elements for the WDM. refractive index changes in microbeam

Writing with ion beam is advantageous irradiated regions in silica glass.

over a conventional UV writing technique

of the FBG"), since no special 3. Results and Discussion

pre-treatment of silica glass is involved Shown in Fig. I is a phase microscope

for enhanced photosensitivity. Also, a image obtained rom the side surface f

better stability of induced grating silica glass on which the H'-beam was

structure is assured by ion implantation. scanned at different widths. At the

In this study. we report the results of' stopping range f H', the lateral spread of'

radiation effects induced by ion refractive index changed region

microbeam irradiation on silica glass. represented as a bright area in Fig. 1 is

estimated to be 8 V rn for the

2. Experimental microbeam-scanned width of Rm (see

Samples are high-purity silica [OH]: the rightmost rectangular region). On the

1200 ppm) with dimensions of 3X 3X 10 other hand. although refractive index
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Fig. I Phase microscope image obtained l'or the side surl'ace of' the silica glass

irradiated by microbeam 1 energy: 17 MV, dose: IX 1017 ions/c M2) with different

irradiation widths o' 40, 20, 10, 5 3 and 1 �Arn from lft. to right.

0.005

0.004
0.003

< 0002

0.001 
Range

0.000
10 20 30

"N[ Depth 14M]

Fig. 3 Refractive index change (An)M
10 pill measured by a microscopic two-beam

interferometer (solid line) and that

Fig. 2 Interference 1'ringes taken estimated by an atomic l'orce
by a microscopic two-beam microscope (broken line).

interi'crometer.

change is not so significant, the lateral measured at the side and 1'ront surfaces by

spread near the irradiation surface is AFM measurements using the

smaller., when compared with the stopping Lorentz-Lorenz elationship.

range. The result 1'r o m the microscopic

Figur 2 shows an age obtained by a two-beam interl'erometer shows the

microscopic two-beam interl'crometcr 1'or maximum of the W-microbearn-induced

the beam-scanned aea with 20 fim width. An at the depth of' 32 Vm. This is in

At the stopping ange of' ions, large agreement with te result ol' An estimated

displacements of' the interference fringes by AFM. We also note that A with an

were observed at the stopping age of order of' magnitude I lower value is

ions. Since the displacement o' the 1'ringe induced at the track of ions than the

is proportional lo refractive index change stopping range.

An i is possible to estimate An as a Figure 4 shows Rarnan spectra a the 40

l'unclion of' the depth 1'rom the surl'ace. Viri-width inicrobearri-scanned area

Shown in Fig. 3 is the epth distribution measured at different dpths from the

of' An (solid line) estimated 1'roni the surf'ace. At the stopping range (32jAm of

interference 'ringes in Fig. 2 Also shown H', it significant increase was observed

is A (broke le) obtained from the for the Raman sattering intensity at 606

compaction of' sca glass, wich is cin' due to three-membered ings, which

calculated 1'rom the sufface groov es are smaller tha rgular ring sizes o'five-
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0.8 localized at the surface with smaller
r raai ated
M lateral spread. This suggests another

1 5 M
1.� 0 7 - 3 2,u m possibility of' heavy-ion microbeam l'or

the writing of' gratings on the surface of'
0. 

planar optical waveguides. The use of

0.5 sub-micron ion beam is also under
consideration.

0 4

0. L Rel'erences

660 640 6;0 6 LO 0 580 560 540 520 500

1) M. Hattori. M. Fu imaki, Y. Ohki. T.
R a ma n S h i f t (cm I i

Fig. 4 Raman spectra obtained 'or the Souno, H. Nishikawa, T. Yamaguchi, E.
Watanabe, M. Oikawa, T. Kamiya, and K.

region of irradiation width of 40 pm at Arakawa, 8h International Conference on

different depths from the surface (H'.. Nuclear Microprobe Technology &
1.7 MeV. dose: 1017 ions/c M2). Applications, P1-29. p.57 2002)

2) T. Souno. H. Nishikawa. T. Yamaguchi,
or six-membered rings in silica glass
network. This supports the mechanism of E. Watanabe, M. Hattori., M. Fujimaki Y.

Ohki, M. Oikawa. T. Kamiya, and K.
refractive index changes due to the Arakawa, 81h International Conference on

compaction of silica glass induced by ion Nuclear Microprobe Technology &
beam irradiation.

Periodic modulation of refractive index Applications.. P2-19.. p.101 2002)

at intervals as small as 0.5 [tm at the core 3) K. 0. Hill, Y. Fujii, D. C. Johnson, and

of a waveguide is required to 'abricate the B. S. Kawasaki, Appl. Phys. Lett. 32, 647

Bragg gratings, which can selectively (1978)

reflect a certain wavelength of light in the

WDM system for optical communication.

Therel'ore, the lateral spread of' the

refractive index changes should be

minimized for the direct writing of' the

Bragg gratings using ion microbeam,
while a sufficient An o' I -3order is

achieved as shown in Fig.3. A possibility

for te better rsolution in direct writing

by H' microbeam is use o radiation el'I'ect

at the track rather than the stopping

range.

Although data are not shown, we have

also observed radiation eects in silica

glass by heavy-ion microbeam such s

SO' including defect formation and

refractive index changes which are
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6.1 Development of Positron-emitting Bromine Nuclides
Production Using An Isotope Separator

B. FATEH*, N. S. ISH10KA', S. WATANABE', T. KUME* and
T. SEKINE**

Department of Ion-beam-applied Biology, JAERI*

Department of Irradiation Technology and Public Relation, RADA"

1. Introduction different isotopes of one element. The
Halogen isotopes such as 'OF, 123,125,131i isotope separation after irradiation of a

and 11,76,77 Br are used in nucleaTmedicine target has not been considered as a

and biology increasingly. Among them, Br practical method of radioisotope
isotopes have suitable characteristics such production. In practical point of view, the
as stable bonding to carbon atoms than of ionization efficiency of mass separators
the iodine and suitable half-life for ion source is low. But, recently a compact
studying of slow metabolic processes. ECR ion source has realized high
76 Br is an alternative of 'OF for labeling ionization efficiency. The ECR are used
radiotracers with application in positron for production radioactive beams for
emission tomography, PET". '76 Br has a gaseous or high-vapor-pressure materials
half-life of 16.2 hr, Positron decay of with ionization efficiencies (charge state
57.2% and its compound labeled can be 1+) of 10-65%'). Therefore, it is
used in plant studies using positron reasonable to expect a high yield isotope
emitting tracer imaging system, PETIS. separation for Kr atoms using ECR ion

Several methods for carrier-free source.
production of the bromine isotopes have The present paper describes some
already been described by several experiments on the production of high
researchers, either directly from arsenic pure Br isotopes (especial ly 76 Br) based
targets by alpha particle S2) and from on the mass separation of their precursors
enriched selenium targets by Se (pxn) Br (Kr radionuclides). The separated Kr

3)reactions or indirectly by decay of their isotopes were implanted into the Al foils.
krypton precursors. The krypton isotopes fter several hours, all implanted Kr
can be produced in good yields by the isotopes decayed to Br isotopes. In this
bromine target4 ). The bromine target such paper, some chemical experiments on
as NaBr has several advantages: no separation of Br isotopes from Al foils are
toxicity, good yield, simple separation of described.
the products from the target and no need
of using expensive enriched target 2. Experimental
materials. Nevertheless, production of The irradiations were performed with
76 Br associated with production of other the 45 MeV proton beam at AVF cyclotron
Br isotopes as an interfering reaction. It (TIARA) on pressed pellets of anhydrous
must be considered that there is no NaBr (I cm 6 mm thickness of natural
chemical method for the separation of isotopic composition for 3 min at the
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currents of I gA. After irradiation, the the Al foils mounted on isotope collector

pellets were transferred to dry distillation (Fig. 2.

apparatus (Fig.1) connected to vacuum Ali, X 76

pumps and equipped with trapping. vessel

emerged in liquid nitrogen. The NaBr

targets were placed in a quartz cylinder of

an oven.

Dnm&m

Fig. 2 Isotope separation and Kr
Urev

%Law M implantation (ISOL system)

After decaying of implanted 76,77 Kr, the

Al foils contain 7 6Br and 7 7Br were

dissolved separately in OpI cone. HCL

After dissolving the foil, 68 ml distilled

Fig. I System for dry distillation and water was added to the solution. Two

radiokryptons trap chemical methods were carried out using

anion exchange (Bio-rad, AG-lX8) and

After evacuation of the whole system, cation exchange (Bio-Rad, AG50W-X8)

6 gl natural Kr was added to the quartz resins, In the first method, solution was

cylinder in order to increase the trapping transferred through the column contained

efficiency. This small amount of the 3 ml of AG50W-X8 resin, preconditioned

natural krypton was supplied by with 0.5 N HCI and eluted with 0.5 N HCL

transferring of 02 ml Kr to the short tube In the second method, solution was

and then 30 times dilution using long transferred through the column contained

tubing (Fig. 1). Furthermore, the Kr trap 3 ml of AG-IX8 resin preconditioned with

vessel has been evacuated by diffusion 0.5 N HCI and eluted with 8N HCL The

pump to make high vacuum 06 Pa) elution curves were obtained for both

inside the trap. methods. In each step, samples were taken

In the next step, heater was turned on and measured by Ge detector.

and when the temperature reached to

6001C the valves between dry distillation 3. Results and Discussion

apparatus and trap were opened and Kr Our experiments have shown that the

atoms were trapped. Then the trap was radiokrypton remained enclosed in the

connected to isotope separator (ISOL NaBr matrix very efficiently, even under

system) and Kr atoms supplied from the vacuum, because of efficient cooling

trap were ionized in the ECR ion source. system and low beam current. In dry

Kr ions were accelerated to the energy of distillation unit, when the temperature

38 keV, mass separated and implanted into reached to 760'C, the trapping had been
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practically completed and more than labeling and biological studies.

95% of Kr atoms trapped in a stainless Application of high efficiency

steel vessel (volume=150ml). The result isotope separator equipped with an ECR

of Kr isotope separation is shown in ion source f isotope production have

Table 1. Isotopic purities of the products several advantages: simultaneous

were obtained: 99.92, 99.99, 100% for production of various kinds of isotopes,

"Kr, 16 Kr and 79Kr, respectively, with radio-chemically high-pure products,

the overall separation efficiency: 15±2%. the possibility of the online production

and no need to use the enriched targets.

250 700

'.',.n curve 600 Table 1. The results of Kr isotope separationr
200 u A -XS resin

alution clus M C0 500 using ISOL system (N. D.: None Detectable)
ISO ourv

ing AG50W_� Si 400
(oluent: 0. M 300

100 7 77 7
200 Implanted 6Kr Kr VKr Collected

100 Ion (11/6) M Activity
0

2 3 4 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 76Kr >99.99 <0.01 N. D. 165 kBq

Eluate(nd) 77Kr <0.08 >99.92 N. D. 70 MBq

Fig. 3 Br elution curves of two chemical 791(r N. D. N. D. 100 7.5 MBq

methods

The results of chemical separation of Acknowledgment: The authors wish to

Br from Al foils a shown in Fig. 3 express appreciation to Japan Society for

First method based on AG50W-X8 the Promotion of Science (JSPS) for

resin, provided bromine solution in low supporting this research activity.

concentration HCI (0. M and the

chemical efficiency of more than 95%. Refernces

In the second method based on AGIX-8 1) Yngve U., Khan T. S., Bergstrom M.

resin, the elution curve was sharper and Langstrom B., J. Labelled Comp.

than the first method but the chemical and Radiopharm., 44 2001), 561-573.

separation efficiency was 80% and the 2) Blessing G. and Qaim S. M., Int J.

final solution had higher HCI Appl. Radiat. Isot., 35 (1984),

concentration (8 M). Our experiments 927-931.

showed that aluminum ion is not 3) Tolmachev V., L6vqvist A.,

accompanied with Br ions in the final Einarsson L., Schultz J. and Lundqvist

solutions of the both methods. H., Int. J. Appl. Radiat. Isot. 49

Due to high ionization efficiency (1998), 1537-1540.

ECR ion source, production of Kr and 4) Nozaki T., Iwamoto M. and Itoh Y.,

the Br isotopes through this method for Appl. Radiat. Isot., 30 1979), 79-83.

local uses and biological research 5) Stefanini A., SPES Project Study,

purposes is quite reasonable because L.N.L.-I.N.F.N. (REP) 145/99 1999),

high pure radioisotopes are needed for 67-68.
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6.2 Synthesis of Endohedral 133 Xe-Fullerol

S. Watanabe% N. S. Ishioka*, H. Shimomura**, H. Muramatsu", T. Kurne*

Department of Ion-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERI

Faculty of Education, Shinsyu University

1. InhWucWn Implantation of '1-4 Xe ions into the targets was

Endohedral radioisotope-fullerenes have a carried outwith an isotope separators at acceleration

possibility of being new radiopharmaceuticals. In energies of 30 keV After ion implantation te

order to realize this, hydrophilic fullerene derivatives fullerene part on the target was dissolved in

that can be transported only to desired tissues such o-dichlorobenzene. The solution was filtered

as cancer cells have to be synthesized in addition to throug a millipore fter to remove insoluble

the encapsulation of radioisotopes emitting 0- or materials.

y-rays available for therapy o diagnosis. Cagle el The synthesis of XeCa)C6o(OH� was carried out

aO reported the synthesis method of endohedral by the method described by Cagle et al.'� with minor

166Ho-fullerol (166HoCWC82(01-1�) and the modifications. Te o-dichlorobenzene solution

concentration of the '661-1o�)C82(01-1� into bone including 1 XeCa)C6o was stirred for 12h with

tissue as a result of animal experiments. Since '66Ho tetrabutylammoniurn hydroxide (TBAOH, 40 in

emits a - ray with a maximum energy of 1.8 MeV water) and concentrated aqueous KOH solution by a

it seems that '661-1o�)C8,(OH� can be applied to the rotary evaporator. After the stirring, the

therapy of cancer of a bone. o-dichlorobenzene solution was removed in vacu at

We have recently reported a production method of 80'C. Then the emaining solution was stirred with

2,3)
endohedral L Ne-fullerene by ion implantation. water for 8h. To remove the TBAOH and the KOH,

P3 Xe decays with a half-life of 525 d eitting a - the solution was passed down a size-exclusion gel

ray with a maximum energy of 0346 MeV and a chromatography column with Sephadex G25 Fine

conversion electron competing in the 81-keV y using water as an eluent. The effluent was aalyzed

transition. Therefore, endohedral 133Xefullerol by high performance liquid chromatography

13-1 Xe�Cx(01-1�) could be also applied to the (HPLC) with a RP-18 colurrin (Merck). Eution was

therapy of cancer of a bone. In the present paper. we done with water at a flow rate of I n-d/niin. The

describe the synthesis method of 133Xtr_&Q,401-1� concentration of fullerol (C40H�) in the effluent

by addition reaction of hydroxyl groups to was continuously monitored by a UV detector. The

endohedral '��A Xe-fullerene (13�Xe�CW). effluent after LTV measurement was ected in

O ass vials each for nin until 20 min and the 133 Xe

2. Experin"tal radioactivity in each vial was measured by y-ray

Fullerene targets for ion implantation were made spectrometry.

by vacuum evaporation of C&) on Ni foRs.
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3. Resaks and Dbeussion 1.0

"'; Xe and - Activity 133Figure I shows elution curves of A 0.8 Xe)
e

Qo(01-1� obtained. The strong correlation observed C
.4 3 UV (C 60 (OH)X). 06between the 13- Xe and C640H� peaks corroborates

the formation of Xe�Ca(OH�. In the euent, 0.4
Conly 2 of the Xe radioactivity was detected as +9 0.2 -

the ""Xe�Qo(OH�. The other radioactivities of S

131 Xe were released from the Q401-1� molecule as 0.0 0 5 1 0 1 5 20

'33Xe gas during the synthesis of 3Xe�Cu(OH� Retention time min

except for about 5% of the LXe radioactivity Fig. 1. HLC eution curves of L�Xe and Cw(OH�.

remaining in the flask of the rotary evaporator as

precipitate.

This can be explained as follows.

L3Xe�Cd((OH)" is synthesized by addition reaction

which hydroxyl groups attack to the double bonds of

carbon atoms in a -Xe�C6o molecule. As the

addition reaction proceeds, the number of the double

bonds decreases and also the strength of the bonds

between carbon atoms weakens. Consequently the

XeOa C640H� molecule expands, easily releasing

a 133Xe atom from itself.
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7.1 Formation of a Focusing High-energy Heavy Ion Microbeam

M. Oikawa*, T. Kamiya**, T. Satoh*, M Fukuda*, S. Kurashima*, N. Miyawaki*

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI*

Department of materials development, JAERl**

1. IntMuction focusing with an accuracy of around pm. To reduce
Fbr microbearn applications in biomedical the contribution of cmatic aberration in

science such as radio microsurgery, high-energy deterrilining the overall spot size, it is necessary to
single-ion hit irradiation techniques with a spatial minimize the energy spread AEIE to less than 10-4 fr
resolution of around the tun level are required for typical heavy ion beams provided by the cyclotron
striling particular sites within intracellular structure. (generally the energy spread is usually > ) TO
The ability to do so presents a powerful too] for ensure a ighly stable voltage during the acceleration
research into the effects of radiation on single cell phase, a flat top r) acceleration technique was
structures using 3 - MeV hydrop or helium ions introduced into the cyclotron RF Syste 7 The
from electrostatic accelerators Al the TRA system also has an Y beam scanner, so that a
facility 3), a focused high-energy heavy ion scanning larger number of micron scaled samples Eke
microbearn system was designed and installed on a biological ells can be irradiated in single ion mode
vertical beam line (HX1) of the AVF cyclotron to improve statistics. A thin film window was used to
accelerator, for external bearn, single cell irradiation extract beam into atmosphere. The problem of
using the single-ion hit technique. he advantage of scattering can be ignored if the window is thin
this new system compared to those currently enough and samples are set as close to the window as
operation, is that very high linear energy transfer physically possible. In actual e irradiation
(LIM ionization tracks ran be generated in experiments, it is necessary to detect the cell to be
biological media using ions of more than 10 MeV/u irradiated as wl as the siking single ions as
in energy. A vertical n&robeam Iine is also efficiently and precisely as possible. To reduce the
advantageous since it reduces problems associated exposure time per ell and increase throughput for
with cell movements under gravity and hence overall large batches were high reliability is required, a
target complexity as compared with a
horizontal system such as the one at
GSI 4 where additional techniques D.n-m- atmi

are required to maintain ell position.
Prior to this work a collimated
microbeam and single ion hit system
has already been developed on a
separate vertical beam line (HZ1) Di.jp�sfi� �IA I
and el iadiation experiments have
been performed using this system 6).
However, this esting system is
limited by its spatial resolution and
irradiation speed, which are 10 Rm
and 2 smple positions per minute,
due to in scattering from the edg of
the fiml collimator and the time C 0 0

D 0 0 Omdruj.i� 7required for stage manipulation and C 0 0
DOsample psitioning, respectively. This 13 M ITI B. U. M.

line does however, pssess a fully I I arsei
5)

automated single-ion hit system . Fig. 1. Schematic View of Microbeam System on the Vertical
The new system uses a set of Beam Line of the AVF Cyclotron.

quadruplet quadrupole ma&mets for
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real-time single-ion hit psition detection system was of quadrupole mapets with a bore radius of 20 nun
also required, and mechanical pole ength of 0 mm as shown in

Fig. 2 ne lenses are configured to converge dverge,
2. Detail of high-energy heavy ion microbeam converge and diverging with the both the first and
system t6urth lenses, and second and third lenses, coupled.
The schematic of the iy&robearn line is as sown in 'ne workin- distance is 300 nu-n resulting in a

Fia. 1. As noted earlier afl samples are mounted on horizontal and vertical dernaanification of 5. So as to
the atmosphere side of a thin film window at the rear n-dnhnize irregularities in the quadrupole fields, an
ofthe chamber. A high-energy heavy ion beam from assembly tolerance f 0 [trn was set duiing
the cyclotron is deflected %) deogecs with a bending manufacture. Such a small tolerance is aM necessary
magnet ad lead into a vertical bearn he. 'Me sht for reducing the risk of geometrical misahom-ncn of
systems forrning oect and ature ae also the magnet poles, or yokes, as there is no means or
indicated in Fig. 1. The micro-slits used to form the adjusting each magnets elative position. The magnet
micron-sizcd oect are composed of two wedged current supplies are stabilized to AN values of less
shape slits tat coss perpendicularly to oe aother than i 1 X 10-5 so as to maintain a stable beam spot
on the beam xis (made by Technisches Bilro S. focus. Air-core coils placed just above te first
Fischer with a minimum slit aperture < 1 �tm and focusina element are used to either target te beam
maximum aperture of 150 [tm). Divergence defining or, scan the bam over a I mm X 1 mm area of the
slits ae composed of four ordinary sht cps. The sample in the case ofthe most rigid bam being used.
motion of each s].it is controlled by a stepper motor t:1

driven precision stage psitional esolution of 0.5 3. Outfine of the reall-time single ion hit detection
�tm). In order to mnitor the beam pofile or current system
passing through each st system, a beam viewer and Fiu 3 sows an outline of the eal-time sinale-ion1� t:1 C,
Faraday cup arc installed on a single diagnostic rod hit position detecting system� cmbined with the
manipulated by a two-step pneumatic actuator. For automated single cell iadiation system both
beam viewing a CaF,(Eu) scintillator haven(, a high developed in pevious work 5). In order to obtain the
luminescence efficiency of' 50 compared to that of exact position of each single in Wt, the flash oft>
Nal(fl) 100 was chosen, resulting in beam currents luminescence from a sintibator placed under the
as low as -100 1A beina observed on a high sample is observed by an optical microscope and
sensitivity camera. The ocusing lens is a quadruplet super high sensitivity CCD camera and

superimposed over a sample image collected by the
same camera and magnification. However, as shown
in pvious studies, the intensity of the CCD signal
from such faint luminescence is lower than
backg-round nise. In order to rduc nise from the
luminescence irnage, shiale-ion detection signals
have been used to del"hie the CCD acquisition times
thereby lbrther eliminating the effects of scattered
ions or rregular ion ijection. Y., Y scannina control
sinials ac also used to limit the activ rgion of the
CCD to that dectly aound the target psition.
Sinyle-ion detection signals are obtained using
secondary electrons fi-om the vacuum side of the
beam ext whidow. Rice CaF,(Eu) his Hgh optical
transparency and non-defiquescency as wel as
luminescence efficiency it was deemed a obvious
first candidate for use in tis system.

Fig. 2 Quach-uplet Quaffi-upole Magnet.
4. Sumnmry
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will be to establish a high-speed
automated single ell irradiation system
and combine it with the real-time

A single-ion hit position detecting system.

Secondary Eectro
Detector Rererences

1) M. Folkard, BAbjnovic, G Schettino,
in Exit Window M. orsberg, G Bowey, K M. Prise,

nip e B.D. Nfichael, AG Michette, S. J.
Pfauntsch, Nucl. Instr. and Meth., B 130
(1997)270.
2) R. Geard, D. J. Brenner, G

Foplical Microscope Randers-Pehrson, S. A Marino, Nucl.

Super High Sensiti_"y Single-lon it Instr. and Meth., B 54 1991) 411.
CM Camera U 7 Co�i,,dmc�� Measurement Mdule]� 3) R. Tanaka, Proc. 5th Japan-China

Fig. 3 Conceptual Sheme of The Real-Tune Single Ion Hit Joint Symp. on Acce). for Nucl. Sci. and
TheirAppl.,Osaka, Japan(1993)201.

Position Detection System. 4) B. E. Fischer, M. Cholewa H.

A focusing high-energy heavy ion microbearn Noguchi� Nucl. Insir. and Meth B 11
system has been designed and installed on a vertical (2001)60.
beam line of the TIARA AVF cyclotron accelerator. 5) T Kamiya, W Yokota, Y Kobayashi� M. Cholewa,
Optimization of the niierobeam focusing system was M. S. Krochmal, G Laken, 1. D. Ursen, L Fiddes, G

7+ Parkhill K Dowsey, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B 181
pefformed using 260 MeV Ne which is the ost (2001)27.
suitable condition for acceleration with the FT 6) Y Kobayashi T Funayama, M. Taguchi� S. Wada,
technique, in the second stage of the development for M.Tanaka, T Kamiya, W, Yokota, H. Watanabe,
the minimum beam size of pm. A real-time KYamamoto, TIARA Ann. Rep. 2000,
single-ion hit psition detection system has been JAERI-Review, 2001-039 2001) 73.
designed and requires further investigation to be fully 7) M. Fukuda, S. Kurashima, N. Nliyawa.4 S.
optimized. We obtained the prospect in which the Okumura, T Karniya, M. Oikawa, Y Nakamura, T
single-ion hit position detecting is possible by using Nara, T Agernatsu, 1. IshiborL K Yoshida, W Yokota,
the particular camera configuration in the preliminary K Arakawa, Y Kumata, Y Fukumoto, K Saito,
examinations. The final goal for this development Nucl. Instr. and Meth., B210 2003) 33.
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7.2 Replication of Individual Snow Crystals for Their
Subsequent Chemical Analysis Using Micro-PIXE

M. Kasahara C- J. Ma, M. Okumura,
T. Kojima', T. Hakoda', T. Sakai" and K. Arakawa"
Graduate School of Energy Science, Kyoto University
Department of Material Development, JAERl'

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI-

1. Introduction 2. Experimental procedure

A snow crystal is a single frozen ice grain Collodion, a thick and colorless syrupy liquid,

which generally results from a process known as is made by dissolving the nitrocellulose

nucleation in which atmospheric water vapor involving 11-12% of nitrogen into the mixed

condenses on a solid particle or nucleus at solution of ether and alcohol. It was widely used

temperature below WC. The formation of snow by surgeons as a liquid bandage and

crystals most commonly occurs by a process photographic film as a coating owing to its

known as heterogeneous nucleation. This strength and adhesion. The physical and

scavenging process of aerosol particles is called chemical properties of collodion are summarized

nucleation scavenging. In addition to this in Table 1. For the purpose of forming the

nucleation scavenging, snow can capture and replica of snow crystal, thin collodion film was

transfer large quantities of other particulate prepared. About 200 of collodion solution

matter from the atmosphere. This mechanism is (3%) is mounted onto a 47 mm diameter

a result of aerosol particles becoming attached to non-hole polycarbonate filter (Nuclepore� ) just

the snow crystals by Brownian motion, inertial, before sampling. When snow crystals fall onto

hydrodynamic, phoretic and electric forces. Thus, the thin layer of collodion film 130+ 10 gm)

snow like rain is one of the most important they gently settled without bounce off. The

natural processes in cleaning the particulate formation of individual snow crystal replicas on

matter that are present in the atmosphere. the collodion film was described in elsewhere').

However, the snow scavenging has many This procedure not only allows us to get

unsolved problems because the shape of snow information about the physical property but also

crystals is so complicated that it is very difficult enable us to analyze the retained components in

compared with raindrops to deal with them and/or on snow crystal replica. Samplings was

experimentally and theoretically. performed at height of 25 m above ground level

In this study, to collect snow crystal of a Kyoto University building located in Uji

individually, a particular replication technique during the wintertime of 2001. Micro-PIXE

was newly applied. The physical characteristics measurements were performed with a scanning

of individual snow crystals were determined by 2.6MeV H micro beam accelerated by 3MV

microscopic measurement. Furthermore. in order single-end accelerator. For the analysis ofwhole

to study the particle scavenging properties and snow crystals, PIXE analysis was performed

the chemical characteristics of snow crystals, with a proton beam of 6 mm diameter and 20

Particle induced X-ray emission (PIXE) and MeV energy from a Tandem Cockcroft

micro-PIXE analyses were newly applied in this accelerator in Quantum Science and Engineering

study Center, Kyoto University
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Table 1. The physical and chemical properties of collodion

Appearance Clear, colorless liquid Vapor Density 4.5 (air= )

Odor Characteristic fruity odor Vapor Pressure 440 min Hg (at 20'C)

Solubility 0.2 i water Ingredient - Nitrocellulose For trinitrate):

Specific gravity 0.77 C6H7O(OM30+301-INO,

pH No inforniation found - Diethyl ether (C21150CI-115)

Boiling pint: 34.6 OC - Ethyl alcohol (C21-�,OH)

3. Residis and Discussion
Though most of snow crystal was collected as I.B+03

snowflake because of ground level sampling, G Sirgcsiiowa-ysU(R:1.9nmi)
unagglomerated crystals were also observed. 1.E+02 Collodion Mm blank

Separated clean snow crystal replicas formed on
the collodion film are shown in Poto 1. I.E+01

Individual ice crystals collected in this study are 'EI �
ranged from 0 12 mm to 25 mm. 4i I.E+00

Fig. 1 shows an example of PIXE spectrum of
a single dendritic sectored snow crystal LE-01 -

replicated on the collodion film. It was possible 0 200 400 600 SDO 1000

to resolve the significant several elemental peaks channel
corresponding to channel number of PIXE Fig. PIXE spectrum of a single dendritic
spectrum. Though apparent peaks of chloride sectored snow crystal collected on the collodion
and iron at collodion film blank which can affect film. D means the diameter measured by te

circumscribed circle.

on the detection ability of PIXE analysis was
found., these relatively distinct background
levels could be corrected by the ratio of
integrated level of background counts to those f
signal. Fig. 2 shows the variation of mjor
elemental masses as a function of the
circumscribed diameter of dendritic sectored
snow crystal. Each elemental dta set is the
average masses of 10-20 snow crystals. Dust
originated components like silicon., potassium
calcium, and iron were found as major elements
in each size of individual snow crystals. Their
average masses are 3.76X 10-1 [Lg� 2.18X 10-1 [tg�
3.84X 10-' �tg. and 2.83X 10-' �tg, respectively in
0.6 mm diameter crystals. Also sulfur shows the

significant mass with average 3.61X 10 [Lg in

0.6 mm diameter crystals. The mass of silicon

(2.83X 10-1 lig sowing The maximum is 25

.times higher than that of iron (1 13X 10-2 �Ig) in
Photo I Snow crystals collected o the collodion 2.3 mm diameter crystal. Fig. 3 was formed on a
film. (a) nd (b) are hexagonal plate nd 100 �tmxIOO pm scanning area including an
dendritic sectored plate., respectively. edge prt of hexagonal snow crystal replica.
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LF+00 crystal. On the other hand.,

the distribution of potassi-

rim line anged from 25 to

LH01 75 and from 50 to 75 row

and column pixel axes,
Si tively. Also the mask

V� respec
of three kinds of elemental

K maps was drawn at rightLE02
Ca down in Fig. 3 From this

Fe elemental mask and maps

taken by micro-PIYE

analysis, we can presume1. E M

0.6 0.8 1.4 1.8 1.9 2.3 the chemical inner-

structure and the elemental
D, (rnrn) mixing state in and/or on

Fig. 2 Variation of major elemental masses as a function of snow crystal single snow cystal.

diameter. Dc means the diameter of dendritic sectored plate crystal
measured by te circumscribed circle. The vertical bars represent te References
standard error values of the average mass.

Row and column are pixels corresponding beam 1) C.-J. Ma, M. Kasahara, S. Tohno and T. Sakai,

scan area and the scale bar shows the intensity of Japan Society Atmospheric Environment 38

characteristics X-ray count. Iron and sulfur were (2003) 89-99.

distributed at the whole rim portion of snow

K
1.2
C. 14 P.

0.4

25 W-0

- 15 lot, 50

W"T ''M
MEN&W

0, b( 6' Q 0. Y 0 I20 1. 60 2.( OA. 1.bo 3.00 4�50 6��O

16A, 1C.0

0.0

g tx S K
C 7 S ]A, 12.5

Fig. 3 A example of3D micro-PIXE elemental inaps take o an edge parl of exagonal snow

cr),stal replica formed o collodion film. Microbearn scanning area is 100 PIlIX100 �Lnl. Scale

bars Yepreseni he iniensily ol'characterisfics Xray count.
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7.3 Development of Single Ion Detectors using Thin Films

T.Kamiya*, M.01kawa** and T.Satoh**
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERl**
Department of Material Development, JAERI*

LIntroduction a diameter of 100 [tm fabricated on a 0
Since an energetic heavy ion Rm p-type 6H-SIC epitaxial film grown

troduce a localized radiation on a p-type GH-S'C substrate 0.3 mm).
effect or damage in material along its This device was firstly tested using 5
track in microscopic scale, a MeV ions by Ohshima et al"), but no
combination of the single ion hit damage was observed in the transient
technique and a heavy ion inicrobeam signals even if the ions were irradiated
with a hgh spatial resolution is a onto a spot With a I tm beam se.
powerful tool to nvestigate individual In this work, a larger reverse
phenomena induced by single-ion bias of 30 V was applied to the diode to
injections to local areas of samples, increase the depletion layer width to 25
which have micron-scale structures Rm, which is comparable to the range of
such as semiconductor devices or 12 MeV N ions in SC (Fig. 1). The
biological cells. On the other hand, by I.rradiation conditions of ions and
confining irradiation damages in such energy were selected, so as to introduce
narrow localized area can be a useful the largest displacement damage effects
landmark to indicate how large area or within the depletion layer thickness in
re 'on of the device to be concerned the biased 'unction. Accumulated
with charge collection events as displacement damage induced by
reported in the previous worksl),2). Such previous ions reduces the charge
information is important in the stud of collections, which take place along the
single event phenomena in real LSI ion trajectory in such region. If the
device. lateral extent of the region concerning

This is the first work on a
micro-scale test device of silicon carbide
(SIC) pri diode. SC is awide band-gap Single ion injection SignalIV

semiconductor, which is regarded as one
Electrof the materials suitable for power

electronic dev'ces because of its Dep
laye

excellent thermal and physical funneling

properties in space or hgh radiation 01 PM
fields. The device was bombarded with Tvigger signal

12 MeV nickel ions with a dose profile T_
of 1 �tm in FWHM. Computer
simulation produce transient 0 C 0 ,
current (TC) pulse height reduction was High speed digital storage oscilloscope

also performed using a Monte Carlo
model. Fig. I A cross-sectional view of the

SiC diode test devise ad schematic
2. Sample and experimental setup illustration of the TIBIC

The sample was a pn diode with measurement set up.
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to the charge collection is larger than distribution function (eq. 1) for the first
the beam size, bombardment will result 200. The data were analyzed With this
in continuous degradation of the TC function analogy of survival of hving
pulse signals. By analyzing this things or defect rate n manufacture.
degradation we will show that the nm
lateral extent of the charge collection exl? - , Q)a
could be obtained. where Io is the numbers of charges

In this experiment, the numbers generated in a diode by a single-ion
of 12 MeV Ni+ were introduced one by injection. Some of the charges can
one to a spot within the SiC diode with
a special resolution of I [tm (FWHM). reach the electrodes but others are
The amount of charges generated in the trapped or recombined by vacancies
diodes during the single ion irradiation induced by previous single-ion
was measured using the TIBIC data injections. The number of charges, 
collection system in conjunction With a survives at Ah ion injection according
high-speed digital oscilloscope 4 to eq. (1) With shape parameter m and

scale parameter cc. The parameter m
3. Results and discussions was found to be 03. The parameter m

Figure 2 shows the result due to less than indicates incipient failure
+ type adapted to the manner of]Irradiation of 12 MeV N focused to a

spot on the SiC diode sample with a degradation of I This result suggests
beam size of x 1 tLM2 (FWHM). that lateral extent of charge collection
Damage effects could be observed for is larger than that of damage region
the first 200 ions. A sohd hne in Fig. 2 induced by microbeam single ion hit.
shows a fitting using the WeibuH This experiment of charge

400 400 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

300 300

.2
W -2 200= 200 -50
U
lu

12 LV N single Ion 12 M*V N single Ion
on SIC diode (p-type 30 V bins) on SIC diode

0 100 Messuirernent U 100 Simulation

0
0 100 150 200 50 100 150 200

Ion irradiation number Ion irradiation number

Fig. 2 Change of TC signals measured Fig. 3 Change of TC signals
for a SiC diode as a function of the simulating the measured data for a

SiC diode as a function of the numbernumber of incident 12 MeV Ni ions.
A rigid line indicates a fitting curve of the incident ions. The rigid line

indicates the fitting curve using
using the WeibuH distribution Weibull distribution function With a
function with a shape parameter m of shape parameter, m of 030 and scale
0.42 and scale one a = 44.

one a = 26.
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collection and radiation damage of silicon carbide (SiC) pn diode was
induced by 200 single-ion M''ections to a irradiated by single 12 MeV nickel ions
diode were simulated by applying a with a lateral width of dose profile at 
simple model for the survival of [tin in FWHM, successive irradiation
transient ion induced charges in an damage effects were observed in
imaginary sample field, that was attenuation of the charge collection.
reported in a previous paper 2). The data was fitted to a Weibull
Figure 3 shows the result of the distribution function and from the
numerical calculation reproducing computer simulations using the Monte
measurements with 12 MeV Ni Carlo model for a single-ion injection
microbeams and parameters obtained indicated that the lateral extent of
using the WeibuH distribution function. charge collection is more than twice as
Although the model for the simulation the mcrobeam spot size of 1 ttm
seems to be too simple to evaluate the (FWHM) in diameter. The extent of
phenomenon exactly, the calculated charge collection in depth direction has
result can well reproduce the measured also been discussed in conjunction with
one, when the lateral extent of the the thickness of a sensitive layer and
charge collection is about three times as the range of projectiles. Further
large as that of the radiation damage by measurement will be necessary with
the mcrobeam With a spot size of ttm varying the range in samples. This
(FWHM) in diameter. work using a TC measurement

In order to obtain information technique demonstrated that
on the longitudinal extent of charge geometrical information of single event
collection, the range of ions in a diode is transient charge current phenomena
an important parameter to be compared was obtained by analyses of damaged
with the depth of funneling, which effect in measurements using
increases the electric field's ability to micron-sized area irradiations with
attract the charges to one of the high-LET single-ions.
electrodes. If particles have a range
greater than the device active volume, References
they do not leave much damage, but 1)T.Kamiya, T.Sakai, Y.Naitoh,
just a dense track of electron-hole pairs T.Hamano and T.Hirao, Nucl. Instr.
there. If heavy ions stop in such active And Meth. B158 1999) 255.
region of the device, they leave not only 2)T.Kamiya, T.Sakai, THirao and
charges along the ion track but also M.Oikawa, Nucl. Instr. And Meth.
defects at the end of the range. B181 2001) 280.
Therefore, precise investigation on the 3)T.Ohshima, K.K.Lee, S.Onoda,
longitudinal extent of charge collection T.Kamiya, M.Oikawal), J.S.Laird,
I.n SETC can be made with this kind of T.Hirao and H.Itoh, Nucl. Instr.
measurement using the heavy ion And Meth. B210 2003) 20 .
microbeam single ion hit technique. 4)J.S.Laird, T.Hirao H.Mori, S.Onoda,

T.Kamiya, and H.Itoh, Nucl. Instr.
4. Summary And Meth. B181 2001) 87.

When a micro-scale test device
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7.4 Effect of the Thin Layer (Bondin gent) on the Fluorine
Penetration in the Tookusing PIGE

H. Yamamoto*, M. Nomachi**, K. Yasuda***, T. Sakai****Y wami* S.
Ebisu*, Y. Sugaya**, M. Oikawa****, T. Satoh**** and T Kamiya****
Graduate school of Dentistry, Osaka University*.,
Graduate school of Science, Osaka University",
Wakasa-wan Energy Research Center` %
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI

1. Introduction effect of thin layer (Bonding agent) on F
We have succeeded to establish a penetration in a ooth.

quantitative measurement method of fluorine
(F) in a micro region of a tooth by using PIGE 2.Experimenal procedure
at JAERI 1,2) . The method is the effective too] 2. 1 Experimental set-up

31for studying the biomaterial as the tooth The experimental facility of the 17 MeV
In the dental clinical treatment, there is a proton beam accelerated by the TIARA

technique to coat the surface of caries cavity of single-ended accelerator at JAERI-Takasaki,
a tooth with the thin resin film before applying was used for this work. Precise conditions of
the resin materials. This technique is useful to the measurement were already published in the
adhesive the hydrophobic F-releasing material previous report I- ?)
to the hydrophific tooth surface. The lack of 2.2 Specimens
strong adhesion between the filling material Class V cavities were prepared at the
and a tooth induces the leakage and the cement-enamel junction in the buccal face of
penetration of bacteria, which are the origins of extracted human teeth and the cavities were
second caries. In this study, we will report the

a.

r

?

b. b.
I Ile

XI)

11WI50

C. nI ago, C. A) M W ml 10) 17( 10) Wo
t".0

0 M Q 1 

Fig.l. Group I (filling Beautifil with BA). F (a) Fig.2. Group 11 (filling Beautifil without BA).
and Ca (b) distribution maps (F source-, F (a) and Ca (b) distribution maps (F source-,
fluoroaluminosilicate). Concentration (c) of' F IlUOTOaluminosilicate). Concentration (c) of' F
and Ca at 20 �tm in width aound te central and C at 20 �tm in width around the central
part of the measured area. part of the measured area.
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filled with the F-releasing composite resin a) materials to the teeth was less than that of
Beautifil (Shofti), b) Teelhmate F-1 (Kuraray), c) without BA for all specimens (Mann-Whitney,
Clearseal F Kuraray). F sources of these <0.05). Fig 7 shows the F concentration at the
materials are each a) fluoroalurriinosilicate, b) cavity surface, which is at the position in the
methacryloyl F-methylmethacrylate copolymer, middle in inclination region of the calcium
c) melliacryloyl F-methyliriethacrylate copolymer Concentration. In some case of group 1, F
and NaF. As group the thin esin layer (Liner concentration was below the detection limit of
Bond 11 Y Binding agent', Kuraray. It is PIGE. For example, in the case of Beautifil, the
abbreviated with the following BA) was following correlation was observed between F
applied in the cavity surface and light-cured concentration in the tooth and BA width: F,
before filling the materials. As group II, 4000-37000ppm(without BA)� F < 7000ppm
without BA, these materials were directly filled (O<BA width<-25Vm), F; <1000ppm(BA
in the cavity. These resin materials harden by width>-25�tm). In the case of Tectlimate F-1
the visible ray. Te viscosity of BA is low. without BA, F concentration was the highest at

The precise pre-treatment of the specimens the dentin surface same as the previous data�).
were the same as previous experiments and like a kind of mountain rage is running

1,2)precisely described in the previous reports alongside the dentin surface. In the case of
SEM potos observed the width of BA. Teethmate F-1 with BA, the two same heaps of

F were observed at t he dentin surface and
between the F-releasing resin composite and

3. Results and Discussion BA. In the case of Clearseal F, F distribution in
In Fig.1-6 are shown the obtained results as the material was inhomogeneous and decreased

the 2D mapping tbrm. In all specimens with slowly from the boundary toward te tooth, and
BA. the F penetration from the F-releasing

1��w � 11
10-

JUD

40 40

F T..C0.0

1000Q

bb.

4(0 400
IS 0 "00M) ,

40

C, 20

C. o o
0 ?0 40 CK) 9) M) "O 140 M a 20 4) W a) 1fX) 1�10

N�4t�-O-O rl-t�.Ap.a

Fig.4 Goup 11 (filling Teethmate F-1 without
Fig.3. Group I (filling Teethmate F-1 with BA). BA). F (a) and Ca (b) distribution maps
F (a) and Ca (b) distribution maps (fluorine (fluorine source-, methacryloyl
source, methacryloyl F-methylmethacrylate F-methylmethacrylate copolymer).
copoly mer). Concentration (c) of F and Ca at Concentration (c) ofF nd Ca at 20 �tm in
20 �tm in width around the central part oftbe width around the central part of the measured
measured area. area
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then at the dentin surface the small heap was
observed.

The difference of F distribution in the tooth
Eand material seemed to depend on the F a 50

concentration in the material and the 4 

mechanism F releasing from the materials. 3 

The detail analysis of the phenomena 2 
examination is certain yet. to .. + +It was shown that F penetration from the 0- L
material to a tooth could occur ven under the A B A B A B

existence of thin resin layer, but F Beautifil TeethmateF-1 Clearseal F

concentration was lower comparing to without
the thin layer. PGE in TIARA enabled to Fig.7. F concentration at the cavity surface.
measure the F concentration at the conditions A; filling with BA. B, filling without BA.
under which the measurement has not been
reported.

:;O�

a.

b. "NT",
b,

121) 4111 IN, QI -
8 I"T 'T. j

300 '-I 'OT

L41 IT

IM
T

U 21, 40 (4) 141 TOO 120 11KI 161) 0 1)
0 20 40 W kg) IM 120 W IM

Fig.S. Group I (filling Clearseal F with BA). F Fig.6. Group 11 (filling Clearseal F without
(a) and Ca (b) distribution maps (F source, BA). F a) and Ca ) distribution maps F
methacryloyl F-methylmethacrylate source, methacryloyl F-methylmethacrylate
copolymer). Concentration (c) of F and Ca t copolymer and NaF). Concentration (e) ofF
20 �Lm in width around te central part of the and Ca at 20 �tm in width around the central
measured area. part of the measured area.
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7.5 Damage of Biological Samples by In-air Micro-PIXE

YKomori*, K.Ishii*, YBarbotteau*, K.Mizuma*, H.Yamazaki*,

S.Matsuyama*, T.Nagamine**, K.Suzuki**, H.Kuwano***,

M.Nakajima***, TKamiya****, TSakai****, T.Satoh****,

M.Oikawa****, K.Arakawa****

Department of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering. Tohoku University

Department of Nursing, Gunma University 

First Department of Surgery, Gunma University**

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JEARI

1. Introduction sample damage is reduced compared with

The cross sections of x-rays emitted from in-vacuum micro-PIXE. The effect of sample

atoms excited by ion-beams are very large damage by In-air micro-PIXE was examined

(10"b-104b), so we can use these x-rays to through the observed change in structure, shape

analyze trace elements (-ppb abundances). and elemental distribution.

Moreover, by focusing te beam spot within In addition, we analyzed the human gullet

I Wri (micro-beam) and scanning the sample, cancer cell TE-1 cultured in a medium that

the elemental distributions in the sample are contained cisplatin by In-air micro-PIXE.

observed (micro-PIXE analysis). We developed 2. Experiment

an in-air micro-PIXE analysis system and The micro beams exit to air through a Mylar

obtained the elemental distributions of the film of 4�uri thickness and irradiate bovine

bovine aortic endothelial cell.') This research aortic endothelial cells (BAECs) which were

aimed to develop the system capable of cultured on the Mylar film, then cryofixed and

examining the metabolic mechanism in cells. freeze- dried.4� Before and after irradiation the

As the current density of micro-beams is three dimensional structures were observed

extremely high, damage to the sample might with a confocal laser scanning microscope

occur such as dissipation of' elements and (KEYENCE VK8500). and the structural

distortion of the sample. In vacuum changes were identified. The change of the

micro-PIXE, the cell shrinks by 20 %2) and elemental yield was estimated by integrating

reduction of elemental yields P. S. Cl and K the list data. Proton micro-beams of which

have been reported3). Using In-air micro-PIXE the current was 100-150pA and the beam spot

camera, it is possible to avoid the complete size was I m, were scanned on the areas of

drying up of' the sample, and the distortion of 45x45 IM2 and 9x9Ogm 2. We analyzed the

the sample and diffusion of electrolytic samples on the vacuum side and by turning the

elements can be prevented. Moreover. the rise Mylar window, on the in-air side for a direct

in temperature in the sample can be reduced by comparison.

cooling with He gas. so Consequently the Human gullet cancer cells TE-1 were cultured
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for 24hours in a medium that contained not diffused compared to in-vacuum irradiation.

cisplatin(25gg/mi), and prepared by the Moreover. the lemental distributions are

conventional method 41 and analyzed. The total unchanged during in-air and in-vacuum

dose was 124OnC and the exposure time was irradiation.

210min. Fig.4 shows the element distribution images

3. Results and Discussion of a human gullet cancer cell TE-1 cultured

The actin filament, which is a kind of the with cisplatin. The element platinum included

cytoskeleton,. was observed under a in the cisplatin is observed well.

fluorescence microscope before and after 4.Conclusion

sample preparation. The stability of structure The beam damage to biological samples can

and shape of the cytoskeleton was confirmed in be reduced by in-air micro-PIXE compared

the process of sample preparation. Fig. I shows with in-vacuum micro-PIXE. Especially, the

the images and the height distributions of cells, three dimensional structures are well preserved.

measured with a laser microscope before and The x-ray yields remain unchanged with

after irradiation in-air analysis. The result exception of the element for S., but x-ray yield

shows that under in-air irradiation the size and for S decreased under in-vacuum irradiation

three dimensional structure of the cell is and in-air with a small 45x45 RM2 scanning

conserved, although a minor change is seen at area irradiation. This latter elemental loss may

the surface of the cell. be due to a strong rise in temperature for the

Next, the temporal change of te x-ray yield small scanning area. It is concluded that one

was checked for each element. It was observed must pay attention to the experimental

that the yields of P, K Fe. Zn, and Br did not condition under beam irradiation. We would

vary in both cases of in-vacuum and in-air like to point out that the accumulation of

irradiation. On the other hand, a decrease was cisplatin in the nucleus was confirmed for the

observed for S in vacuum and in air with first time in human gullet cancer cells TE-1.

45x45gm 2scanning irradiation.

Figs.2 and 3 show the x-ray yield variation Refeirences

of S during irradiation. The initial yield value 1) K.1shii. A.Sugimoto, et aL, Nucl. Instr. And

is normalized to one. However. by 9x90jtrn 2 Meth. B181 2001) 448-453.

in-air scanning irradiation. a decrease in S is 2) F.Watt, P.S.P.Thong, et al. Nucl. Instr. and

not observed. In contrast it decreased by 20% Meth. B130 1997) 188-191.

under in-vacuum qoxqo�tM2 scanning 3) K.Themner. Nucl. nstr. and Meth. B49

irradiation. By in-air analysis, the rise in (1990) 52-59.

temperature is reduced. the sample shape is 4) A.Sugimoto. K.Ishii. et al.. I.J.PIXE 9

unchanged and the volatile compounds have (1999) 151-160.
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Fig.1 Observation by confocal laser microscope
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0
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Fig.2 The change of x-ray yield of S. Fig.3 The change of x-ray yield of S.

(in air, 90 X 90[trn2 scanning area) (in vacuum, 90 X 90[=2 scanning area)

0

11 el &Y Qf Y. Fay

Spectrum of human gullet cancer cell E- 1.

Fig.4 Elemental distributions of hman gullet cancer cell TE-1.
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8.1 Characterization of 'Cl and "Cl Formed by High-Energy
Neutron Irradiation

S. Yokoyama*, H. Noguchi*, K. Sato% Su. Tanaka**, T lida***, S. Furuichi***, Y
Kanda Y Oki***** and T Kaneto*...
Department of Health Physics% Advanced Radiation Technology Center", JAERI,
Graduate School of Nuclear Engineering, Nagoya University"%
Radiation Science Center, High-energy Accelerator Research Organization*
Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University*****

1. ItMuction TL4JZA and the selective fter collection technique.

In high-energy proton accelerator facilities, the Also examined were the physicochernical properties

air in the accelerator and target rooms is exposed to of radionuclides formed in the air of the AVF

primary and secondary high-energy particles during cyclotron room of TIARA

the machine operation. Various radionuclides

produced by the nuclear spallation. of the air nuclei 2. ExperimenW memo&

are present as both aerosol and gas. These become The neutron irradiation experiment was carried

a potential source of radiation exposure. To out using LCO course in light-ion 3 room of TIARA

estimate internal doses due to the inhalation of 'Me neutrons were generated by the monoenergetic

radioactive aerosols and gases. the physicochemical neutron source facility An irradiation chamber

characteristics of radioactive aerosols and gases, in (diameter 20 cm and length 100 c fled writh high

particular, the particle size of aerosols and the purity Ar gas > 99.995 %) and di-octyl phthalate

chemical form of gas, are very iportant parameters. (DOP) aerosol was placed on the beam axis. The

It is therefore necessary to clarify the particle size Ar gas containing the aerosol was irradiated with a

distribution of aerosols, the mechanism of the 40 MeV quasi-monoenergetic neutron beam for 90

radioactive aerosol formation and the chen-deal form min. A neutron fluence rate in the nionoenergetic

of the aerosol and gas. peak at the acrylic window of the irradiation
We have studied on the formation mechanism Chamber Was 19X104 cm-2 . smI. After the

of radioactive aerosols by irradiating Ar gas irradiation, the radioactive aerosols and gases in the

containing non-radioactive aerosol particles with chamber were collected using a sampler consisting

high-energy neutrons at TARA'), 2),3). The results of a particulate fter Millipore fter fter type: AA.

show that the formation of radioactive aerosols can pore size: 0.8mMflliporeCo.�Nal-CO3-inipregnated

clearly be explained by the attachinent of filters., which can concentrate acidic gas 2 stages)

radioactive atoms produced from Ar by the and activated carbon fiber (ACF fters 4 stages).

radiation-induced reactions, on a surface of A stainless steel container 160 c) with activated

coexisted non-radioactive aerosols. And the charcoal (about 20 g) was placed behind the ACF

formation is independent of the size and filters and coled by dry-ice/acetone to collect gases

physicochemical property of coexisted aerosol passed through the ACF fters. In additio to

particles and the irradiation neutron energy. In this examine the deposition of radionuclides on an inside

study. the physicochernical properties of chloric wall of the irradiation chamber. the wall was

gases., which are commonly formed in the air of covered with a thin aluminum sheet. The

high-energy proton accelerator facilities, were radionuclides deposited on a surface of the

examined by the neutron irradiation of Ar gas at aluminum sheet were wiped with a fter paper after
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collecting radioactive aerosols and gases in the magnitude higher than that of the ACF fter. This

chamber. The radioactivity of the fters and the indicates that the 18CI and -9CI would easily attach to

gas trapped in the stainless steel container was the aerosols and wall.

measured using a gas-flow counter and ionization These results would be basic data for the

chamber, respectively. The y-spectrum of the fter assessment of the internal dose due to inhalation of

was measured by a germanium semi-conductor the radionuclides. However, the accurate

detector. quantitative determination of 8CI and -9CI deposited

Radioactive aerosols and gases in the air of the on the inside wall of the chamber and passed

AVF cyclotron room of TLARA were sampled in the through the ACF fters will be necessary, to

radiation monitoring room through a pipe connected elucidate the proportions of gaseous chorine forms

with a vent ofthe cyclotron room at a flow rate of generated by the neutron irradiation.

50 or 100 I/min. A particulate fter (111340T� Na2CO3-
Na2CO3-irnpregnated filters 2 stages) and ACF impregnzded ACF fifter

PS fifter
filters 4 or stages) were used to separate the & 2 - T

> illipore
aerosol and gases. fifter

3. Results nd Discussion d:

Figure I shows the distribution of radioactivity
0 _j

of the aerosol and gases collected on the Millipore 1 1 2 1 2 3 4

filters Na2CO3-irripregnated fters and ACF fters. Number of fifter

'Me radionuclides were found to be Cl and "Cl Fig. Distribution of -'aCl and -"90 activity on the

formed from (n, 2p) and (n, p) reactions, filters.

respectively by the neutron irradiation to4OAr gas. Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the gamma-ray spectra

The radionuclides of ,'4CI and -9C] are detected in all of' radioactive aosols and gases in the air of the

the fters. The activity trapped in the first stages of AVF cyclotron room of TLARA during the transport

Na2CO3-inipregnated fer and ACF filter is of 80 MeV poton beam to LCO course. The

obviously higher than those in the other stages. radionuclides of -8CI and -9CI were detected in both

This means that -mCl and "'9I formed by the neutron of the Na2CQ,-impregnated and ACF filters'. but not

irradiation to Ar gas exist as acidic gas and gas in the HE40T fter. This means that the 8CI and

collected on the ACF fters. The -8CI and Cl -"9CI atoms or gases generated in the air of the

aerosols would be produced by the attachment of cyclotron room would hardly attach to the aerosol.
"8CI and 112

-NCI atoms or these gases to DOP aerosol. The radionuclides of 8S and Br were also detected

About 40 of the gas collected on the four in the NaC03-impregnated and ACF filters.

ACF filters was detected in the 2n - 4th stages. respectively The ""Cl and 82 Br gases would be

In addition, a considerable aount of radioactive generated by the neutron irradiation to stable

gas was also trapped in the stainless steel container isotopes of chlorine and bromine icluded in the

behind the ACF fters. These results suggest that covering material over cables around the acelerator

gas passed through the ACF filters would be formed and so on and release to the air from the material

by the neutron irradiation to Ar gas. Table I shows the operating condition of AVF

The radioactivity of -8CI and -wCI deposited on cyclotron during the collection of 8CI and -9CI in air

the surface of the aluminum sheet placed on the of the cyclotron room. The 80 and "Cl ases

inside wall of the chamber was one order of were observed in the room air during the transport
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of 45 and 80 MeV H to the LCO course. The Table Operating condition of AVF cyclotron during
the collection of ""Cl and 90 in the air of the room.

neutron dose rate measured by a room monitor

during the transport of H was several times higher ]on Source H+ H+ He2+

than that during the transports of and He2+. Energy (MeV) 45 80 100 220

This indicates that the quantity of the radionuclides Current u A) 3 2 2.5 5

generated in the air of the accelerator room depends Detection of D D ND ND
`8C] and"90on the operating condition of the accelerator.

10 D: Detectable., ND: Not delectable

containing aerosol were examined. It was found

that "'80 and "Cl exist as aerosol. acidic gas and

gases collected on the ACF fers and in the cold

trap. Considerable aounts of these radionuclides0

were deposited on the inside wall of the irradiation

chamber., indicating that the deposited activity

500 1000 15M 20M cannot be gred to estimate the proportions of

Energy keV) gaseous corine forms generated by the neutron

Fig. 2 Gamma-ray spectrum of aerosols collected irradiation.

on the HE40T fter. In the air of te AVF cyclotron room of TLAJZA.,

'80 and 9C] are present as acidic gas and gas

collected on the ACF fters but not as aerosol. The

lo' -mS and 82 Br gases were also observed in the rom

41 air. These radionuclides would be formed by
0 d,

C.4lo' neutron activation of structural materials around the

cyclotron and released in the air of the room from

10,1 the materials. It is necessary to examine the source
0 500 1000 15M 2000

Energy (keV) of the radionuclides formed in the air of the

Fig. 3 Gamma-ray spectrum of acidic gases cyclotron room.

collected on the NaCOrimpregnated fter.
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8.2 Measurement of Secondary Charged Particle Spectrum from
tens of MeV Neutron Induced Reactions
(Evaluation of basic data for external dosimetry)

T.Sanami*, M.Ha-jwara**, N.Hirabayashi TOhishi**, M.Baba",

H.Nakashima*** and S.Tanaka****

Radiation Science Center, High Energy Accelerator Organization*

Cyclotron Radioisotope Center. Tohoku University"

Center for Proton Accelerator Facilities, JAERI***

Advanced Radiation Technology Center.. JAERI * * * *

Mutroduction minimize energy loss of fragments and 2)

Energy and angular distribution data for develop digital signal processing (DSP) method

secondary charged particles from tens of MeV to enhance S/N and particle sparation.

neutron reaction are indispensable to evaluate

dosimetry and irradiation effects of devices or 2. Outline of experimental method

instruments. Our group have been measured Detail of the method was described in last

double differential cross sections (DDX) of report. Figure I shows schematic view of BCS.

secondary charged particle production reactions. The BCS is a cylindrical - shaped grid ionization

In last year., we start on the development of' chamber (GIC) illed with a low pressure

method to measure DDX of secondary particles Ar+10%CH4 gas. A sample is set on the cathode

heavier than helium (fragments). Production rate plate inside the BCS. The sample are cm

of fragments is lower than lighter particles, but it diameter carbon (0.1 mm thickness). poly

can make large energy deposition in Rm order -propylene film (10 [tm) and silicon plate (500

region because of significantly arge LET. Thus, �tm). The polypropylene film to measure

DDX data are important to estimate irradiation fragments from the '2C(n.x) reactions. The

effects caused by relatively high local energy detector is set at rn from the Li(pn) neutron

deposition, such as single event effect (SEE) on production target on LC3 course., TIARA". Peak

devices. Up to now. the experimental data of neutron energy is set to 75 MeV The output

DDX for fragments are less due to experimental signal. anode. from BCS is divided to two after

difficulty except few cross section date obtained passing through pre-amplifier and fed to two

by activation method. In addition, theoretical different shaping time amplifier to obtain bragg

calculation which can treat fragment production peak height and total energy of fragmentS201.

is few., also. Thus. reliable data are highly Figure 2 shows two-dimensional spectrum of'

desired about fragment production reactions. short 04 [ts) and long 6 ps) shaping time for

In this study. we adopt a Bragg curve 200 �Lrn thickness crbon sample. Fragments can

spectrometer BCS) to neutron induced fragment be separated clearly.

production reactions. In last year, we separate

fragments and measure its energy from Carbon 3. Result

with large eiciency, successfully Fm this 3.1 Thin sample measurement

result, in this year., w test 1) thin sample to Energy loss of ragment in sample should be
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Fig. 1 Schematic view of BCS

2000 sample. The thickness makes energy loss
acsr-arbonfl.2mrFkfiSMeVnbLdrci�. . correction less than 10% of its energy for lithium.

Low energy beryllium. boron and carbon needsJC(irh6r,
t14W more energy correction. The film is not

expensive and easy to handle in comparison with

thin carbon. The gold foil is used as backing
eeryltiun-i

NUU since the sample should be act cathode electrode

hium also.

Figure 3 shows tentative results of Li energy400
a particle

spectra from 10 jAm polypropylene. 500 [tm2nn .. ....... .
0 . I . silicon and 10 [Lm gold foil. Events from 10 [tm

L 0
0 20( . .0 BOO 1000 121M, 14,00 00 I.,., PX.' gold foil are considered as background for one

Palk* -gypd- rWh (h)
from 10 jim polypropylene. It means that we can

Flig.2 Two-dimensional spectra for 10[t obtain sufficient statistics in this condition. In
polypropylene sample the case of silicon sample. yield is low in

corrected to obtain energy spectrum of fragment. comparison with polypropylene in spite of thick
sample. In ether case, energy spectrum of Be, Li.

In the case of thick sample. the correction has
large errors and makes energy spectrum Be, and C could be observed with acceptable

S/N and counting rte.
uncertainty. The problem is serious for ragment

3.2 Digital signal processing
since its energy loss is large. On the other hand. Bragg curve spectroscopy is one of pulse shape

thin sample causes low count rate. It is also discrimination technique. In addition, the pulse
serious or fragment measurement because of'
low pduction rate. Thus we have to choose shape before shaping has not only information of

sample thickness. carefully. Z number but also emitted single or originate
position of' particleS4). To obtain these

We test 10�cm polypropylene film as carbon
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Fig.4 Example of waveforms from BS

BCS. In offline analysis, pulse height of
maximum and few [xs from start are obtained as

total energy and Bragg peak height for every
10-9 -

0 10 20 waveforms. The data from DSO are confirmed

Particle Energy [MeVI by comparing with one from ordinal module

Fig. 3 Energy spectrum of Be systems. In addition, searching adequate shaping

time and adopting fast Fourier transformation

information for improvement of S/N, we adopt (FFT) to reduce electronic noise having high

digital signal processing (DSP) method to this frequency are in progress.

measurement.

Signals from Pre-amplifier are stored by Reference

LeCroy T584L digital storage oscilloscope 1) M.Baba et.al., Nucl. Insirm. Meth., A428

(DSO) with parameters of bit vertical (1999) 454

resolution, lns/point - 1000 point length (total 2) R.Gruhn. et.al., Nucl. Insirm. Meth.. 196

10 ta length) and 2 channel (anode and (1982 33

cathode)5). The DSO has large internal memory 3) N.J.Shenhav and U.Stelzer, NucL Insirm.

to store 2048 waveforms temporarily After Meth.. 228 1985) 359

storing 2048 waveforms, all the waveforms are 4) T.Sanarni. M.Baba, K.Saito and N.Hirakawa,

sent to PC through Ethernet interface. The MO. Insly-m. Meth., A440 2000) 403

procedure allows relatively high count rate up to 5) K.Takahashi e.al.. Proc. of Mh workshop on

300 cps or more. DSO is triggered by Radiation Detectors and Their Uses (Y.EK

coincidence signal between anode and cathode Proceedings 2002-12) p85

from ordinary NIM module electronics since

count rate f anode signal exceeds 300 cps.

Figure. 4 shows example of waveforms from
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8.3 Development of Phoswitch-T�pe Neutron Monitor Detector
Applicable to Energies up to 100 MeV

T. Sato*, A. Endo*, Y Yamaguchi* and Su. Tnaka*

Department of Health Physics, JAERI*

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI

1. Introduction 6Li+ZnS(Ag) Shee

High energy proton accelerator facilities BC501A

have been constructed or applying to various 6.
Glass Cc

fields of' study, such as nuclear physics, 117cm

material science and radiotherapy. In these Photo-Multiplier

facilities, it is very important to monitor R4144Assy (Hamarnat

doses from high energy neutrons since such Figure Schematic view of detector structure.

neutrons can penetrate the radiation shields,

and dominantly attribute to the doses of and 12.7 cm in length) liquid organic

workers and members of the public'). scintillator BC501A covered with a

However, conventional-type rem-counters, 6Li+ZnS(Ag) sheet.

which are widely used as a neutron monitor When a neutron with energy over several

in various kinds of radiation facilities, are not hundreds of keV strikes the detector, it can

applicable to neutrons with energies above 20 produce secondary protons which are capable

MeV of causing scintillation of BC501A. Lower

With this specific problem in mind. we energy neutrons, on the other hand, are

have tried to develop a phoswitch-type detected by scintillation of te ZnS(Ag) sheet

neutron monitor detector applicable to stimulated by x particles which are produced

neutrons with energies from the thermal by neutron capture reactions of 6Li. The

energy to 100 MeV Caracteristics of the signals from the two scintillators are

detector were studied experimentally in amplified by a photo-multiplier R4144. Those

quasi-monoenei-getic neutron fields of 40, 65 signals are discriminated by measuring their

and 75 MeV at TIARA and moderated pulse shapes., since the mean decay time of

neutron fields of the 24 'Am-Be source at those from BC501A is much smaller than

Facility of Radiation Standard (FRS) in those from ZnS(Ag) sheet - approximately

JAERI A detailed structure of the detector 100 nsec and 3 �tsec., respectively.

and experimental results are presented below. Dose from higher energy neutrons is

evaluated from light output of BC501A by

2. Structure of Detector applying the spectrum weighted dose

The structure of the phoswitch-type function 2', G-function, which relates the light

detector is shown in Figure 1. The detector is output to the neutron dose. Te function can

composed of cylindrical 12.7 cm in diameter be calculated from fluence to dose conversion
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coefficients and the response function of the 60crn

detector. For the conversion coefficients, we 20CM

adopted the values for te ambient dose 'A'Arn-Be
PaT-affin Blocl�, Detector

equivalent at the depth of 10 mm - H(10).

The response function of BC501A was Figure 2 Experimental setup at FRS.

calculated by the SCINFUL-CG 3� and Cecil's

codeS4) for neutron energies below and above
Bendingi 220 94 U.11 : rn

80 MeV, respectively. Ij tvgo M,,,,

Pr n Iron
B e-, offirnalor Detector

3. ExpeAment I
&anj DUH311 (Iron)

The experimental arrangement for

studying the particle discrimination profile of' Figure 3 Experimental setup at TIARA.

the detector is illustrated in Figure 2 The

detector is located at a distance of 60 cm the energy of the neutrons was determined by

from the 24 'Am-Be source at FRS A paraffin the timc-of-flight (TOF) method. The dose

block with 15 cm thickness was placed in from neutrons with the peak energy was

front of the detector as a neutron moderator. obtained from the pulse height distribution of

Signals due to the scintillations of the the corresponding neutrons by applying the

ZnS(Ag) sheet and BC501A were G-function.

discriminated by analyzing their rise time of'

the dynode signals from the detector. The 4. Results and Discussion

gamma contaminations among the signals Figures 4 and 5 give graphical

due to the scintillations of BC501A were presentations of the particle discrimination

excluded by the conventional neutron-photon profile of the detector. The data presented in

discrimination technique measuring the Figure 4 indicate that signals due to the

ratio ofthe total and slow components ofthe scintillations of the ZnS(Ag) sheet and

anode signals. BC501A can be clearly discriminated. The

The characteristics of' the detector in gamma contamination can be excluded by

terms of' the dose vluation ability were analyzing the rtios of total nd slow

studied experimentally in components of the anode signals as shown in

quasi-monoenergetic neutron fields of'40, 65 Figure 5. The difference ofthe atios between

and 75 MeV at TIARA. The experimental gamma and neutron incidences. however.

setup is shown in Figure 3 The detector was becomes smaller with decreasing of their

located at it distance o' 12.9 m rom the Li light outputs., and the gamma contaminations

target. The fluence of neutrons with the peak among the signals with light outputs below

energies were calibrated by fission chambers 0.2 MeVee cannot be excluded. Therefore.,

placed nar the target.5, dose rom neutrons with energies below I

In the data analysis.. signals due to the MeV is unable to be evaluated rom the pulse

incidence of fast neutrons were picked up and height distributions, since such low energy
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neutrons cannot cause scintillation with light

outputs above 02 MeVee. BC501A ZnS(Ag)

Figure 6 shows the pulse height

distribution of 40 MeV neutrons measured at lo,
TIARA, together with that calculated by

SCINFUL-CG. It is evident from the figure lo(( 2000
Rise Time (arbitary unit)

that those esults agree with each other. The

neutron dose obtained from the pulse height Figure 4 Rise time distribution of' dynode

distribution by applying the G-function is signals.

11.9 (�tSv/h). while the corresponding value

calculated from the eutron fluencc calibrated

by the ission cambers is 11.2 (�tSv/h). -2 Oon
These values agree with each other, and the

1006agreement between the two doses one by Nentron

the G-function and the other by the neutron

fluence - can be observed in the cases of the ond to 2 140"ce

other incident energies. We therefore ?0(; 400

conclude that the detector can be used for Deca.y Conkponam arb. Unit)

monitoring of high energy neutron doses. Figure Two-dimensional plot of the total
and slow component of anode signals.

5. Conclusions

The phoswitch-type detector is capable
40 MeV Neutron

of' measuring photons, thermal and high

energy neutrons with an excellent property of

the pulse-shape discrimination between them. lo' 
Exp.

Dose from neutrons above I MV can be FUL-C
L

obtained from the pulse height distribution by 0 M 30
Lighl 111put (Mevee)

applying the G-function. The conversion

coefficient fom the number of' scintillations Figure 6 Pulse eight distribution of 40

ofZnS(Ag) sheet to low energy neutron dose MeV neutrons.

must be determined in order to use the

detector as a neutron monitor for wider Maekawal. Fusion Technol. 26(3), pt2,

energy ange - frorn te thermal energy to 1098 1994).

100 ev 3) E. Kirn, A. Endo and Y Ymaguchi J.

Nucl. Sci. Technol. Suppl 2 693 2002).
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9.1 Construction of intense positron source based on AVF

cyclotron for high brightness positron beam

M. Maekawa, A. Kawasuso, T. Ishimoto, Z. Q. Chen
Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI

1. Introduction with the large-scale positron sources, such as
Positron beam is widely used as a powerful using electron LINAC or the nuclear reactor.

too] to detect vacancy-type defects or to analyze However, it is suitable for production of a high
the topmost surface structure in non-destructive brightness positron beam because of following
way with high sensitivity. In our research group, advantages; () easy beam handling due to
we have been developing reflection high-energy simple and compact structure of positron
positron diffraction (RHEPD) apparatus for the production system, (ii) stable beam production
analysis of surface structure of semiconductors based on a nuclear reaction.
and several types of slow positron beam

1 2)apparatuses for the depth pofiling of defects 2. Design of positron production system
These apparatuses are used with the sealed In order to obtain a high brightness positron
positron sources. Although the machine beam, it is eeded to accelerate generated
geometry can be simplified and excellent bearn positrons to high energy and to focus it by the
stability can be realized using the sealed sources, lens system. However, the design of such a lens
the beam brightness is not enough for the system greatly depends on the initial conditions
observation of the transient phenomena on the of the generated positrons. In tis study, we first
surface or the small regions in a micrometer try to confirm te production of positrons. and to
range. To break this limitation, we attempt to clarify the initial condition of positrons using
construct an intense positron source which used simple magnetic guiding beam line.
the nuclear reaction "Al(p'n)21Si for high Figure I shows a schematic drawing of
brightness positron beam. This method is positron source. The proton beam supplied from
inferior in absolute beam intensity cmpared the TARA AVF cyclotron is irradiated to the

Aluminum Target rater W-foil, 6pni)
(2.2min tickness, ction Grid

99.999% purity)

MCAProton Bearn
(20 MeV) Slow Positron Beam

Water-cooled
Target Holder uiding Coil Steering

Coils

A urn num 80 Collimator Lead
Target Shield

Lead ad Parallin P
Shield

Slow el HP6e
beam Delector

CAMERA rinihilation
7-rays

Fig. I Schematic of positron production system
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high purity aluminum target 99.999% purity, maximum range of 20 MeV protons in the

mm diameter), which mounted on the jacket aluminum is about 22 mm. To avoid direct

with mm collimator cooled with running water. damage of moderator by proton irradiation, the

In this target, the nuclear reaction 17 Al (p, n) 17Si thickness of aluminum target used in this system
of 27S, 27Sioccurs and decay 1 follows with a is 24 mm. The saturated radioactivity of the

half-life of 43 sec. The percentage of the for a proton current of I gA is evaluated at 93
27Si S 7),decay branching ratio of the I 100 %. The GBq by the IRAC code and the radioactivity is

fast positrons emitted from 27Si are then-nalized distributed widely from the proton injected

in a polycrystalline tungsten moderator with a surface to a depth of about 2 mm as shown in

thickness of 6 gm. This thickness is determined Fig. 3 Since fast positrons of 9.3xlO9 e/s are

as the highest positron re-emission efficiency by generated from the 27Si of 93 Gl3q, the expected

the calculation using the diffusion equation intensity of slow positron beam is _106 e'/s

considering the positron implantation profile when the conversion efficiency to slow positrons

emitted from 21Si (-3.85 MeV) as shown in by the moderator is assumed to be 104 8). This
3 4)Figure 2 . Slow positrons emitted from the intensity is two orders of magnitude higher than

moderator surface are extracted by a grid that of the conventional positron beam based on

electrode and transported to the beam monitor sealed positron source.

(MCP) by a magnetic guiding field -O. I T) To

suppress backgrounds due to fast positrons, 3. Results and discussion

secondary electrons, ions and yrays coming The observed positron beam is shown in Fig. 4.

from positron source directly, this guiding field The incident ion beam energy and current were

includes a 90' bended section equipped a 20 MeV and 70 nA, and positron transportation

collimator. The whole of positron production energy was 800 eV. The diameter of incident ion

system is covered by a lead and paraffin to beam was adjusted about mm. Thus, the

shield gamma rays or neutrons. positron beam can be generated without any

The reported maximum cross section of the special difficulty. Moreover, the intensity of the

nuclear reaction 2'Al(pn)21Si is in the energy beam was very strong. The diameter of positron

range of 14-16 MeV 6 Therefore, ion beam beam was mm. The number of transported

energy was selected to be 20 MeV here. The positrons was also measured using HPGe

1XIO' 0.8

Cr 0.6

1X104 0.4

U 9.3 GBq
.0 0.2

Jn 0.011XIO'
0.01 0.1 I 10 100 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Thickness [gm] Depth [mm]

Fig. 2 Calculated moderation efficiency of a Fig. 3. Calculated distribution of 2Si in

transi-nission-type tungsten moderator for the aluminum target produced by 20 MeV proton
rays emitted fro 2Si. beam.
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detector counting the annihilation gamma rays different frorn the ergy of the maximum
of 27S,. SUffi(511 keV). The proton current dependence of cross-section for production I lCient

positron beam intensity is shown in Fig. 5. The target thickness was needed to avoid the

number of positrons showed fairly good linearity transmission of proton beam and a consequent

with incidence ion beam cun-ent. Estimated darnage of the moderator,. On the other hand, fast

number of slow positron is about 10' e/s/[tA. positrons escaping from the target will be

This is however one order of magnitude higher effectively injected into the moderator using a

than the Hrose's report 9 or expected from the thinner target. Probably, the conversion

IRAC simulation. Due to the short transportation efficiency from fast to slow positrons is

distance, the influence of backgrounds ight be enhanced with lower ion energy and thinner

superimposed on the data because the soundings target tan used here. For this eason, the
27Si of positron production systern under ion beam optimum energy to yield is not necessarily

irradiation was a high radiation field containing suitable to maximize the slow positron beam

with neutrons. Nevertheless, this result is intensity. Although in the present AVF cyclotron

promising towards the intense positron beam the poton energy is not continuously tunable,

production using te cyclotron. the optimal poton energy for the slow positron

It is thought that the energy of the poton beam generation should be determined in

beam 20 MeV) used i te present time is feature.
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9.2 Measurement of Secondary Charged Particle Emission during Irradiation
of MeV Energy Cluster Ions

Y. Saitoh A. Chiba*, K. Arakawa*, K. Narurni * K. Hirata ***, H. Shibata"*' and
A. Itoh*...

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERl*
Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI * *
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology
Research Center for Nuclear Science and Technology, The University of Tokyo
Quantum Science and Engineering Center, Kyoto University*

1. Introduction voltages.
Recently, a non-linear effect was observed in

energy loss of MeV energy boron and carbon 2. Experimental
cluster ions passing through foil targets')- 2). Large The experiments were carried out using the TC
enhancement of sputtering yields from metal tar- beam line of the 3MV tandem accelerator at the
gets was also reported for gold cluster ionS3). it is TIARA facility6) in JAERI. Incident beams were
generally recognized that a massive energy depo- well collimated to nun in diameter before enter-
sition into a very small volume introduced by ing the experimental chamber. The target sample
cluster ion irradiation will cause this kind of of sflicon surface was processed with hydrofluoric
non-linier phenomena 4). From a viewpoint of in- acid to clean up an oide layer.
dustrial applications such as materials modifica- At first, we measure the emission efficiency of
tion, we must control accurately the fluence of secondary electrons. In this case negative bias
cluster ions implanted into a target. It is, however, voltages were placed on the target plate, and
often difficult to know accurate fluence from ap- beam currents on the target were measured at
parent beam current on a target, since the beam various bias voltages. 'Me apparent total beam
current measured for cluster ions tends to change current I, measured in this way is equal to the sum
significantly depending on target materials, being of incident beam current 1, and escaping secon-
different from the case of single ion beam. For dary electron current I, measured as a positive
instance, in our ion-implantation apparatus value For an incidence of C�,' ions,
equipped with a secondary electron suppression emission efficiency of secondary electrons Y, de-
system, apparent bearn currents on metal targets fined as the number of secondary electrons per
were negative values for Cs' cluster ion beam, carbon atom, is obtained by
while those were positive for a single C ion Y = 1 - 4I(Ib x n) (1)
beam"). It suggests evidently an effect of secon- Note that the incident beam current It, was
dary particle emission and macroscopic quantities measured accurately with a high-aspect ratio
like an apparent beam current are significantly Faraday cup by removing the arget plate from
affected by this efect. It is, therefore, important the beam line. The Faraday cup used here is 20
to know the property of scondary particles nun in diameter and 400 mm in depth, and the
emitted from a target under irradiation of MeV bottom part of the cup is inclined by 45 degrees
energy cluster ions. In this work, emission of with respect to the beam as. Care was taken to
secondary electrons and positive ions from Si and ensure that the incident beam current was nearly
Au tar(yets have been investigated in detail using constant during these independent measurements.
Mev energy carbon cluster beams. Beam currents Next, secondary emission of positive ions (and
on a tartyet and on a suppression lectrode were neutrals) was investigated. As the purpose of the
measured simultaneously at various suppression present work is to know the influence o secon-
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dary particle emission on the beam current meas-
urement under an actual experimental situation of
ion-implantation condition, the target samples 4

2 F- A.]were set in the holder simulating our e -E

ion-implantation apparatus. In this case the bias 100
voltage to the target is V. The target is sur- 8

rounded by an A shielding box and an elec- W 6

tron-suppression electrode to avoid inflow of 4
o

scattered ions or electrons produced outside the 0 LP 2

box. The incident beam is introduced through two 0
holes of mm in diameter. A solid angle of these C1 C4 C8

Cluster Size
holes is about 17 rnsr with respect to the target
center. Electric currents 1, on the target and on Fig. 2 The electron eission efficiencies for Si and Au

the shielding box are measured simultaneously targets.
with digitalcurrent meters (ADVANTEST R8240
dicital electrometer) and acquired with a personal and 073 for gold target, and 065 and 0.55 for
computer. silicon target in irradiation Of C4 and C8 beam,

respectively. A sin-War non-linear tendency has
3. Results and Discussion been reported for Au cluster ions in the present

Figure shows apparent ion beam currents 1, energy region 7),8). This phenomenon is explained
versus target bias voltage measured using the in such a way that outer-shell electrons of a target
secondary electron measuring system for carbon atom are ionized at first by front atoms of a clus-
cluster beams of C1, C4 and C8 on a Si target, ter ion, resulting in a reduction of the number of
where the data are normalized using accurate available electrons to be ionized by rear cluster
beam currents lb obtained by the Faraday cup. It atorns9). Fig. 3 shows apparent beam currents 
appears that each value is almost constant in on a Si target measured using the
nearly a whole range of bias voltage investigated. ion-implantation apparatus), where the data are
Using Eq. (1) eission efficiency Y of secondary plotted as a function of the voltage placed on the
electrons was obtained, as shown in Fig. 2 for Si suppression lectrode. Each value of 1, shown in
and Au targets. The electron emission efficiencies the figure is divided by the sum of 1, and 1, It
for both targets decrease with increasing cluster was confirmed that the sum currents 11.1 were
size. The ratios of YQ,')1nY(C'), which is the practically the same as the Faraday cup currents I,
electron eission yield per atom in the cluster implying no run-away charged particles out of the
normalized to the yield of single atom, were 077 shielding box. One can see that te apparent cur-

60 rents vary rather strongly at lower voltages and
become nearly constant at higher voltages above

45 -50 V. It is found that a saturated value is 97%
for Cl' incidence, while those are only 751/v and

30 501v for C' and C,' ions, respectively. The re-
E sults are explained as follows.

15 One cluster ion brings only one positive charge
lo the target. However, bombardment of each

Z onstituent atom of a cluster causes increase of
0 -50 -100 -150 -200 -250 secondary ions and neutrals leaving the target in

Bias Voltage (V) spite of suppression of secondary electrons. Prac-

Fig. I The measured carbon cluster bam current of C 1, lically, the influence of the secondary particles
C4 and C o the Si target, which was normalized by the was negligible for measurement of usual single
Faraday cup current, versus the bias voltage from to 200 ion beam current. But for that of cluster ion
V, respectively
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cle emission from solid targets irradiated by MeV

200 energy carbon cluster ions. Errdssion efficiency of
C ondary electrons per carbon atom was found180 sec

160 -S-- C4 8 to decrease with increasing cluster size. The sec-
4 C8 _

ondary particle measurement and TOF analysis9)120
I-- N suggests that the nonlinear effect appeared in the

ii s :0
N amount of sputtered atoms and molecules ad-

0
'E 40 sorbed at the target surface. They brought posi-
Z 20 live charge from the target and decreased appar-

0
-15 20 -30 40 -50 75 -100 ent cluster beam current.

Vies Voltage (V)
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4. Conclusions
We found non-liner ffects in secondary parli-
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9.3 Study of Secondary Ion Emission Processes and Radiation
Effects of MeV Energy Cluster Ions on Solid Targets

H. Shibata A. Itoh**, T. Majima", Y Saitoh'**, A. Chiba"', K. Arakawa"',
K. Narumi****
Research Center for Nuclear Science and Technology, The University of Tokyo'

Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University"

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI...
Advanced Science Research Center. JAERI....

1. Introduction could not be measured, continuous beam cur-
The interaction between high energy cluster rents were measured to be around pA for C'

ions and matter has been interested in basic ions. The vacuum in a beam line and a chamber

physics and application fields"). Because clus- was kept at - 10-7 Pa to prevent cluster ions from

ter ions can bombard a very small area of a solid breaking.

surface by many atoms simultaneously and re- A linear type TOF mass spectrometer and a

lease large energy in a very short time (from TAC (Time to Amplitude Converter) system for
femto- to picosecond region) 4 This situation time measurement were adopted as secondary

cause non-linear effects or synergetic effects. ion mass spectrometric system. The TOF ass

which is unusual for single atom collision with spectrometer composed of an extractor, a drift

solid targets. tube, an acceleration electrode and a
High energy cluster ions beams used for multi-channel plate (MCP) detector. A TL out-

study of secondary charged particle emission put from the pulse generator was used as a start
processes were produced by the TARA tandem pulse and a secondary ion signal from the MCP

accelerator. A time of flight (TOF) mass spec- was used as a stop pulse of the TAC measure-

trometer was used for secondary ion measure- ment system. Typical mass spectrum was accu-

ment and a chopper has been installed in an in- mulated for 30 minutes.
jector beam line to generate a pulsed cluster ion In the last year we used rod shaped targets
beam. and secondary ions were extracted at 90 degrees

In this report we present a preliminary re- to the incident beam direction using the repeller

sults of secondary ion emission from solid tar- and the extractor. However, as it was difficult to
gets bombarded by carbon cluster ions. get the reproducible spectra, sheet shaped targets

have been used and bombarded at incident angle

2. Experimental of 45 degrees this year. The secondary ions were
The experimental system of TOF mass spec- extracted to the normal direction from the target.

trometry was composed of a pulsed ion beam A preliminary results of secondary ion emission

generating system and an ion flight time meas- from graphite (HOPG). Nb/a-A]103, Si (100),

urement system. A1103 targets bombarded by Cl' and C cluster
A chopper and two sets of slits installed in an ions will be discussed.

injector beam line generated pulsed ion beams

by chopping continuous cluster ion beams from 3. Results and Discussion
an ion source. A square wave from a master Secondary ion mass spectra emitted from a

pulse generator controlled a high voltage applied graphite (HOPG) target bombarded by C' ions

to a parallel plate for chopping the beam. In this and C%' cluster ions are shown in Fig.l. The or-

study pulsed cluster ion beam of 0.5 MeV/atom dinate is te secondary ion yields normalized to

42 keV/amu) C - C ions were used. the beam currents in arbitrary units.. and the ab-

The duration and width of the pulse used in scissa is the channel number of multi-channel

this experiment were 100 [ts and 100 ns, respec- analyzer, which corresponds to the flight time of

tively. C4' and C ions were produced in the ion ions (full scale: 50 [Ls). Several dominant peaks

source and Cl'. C +andC6' ions were fragments are seen in te spectra. These are H', H,', H,+,
of C+ ions after passing through charge stripper C+.. Na+. K+ and so on. Almost of these peaks are

gas. As averaged beam currents of pulsed beams caused by surface contaminants. So.. we need to
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clean the surface of the targets.
Figure 2 shows the ratio of yields of secon- 10 7

dary ions from the graphite target bombarded by 6 Target: Ao 3
C8' Cluster ions to that by Cl'. Very large value 10
of yield ratio for each mass peak is seen. Al- I 0.5
though some are over thousand., the average is C8

5CA5hundreds for almost all peaks. 104

lo, A 3

J K 10
lo' - 10 2

C

101 1
lo'

C 010
A lo' Maki 0 200 400 600 800 1000I 17

102 Channel
C

lo' Fig.3. Secondary ion mass spectra emitted from an
Pr my ALI 1-03 target bombarded by Cl'ions and Cs' cluster

lo'
0 200 400 600 800 Mo IOUs.

Channel

Fig. 1. Secondary ion mass spectra emitted firom a The problems concerning about experimen-
graphite (HOPG) target bombarded by Cl'ions and tal condition remain as follows-, 1) the cleaning
Cs' cluster ions. of the target surface is needed, because the sur-

lo, face condition sometimes changes the profiles of
spectra, 2 the pulse width would be narrowed to

lo' get higher mass resolution.

lo' J Rckrences
7 1) Y Le Beyec, Int. J. Mass Spectrom. Ion Proc.

174(1998)101.
2) S. Della-Negra. et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. B

lo' 74 1993) 453.
3) M. 136beli et al.. Phys. Rev. 94 1994) 388.

10-1 4) K.Boussofiane-Baudin et al., Int. J. Mass
0 200 400 600 800 Woo Spectrom. Ion Proc. 130 1994) 73.

Channel 5) M.Toulemonde et al, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. B
Fig.2. le ratio of yields of secondary ions from the 112 1996) 26.
graphite target bombarded by C cluster ions to that 6) K.Hirata et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 81 2002)
by CI'. 3669.

Figure 3 shows the secondary ion mass 7) K.Hirata et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. B. in

spectra emitted from an A03 target bombarded press.
by CI' ions and C8' luster ions. Very interesting
phenomenon occurs in this figure. For CI' ions,
the peak of H' moves slightly to shorter time
direction. and the whole spectrum shrinks on the
time domain. This phenomenon is caused by
charging up from ion beam to the insulator target.
Cs' cluster ions do not affect the charge up of the
alumina target s much. It seems that the degree
of the charge up of insulator targets depends on
the cluster size. Hirata et al. also has found this

S6 7)phenomenon for polymer target
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9.4 The Effect of Ion Doping on Ionic conduction of
sol-gel phosphosilicate glasses

S.Ishiyama' ad M.Asano"

Department of Advanced Nuclear Heat Technologies, JAERI

Department of Material Development, JAERI-

1. Introduction The silica and phosphosilicate glass were

Phosphosilicate glasses (P20';)),(SiO2)1-,, prepared using tritraetliylorthosilicate JEOS);

composed of glass materials ave advantages i Si(OCH5)4 and trimethylphospbate;

lightweight, heal-resislance and non CO PO(OCH3) Slution- EOS was hydrolyzed for

toxification as solid electrolyte in the middle I h with water tinder magnetic stirring at room

thermal range uder 500 IC )1), then i is temperature. Ethanol was used as solvent

expected oe of 4 h generation SOFC materials system and fmaldehyde (HCONH,) as a

as a high proton conductivity material. catalyst. The molar ratio of' TEOS: C21-15OH:

For phosphosilicate glasses, there are many HO: H was 1: 1: 1: 0.01. For the

studies taking advantages of the optical phosphosilicate glass, an alkoxide PO(OCH3),.;

property for applications of optical fiber as solution was added to the hydrolyzed TEOS
20) 0Raman lasers In the study for the solution as the molar ratio of C !;OH: H,

phosphosilicate glass, the so]-gel method has HC = 4 4 003 and stirred for I h at room

advantage in random sructure of the glass temperature. The obtained transparent sols were
2)organization for proton conductivity .In order left in glass containers. Final gels were

to investigate dynamic effects of structural obtained in air for 3 - 4 weeks. The dried gels

change by implanted ion o the proton were then heated to 600'C at a rate of 50'C/h

conduction mechanism for the improvement i and held at this temperature for h. Three

iortic conductivity in phosphosilicale glass. The kinds of glass were synthesized in present study

structure of the sol-gel synthesis is a peculiar and tese component were listed in Table .

porous material3�4) . Then, Authors has been

examined the correlation between RIL and Table Coml sition of sol-gel glasses.

structural change ad conduction function in Sample No. AP205-BSj02

ion irradiation in order to clarify complicated A B

change i glass structure and the mtual I 0 100

influence by measuring radiation-induced 2 5 95

luminescence (RIL) during te ion irradiation 3 10 90

for the proton conductivity glass at iii-silu,. 4 10 90

In this paper, the MeV H' ad 3MeV Zr 4 (Water dp)

ion beams were irradiated o silica glasses

(SiO,) ad phosphosilicate glasses were 2.2 Irradiation conditions

prepared by sol-gel method to ivestigate The ion irradiation experiments were

dynamic effects of sructural change ad ion performed using the 3 MV andem accelerators

conductivity. i TRA at JAERI Takasaki. The H' and

Zr 4 ion irradiations were performed sing

2. Experimental Procedure fluencies of x 1015 ions/cm a I MeV and

2.1 Materials 1.25 x 1014 iS/CM2 at 3MeV at room
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temperature, with a beam current density of combined ements in the glasses and form

0.2 WCM2 and 20nA/cm 2, respectively. The ion Zr-O-P bonding ad contributed stability of

beams direction was almost normal ofthe target P-105-Si02- glass i water.

surface.

3. Results and Discussion

Fig.1 shows ion conductivity ot'H' ion doped

phosphosilicate glasses of 5P-10.5-95Si02 and its E
U loP20,-7Md(zr')* j

porous one (5P'05-95SiOl-*) at the

temperature rang from 30OK-350K. Te 9 .........

phosphosilicate glasses show higher
.3 lop2o,-909&(Zrl)

conductivity as increase Of P05 conten ad

porous volume in the glass, however in the case
.4of H doped SiO2 glasses, its sows lowest Zs 29 3'1 �2 3.3 3.4

conductivity and no change was found before low/r/rI

and after ion doping. It is found that the

conductivity of 5P205-95SiOl glass increased Fig.2 Ion conductivity of Z+4 doped glasses.

after H doping, however that of porous glass

5P,05-95SiO2* decreased after irradiation. Refemnees
1) M. Nogarr�, YGoto, YTsurita and kasuga,

.0.5 J. of Am. Ceram. Soc., 84111]2553-2336(2001).

SPA-9SM0,11 2) A.Matsuda, TKanzaki, YKotani,
- .. ... ...... M.Tatsun-tisago and Minami, Electrochimica

SP 0 955�, (H') Acta 47,939-944(2001).!Z ' I . . 'I

a ' �-17 -- , 3)L.Skuja, J. Non-Cryst. Solids 239,.2 -2.5
,;F.cl.- "S10 16-48(1998).

.3

4)L.SkRja, K.Tanimura and N.11o, J. Appl.Phys.
-3.5

80,3518-3525(1996).
.4

ill 2.9' 3 1 3.2 3.3 &4 5)TYosWda, Tanabe, U and H.Yt)sWda,

10oo/Tx1 Nucl. nstr Ad Meth, B191, 382-386(2002).

Fig.1 on conductivity in H' doped glasses. 6)VG.Plotnicheriko,
VO.Sokolov,VVKoltashev and E.M.Dianov,

These results indicated hat H' density i the J.Non-Cryst. Solids, 306,209-226(2002).

glass after doping was ot drastically change to 7)H.J.Fitting, T.Barfels A von Czarnowski and

effect ion conductivity of the glasses and long A.N.Trukhin, Mater.Sci. Eng. B71, 109-114

time irradiation test is to be requested or the (2000).

purpose.

Fig. 2 shows ion conductivity of Zr 4 in

doped IOP,0.5-9OSiO, glasses at the

temperature rang from 30OK-350K.

IOP,05-9OSiO,* is a sample of 10P,05-90SiO,

which was dipped i water for 24 ours before

ion conductivity measurement ad drastic

change was found in Zr 4 doped

l0P,0!;-90Si0, samples bfore ad aer water

dipping. This fact idicated that Zr 14 ion
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9.5 Formation of keV -0.1 m Ion Beam using Double Acceleration
Lenses

Y. shii, A. lsoya, K. Arakawa

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI

Fig.l.
L Inhvduction

A subrnicron ion beam system has been developed sing an

eleLirostafic focusing lens system (acceleration lens system)
and 0.2

a dtioplasmatroti-type ion surce 1) to form a few tens keV Filament

H +bearnwith 0. pn width. The beam wth measurement 67 -2 Pierce Angle
system for subrricron ion beams was aso dveloped by

applying the luiffe-edge method 2 (a) (A)

T1z 33 kV H2+ beam with 028 V;m vAdth was already 0.2mm6

formed by the divergence angle rduction of the ion beam (b) (k)
extracted from an ion somce in the system using a srt

W -5kVdistanc aceleration between pasma sheath ad a extraction

electrode, Plasma sheath acceleration method 1). (e) 140mm
Mc direct extraction method of a parallel ion beam from (drift space)

plasma sing the tapered anode hole with the Pierce angle was (d) I OOkV

developed in the ion source to produce smaller
Bewn. Spot

divergence-anoe ion beams than those by plasma sheath M (9) 1%ft W
extraction method ad form the saller beam vAdth than 028 Lr--O 
Ipm]. Te beam width cld be smaller because the beam (h) T�
trajectory calculation showed the long distance from an Fig-1 SLfernalic diagnam of the submicran ion beam sWern. (A) vvith

effective objea point to te ens system and the smaUer beam detailed filpred of the noi-niagnetic anode i the ducplasmabrn-type icn

�width at its point sing the parallel tam extractio mthod swrce. (a): the "Tlasmairm4ype i surces (b): the first "le

The eect of beam extradion rnetW on the beam divergence ekx1nx1e, (c): first aarteralion ImA (d): swond aocelerAion km (e): the

reduction was veTWed by the ion beam generation experimerd& accelendicn es sy. em, ): submiam im beam system, g): AMP

The minimized divergence angle was estimated from thew knife-edge, (h): Farmby cup, (i) bam measurement chamber 0): the

experinients. semid #"le elechude, k): pamilel so Jeralk-c eeLln-&, (1):

extraction electrodes, (m): mWe.

2. Paralld bewn extraction ban the ion sace

The parallel beam extraction method, the tapered 3. Perfonnmee ofthe parallel be= extrwtim

non-magnelic aode with raise of 67.5' Pierc agle) to a The beam divergenc age was measured to evaluate the

Ught-axis, was ntrotkiced in the ion source as slx)wn in Fgl. parallel beam extraction system The divergence angel was

Fignre I (A) slxnvs te elarged llustration ofthe anode. estinialed from te experimei" data as slimn in Fg.2 by the

Tlx reduLlion of beam divergence ngle was tried by Oman mgimplions as Mows; the two ion densities injected into the

processes as follows, the direct beam extraLlion trom the high anod ad he extraction eectrode weTe uniform ad the ratio

vaLtium spac nar the anode Me, the beam acceleration irt he of beam current passing hrough each eectnxie hol is

uniform electric field between the awyJe mid the extraction proportional to tat of the area between injection -am ad a

electrod ad the parallel ectric field with three ectrodes hole of each electrode Tie alculated diverWnw age was

placed at downstream of1he etraction eectnAe, as six-Avi i reduced to the extraLlionvoltage over 400 V antl irinimized to
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the 3.8xlO'3 Tad at 600 V as shown hi Fig.2. Mr divergence was inO.16±0.02 pm incudingapart of halo.

angle of the W rad order was wfficient to form the fia be-am

with the width of 0.1 pm order. The extraction voltage over 400 140 

V was, thereby, applied to the extraction eectrode to reduce the Be=Wift-0.16 Ian

beam divergenc agle. Ito .-0- -- -- -- -- 9I ---. j
100. 9

90

60

40 -

20 - %

L 0
lot,

0.0 0.2 OA 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

lFig-3 Beam current change as a bunction of the knife-edge position. 7he H2'

lo' beam energy wis amt 46 keV 1w beam width was estimated from the
300 Z 40 600 700 am ascissa vium cif tym inid-ection lxia- of three e)(trapokition lines (the

BWWfiMVOkRWM
nuximum awent, the decreasing bedm current and zero aurent) drx* by

Fig.2 Divagence angle of beams injected in the aomleralion lens S)Wem as the east-squm fitting nvlhcxL

the fimetion of the exhicticn voltage.

I MMN"

4, Alemoremmi ofthe beam wkith The H2" of a 46 keV beam was formed by rrinimization of the

The beam width was measured eploying a submicron ion divergence agle based on the direct acceleration method The

bearri measurement system with resolution of 0.02 A ""). Te beam width of 0.16±0.02 pm, haff of the one formed by the

system is conVosed of a AW knife-edge and a Faraday cup. plasma. sheath aceleration method, was otained at the beam

The beam width was evaluated from the beam current spot.

measured by the Faraday cp, gradually cuuing the beam with

the shifting sharp knfe-edge. Referewts

Fbr production of smaU divergence angle ion beam the 1) Ylshii, A.1soya., KArakawa, Kqjima and T'Ihmka, Nucl.

extraction vltage of over 400 V was applied to the extraction Insir. and Meth. B181(2001)71

electrode in the ion source after hur worining-up A 6 kV 2) To be published in MILL ns1r. and Meth.

and a 46 kV aeleration voltages alculated from the beam

trajectory simulation, were applied lo the first ad the second

acceleration lenses to lbems the production ion beam with smaU

divergence angle to submicron wickh, respectively In addition,

those voltages were fine-tuned. to the niinimurnwidth.

The measurement of dcreasing beam current t estimate the

beam width was sown in Fig,3 as a iinction f the knifie-edge

Position.

The three extrapolation hies of the aximum urreit, the

zero rreii ad he filling inear ine of he deLTeashig LMMA

Linve were fitted using the least suare methotl ad linear lines

as shown in Fg.3 with the solid line& Te minimum

exrapolation line was drawn on zero ctirrent as overestimate

sick. Mr beam width was dfined as a length of the abaissa

between the two ross seclions among the three Unear ines by

2) -
laUig acuouil of a effeclive portion of a halo . St" a

detailed width corresponds to about 101X, over estimation value

as compared t he FWHM value clculated by fitting the

measurement data ushig Gassian distnIxition. 'he beam width
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9.6 Measurement of the Cyclotron Magnetic Field and the Beam
Energy Spread for Microbeam Production by the Flat-top
Acceleration

S. Okumura, 1. Ishibori, M. Fukuda, N. Miyawaki, S. Kurashima, T. Agematsu,
T. Nara, K. Yoshida, Y. Nakamura, K. Arakawa
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERl

1. Introduction within the allowable range for the flat-top
In the JAERI AVF cyclotron, a microbeam acceleration.

production with a lens system of quadrupole
magnet is under way. Reduction of the energy 3. Beam Energy Spread
spread of the beam, from dE/E = 1-5xIO-3 to 2x Energy resolution AE/E less than the order
10-4, is required to reduce the effect of of 1 is required for measurement of the
chromatic aberration in the lens system. We are, energy spread of te beam. Although particle

detectors such as semiconductor radiationtherefore, developing the flat-top acceleration
detectors have a high resolving power, it is

system') to minimize the energy spread of the difficult to maintain the high resolving power in
beam. High stable magnetic field, dB/B < 2.Ox variety of the beams. In a dispersive magnet
10--5, is needed to maintain the beam phase system, it is easy to achieve high resolving
within the allowable range for the flat-top power in variety of the beams by improving the
acceleration. And also, measurement of the resolution of the image size.
energy spread of the beam is required to tune We have a dispersive magnet system, which
the parameters in the flat-top acceleration consists of a bending magnet and quadrupole
system and to confirm the minimization of the magnets. The momentum resolution of the
energy spread of the beam for the microbeam magnet system R = p/Ap can be calculated from
production. the slit widths at the object and the image

positions, Xo and Xi, respectively, the
2. Cyclotron Magnetic Field magnification M, and the dispersion D. By

We found that an increase in temperature of using a normal transport parameters, Xo = Xi
the iron body of the magnet induced a prolonged 1 mm (minimum), M = I and D = 2mm/10-3, the
fluctuation of the magnetic field2-3). Stabilization momentum resolution R is estimated to be x
of the iron body temperature was achieved by 'A
precise temperature control of the cooling water 10 , which means the energy resolution AE/E is
for thermal isolation plates installed between the lxlff�. We have measured the energy spread of
iron body and a main Coil4). several beams without the flat-top acceleration

In the operation with the flat-top using the magnet system. The results show that
acceleration, it is required to maintain the stable the energy spreads range from 1x 10'3 to 3x 10-3.
magnetic field from start-up for optimizing It is required to decrease the slit widths for
parameters of' the cyclotron. It was not verified improve the ener y resolution. We have a plan
that the magnetic field in the pening stages of 9
the peration was within the allowable range., to install new micro-slits with a minimum slit
while the long-term stability of the magnetic width of 10 [tm.
field was confirmed when the temperature
control of the iron body was introduced. References

The magnetic field was measured from 1) M.Fukuda et. al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 74 4)
start-up, shortly after completion of the cycling (2003) 2293 - 2299.
the magnetic field., without tuning te coil 2) M.Fukuda et. al.. JAERI Review 99-025,
currents. The current of the main coil was also 251-253. (K
measured to examine a correlation between the 3) S.Okumura et. al... The 12 Symp. On Accel.
magnetic field and the current of the main coil. Sci. and Tech., Wako. Japan 1999) 78-80.
From The result, the magnetic field decreased 4) Y.Nakamura, et al.. JAERI-Review 2000-024,
depending on the variation of the coil current 282-284.
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9.7 Beam Development for Flat-top Acceleration in the
JAERI AVF Cyclotron

S. Kurashima, N. Miyawaki, M. Fukuda, S. Okumura, T. Nara
T. Agematsu, 1. Ishibori, K. Yoshida, Y. Nakamura and K. Arakawa
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI

1. Introduction have already been achieved. In this paper, we
The JAERI AVF cyclotron provides a variety report the stabilization of the fundamental

of ion beams especially for the research in acceleration voltage and preliminary beam
biotechnology and materials science. Several development of 260 MeV 2)N e7+ using the fat-
cyclotron technologies such as cocktail beam top acceleration technique.
acceleration, a uniform irradiation in a wide area
and beam pulsation have been developed so far. 2. Stabdity improvement of the fundamental
These technologies have been pioneering the voltage
frontiers of ion beam applications. As shown in Table L the stability of the

A flat-top acceleration system for the JAERI fundamental voltage is needed to be AV/V 
AVF cyclotron has been designed to minimize 0.02 %. However, the voltage stability was
the energy spread mainly for a microbeam originally designed as :t0.1 in specification.
production. The energy spread of the cyclotron The voltage stability depends mainly on
beam is required to be reduced to AE/E = 2 X variation of the temperature around the RF low-
104 to produce a microbearn with a spot size of level controller. The temperature varied a few
1 jArn by focusing the beam with a set of degrees through the cyclotron operation. since
quadrupole magnets. The flat-top acceleration the temperature controller, attached to t he RF
using fundamental and fifth-harmonic control rack for the RF low-level controller.. had
frequencies for an acceleration voltage is an insufficient capability. Heat insulation of the
excellent technique to reduce the energy spread. control Tack was required to be reinforced as

The flat-top acceleration system, consisting of a well. The newly installed temperature controller
fifth-harmonic resonator, a power amplifier and with heat reduction capability of 1300 W can

an RF controller, has been installed in the main keep the temperature variation within :lot

RF resonator in March, 2002 A power test at a degrees around a thermo-sensor. The variations
fundamental frequency of 17.475 MHz as been of te fundamental voltage and the temperature

carried out. and the tlat-top waveform was around the RF low-level controller are shown in

successfully observed at the dee voltage pick-up

[1]. In order to achieve the energy spread of 0. (2 32
AE/E = 2 X 104 [2]. several technical

developments are required as listed in table 1. WAj
The tolerable stability of the fifth-harmonic 31.8

voltage and the cyclotron magnetic ield, AV/V ;r

0.06 and A13/13 5 0.001 %, respectively, >< 0.02
Z. Initial change a

Table 1: Requirements for achieving the energy 'n -0.04 31.4
10-4spread of AE/E = 2 X except the flat-top

acceleration system.
-0.06 31.2

Requiretirtit Milerince

Stability 9 acceleration MAtage AVN:sO.(r 'K fir furidarrieritil -(.(S 31
AVN5 0.1 % for harimic 2 4 8

Stability of cyclotron niagnefic field AWB �r 0.(Xr- % Time (hour)

Bearn phase %idth 4:5 d& RIF Fig. I Variation of the fundamental voltage for

Iligh perforrizure beani buncher 8017t emiprnNicni of ii�ected acceleration and the temperature in the RF
heanimithirilOde&RF control rack after the improvement of

piciswe rrmurerrwril of fly bearn eriergy AK !5 0.01 19, temperature sabilization.
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Fig. 1. As a result, the voltage stability of AV/V transport line, is shown in Fig. 2 Oy two
s 002 has been achieved by controlling the' significant peaks were observed in the
temperature variation within ±0.2 degrees distribution. which indicated that the number of

the beam bunches was invariable after the
3. Development of the flat-top accelerated extraction. In ordinary acceleration using a
beam sinusoidal voltage wave form. the number of

We have succeeded in accelerating 260 MeV beam bunches enormously increases after
2"Ne 7, ions at a fundamental frequency of 17.475 extraction that is so-called multi-turn extraction.
MHz by superimposing the fifth-harmonic Although the energy spread of the extracted
voltage on the fundamental one. In this beam was unknown, it was obvious that the
preliminary beam development., we searched for energy spread of the flat-top accelerated beam
the optimum fifth-harmonic voltage to minimize was smaller than the ordinary acceleration.
the number of beam bunches extracted from the
cyclotron. A single-turn extraction is an
indispensable condition to obtain the energy REFERENCES
spread of AE/E = 2 10-4 A radial spread of the
beam in the cyclotron is suppressed by the flat- [11 S. Kurashima, et al., "Development of the
top acceleration owing to the uniformity of Flat-Top Resonator for the JAERI AVF
energy gain. Cyclotron", TIARA Annual Report 2001

A DC beam extracted from an ion source was (JAERI-Review 2002-035), 298 2002).
[21 M. Fukuda. et al., "Flat-top Accelerationpulsated by a beam chopper using a rectangular

voltage wave form. The pulse width of the beam System for the Variable-Energy Multi
was modulated to around 100 ns. After the beam particle AVF Cyclotron", Rev. Sci. Instrum.
was injected into the cyclotron, two or three 74, 2293 2002).
beam bunches with a period of 57.2 ns were
produced by periodic acceleration. One of the
evidence for the single-turn extraction is that the
number of the beam bunches extracted from the
cyclotron corresponds to the initial bunch
number. A beam bunch distribution for the
acceleration using the fifth-harmonic voltage of
1.6 . obtained by measuring beam phases
with a plastic sintillator placed on a beam

Beam Phase Distribution
I 2 WI

i lo, VI = 36 7 kV
V = 1 .6 kV

8000

6000

4000

2000

0 A . . . . . . . . . . .
600 650 700 75 800 850 900 95 1000

Channels

Fig. 2 A beam phase distribution of the 260
MeV 2Ne 7, ion beam. accelerated at a frequency
of 17.475 MHz using the undamental voltage f
36.7 kV and the fifth-harmonic voltage of 16
kV. The iection beam was pulsated with a
pulse width of around 100 ns.
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9.8 Present Status of JAERI AVF Cyclotron System

Y. Nakamura*, T. Nara*, T. Agematsu*, 1. Ishibori*, S. Kurashima*,
M. Fukuda*, S. Okumura*, N. Miyawaki*, K. Yoshida*, K. Arakawa*,
S. Tajima*, K. Akaiwa**, To. Yoshida**, S. Ishiro**, A. Matsumura**,
Y. Arakawa**, Tu. Yoshida**, S. anou**, A. Ihara** and K. Takano**

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI*
Beam Operation Service, Co., Ltd.**

1. Introduction number of the beam course change reached to
The JAERI AVF cyclotron system' 1-31 has 290 times during last fiscal year. Therefore,

been also operated smoothly without serious our cyclotron system may be recognized as
troubles as well as past a few years. Figure the busiest cyclotron in the world.
I shows the shift of the operation time for 2. Present Status

3 5 0 0 ... ...... . .. .. 71 ..... ......
3000 T3T: 30W 2.1 Development and Improvement

. ..... .. .....9 2500 . ... .... A flat-top (FT) acceleration system')," has
... .... .. ... ....

E been operated for practical use after the
2000 installation on March in 2002. This FT
1510 system can generate the fifth-harmonic
1000 voltage of around 1.5 kV, required for
500 flat-topping, at both resonators of #1 and 2.
0 We are improving the beam quality of 260

93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 V 2Me 'Ne" which is one of the candidates ofFiscal year
ion species for micro-beam formation.

Fig. 1 The shift of the operation time for In order to realize the precise beam
recent 1 0 years. transport for the micro-beam formation, a
recent 10 years since 1993 when it exceeded new gradient correctors' with bending
over 3000 hours at first. So far, the function was fabricated after the careful
operation time more than 3000 hours has design using three-dimensional analytical
been kept certainly although various code (TOSCA) and the orbit calculation.
reconstruction, improvement, An appearance of the gradient

MSpace davelo PETIS Po Iro Emitt gcorrector before therenewal, replacement and so 80 70Fusion react. TraceT Imaging Syste

on were carried out. - 0 Seeds installation in the cyclotron is- M lechnEspecially in last year, the 700 M ETIS I I shown in Fig. 3. An
- MRI production - -----

longest operation time of 3433 _ M Radiat.chern. additional three-phase
MBasicrese rch-hours was recorded. 600 0 V electricity of 420 V and 15 AIsI us

The time for scheduled was supplied to the gradient
beam tuning is shown in Fig. 2 E 500 corrector system.

- allotted -cusp ion sourceThe overall beam time The multi
to the biotechnology research 400 which is one of tee ion

I sources,
has been remarkably ncreased sually generates the
in recent years. While the 300 light ion species of proton and
yearly operation time is CD deuteron, has been already
roughly same, the time for 200 operated for 12000 hours over
beam tuning rapidly increased 1 13 years. On account of a
from 360 hours to 700 hours long-term operation, the
during 7 years. 0 performance such as beam

The frequencies of the 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 intensity and stability comes
changes for ion species, beam Fiscal year to deteriorate gradually.
energy, course and harmonics Fig. 2 The time for scheduledi Therefore, we are planning to
also increase gradually. The Peam tuning for past 7 y2a s. replace the multi-cusp ion
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In late May, the beam time for 320 MeV
12C6, was cancelled owing to the serious
attenuation of the beam current at central
region in the cyclotron. This beam
attenuation was originated from the air
leakage at the bellows of the Faraday cup
placed just before the cyclotron.

After the periodical maintenance in
summer, since worse vacuum condition in the

Fig. 3 An appearance of the new gradient cyclotron had continued, a 500 MeV 197 AU31+

corrector before installation. was not available because of the beam
attenuation resulting from the increase of

source by the new one in near future. This charge exchange. This condition has been
new ion source is being designed so as t not solved fundamentally yet although we
improve about above the performance. And tried to do some countermeasures such as a
its working range may be also expanded helium leak test, a repair of the driving shaft
largely. Prior to the fabrication of this ion for magnetic channel, reassemble of the plug
source, the short beam line and analyzing through the earth plate and so on.
magnet were installed in the ion source A main RF tube (4CW50000E), which
test-bench room at the basement as shown in had revealed the aggravating sign in regard to
Fig. 4 its bias voltage, was broken completely at the

middle on last Nov. One of used tubes was
assembled in a hurry.

During the irradiation of an intense 100
MeV 4 He` beam, tree gate valves were shut
and the indication of the vacuum gauge
disappeared suddenly along the LA course.
The cause of this trouble was the malfunction
of the sequencer (C500H) which governs to
the sequence and information for vacuum
control. We did not possess the original
program ourselves although this C500H was
adopted RAM type. However, the control

Fig. 4 The installation of the short beam line program which was preserved over 10 years
and analyzing magnet for the new ion source. by the medium of floppy disc could not be

read out actually. Therefore, the control
2.2 Maintenance and Repair program had to be rewritten finally based on

Comprehensive periodical maintenance the ladder sequence on the chart. It is
including the installation of the new gradient presumed that the soft wear eor was
corrector for 4 weeks and beam tuning for induced in the C500H by the exposure of
week in summer, the routine maintenance of strong neutrons and gamma rays.
several power supplies for I week, the The vacuum pressure in the cyclotron
reconstruction and installation for 3 weeks in rapidly increased up to 2x 10-3 Pa because
spring were performed in last fiscal year. small water leakage occurred in the baffle slit

In the middle of last May, the polarity at the exit for the magnetic channel. The
change of the steering magnet in the beam extraction of ion beam became difficult. At
transport line became impossible. At first, this time, since the residual assignment

period in the operational schedule was rather
although we investigated the changing short, the experimental utilization was
sequence for this magnet, it was sound. At resumed after separating the failed water
least, we found that a small auxiliary power cooling line and confirming the safety. As
supply in the power supply box was out of shown in Fig. 5, this baffle slit was
order. In last March, all of sixty-four small exchanged later to new spare one made of
power supplies were replaced with new ones. molybdenum.
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Table The list of ion species accelerated
by JAERI AVF cyclotron. The symbol of
"Text" in the table is defined by a ratio of the
beam current at the Faraday cup just behind
the cyclotron to that at 900 mm of the
cyclotron radius. The "Tall" is a ratio of the
beam current extracted from the cyclotron to
that injected into.

�� �E �� �� ��
Fig. 5 Lower baffle slit fitted up at the exit Intensity __1ext Tall

_WEcies _MeV AL /6)of the magnetic channel, Upper its spare J_ _I&M_ __I!_ __ __(I)_0 1 2 so 27
one. �2 0
3. Beam Acceleration Test 30 22

4 5 30 79 1 4
After the installation of the new gradient �50 �5 � 44 4

corrector, the test operation for beam tuning H+ _��S �5 6 ��63 1 4
60 S 57 22

was done energetically in the middle of 65 �7 ��62 12
August. 70 42 2

80 -1 3
Sixty-three kinds of ion species I 0 48 7.7--- QO-- �� �� ��

accelerated by the JAERI AVF cyclotron so I 0 1 1 29 3,7
20 so 1 6

far are summarized in Table 1. tD' 25 �1 6 88 31
According to the strong requirement from =5 -40 59 1 

9 7�2several users, the beam intensities of 20 MeV, 60 8.2
-41AP30 MeV and 80 MeV H' were improved to =4 3

20 69 211.5 A 62 VA and 44 A from A, 5 A 1 0 42 1 0
and 3 A, respectively. 4He2�P so _ao 62 22

100 1 0 32 1 0For the main purpose of the micro-beam 108
formation in near future, the intensity of 260 5 2 M/0=4
MeV 2Ne" beam was reinforced drastically 42CS+ 220 0.25 77 22 1

12 6 20 MOM _M/Q=2
to 98 VA from 0.33 A using the 67 4 43 10
"HYPERNANOGAN" instead of the ;�� � � _.k0

+ 00 5 100=4 :22
"OCTOPUS". 100 4 574- 21

102 18+ 58A new ion species of 320 MeV Ru 160 1.9 __ - 21
225 1 82 13

which is a sort of metallic ions, was extracted 335 o._J --- - ----- 41-- 6 1
successfully at the beam intensity of 13 nA. :::KS 0 a- 0 04 5 M_C-2
The 112 Ru" ion was generated by MIVOC 75 1.5 _M/Q=5 6.6

__125 _.01 _M/Q=4
method in the HYPERNANOGAN. 120 1.6 63 18

cal na 10
References 20 7+ 7

-77-_WN'oe 270 0.28 4
1) Y. Nakamura, T. Nara, et al., Proceedings 2o e+ 0 1.5 63 23

of International Workshop on Accelerator M/
Operation, Hayama and Tsukuba, 195 2.5 M
Kanagawa and baraki, Japan 2003) Ar + 195 0.1 43 1.2

2) Y. Nakamura, T. Nara, et al., TIARA _2!Ar= 970 3=5_i _M/0=2
Annual Report 2001 (JAERI-Review 40Ar81 70 2.4 M/Q=5 6�2

175 3 73 15
2002-035) 2002) pp. 300-302 -WA,--'U- ;�50_

3) Y. Nakamura, T. Nara, et al., Proc. 16th r + 330 0.7 86 22
Int. Conf. Cyclo. Their Applic., East 40 1 0 0.03 63 24

Lansing, MI, USA 2001) pp. 129-132 0 1.4 =5 16
4) M. Fukuda, S. Kurashima, et al., Review 6 400 0.59 66 28

of Scientific Instruments, No.4, Vol.74, 012 _M/Q�_4M/0=4
(2003) pp. 2293-2299 320 0.08 M/0=5 5.0

5) S. Kurashima, M. Fukuda, et al., TIARA 84 Kr'B+ 400 0.04 60 2
Annual Report 2001 (JAERI-Review 84 2 520 0.06 72 22

525 0.0032 M/0=4
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6) S. Okumura, M. Fukuda, et al., this 450 0.2 72 114;X 9= �� �� ��500 0023 49 3
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Colored patter : modified data on previous table
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9.9 Study of the Beani Meander at JAERI AVF Cydotron
T. Agematsu, M. Fukuda, Y. Nakamura, 1. Ishibori, T. Nara, S. Okumura,

S. Kurashima, N. Miyawaki, K Yoshida, K. Arakawa and S. TaJima

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI

1. Introduction the beam is transported smoothly by changing

On JAERI AVF Cyclotron, it is needed to the initial conditions to +3mm. from center on

study a problem that is a meander of the beam the vertical plane as shown solid lines in Fig. .

envelope along the micro-beam lines and the The only 3mm beam shift at the initial condition

other beam lines. The causes of the beam is amplified to maximum 60mm beam position

meander mainly come from that the position and change at the beam line. Thus, we had

direction of the beam are not alignment with supposed that the cause of meander is 3mm

designed beam trajectory. Also the miss beam shift. After then we found that level of

alignment of the devices at the cyclotron system several magnets near the cyclotron was 3mm

is similar to the problem of beam position and down from the cyclotron level. We corrected

direction. To study this problem, we evaluated already the vertical level of the several magnets

the value of the miss alignment for the several up to about +3mm. to original position 2).

magnets near the cyclotron exit.
0

2. Evaluation Caw at HZ Beam Line
The beam line HZ has been used for R&D

on biotechnology. In order to fm the

micro-beam there are three narrow collimators

in this line. The size of first, second and third
CMW B�

collimator is 5mm, 0.5mm and 10[Lm in

diameter respectively. In actual operation, we
1 I -

could transport the beam to the micro-beam

chamber by adjusting the steering magnets of the

beam line. However, it was very difficult to
pass through beam into the collimators, because Fig. Simulated beam trajectories on vertical
the beam was meandering through the beam plane %vith actual operating parameters at HZ

duct. beam line.
To clear the problem and to evaluate the Solid lines (A) show the trajectories of

off-centered beam by mm. Dotted lines
meander of the beam envelope, we have (B) show the trajectories of centered beam.
simulated te beam trajectories by using Visual The beam trajectories are crash into the beam

Assistance system Unit (VAU) ). Of course., duct.

the beam was roughly transported in actual
operation. However, if we set up the operated 3. Correction Device on orizontal Plane

actual parameters to VAU beam simulator, the For improvement of the beam meander on
the horizontal plane. we installed a correctionbeam trajectories break down on the way as

shown dotted lines in Fig. 1. On the other hand, device that is the beam steering magnet inside
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the gradient-corrector of the cyclotron extraction
3)block Operators can easily control by using

this steering magnet as compared with before

this improvement.

4. Summary
We corrected the vertical miss alignment of

the magnets. And we installed the steering

magnet at the cyclotron extraction position so

that the beam meander was decreased.

Although, there are still remained slightly the

beam meander on vertical and horizontal plane.

To consider the beam meander is important

for all the beam lines. Because, small changing

of the beam position and the beam angle will

produce a large changing them along the beam

line. These problems are applied to all the

beam lines of the cyclotron. For example, just

3mm beam shift is amplified to 60mm at HZ

beam line.

To provide high quality and high intensity

ion beam, we should continue the studies

concerning the changing of a beam position and

the beam angle at the cyclotron exit. Perhaps,

betatron oscillations of the cyclotron beam and
the small miss alignment of devises at the

cyclotron system are producing the beam

meander. Same time, we should install the

measurement system of the beam meander.

Reftences
1) T.Agematsu, et al., 'An Operator Assistance

System for Beam Adjustment of JAERI AVF

Cyclotron', Proc. on Workshop on Accelerator

Operation 2003,

http://conference.kek.jp/wao2OO3/

2) Y.Nakamura, et al. JAERI TIARA Annual

Report 2000, JAERI-Review 2001-039, p293

3) Y.Nakamura et al 'Present Status of JAERI

AVF Cyclotron System', in this TARA report
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9.10 Measurement of Accumulated Dose Around the Cyclotron

Y. Nakamura* and T. Kojima**

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI*
Department of Material Development, JAERI**

1. Introduction
The estimation of an accumulated dose at 3. Selection of Dosimeters

the surrounding devices of the JAERI AVF We should choose the suitable dosimeters
cyclotron is significant for the damage which have a wide dynamic range for
control of various electronic components. accumulated dose under the mixed radiation
Many alanine and thermo-luminescence field from neutrons and gamma-rays and
dosimeters were placed to estimate the high stability for long-term integrating
accumulated dose and measured once a year measurement. S2,11
in summer, roughly between two periodical Alanine dosimeter (AD's), made by
maintenance occasions. And an integration Hitachi Cable Ltd., were used in
measurement was continued using the same consideration of a superior long-term
dosimeters after reading-out of dosimeters. stability of their signals. However, a rather

Although the average accumulated doses large signal fading was observed on the half
for a year were obtained by double way especially at low dose region of a few
corrections depending on the operation (<10) Gy level. Two kinds of thermo-
condition of the cyclotron and signal fading luminescence dosimeters (TLD's) were
from the dosimeters, only a few electronic placed additionally, with AD's at many
components were suffered through the positions, which are UD-808PQ and
radiation damage because we had already UD813-P 1 5 made by Matsushita Electric Co.
considered so as to avoid it. Ltd. These dosimeters were fitted up surely

at surrounding positions a little far away the
2. Prediction of Accumulated Dose cyclotron.

A distribution of the accumulated dose
for a year has been estimated to be wide 4. Conversion Factor from Exposure to
range from a few Gy to several hundreds Gy Absorbed Dose in Silicon
by the shielding design') of TIARA facility. An energy dependence of the AD has
Table I summarizes neutron yields for light been reported in the reference 4) that the dose
and heavy ions when their intensities are responses for the neutrons with energies up
assumed based upon the actual operation to 15 MeV are between 04 and 07 of those
condition. For example, 45 MeV H' with the for Co-60 gamma rays. The response factor
intensity of 2 VA generates a number of was estimated to be 0.55 as an average value.
neutrons more than 1500 times that for 220 The contribution of the gamma rays
MeV "C'+ with the intensity of 20 nA. occupied the all of absorbed dose has been

The table clearly illustrates that the also estimated to be 110%" in the JAERI
neutrons induced by the light ions are almost cyclotron facility. Comprehensively, the
predominant in the radiation environment of correction factor for the AD was assumed to
the cyclotron. be 060

Table Neutron yield for actual ion beams.

Kind of ion Ion species E/u Beam intensity Neutron yield Relative value Normalized
Unit MeV/u enA pnA neutron/ion neutron-nA value

45 MeV H 45.0 2000 2000 0.028 56 1.00

Light ions 50 MeV. 'He 2+ 12.5 2000 1000 0.0031 3.1 0.055

1 00 MeV .4 He2+ 25.0 2000 1000 0.022 22 0.39
177=722OMeV. C + 18.3 20 1 4 0.0093 0.037 6.6E-04

Heavy ions 60 MeV .2ONe 7+ 13.0 50 7 0.0035 0.025 4.5E-04

175 MeV. f6L 4.4 50 6 0.0001 0.0006 1 I E05
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Table 2 Operation time and ratio of ion species. value shown in Table 2 is buried completely
in the fading effect on AD. We got

Period Operation Raboof species(%)Operationtime Relative unwillingly an average value from two
JFY-JFY time (h) Light Heavy to light ions (h) value quantities observed by virgin AD's at two

91-92 2600 61.3 38.7 1593.8 1.157
92-93 3006.8 54.7 45.3 1644.7 1.194 colored columns in Table 2 Finally,
93-94 3243.5 53.0 47.0 1719.1 1.248 double corrections were applied using the
94-95 3101.7 42.6 57.4 1321.3 0.959 relative value and the half value of 37.5 
95-96 3344.1 41.7 68.3 1394.5 1.012 for signal fading.
96-97 3049.8 32.8 67.2 1000.3 0.726 Figure I shows the average absorbed
97-98 3459.9 40.4 59.6 1397.8 1.015
98-99 12937.5 37.6 62.4 1104.5 0.802 dose (DY) around the cyclotron for a year.
99-00 036.4 37.4 62.6 1135.6 0.824 The biggest DY of I OW Gy was recorded at
00-01 3519.2 1 43.8 56.2 1541.4 1 1.119 e TS I where the beam extracted from the
01-02 2893.1 1 45.0 55.0 1301.9 1 0.945 cyclotron was often stopped. The DY on

In general, as many kinds of the shielding wall surrounding the cyclotron
semiconductor devices rather weak against vault is the magnitude of several Gy. The
the radiation, the unit of the absorbed dose is largest DY was observed at the first
convenient to indicate using Gy in the silicon diagnostic station after the switching magnet

along the LC course which is usually used to
The mass energy absorption coefficient for deliver light ion beams at high intensity. It
silicon around the energy of 125 MeV of looks like that these results reflect faithfully
Co-60 gamma rays is almost the same as the the actual condition of experimental
one for air, 00266 cm2/g. In consequence ' utilization.
the conversion factor from the exposure X) In the cyclotron-pit room at the basement
in unit of Roentgen to adsorbed dose (D) in just under the cyclotron body, the DY of 56
unit of Gy is written as, Gy was detected rather uniformly at several

D = 0869/0.6/1 00 X = .01 45 X. points. On the other hand, in the region at

5. Result of Measurement relatively low dose, the DY detected by TD
The integrating dose measurement using was about 10-30 of the dose obtained by

the AD's was begun in March 1991, and means of AD. A little larger fading effect
continued until July 2002. The operation also appeared in the TLD's measurement
time and the ratio of ion species" are shown result.
in Table 2 An average operation time for
one year is 3178 hours during 1 1 years. The 6. Radiation Damage
ratio of light ion to all ions varies from 33% As described in the introduction, our
to 61%. As mentioned before, because the cyclotron system has been designed carefully
light ion brings the bigger contribution of for fear that the sensitive elements against
neutron production compared to the heavy radiation, such as optical devices, encoder,
ion, we calculate the relative value which photo coupler and so on, may be put in the
corresponds to the operation time for light cyclotron vault as far as possible.
ion, as shown in Table 2 This value We have experienced only three troubles
proportional to the absorbed dose is so far which are predicted obviously that
fluctuated between 073 and 125. they were caused by radiation damage. The

A few years later, quite big signal fading list of devices suffered from the radiation
was observed for a number of AD's. damage is shown in Table 3 After the
Therefore, all of AD's were replaced by new TMP controller was out of order at 35 Gy it
ones in the summer of 1995 to prevent from was already moved at the basement where
complicate correction. The fading effect on the radiation level is relatively lower. The
the signal during long-term irradiation was visicon type camera for the beam diagnosis
evaluated to be 37.5 per one year as an worked normally up to 1400 Gy. This
average value based upon the data from 42 camera was installed near the TS1 station
AD's. where is the severest radiation environment

This fact means that the deviation of the among the stations. The sequencer
actual dose which corresponds to the relative (C500H) installed in the light ion room I
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was broken down suddenly Table3 Listofdevicessufferedfromradiationdamage.

during the irradiation of I Element Accurn. Dose
intense 100 MeV 'He" beam. Date Device I (Type) Gy in Si Remarks
Unfortunately, no dosimeter Jan 1999 TMP controller Photo coupler 35 Movement
was set up by the sequencel. Aug 2001 Camera 1400 Change to CCD

Some electronic devices Jan 2003 Vacuum Sequencer ----- Replace
such as the telephones, controller (C500H) by new one
CCTV cameras for watching universal device controller, which are the
the room and the pre-amplifier assembled
into the detector for radiation monitor are components used in the cyclotron system,
installed on the shielding wall at several Gy as typical electronic devices which include in
for a year. These devices are still sound so many kinds of semiconductor elements.
far. Since two devices were functionally

Prior to the installation of the cyclotron disordered at the absorbed dose about 40-100
system, we examined their radiation Gy, we did not install these in the cyclotron

damage 6) using gamma-rays and neutrons vault.
about a vacuum gauge controller and the Acknowledgment

Authors wish to thank Mr.
Tsuyoshi Yoshida for his original
drawing of Fig. .
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9.11 Development of PC-based analogue signal analysis system

Takuro Sakai, Sadanorl Uno ad Kiyoshi Nlizuhashi
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI

1. Miroductimi accelerator control console to optimize the
It is necessary to monitor analooue accelerator parameters fr stable operation.

S1111MIS, SLIch as [lie terminal voltage
fluctuation of' te electrostatic accelerator-, 2. Instruments
for stabl dlly accelerator operations. The terminal voltage fLICtUatIO1 Of
Conventional oscilloscopic measurement the tandern accelerator s sensed by te
IS MI in many foi tis urpose apacitive pck-off (CPO) plate wich is
accelerator facilities. However, tis facing the high voltage terminal of' the

LI

method oly displays the wavel'orm of accelerator-. The late is coupled with te
analogue sgnals, another expensive terminal as a cpacitor. so that ny
instrument is required to perform terminal voltage fUCtLiation will eflect on
ClUantitative secti-Lim aalysis or deviation this CPO pte by chancing the collected
rneaSUrenlent. So, we ave developed new charges 1 Te fluctuation Si grial is
inexpensive personal computer (PC) bsed Simplified by electric ircuits to monitor
analogue sional analysis system that the voltage stability.
provides real-time fi-CCILIency component The analogue signal analysis
analysi s a n d s i g r a If I u c t u a t i o nsystem consists of a ommercial
meaSUrement, s well as conventional Windows-based PC (Defl OptiPlex GX60
waveform monitorino. This systern as equipped with Celeron 2.4GHz, 512MB
been installed TIARA 3MV tandem

1�)41119 SW
j CNOT04"M "O X01 -16

air

Mi,

Fig. I The display of analogue signal analysis systernC) t-I
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RAM) and an analogue to digital converter 3. Operations
(Contec AD 12-16(PCI)E with 12-bit The analogue signal analysis
digital esolution, 10,psec/ch conversion system has been sed for the daily
tirne and 256k words buffer memory). The accelerator operation. Some examples of
latest PC can now provide aster data terminal voltage fluctuation measurement
handling with lower cost as a result of the is described as below.
recent rapid progress of computer TIARA 3MV tandem accelerator
technology 2-41. The analogue signal is (National Electrostatics Corp. 9SDH-2 Is
converted to digital value and processed by equipped with two pellet-chain for the igh
the PC in real-time. Waveform, frequency voltage generation. The pellet-chain works
component and deviation histogram of the for both up-charging to the terminal shell
input signal are dsplayed instantly. The and down-charging to the around, so that
spectrum analysis is based on fast Fourier smooth operation of te pellet-chain is
transform (FFT) method and the signal essentially required for the terminal
deviation is indicated in 256-channel voltage stability. The waveform of the
histogram. This system also records the CPO signal, its deviation histogram and
time resolved deviation of signal spectrurn are taken with only driving each
fluctuation like a pen-recorder device. single pellet-chain to diagnose its
Fi-ure I shows the display of the analysis operation. The histograms and spectra are

t' LI

systems shown in figure 2 and 3 respectively. The

800

700

Deviation=245V
600 Chain 

----- Chain2

Soo

400

itI

Deviation=265300

200 %

100

0
-500 0 500

Fluctuation (V)

Fia 2 The deviation histograms of the terminal voltage fluctuation
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Fig. 3 The frequency components of the terminal voltage fluctuation

measurement conditions are, IMV is useful not only for monitoring the
terminal voltage, 16 rounds per second voltage stability, but also for diagnosing

t�' r1
(rps) pellet chain drive pulley rotating the accelerator troubles in an early stage.
speed. no ion beam injection.

The histograms show that the pellet Acknowledgement
chain 2 driven volta-e fluctuation is lager The authors are grateful to Dr. K.
than that of pellet-chain 1. The spectra Arakawa and JAERI electrostatic
give more detail information. 5 Hz accelerator group for their continuous
components is shown in both spectra. This assistance.
frequency is twice as the pellet-chain
cycle, so that this component is supposed References
to be derived from the pellet-chain driving. [1] J. TakAcs, Energy Stabilizatio of
On the other hand, 16 Hz component is Electrostatic Accelerators, (John Wiley 
only appeared in pellet-chain 2 riven Sons. Chichester. 1997)
spectrum, and te frequency is consistent [2] T. Sakal et , Nucl. histr. and Meth.
with the pulley rotating rate. So the drive B 136-138 1998) 390.
or pickoff pulley of pellet-chain 2 is [3] M. Bogovac et al., Nucl. Instr. and
suspected to be unsettled. Meth. B89 1994) 219.

These results poved that the newly [41 G. W. Grinie and M. Dawson, Nucl.
developed anal0"Lle signal aalysis system Insir ad Meth. 104 1995) 107.
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9.12 Production of Fullerene (C60) ions by Freeman Ion Source

K.Ohkoshl*, Y.Saltoh*, T.Orimo**, A.Ohmae**, I.Takada* and S.Tajima*
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI*
Beam Operation Co. Ltd.**

1. Introduction to te Ar plasma and ionized in the plasma
A variety of ions from H to Bi' ave been chamber. The fullurene ions are extracted

available for various experiments by means from the source. Figure 2 shows the mass
of the OkV ion implanter equipped with a spectrum of the ions extracted from the
Freeman ion source in TIARA facility source. High intensity C60+, its fragments
Recently, the cluster ions has attracted such as C58+, C56% C54% and their doubly
attention in area of fundamental research charged ions are obtained.
such as non-linear irradiation effects on the
surface of a target. Accordingly, the fullerene A, Ai Kt�"

(C60) ions were required by users in the
research fields. We tried producing fullerene

2)ions by the Freeman ion source

C,
2. Ion generation by the Freeman ion C"'.1G

source C'.." �1
The Freeman ion source is used to generate C2 C C.%%

the ions. The structure of the Freeman ion C C.
source is illustrated in Fig.l. The material
gas or vapor is fed into a plasma chamber to M/Q
make the arc plasma. The electrons emitted Fig.2 Mass spectrum of ions extracted
from the tungsten filament are accelerated from source.
toward the plasma chamber wall with 100V
potential. The constant magnetic field of A number of positive secondary ions are
about 150 Gauss is applied in parallel with emitted from a surface of a target with the
the filament to lengthen electron trajectory. irradiation of cluster ions. It causes that the
The positive ions are extracted from the measured beam current with a usual Faraday
plasma chamber and are accelerated after cup equipped with electron suppresser
mass analyzing. electrode seems lower value compared with

the true one because of the escape of the
Tungsten secondary ions. So, the beam current Of C60

Gas Line Filament
was measured with the high-aspect ratio
Faraday cup shown in Fig. 3 The maximum

Beam beam current of C60+ is 2.IpA at 350keV.

U--i

Oven Solid Material Plasma

Chamber

Fig. I Freeman ion source. U
Fig.3 High-aspect ratio Faraday cup.

3. Production of fullurene ions
The C60 powder of 95% purity is put into Two samples Of C60 were tested to

the oven of the Freeman ion source, and is generate tile C6o beam. One is the powder
vaporized by the oven (4300C). The Ar gas (95% purity), and the other is the grain 99%
feeds to the plasma chamber to make the purity).
stable plasma. The vapor of fullerene are fed At first, the beam intensity Of C60' using
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the powder sample is shown in Fig.4. The As a result, the C6o beam is stabilized for a
beam current Of C6o decreased gradually to long tme when energy and oven temperature
nA order by 6 hours operation. However, are 200keV and 41 OC.
there was enough quantity Of C60 powder in We thought that the Fullerene is
the oven after te operation. decomposed to an allotrope of carbon such as

6 graphite in high temperature,
E-E 2 k.V
0- 460'C In the generation Of C6o beam, the tungsten

filament was carbonized by C60 plasma and
had a crack i length of 15mm on the surface

3 of the filament shown in Fig.7.
2 To avoid that, we exchanged from tungsten
0 filament to tantalum one.

0 60 120 1 so 240 300 360 420 4aO

Time min)

Fig.4 Fluctuation Of C6o4beam intensity
using powder sample.

Next, the beam intensity Of C60 using the Fig.7 Cracked filament after operation.

grain sample is shown in Fig.5. The stable 4. Summary
bearn current of C60 was available for more We have succeeded in generating stably an
than 8 ours. intense C6o beam in the energy of up to 400

6 E-V 2k�V keV (more than our). It was found that
5 0- 10'C stable generation Of C60 ions in te source
4 could be obtained using the grain sample

instead of the powder sample. It appears that
3 the grain size Of C60 sample in the oven was
2 important for stable ion beam generation It
I also found that the crack growth on the
0 filament could be avoided using the tantalum

0 60 120 180 240 3GO 360 420 480 filament instead of the tungsten one.
Time (min) We continue to generate the higher intensity

Fig.5 Fluctuation Of C6o beam intensity and stable C6o beam.
using grain sample.

References
We investigate the oven temperature 1) Y.Saltoh, S.Tajii-na et al., Nucl. Instrurn.

dependence of the beam current. The Methods phys. Res. B89, 23 1994).
temperature in which maximum bearn current 2)J.H.Freeman, Nucl. Instrum. Methods 109,
is obtained using powder sample (5000C) is p477(1973).
higher tan that using grain sample (4109C)
shown in Fig. 6.

G,- S-V�

4

3

2

E

0
40D 410 420 430 "O 450 460 4 480 490

O�e. Tempeat.,e Cr-)

Fig.6 Relationship between oven
temperature ad C0� beam intensity.
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9.13 Automatic measurement of beam energy spread for JAERI

Single-ended Accelerator

YlIshii, A.Chiba ad I.Thkada

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI

Untroduction abou I hour at each eergy ad eables s to boost

]oil beam wit a arrow eergy spread is a the study o' beam eergy spreads o he basis of'

essential I'aclor Ior formation ol'a submicron ion beam accelerator operation conditions. The average beam

by reducing a chromalic aberration in a focusing lens energy spread was estimated in 2xI 0-4 using the

system. Beam energy spreads of t 1 x 1 0-5 are required automatic measurement system hough it was ot

to produce a submicron beam o'O.1 �trrl or less i a small.

light ion eam system i JAERI Takasaki. 17he

production of such a ion beam with the arrow beam 2.Experiment

energy spread has been tried by JAERI Single-ended 2-1.Setup

Accelerator connected to the light ion system. 17he A direct ion beam in�jection io he target is

accelerator with a voltage range betwee ad 3 MV required to measure the beam energy spread using the

has high voltage stability of j Ix1O'5 a 3 MV, The nuclear resonance reaction method. nie reason is that

voltage stability is, however, different from the beam a width of beam eergy spread is determined by a

energy spread i a beam due to various increases o resolution of a aalyzing magnet if ion beam passes

instability, such as ripple voltage for production of ion through its magnet. An experimental vacuum chamber

bearn, small discharges for ion Mts to electrodes in an was connected to a ' beam line in order to h1ject ion

accelerator tube ad so o 17he high accurate beam io a arget without eergy aalyzer as shown

measurements of the beam energy spreads were, Fig.l A 600 A t1li A lbil, as a target, vapored o a

thereby, required to evaluate the stability of ion beam 2Ox2OxO.3 mm/mm Tantalum (Ta) plate was supported

generated form he accelerator. by an isulator rod to apply high voltage A TxTinch

Beam energy spreads have been measured at four Nal y-ray detector was set to the traveling directio of

different beam energies of 0992 MeV, 1317 MeV, the H' beam and i about 20 mm orm the target to

2.100 MeV and 24 MeV sing nuclear esonance obtain a large solid state agle to y-ray detections.

reactions of 27A (PY)28 Si ad 24Mg(PY)25 A with

narrow reaction widths o the basis of a O aalyzing Hiin A lunimum I I

techniques. The IMmer two eam eergies are sed in

27A (py)28Si and the latter os were i ('411111ecled it)
24Mg(P,7)2' Sinele-ended"A . nie measurement time, owever, look

more ta 3 ours at each reaction energy because tile it

ion eam energies iected i a aget were canged Plown ill)

within 200 eV over 30 step repeatedly a least times

and the measurements at each step were eeded more H. V.
Vacuum Chamber 1) S.

than abou 3 nl�in. The measurements o'beam eergy

spreads based o various operated conditions o ie

accelerator were difficult in a linlited beam time. Ai

automatic measurement echnique o' beam energy Fig.] Schematic o' 'the experimental camber.

spread was itroduced to reduce ile measurement time. The chamber was connected with O' beam ine.

In ie lechnique, beam scanning by alternating

deflection voltage was applied `or rely control ol'the H' beam generated trom the single-ended

injection beam eergy istead ol'manual control. This accelerator was directly ijected i te thin oil arget

lechnique led s lo reduce te measurement limes i lo react h nuclear resonances. The ijection beam
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energy is controlled in the minimum voltage of keV value. The beam widths were estimated lo the other

step. The control ofthe beam ergy within 100 eV resonance uclear reaction eergies by the same filling

was, however, required to achieve the resolution of method using Gaussian function. Each measurement

less tan l(-4 A high voltage power spply of was carried ot i about hour. Although the width of'

maximum voltage of5 kV with stability x0-5 was beam eergy spread was not small, it was i 6.3x 10-4,

connected with the thi A target lo control ijection because this measurement was concentrated ito the

B' beam energy wilbi I keV by sppressing the development of measurement technique. The

beam eergy. Furthermore the sppression voltage was measurement technique was established by this time

successively changed io the alternating one with a measurement.

triangle wave o'O.125 Hz.

400 80
%urment aluc 11crivalio 1

2-2. Measurement of y-yields value
The nlicro-PIXE measurement systeM2) was used 60 r

3000 U
for the measurement of y-yield o the basis of the

alternating suppression voltage A suppression voltage

to each reaction was automatically measured i a 2000 -
)Opersonal computer PC when a -ray was detected in

the Nal. The measured voltage i the PC was decided
1000

from he voltage data divided by 128 ad stored in the 0

same number of memory cells i a personal computer. I 1 5 keV

'Me detection ofy-ray was continued util total y-ray 0 -20
count of 1.9x105 [cps]. Each acquisition time until he 2418.0 2418.5 2419.0 2419.5 2420.0

counts was about I hour though depending on the ratio ltjected Beam Energy keVI

of y-ray gnerations. Fig.2 Oe example ofmcasurement result.

Nuclear resonance reaction of 24Mg(p, g)2"'A at

3.Result and Summary injection H' beam eergy of 2.4 MeV

A y-ray yield carve of the nuclear resonance

reaction energy at 24 MeV was shown i Fig.2 as a The measurement accuracy might be considered to

function of beam eergy ased on the suppression be decreased y reducing te data aquisition time.

voltage. The acquisition time or he total y-ray count The accuracy of iroduced measurement technique

of 1.9xlO' 1cps) took aout I our. In The Fig.2, the was, owever, the same of that of the previous

filled circle ad the broken line sow the measurement lechnique because satistical accuracy was significant

values ad the iterpolation line based on ail aerage form he peak counts over 3000 i the yield crve.

data, respectively. The total circles are 128 points as The iroduced measurement technique led us to

the same number of memory cells. The width of beam reduce the experimental time ad enables s to boost

energy spread i Fig.2 was dtailed as The value ofa The sdy of beam ergy spreads on the basis of

Full Width at Hali'Maximum (FWHM) of Gaussian accelerator operation conditions..

distributio ad estimated from filling the deferential

values of he yield curve to the beam eergy sing is Reference

distribution as show i Fig.2 as the solid line. The 1) Ylshii el al. JAERI-Review 2001-39.

differential crve value was sow i the right size of' 2) T Sakai, Nucl. ns(r ad Melh. 13136-138

Fig.2. The beam width was 4xIO-4 from the FWHM (1998)390.
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9.14 Development of Emittance Measurement Device

Using Illuminant with Thin Scintillator

Atsuya CHIBA, Yasuyuki ISHII and Satoshi TAJIMA

Advanced Radiation Technology Center., JAERI/Takasaki

1. Introduction the relation between each width of a
It is very important. with respect to lighting art. and moving istance of the

formation of high intensity micro-beam and illuminant. Figure I sows the measuring
effective beam transportation that te system and how to measure the ivergence
voltage for electrostatic accelerator is angle wit a pair of te light images.
stable and that the brightness of the ion Illuminant (Zns scintiiiator with

source is high. In developing the high Multi-Slit thickness of 12 m

performance ion source, it is necessary to
measure the accurate ernittance. However, Camera

in the generally a measurement, of the
emittance takes long time, herefore they
are difficult to get the accurate emittance Dv&dion ot Mdfion

from the fluctuate beam. 1) Lighting
LI Part Ayl

We developed a new measuring device Intensity

composed of a slit with multiple clearances, Distibiftn

a movable illuminant an a CCD camera. 2 .... emax=Ayl/L (1)

It, can measure the beam emittance easily emin= A y2/L 2)
L 10. Light

and quickly, and the cost of the ystem was n Intensly

able to e held down low. Fig.l. Schematic dravAng of the emittance

measurement device and calculation method of

2.Measuring method the divergence angle. Maximum angle e ma,,

The beam emittance is estimated from and Minimum angle min are deduced by the

the directional intensity distributions of' equation (1) and 2).

the ions in a small segment of the ion eam.

To measure the distributions of the ion 3.Property of illuminant

beam. he light image on the illuminant, It, is necessary to obtain the Accurate

activated y he beam assed through the divergence angle of te beam in order to

multi-slit was taken twice into he ersonal measure the accurate emittance. In the

computer at the ifferent positions of 1he general instruments. the ivergence angle

illuminant by CCD camera. The slit has 25 is erived from the relation between The

holes of 0.25mm gal) at regular interval of current intensity istribution and the

1.25mm. Te divergence angle in a small distance to he detector from the slit. The

segment, of The ion beam is calculated from li gbt intensity must. be roportional o the
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current intensity because the divergence proportional to the current intensity.

angle has been got from he light intensity In addition, we must also investigate

distribution on this device. Then, we the damage to the illuminant by the ion

examined the relation between the current, beam. An efficiency of the light, intensity

intensity and the light intensity on the was just ecrease(] by irradiation as shown

illuminant. The current intensity in Fig.5. The ecreasing rate of light,

distribution as been measured using intensity was 37% in he irradiation of

superfine wire slid on the cross section of 10keV 0.2pA He+ (luring about two minutes.
the ion beam assed torough te aperture, It is not necessary o consider the effect of

and te light intensity distribution has the damage to the illuminant, because te

been derived from light image on the irradiation time o the illuminant at

Illuminant at the same cross section. measurements of once is very sort,. The

Figure 2 shows schematic drawing of the acquisition time of a light image is one

measurement method. and the result. is second or less.

indicated in Fig.3. Width and shape of the 7.0-
intensity distribution of the light are

�! 6.0-
almost eual to them of the current. x

5.0-
Aperture
0. Mx 1 Om 4.0Wire

CCID ra 3.0.

2 0- ergy: 1 OkeV

1 0 Current:26nA-`1pA

0.0
Illuminant 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

Current Intensity A/cM2)
Fig.2. Schematic drawing of the intensity Fig.4. Relation between the current intensity

distribution measurement method. and the light intensity. The vertical axis means

1.0. illuminant the light intensity which is itegral value of the
gray level in the light image converted into-wire

P 0.8- monochrome.

0.6-
Energy: 10keV

N 1.0
= 0.4 Current: 23nA

E 0.8-
0 0.2z

0.6-
0.0

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.4
Vertical Position (mm) E

Fig.3. Comparison of intensity distribution OT 0 0.2-
z

light and current. The resolution of the camera 0.0
is 0.065mm/pixl. 0 20 40 60 80 160 120

Irradiation Time (sec)

Figure 4 shows he urrent. nensity Fig.5. Change of the efficiency of the light

dependence of the light nensity. It was intensity on the illuminant irradiated with 10keV

shown that the light, intensity was 0.2 PA/cM2 He'.
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4.Measurmint result of inittance

We tie t easure the einit.tanc of

the Helium ion beam from the RF source

that is same type mounted on he 3MV 4�

single-ended accelerator in TIARA. Figure 10

6 sows the light, image on he llurninant,
Yand Fig.7 is the lght intensity dstribution

on the, dolltk,(l line of' the light image in

Fig.6 Te ernittance iagram in Fig.8 was

calculated by the comparison and analysis

of he light image on the illuminant at te Fig.S. Beam emittance contours of extracted

multiple ositions on the eam axis. Helium ion beam of 10keV 4.7pA from RF

source.

5.Summary

The light intensity obtained from the

illuminant used in this evice was

proportional t he current intensity In

present, measurement. it was possible to

distinguish the light image clearly and the

Fig.6. Light image on the illuminant. measurement of the emittance was easily

140- and quickly obtained by the simple system.

120- The emittance value for 86.5% contours
.2:, was 301 mm mrad MeVI/2 for he RF iontoo-

80- source as same as the type mounted on the

60- single-ended accelerator in TIARA. One

-j 40- measurement took about 20 seconds

20 including the moving time of the

Ot- illuminant.
250 300 350 400 450 500 550 660

Position (pixl)

Fig.7. Distribution of light intensity on the dotted References

line in Fig.6. The horizontal axis has shown the 1) G.D.Alton, J.WMcConnell, S.Tajlnia,

y position of the light image. and G.J.Nelson, Nucl. Ist'r. and Moth.

in Phys. Res. 13240987)

2) A. b1ba. Y. Ishii, S. Tajirna. JAERI-

Review 2002-035, p.312
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Utilization of TIARA Facilities

10.1 Su. Tanaka*, K. Nishimura*, M. Hosono*, H. Takizawa K Yotsumoto**,
H. Tachibana**, 1. Kawashima**, S. Kaneya**, K. Daikubara
M. Kawabata**, M. Iijima**

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI*
Radiation Application Developffient Association"
Research Center fr Nuclear Science and Technology, The University of
Tokyo * * *

1. Introduction JAERI and a university or a company or that of
TIARA is a center of the ion accelerator the projective joint research between JAERI and

facilities composed of four ion accelerators, the universities is made. However, the results of
AVF cyclotron. the 3MV tandem accelerator. the research have to be published at the TIARA
3MV single-ended accelerator, and the 40 kV Research Review Meeting and in the JAERT
ion implanter. These accelerators hve been fully TIARA Annual Report. There is another system
served for ion beam applications since January of visitor use with charges but without the
1994. publication duty.

2. Utifization system 3. Experimental subject approved
TIARA is opened for public use: it receives Number of experimental subjects using

applications of the experimental subjects in wide cyclotron approved in FY2002 was 54 while the
areas once a year from outside users as well as total number using three electrostatic accelerators
JAERI staffs. The subjects and the allocated was 52 as shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows the
beam time are approved after the official number allotted to users under various contracts.
investigation by Subcommittee for TIARA under Fig. shows the change of number of
Advisory Council for JAERI's Research experimental subjects in various research fields
Facilities, which has been organized since 1999. from YI 991 to FY2003.
To attain an effective outcome of the research
program. the beam time of each accelerator is 4. AlIotted time to users
fairly allotted to the subjects three times in a year The cyclotron has been continuously
based on the approved beam time. operated from Monday to Friday. The utilization

Charges for the utilization are remitted in the time for the cyclotron is allotted in units of an
case that a contract of the joint research between hour.

Table I Number of experimental subjects in Table 2 -Number of experimental subjects in
FY2002 at various research fields. FY2002 at various relations With users.

Accelerators Nuniber of 5*ects Number of subjects
Fields Cyclotron Electrostatic cyclotron mectrostatic
research accelerators With isi accelerators

Materials for space 5 6 JAERI Takasald 12
Establishment

Materials for fusion I 10 only Others 0 12
Biotechnology 35 2 Cooperative research with
Inorganic material 0 25 university 17 is

Projective joint research
RI nuclear ad. 1 0 between JAERI and 9 5
Organic material & 7 1 universities
Radiation chemistry Joint research with private

company or governmental 17 5
Basic technology S 8 Institute

TOW 54 52 TOW S4 52
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In case of the electrostatic accelerators, on the used in te field of inorganic materials and
other band, the utilization time is allotted in units materials for fusion. The ratios of allotted time
of a day either from 9 a.m. to 730 p.m. (A for JAERI staffs to total utilization time were
mode), or from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.(B mode). 28% for the cyclotron and 45% for the

As shown in Table 3 and Fig. 2 the electrostatic accelerators as shown in Table 4 and
cyclotron was used in the various research fields. Fig. 3.
while the electrostatic accelerators were mainly

Table 3 Utilization of the accelerators in Y2002 at various research fields.

lerators Utilization time at each eriod
Cyclotron Tandem Single-ended Ion implanter

(hours) accelerator (days) accelerator (days) (days)
research 02-1 02-2 02-3 total 02-1 02-2 02-3 total 02-1 02-2 02-3 total 02-1 02-2 02-3 total
Material for space 195 180 63 438 12 1 113 36 - - - - 13 10 7 30
Material for fusion 110 97 61 268 19 18 15 52 16 16 12 44 14 10 12 36
Biotechnology 391.5 352.5 170 914 1 1 2 4 - - - - - - - -

Inorganic - - - - 11 11 8 30 19 819 46 21 24 18 63
material

RI & 17 8 8 33 - - - - - - - - - - - -
nuclear science
Organic material
& Radiation 92 90 55 237 3 4 2 9 - - - - - - - -
chemistry
Basic technology 95 105 54.5 254.5 4 5 1 10 16 22 13 51 0 0 0 0
Machine study 122 116 56 294 3 3 4 10 3 6 4 13 2 3 3 8

Visitors use with 0 35 110 145 3 2 2 7 0 1 0 1 1 2 2 5
charges
Total 10215 983.5 577.5 2583.5 56 55 47 158 1 54 53 48 11.55 5 49 42 142

Table 4 Utilization of the accelerators in Y2002 at various relations with users.

Accelerators Utilization time each period
Cyclotron Tandem Single-ended Ion implanter

(hours) accelerator (days) accelerator(days) (days)
withvisit I's (12-1 02-2 02-3 total 02-1 02-2 02-3 total 02-1 o-2 02-3 total 02-1 02-2 12-3 total

JAERI Takasaki 186 149 106 441 17 12 21 50 7 8 10 25 19 19 1 49
Establishment

Only others 0 0 0 0 3 5 2 10 17 7 7 31 5 3 3 11

Cooperative research 211.5 186.5 92.5 490.5 10 11 3 24 14 18 18 50 10 13 12 35
with universities
Projective joint rsearch
between 318 313 145 776 15 14 10 39 13 13 9 35 11 6 25
JAERI and universities
Joint research with
company or 185 184 68 437 5 8 5 18 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 9
governmental institute
Machine study 122 116 56 2941 3 3 4 11) 3 6 4 13 2 3 3 9
Visitors use with charges 0 35 110 14.r, 32 2 7 0 1 0 1 1 2 2 5
Total 1022.5 983.5 577.5 2583.1 56 15 5 47 1558 54 153 48 I.5 -5I 49 42 142
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Fig. I Te change of number of experimental subjects in various esearch fields.
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10.2 Operation of JAERI AVF Cyclotron System

Y. Nakamura*, T. Nara*, T. Agematsu*, 1. Ishibori*, S. Kurashima*,
M. Fukuda*, S. Okurnura*, N. Miyawaki*, K. Yoshida*, S. TaJima*,
K. Akaiwal:*, To. Yoshida**, S. Ishiro", A. Matsumura**, Y. Arakawa**,
Tu. Yoshida**, S. Kanou", A. Ihara** and K. Takano**

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI*
Beam Operation Service, Co., Ltd.**

The JAERI AVF cyclotron power supply boxes were outM H M 0
system was smoothly operated of order, 2 the beam intensityM He rJ Ar
according to an allotted beam MeV 12C6+ in the
time. The total operation cyclotron extremely reduced

swotime in JFY 2002 amounted to by an air leakage from the
the longest time so far, 3433 day cup
hours. ositioned just before the

The utilization time of the cyclotron, 3 a worse vacuum
ion species delivered for condition in the cyclotron was
various experiments for the not improved after the
past 12 years is shown in Fig. periodical maintenance in last
1. The ratios of operation summer, 4 an RF main
time used for experiments vacuum tube (EIMAC,
including visitor's use with 4CW50000E) was broken, 5 a
charge, machine tuning, beam sequencer (C500H) for the
development and machine evacuation system was in a bad
study to total operation time condition during the intense
were 67.8%, 23.3% and 8.9%, beam irradiation of 100 MeVFig, I Utilizatio t Ion 4 2+
respectively. species delivered for expe He

Figure 2 shows the The intensities and extrac-
percentage beam time of accelerated ions. The tion efficiencies for three kinds of proton beam
percentage of heavy ions and cocktail ones were improved. Furthermore, a metallic ion of
occupied 64.0 %, while that of light ions was 320 MeV "Ru"' was developed newly.
28.4 %. The frequencies of the change of harmonic

Regular yearly overhaul including the number, particle species, beam energy and
installation of a new gradient corrector was course are shown in Fig. 3 Especially, the
continued for five weeks in summer, 2002. frequency of the beam course change amounted

Several serious troubles are as follows: 1) to more than 290 times during JFY 2002. The
plural small auxiliary power supplies in the frequencies of these changes increase gradually

year by year.

300
M Harmonic number

25( RI Particle
V4 Enorgy
a Beam course

200

150

IN 7

.7(23) 50

02 93 94 95 96 97 98 9D 00 0`1 02
Fisral year

Fig. 3 Frequencies of the change of the
Fig. 2 Percentage beam time of accelerated harmonic number, the particle species, the beam
ions in JFY 2002. energy and the beam course since 1992.
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10.3 Operation of the Electrostatic Accelerators

1. Takada*, K.Mizuhashi*, S. Uno*, K. Ohkoshi*, A.Chiba*,
Y. Saitoh*, Y. Ishii*, T. Kamiya *, T. Sakai*, M.Ishii**, T.Orimo**,
T.Takayama**, M.Kouka**, A.Ohmae**, T.Kitano** and S.Kanai**

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI

Beam Operation Service, Co., Ltd *

1. Operation adjustment of high-voltage generating system
The three electrostatic accelerators were which consists of Generating-volt meter

operated smoothly for various experiments (GVM), Capacitive pick off(CPO), Terminal-
in Y 2002. The total operation time for potential stabilizer(TPS), Corona-Probe and
each accelerator in this fiscal year was the chain were carried out in August. The
2,066 hours for the tandem accelerator, voltage stability of accelerator was improved
2,475 hours for the single-ended from 5 x 10-4 p-p tol.5x 10-4p_p.

accelerator and 1839 hours for the For the single-ended accelerator; 3 a
4OOkV ion implanter, respectively. Monthly steerer of SA-line was moved from the front
and yearly operation time for each of SA-lMg to the back of the MD-2
accelerator are shown in Fig. I and Fig.2. chamber. 4)The maintenance of th lkV

300 'Tenftrn constant- voltage power supply which was
-250 D Sftl"nd not repaired for the past about eight years
1200 was carried out in August.

For the kV ion implanter )
ASO

a chamber for measurement of accurate beam
100 current of the fullerene ion was installed at the
so back of BMI-1. 6)the control method for the
0 sifter and prism on IX-line was improved so

4 5 6 7 9 12 2 3 that it could adjust the parameter of the
Month devices at the control room.

Fig. I Monthly operation time
for each accelerator in Y 2002. 3. Development
3000 we succeeded in the generation and
2500 ESIngle-EM acceleration of MeV cluster ions Ag with the

LI 0 ImpWnter tandem accelerator. We made generating test
0 2000 of the multiple-charged metallic ions by a
9 1500 MINI-ECR ion source with the SF6 plasma

1000 method, and succeeded in the generation of
500 Ta+-' beam of 1.2,ueA and N beam of

0 1.2yeA. We succeeded in the generation up to
Ar'" ions with a NEW MINI-ECR from

91 92 93 94 9S 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 IOMHz to 13MHz. Beam current of A"'was
Fiscal Year 0.087,ueA.

Fig. 2 Yearly operation time for each In order to prevent the damages by spark for
accelerator since 1991 the high-voltage measuring resistors of the

single-ended accelerator, we continued the
2. Maintenance endurance test about an improved non-

The maintenance for the accelerators inductive type resistor, and we confirmed a
was carried out in April, August and good durability for the high-voltage sparks. In
December. During these terms several order to develop the stabilization technique of
improvement and renewals were perfonned the beam current, we accumulated the
as follows; attenuation characteristic data about an

For the tandem accelerator; 1 a improved wire system in this years.
inverter -based pellet-chain speed controller
was installed on the chain-motor circuit for
suppressing the occurrence of dust from
sheaves and pulleys. 2 a examination and
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10.4 Radiation Control Radioactive Waste Management in TIARA

Safety Division Utilities and Maintenance Division
Department of Administrative Services, JAERI

1. Radiation Control Maximum dose was 0.8 mSv/y due to the
overhauling of the cyclotron.

1.1 Individual monitoring
(1) Individual monitoring for the radiation (2) Individual monitoring for the visitors and
workers others

Table I shows a distribution on effective dose Table 2 shows number of' persons who have
of the radiation workers in FY 2002. The been temporally entered the radiation controlled
effective dose values of almost workers were areas. The efective dose of all persons was
less than 0. 1 mSv (minimum.detectable dose). I ess than 0 I mSv.

Tablel. Distributions on the effective dose i n FY 2002.

Number of persons

Periods 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

Items quarter quarter quarter quarter

HE < 0. 1 535 563 560 585

Distribution range on 0. 1 -< HE <- 1.0 8 1 9 3 1 1
effective dose

1.0 < HE =< 5.0 0 0 0 0

HE:Effective dose 5.0 < HE -< 50.0 0 0 0 0

(mSv) 50. < HE 0 0 0 0

Persons for radiation control(A) 543 582 563 1 596

Exposure Persons(B) 0 0 0 0

above 1m;Sv (B) (A) X 100 (%) 0 0 0

Mass effective dose (Pewns -mSv) 0.9 4.3 0.4 1.5

Mean dose (mSv) 0.(( 0.01 0.(O 0.00

Maximum dose (mSv) 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.2

*1 Not detected according to internal exposure.
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Table 2 Number oftemporary entrance persons to radiation controlled areas in FY 2002.

Persons Number of persons

Periods ]St 2nd 3rd 4th

Temporary entrance Totalquarter quarter quarter quarter
persons

342 487 454 536 1819

1.2 Monitoring of radioactive gases The least amount of 4 Ar. "C. 13N, ]8F and
133XCTable 3 shows the maximum radioactive were detected for some time during

concentrations and total activities for radioactive operation of the cyclotron. but the pulverized
gases released from TIARA's stack, during each substance 6'cZn. etc) were not detected.

quarter of FY 2002.

Table 3 Monitoring results of released gaseous radioactivity in FY 2002.

Nudide Periods Ist 2nd 3rd 4th Total
quarter quarter quarter quarter

Maximum concentration < 54 < 14 < 14 < 14 < 14

4 Ar (Bq/cm3) X lo-, X 10-4 X 10-4 X 10-4 X 10-4

Activity (Bq) 2.3 9.6 3.9 3.1 7.2
X 10 7 X10 i X lo,, X 108 X 108

Maximum concentration < 54 < 14 < 14 < .4 < 14

1 1C (Bq/cM3) X 10-1 X 10-4 X lo-, X 10-4 X 10-4

Activity (Bq) 7.5 1.4 8.9 1.3 3.5
X10 7 x1o 8 X 10, X I " X 108

Maximum concentration < 54 < 14 < 14

13N (Bq/cM3) X lo-. X 10-4 X 10-4

Activity (Bq) 5.0 1.0 6.0

X lo, I 11 X 108

Maximum concentration < 54 < 54

18F (Bq/c M) X lo-, X lo-,

Activity (Bq) 8.7 8.7
X 06 X 106

Maximum concentration < 54 < 14 < 14

133 (Bq/cm3) X 10-1 X I -I X 10-4
Xe

Activity (Bq) 1.1 1.9 1.3

X lo, X lo, X 17

Maximum concentration < 66 < 47 < 42 < 41 < 66

65 (Bq/cm' ;) X 0-1( X 0-1( X 0-1( X lo-,(, X 0-1(
Zn

Activity (Bq) 0 0 0 0 0
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1.3 Monitoring for external radiation and equivalent rate nor surface contamination were
surface contamination detected.

External radiation monitoring was routinely Figure I displays a typical example of
carried out in/around the radiation controlled distribution of the dose equivalent rate at the
areas and surface contamination monitoring was radiation controlled area in the cyclotron
also carried out. Neither unusual value odose building.

5
J

1 7 D
L U

L
(00

460

1 7

90 7

A,

0. 4

14

",,[-P-jftff[ffffiM

Fig.1 Dose rate distribution a the rdiation controlled aea in the cyclotron building.
Date measured Mrch 26. 2003
Measuringl)osition-Indicitedwith abovelmfromiloor
Unit: Sv/h(thedoseratesiessthanO.2,uSv/hirent)tindicated)
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2. Radioactive Waste Management chemical experiments and operation of air
conditioning units installed in each room of the

2.1 Solid wastes first class radiation controlled area. Larger
Table 4 shows the amounts of solid wastes at quantities of the wastewater in summer season

various properties and kinds generated in each (2nd quarter) are mainly due to condensed water,
quarter of FY 2002. All wastes were which is treated by evaporation, and condensed
combustible matter such as rubber gloves, water is reused in the controlled area. Only
compressible matter such as thin metals, and small amounts of residue are generated by the
incompressible matter such as contaminated evaporation because the waste quality is very
components. Compressible wastes were pure.
generated mainly by the cyclotron maintenance. The evaporation residue and sludge are

solidified by cement in a stainless steel drum.
2.2 Liquid wastes The residue and sludge of ca.100 liter makes

Liquid waste was almost waste water cement solidify of 200-fiter drum.
("inorganic" in Table 5) generated with

Table 4 Radioactive solid wastes generated in FY 2002.

Amounts Amounts of ge ration in e ch periods (m 3 Number of
Items 1 St 2nd 3rd 4th Total package

quarter quarter quarter
Category A* 0.32 0.32 0.44 2.75 3.83

I)Combustible 0.24 0.28 0.40 0.48 1.40 9*
2)Incombustible 0.08 0.04 0.04 2.27 2.43 0

Compressible 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.16 0.32 2**
Filters 0 0 0 1.91 1.91 0
Incompressible 0 0 0 0.20 0.20 1**
Ion exchange resin 0 0 0 0 0 0
(Cement solidify) 0 0 0 0 0 0

Category B* 0 0 0 0 0
1)Incombustible 0 0 0 0 0 0

defined by dose at the outer surface of container: (A) < 2 mSv/h <- (B)
200-liter drum

Table 5. Radioactive liquid waste generated in FY 2002.

Amounts Amounts of generation in e ch periods (m 3) Number of

Items Ist 2nd 3rd 4th Total package
quarter quarter quarter quarter /drum

Category A* 13.3 15.94 5.33 6.84 41.42

1)lnorganic 13.3 15.94 5.03 6.84 41.12 treatment

2)Organic 0 0 0 0 0 0

Organic 0 0 0 0 0 0
oil 0 0 0 0 0 0

3)Sludge 0 0 0 0.10 0.10 1

Category B* 0 0 0 0 0 0

1)lnorganic 0 0 0 0 0 0

2)Organic 0 0 0 0 0 0

Organic 0 0 0 0 0 0

Oil 0 0 0 0 0

3)Sludge 0 0 0 0 1 0

Evaporation residue 0 0.20 cl n1)n

definedbyconcentrationsinBq/cM3(,8,y): (A) < 37 X 10 (B <3.7 X 104
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Temperature dependence of heavy 12J12
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Radiation effects and surface deformation of

12JI60 silica by ion microbeam.

J. soya, T. Ohshirna, A. Ohi, N. Morishita, Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B, 191,

and H. Itoh. May (2002) . pp.342-345.

ESR Characterization of Activation of 0 IOM 22042

Implanted Phosphorus Ions in Silicon

Carbide 12J164

Nucl. Instrurn. Methods Phys. Res. B. 206C, M. Hattori, Y Nishihara, Y Ohki,

(2003) 965-968 M.Fujimaki, T. Yamaguchi, E. Watanabe.

T IOM 22038 T. Souno, H. Nishikawa, M. Oikawa,

T. KamiyaK. Arakawa,

12J161 Characterization of ion-implanted silica glass

N. Mizuochi, S. Yamasaki, H. Takizawa. by vacuum ultraviolet absorption

N. Morishita, T. Ohshima, H. Itoh. and spectroscopy,

J. Isoya. Nucl. Instrurn. Methods Phys. Res. B, 191,

Continuous-wave and pulsed EPR study of May (2002) , pp.362-365.

negatively charged silicon vacancy with 0 IOM 22042

S=3/2 and C3v symmetry in n-type 4H-SiC

Phys. Rev. B, 66, 235202 112 2002) 12J165

T IOM 22038 S. Watanabe, N. S. Ishioka, T. Sekine, A. Osa,

M. Koizurni, H. Shimomura, K. Yoshikawa,

12J162 H. Muramatsu,

T. Yamaguchi, E. Watanabe, T. Souno, Production of Endohedral 133Xe-Fullerene

H. Nishikawa, M. Hattori. Y Ohki. by Ion Implantation.

T. Karniya, K. Arakawa, J. Radioanal. Nucl. Chern., 255. 495-498

Evaluation of silica glasses implanted by (2003).

high-energy ions using a uv-excited 0 NRI none

microscopy.

Nucl. Instrurn. Methods Phys. Res. B, 191. 12JI66

May (2002) pp.371-374. S. Watanabe. N. S. Ishioka, H. Shimornura H.

0 IOM 22042 Muramatsu. T. Sekine,

Dose dependence of the production yield of

12J 163 endohedral 133Xe-fullerene by ion
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implantation. S ACT 22044

Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B, 206,

(2003)399-402 12J170

0 NRI none M. Kasahara, S. Akashi, Ma C.-J. and

S. Tohno,

12J167 2003. Fixation and chemical analysis of

T Kamiya, W Yokota. Y Kobayashi, individual fog droplet and raindrop.

M. Cholewa, M. S. Krochmal, G Laken, Atmos. Res., 65, 251-259

1. D. Larsen, L. Fiddes. G Parkhill, S ACT 22044

K. Dowsey,

Development of an automated single cell 12JI71

irradiation system combined with a C.-J. Ma, M. Kasahara, S. Tohno, and

high-energy heavy ion microbeam system T. Sakai,

Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B, 181 2003. A replication technique for the

(2001) 27-31. collection of individual fog droplets and their

C ACT 21047 chemical analysis using micro-PIXE

Atmos. Environ. accepted.

12J168 S ACT 22044

M. Oikawa, T. Kamiya, M. Fukuda,

S. Okumura, H. Inoue. S. Masuno, 12JI72

S. Umemiya, Y Oshiyama and Y Tira, Ma C.-J., M. Kasahara, S. Tohno. and

Design of a focusing high-energy heavy ion T. Sakai,

microbeam system at the JAERI 2003 A new attempt to study the particle

AVF-cyclotron, scavenging properties of individual snow

Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B, 210 crystals using a replication technique.

(2003) 54-58. Journal of Japan Society Atmospheric

C ACT 21047 Environment, 38, 89-99.

S ACT 22044

12JI69

M. Kasahara, R. H61ler, S. Tolmo, Y Ohnishi 12J 173

and C.-J. Ma. T Kamiya, T. Sakai, M. Oikawa. and

2002. Application of PIXE technique to T Hirao,

studies on global warming/cooling effect of Observation of individual radiation damage

atmospheric aerosols., using an automated single ion hit technique at

Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B, 189. the JAERI heavy ion microbeam system.

204-208. Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. 13,181
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(2001) 280 A. Tanaka, K. Ishii. S. Matsuyama,

T ACT 22045 H. Yamazaki Y Oishi, M. Rodriguez,

Ts. Amartaivan, K. Kubota, H. Fukuda,

12JI74 T. Kamiya, T. Satoh, T. Sakai, M. Oikawa.

S. Harada Y Tamakawa, K. Ishii, A. Tanaka, K. Arakawa and M. Saidoh,

T. Satoh, S. Matsuyama, H. Yamazaki, In-air micro-PIXE analysis of tissue

T. Kamiya, T. SakaL IC Arakawa. M. Saitoh, samples,

S. Oikawa, IC Sera, International Journal of PIXE. in press.

The kinetics of Fe and Ca for the S ACT 22047

development of radiation-induced apoptosis

by micro-PIXE imaging, 12JI78

Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B, 189, H. Yamazaki, K. Ishii, Y Takahashi,

(2002).437-442 Ts. Amartaivan, S. Matsuyama. T. Satoh,

S ACT 22047 S. Sugihara, K. Sera and C. Jon,

PIXE elemental analysis of drinking water

12J175 supplies,

T Sakai, T Kamiya, M. Oikawa. I Satok International Journal of PIXE, in presss.

A- Tanaka. K. Ishii, S ACT 22047

JAERI Takasaki in-air micro-PIXE system

for various applications, 12JI79

Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B, 190, Ts. Amartaivan, K. Ishii. H. Yamazaki,

(2002), 271-275 Y Takahashi, S. Matsuyama, T. Satoh,

S ACT 22047 S. Sugihara, K. Katoh Y Komori and

H. Orihara,

12JI76 PIXE analysis of trace heavy metals in river

M. Rodriguez, T. Yonezawa, K. Ishii, and tap water using an ion-exchabge

S. Matsuyama, H. Yamazaki, T. Sato. cellulose phosphate filter,

Ts. Amartaivan, S. Sugihara, A. Tanaka, International Journal of PIXE, in press.

K. Kato., and Y. Komori, S ACT 22047

Preliminary measurements of the low energy

detection efficiency of a Si(Li) detector for 12J180

PIXE applications. H. Yamazaki, K. Ishii, Y Takahashi,

International Journal of PIXE, in press S. Matsuyama, T Satoh and H. Orihara,

S ACT 22047 Analysis of Trace Level thorium and

Uranium in Drainage from a Radioisotope

12JI77 Laboratory by Particle-Induced X-ray
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Emission, press.

J. Nucl. Sci. Techno.., in press. S ACT 22047

S ACT 22047

1ZJ184

1ZJ181 A. Endo, K. Sato, H. Noguchi, Su. Tanaka,

S. Matsuyama, K. Ishii, H. Yamazaki, T lida, S. Furuichi, Y Kanda. Y Oki

R. Sakamoto, M. Fujisawa, Ts. Amartaivan, Study of particle size distribution and

* Oishi, M. Rodriguez, A. Suzuki, formation mechanism of radioactive aerosols

* Karniya. M. Oikawa, K. Arakawa and generated in high-energy neutron fields

N. Matsumoto, J. Radioanal. Nucl. Chem... 256(2),

Preliminary Results ob microbeam at Tbhoku (2003)231-237

University, C RSH 21049

Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B in

press. 12JI85

S ACT 22047 M. Hagiwara, M. Hosokawa, M. Baba,

T Sanami, M. Takada,

12JI82 Development of Bragg curve spectrometer

Y Oishi, K. otta, K. Ishii, Y Komori, (BCS) for fragment spectroscopy from

S. Matsuyama, H. Yamazaki, T. Amartivan, neutron and proton induced reactions,

M. Rodriguez, K. Katoh, D. Izukawa, Proc of the 16th workshop on radiation

K. Mizurna. T. Satoh. T. Karniya. T. Sakai, detectors and their uses, February 68 2002

K. Arakawa, M. Saidoh. M. Oikawa, (KEKTsukubaJapan) p.70.

3D imaging of elemental distributions using C RSH 21050

multi-angle RBS 2D-data,

Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B, in 12J186

press. E. Kim, A. Endo, Y Yamaguchi,

S ACT 22047 M. Yoshizawa, T. Nakamura and T. Shiomi

Measurement of Neutron Dose with an

12J183 Organic Liquid Scintillator Coupled with a

T. Satoh. K. Ishii, T. Kamiya, T. Sakai, Spectrum Weight Function,

M. Oikawa, K. Arakawa, S. Matsuyama, Radiat. Prot. Dosim., 102(l), p31-40 2002).

H. Yamazaki, C RSH 21051

Development of a large-solid-angle and

multi-device detection system for elemental 12J187

analysis, S. Ishiyama and M.Asano,

Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B, in The effect of Proton Doping on Ion
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conductivity of sol-gel phosphosilicate

glasses, 12J189

J. of Ceramic Society of Japan(Submitted) M. Fukuda, S. Kurashima, S. Okumura.

I T RCO 22051 N. Miyawaki, T. Agematsu, Y Nakamura.

T. Nara. 1. shibori, K. Yoshida, W Yokota

12J 88 and K. Arakawa

Y Ishii, A. Isoya and T. Kojima, Flat-top Acceleration System for the

Progress in submicron width ion beam Variable-Energy Multi particle AVF

system using double acceleration lenses Cyclotron

Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B, To be Rev. Sci. Instrum. 74, 2293 2002).

printed. C ACT none

0 ACT none
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A.1.2 Publications in Proceeding

12COl

M. Imaizumi, T. Takamoto, T. Ohshima, 12CO4

M. Yamaguchi, H. Itoh, S. Matsuda M. Imaizumi., 0. Anzawa, S. Kawakita,

Radiation Effects on High-Efficiency T. Surnita, K. Aoyama, S. Matsuda,

InGaP/InGaAs/Ge Triple-Junction Solar N. Tanioka

Cells Developed for Terrestrial Use Radiation Effects in Space on Solar Cells

Proc. of 29th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists Developed for Terrestrial Use Demonstrated

Conference, May 2002 (USA) p.990, by MDS-1

M SCS 21003 Proc. of The Sth International Workshop on

Radiation Effects on Semiconductor Device

12CO2 for Space Application, October

S. Kawakita, M. Imaizumi, M. Yamaguchi, 2002(Takasaki) p.35

K. Kushiya, T. Ohshima H. Ito S. Matsuda CTI SCS 21003

In-Situ Measurement of Degradation of

Cu(InGa)Se2 Thin Film Solar Cells During 12CO5

Electron and Proton Irradiations T Sumita, M. Imaizumi, S. Matsuda,

Proc. of 29th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialist S. Kuwajima, A. Ohi, T. Ohshima, T. Kamiya

Conference, May 2002 (USA) p.978 Radiation Tolerance of Triple Junction Space

CTI SCS 21003 Solar Cells

Extended Abstracts (The 50th Spring

12CO3 Meeting 2003): The Japan Society of Applied

S. Matsuda, H. Shindou, S. Kawakita, Y lide, Physics and Related Societies, March

N. Yamada, Y Deguchi, N. Ikeda, K Aoyama, (Yokohama) p 1525

M. Imaizumi., S. Kuboyama, T. Ohshima, M SCS 21003

T. Hirao, M. Yoshikawa. H. Itoh

Evaluation Results of COTS on .12CO6

MDTS-1(Tsubasa) "Verification Ground Test M. Imaizumi, S. Kawakita, T. Sumita,

Validity by Flight Test", S. Matsuda, S. Kuwajima, N. Tanioka

Proc. of The 5th International Workshop on Performance of Terrestrial Solar Cells in

Radiation Effects on Semiconductor Device Space Demonstrated by "Tsubasa" (MDS-1)

for Space Application, October Extended Abstracts (I'he 50th Spring

2002(rakasaki) p.27 Meeting 2003): The Japan Society of Applied

CTI SCS 21003 Physics and Related Societies, March
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(Yokohama) p1525 CTI SCS 21003

CTI SCS 21003

12C10

12CO7 S. Kawakita, M. Imaizurni, S. Matsuda,

S. Kawakita, M. Imaizurni, T. Sumita, K. Kushiya, T. Negarni, T. Ohshima,

S. Matsuda, S. Kuwajima, T. Ohshirna, T. Kamiya, M. Yamaguchi

T. Kamiya Super Radiation Tolerance of CIGS Solar

Radiation Tolerance of Cuon, Ga)Se2 Celts Demonstrated in Space by MDS-1

thin-film solar cells Satellite

Extended Abstracts The 50th Spring Proc. of 3rd World Conference on

Meeting 2003): The Japan Society of Applied Photovoltaic Energy Conversion, May 2003

Physics and Related Societies, March (Osaka) p.45

(Yokohama) p 1527 CTI SCS 21003

CTI SCS 21003

12CIl

12CO8 A. Makihara, S. Kuboyama, S. Matsuda,

M. Imaizurni, T. Surnita, S. Matsuda, N. Nemoto, H. Ohtomo, K. Furuse, S. Baba.

T Takamoto, T. Ohshima, A. Ohi, T. Kamiya, and T. Hirose.

M. Yamaguchi Non-Damaging Beam Blanking SEM Test

Study of Radiation Response on Method and its Application to Highly

Single-Junction Component Sub-Cells in Integrated Devices

Triple-Junction Solar Cells The IEEE Nuclear and Space Radiation

Proc. of 3rd World Conference on Effects Conference(NSREC 2001).

Photovoltaic Energy Conversion, May 2003 C SCS 21002

(Osaka) p.40

CTI SCS 21003 12CI2

A. Makihara, H. Shindou, N. Nernoto,

12CO9 S. Kuboyarna, S. Matsuda, T. Ohshirna,

T. Surnita, M. Imaizurni, S. Matsuda, T. Hirao, H. Itoh, S. Buchner,

T. Ohshima, A. Ohi, T. Kamiya A. B. Campbell

Analysis of End-of-Life Performance for Analysis of Single-Ion Multiple-Bit Upset in

Proton Irradiated Triple-Junction Space Solar High-Density DRAMs

Cell The IEEE Nuclear and Space Radiation

Proc. of 3rd World Conference on Effects Conference(NSREC 2000)..

Photovoltaic Energy Conversion, May 2003 C SCS 21002

(Osaka) p.45
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12C13 published in NIMB.

N. Nemoto, H. Shindou, S. Kuboyama, T SCS 22001

S. Matsuda, H. Itoh, S. Okada, 1. Nashiyama

Relationship between Single-Event Upset 12C17

Immunity and Fablication Processes of H. Mori, T Hirao, J. S. Laird, S. Onoda,

Recent Memories, T. Wakasa. T. Yamakawa. H. Abe, H. Itoh,

5th Europian conference radiation and its T. Okamoto, Y Koizumi,

Effects on Components and system Modeling of the transient charge collection

(RADECS99) induced by an angled single ion strike,

C SCS 21002 13th international conference on ion beam

modification of materials, 2002 (Japan)

12C14 published in NIMB.

N. Nemoto, H. Shindou, S. Kuboyama, T SCS 22001

S. Matsuda, K Sugimoto, 1. Nashiyama,

H. Itoh 12C18

Development of IM Gate CMOS Gate Array, T. Hirao, H. Mori, J. S. Laird, S. Onoda,

Europian Space Components Conference H. Abe, H. Itoh,

(ESCCON 2000) Study of single event current pulses induced

C SCS 21002 in SOI diodes by collimated swift heavy-ion

micorbeams,

12C15 13th international conference on ion beam

T Hirao, J. S. Laird, H. Mori, S. Onoda, modification of materials, 2002 (Japan)

T. Wakasa, T. Yamakawa, H. Abe, H. Itok published in NIMB.

Single Event Research at JAERI, T SCS 22001

Proc. of 5th international workshop on

radiation effects on semiconductor devices 12C19

for space application, 2002 (Japan) H. Mori, T. Hirao, J. S. Laird, S. Onoda,

T SCS 22001 H. Abe, H. Itoh,

Study of collection processes of charge

12C16 induced in multi junction schottky diodes

S. Onoda, T. Hirao, J. S. Laird, H. Mori, -dependence of ion irradiation position and

H. toh T Okamoto. Y Koizumi, angle-,

Displacement damage degradation of single TIARA annual report 2001, 2002 (Japan).

event transient current in Si pin photodiode. T SCS 22001

13th international conference on ion beam

modification of materials, 2002 (Japan) 12C20
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T. Hirao, J. S. Laird, H. Mori, S. Onoda, microprobe technology applications, 2002

H. Abe, H. Itoh, (Japan) published in NIMB.

Studies on single-event phenomena using the T SCS 22001

heavy-ion microbeam at JAERI,

8th international conference on nuclear 12C24

microprobe technology applications, 2002 T.Hirao, J. S. Laird, H. Mori, S. Onoda,

(Japan) published in NIMB. H. Abe, S.Itoh,

T SCS 22001 Analysis of single-event transient current

induced in junction diodes by single-ion hit.

12C21 Proceedings of the 15th meeting for tandem

H. Mori, T. Hirao, S. Onoda, J. S. Laird, accelerators and related techniques

H. Itoh, T. Okamoto, Y Koizumi, T SCS 22001

Relationship between the angle of an induced

MeV ion and its induced transient current, 12C25

8th international conference on nuclear J. S. Laird, T. Hirao, S. Onoda, H. Mori,

microprobe technology applications, 2002 H. Abe, H. Itoh,

(Japan) published in NIMB. A comparison of heavy ion and laser

T SCS 22001 microberns for investigation into single event

related charge collection processes,

12C22 8th international conference on nuclear

T. Hirao, J. S. Laird, H. Mori, S. Onoda, microprobe technology applications, 2002

H. Abe, H. Itoh, (Japan) published in NIMB.

Comparison of the ion induced charge T SCS 22002

collection in Si epilayer and SOI devices,

8th international conference on nuclear 12C26

microprobe technology applications, 2002 J. S. Laird, T. Hirao. S. Onoda, H. Mori,

(Japan) published in NIMB. H. toh.

T SCS 22001 High energy radiation degradation of high

speed p-i-n diodes for space applications,

12C23 Asia-pasific workshop on fundamental and

S. Onoda. T. Hirao, J. S. Laird, H. Mori, application of advanced semiconductor

H. Itoh, T. Okamoto, Y Koizumi, devices, 2002, (Japan).

Total dose dependence of transient current T SCS 22002

induced by heavy ion microbeam in pin

photodiode., 12C27

8th international conference on nuclear J. S. Laird. T. Hirao, S. Onoda. H. Mori.
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H. Itoh, C BIT 21010

TCAD modeling of single MeV ion induced

charge collection processes in Si devices, 12C31

8th international conference on nuclear M. Okamura et al.

microprobe technology applications, 2002 Mutation Generation in Pot Garden

(Japan) published in NIMB. Carnations Regenerated from Tissue Cultures

T SCS 22002 Irradiated with Ion Beams,

The Twelfth TRA Research Review

12C28 Meeting, 128-129 2003)

Y Nakanishi A Wakahara, H. Okada, C BIT 21012

A Yoshida, T. Ohshima and H. Itoh,

Effect of alloy composition on 12C32

photoluminescence properties of europium M. Okamura et al

implanted AlGalnN, Mutation generation in chrysanthemum

International Workshop on Nitride plants regenerated from floral organ cultures

Semiconductors (IV^2002), (Aachen, irradiated with ion beams,

Germany), July 2002. TIARA Annual Report 2001:42-43

1 SCS 22005 (2002)

C BIT 21012

12C29

Y Nakanishi A Wakahara, H. Okada, 12C33

A Yoshida, T. Ohshima, H. Itoh, S. Nakao, K. Ishii, Y Yamada, Y Hase, N. Shikazono

K. Saito and Y T. Kim, and A Tanaka,

Effects of implantation conditions on the RAPD Analysis of Mutants Obtained by Ion

luminescence properties of Eu-doped GaN, Beam Irradiation to Hinoki Cypress Shoot

The 13th International Conference on Ion Primordia,

Beam Modification of Materials Abstracts of IBMM 2002, p.99

(IBMM2002), (Kobe, Japan), November C BIT 21014

2002

1 SCS 22005 12C34

Y Yamamoto, A. Tanaka, Y Hase and

12C30 T. Tashiro

S. Kitamura, N. Shikazono, A Tanaka, Mutation induction with ion beam irradiation

Molecular and physiological characterization in garlic Allium Sativum L.)

of tt19 mutant in Arabidopsis. 10th Annual Meeting of the Chubu Branch of

Plant Cell Physiol. 44 (Suppl.) s120, 2003. Japanese Society of Breeding, Aichi. January
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25, 2003 Biological Effects and Molecular

C BIT 21015 Mechanisms, July 2002 (Wulumuqi, China) p.

22.

12C35 C BIT 21027

Y Yamamoto, A. Tanaka,, Y Hase, and

T. Tashiro 12C39

Mutation induction with ion beam irradiation C. Shao, Y Furusawa, M. Aoki, K. Ando,

in garlic(Allium Sativum L.) H. Matsumoto., K. Kobayashi, T. Funayama,

10th Annual Meeting of the Chubu Branch of S. Wada,

Japanese Society of Breeding, Aichi, January Gap Junction Channels Play an Essential

25, 2003 Role in Irradiation-Induced Bystander Effect

C BIT 21015 on Human Fibroblast Cell,

Proc. of The Third National Conference of

12C36 Ion Beam Bioengineering and The First

M. Mizobuchi and A. Iwasaki International Symposium on Ion Beams:

The Use of the Ion Beam to the Rice Biological Effects and Molecular

Breeding Mechanisms, July 2002 (Wulumuqi, China)

Shikoku J. Crop Sci. 2001 38: p.50-51. P. 9.

C BIT 21017 C BIT 21027

12C37 12C40

H. Katai, M. Taneishi, A. Tanaka, S. Wada, Y Kobayashi, T. Funayarna,

N. Shikazono, H. Hase and H.Otsuka M. Natsuhori. N. Ito, K. Yamamoto,

Effect of ion beam irradiation on the growth Detection of DNA damage in the individual

of netted melon (Cucumis melo L.) cells induced by charged particles with comet

Breeding Research 2001(l) p243 assay,

C BIT 21019 The 13th International Conference on Ion

Beam Modification of Materials, Sept. 2002,

12C38 (Kobe., Japan)

Y Kobayashi, T. Funayarna, S. Wada, C BIT 21027

M. Taguchi, H. Watanabe,

System of Cell Iadiation with a Precise 12C41

Number of Heavy Ions, Y Kobayashi, T. Funayarna, S. Wada.

Proc. of The Third National Conference of M. Taguchi, H. Watanabe.

Ion Beam Bioengineering and The First The effect of irradiation with a precise

International Symposium on Ion Beams: number of heavy ions on mammalian cells -
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Applications of microbearns for studying Y Kobayashi., Funayama. S. Wada M.

cellular radiation response., Taguchi. H. Watanabe,

The 8th International Conference on Nuclear System of cell irradiation with a precise

Microprobe Technology and Applications, number of heavy ions,

Sept. 2002, (Takasaki, Japan) p. 136. 6th International Workshop: Microbearn

C BIT 21027 Probes of Cellular Radiation Response,

March 2003 (Oxford, UK), 19-23.

12C42 C BIT 21027

T. Funayama, S. Wada. Y Kobayashi,

Analysis of Mammalian Cellular Response 12C46

Using Heavy Ion Microbeam, T. Funayama, S. Wada, Y Kobayashi,

International Symposium on Innovative Effect of Single Argon Ion Hit on

Technology for Radiation Risk Study, March Mammalian Cultured Cells.

2003 (Tokyo, Japan) 32-33. 6th International Workshop: Microbearn

C BIT 21027 Probes of Cellular Radiation Response,

March 2003 (Oxford, UK), 106-109.

12C43 C BIT 21027

Y Kobayashi, T. Funayama, S. Wada,

M. Taguchi. 12C47

Irradiation of single mammalian cells with a M. Matsumoto, S. Hayashi, Z. Jin,

precise number of energetic heavy ions, M. Hatashita, E. Kano, C. Shao, Y Furusawa,

International Symposium on Innovative NItric oxide is an initiator of The Bystander

Technology for Radiation Risk Study, March Effect Induced by heavy-ion beams,

2003 (Tokyo, Japan) 76-77. Proc. of The Third National Conference of

C BIT 21027 Ion Beam Bioengneering and The First

International Symposium on Ion Beams:

12C44 Biological Effects and Molecular

S. Wada. T. Funayama, Y Kobayashi, Mechanisms, July 2002 (Wulumuqui) p. 8.

Detection of DNA Damage Induced by Ion 0 BIT 21029

Irradiation in Individual Cells.

International Symposium on Innovative 12C48

Technology for Radiation Risk Study. March C. Shao. Y Furusawa. M. Aoki, K. Ando,

2003 (I'okyo, Japan) 78-79. H. Matsumoto, K. Kobayashi, T. Funayama,

C BIT 21027 S. Wada,

Gap Junction Channels Play an Essential

12C45 Role in Irradiation-Induced Bystander Effect
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on Human Fibroblast Cell. Y Yoshida. S. Seki, A. Sacki, S. Tagawa,

Ivid. p9. M. Taguchi, T. Kojima, H. Narnba

C BIT 21029 Primary Process of Radiation Chemistry

Studied by Ion Pulse Radiolysis

12C49 TIARA 11th Research Review Meeting, 2002

C. Shao KM. Prise, V Stewart, M. Folkard, C RCO 21045

B.D. Michael,

Involvement of Nitric Oide in the Bystander 12C53

Response Induced by Microbeam Targetted S. Tagawa, T. Kozawa, and S. Seki

Cells, Sub-picosecond Pulse Radiolysis and Ion

Microbearn Probes od Cellular Response. Beam Induced Nanowire Formation for

March 2003 (Oxford) Vol.6, 127-129. Nanolithography and Nanotechnology,

C BIT 21029 Proc. INC'02 4 2002) 159-168.

C RCO 21046

12C50

K. Akeo, R. Inoue, T. Funayama, 12C54

Y Kobayashi, T. Nakagami, T. Hiramitsu S. Seki, Y Sakurai, K. Maeda, Y Kunimi.

Effects of radiation on expression of S. Nagahara, and Seiichi Tagawa

glutathione peroxidase in retinal pigment Reaction Mechanisms in Silicon-based Resist

epithelial cells in vitro. Materials: Polysilanes for Deep-UV, EUV

13th Annual Meeting of Ocular Oxidative and X-ray Lithography,

Stress Research Society 11. 15. 2002. Proc. SPIE 3999 2000) 423-431

Osaka C RCO 21046

0 BIT 21032

12C55

12C51 S. Nogami, N. Igawa. T. Taguchi,

K. Akeo, T. Funayama, A. 0gawa, R. Inoue, A. Hasegawa, K. Abe,

Y Kobayashi Study on mechanical property changes of

The preservation of the organ-cultured ciliary SIC/SiC composites and P-SiC after

body by gamma ray irradiation. triple-ion beam irradiation,

107th Annual Meeting of Japanese Proceeding of CREST International

Ophthalmological Society 4. 18 2003. Symposium 2002) 418-424

Fukuoka T S I IOM 22008

0 BIT 21032

12C56

12C52 Y. Nemoto Y Miwa, T. Tsukada and H. Tsuji
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AFM Evaluation for Grain Boundary T I MAN 01012

Corrosion Behavior of Ion Irradiated

Stainless Steel, 12C60

JAERI-Conf 2003-001 Proceedings of S. Yamada, J. Ohta, K. Sonoda, M. Kinoshita,

international Symposium on Material T. Sawai and S. Jitsukawa,

Chemistry in Nuclear Environment (Material Irradiation-formed defect structures in

Chemistry 02), 2003) 397-404. Zircaloy-2-Simulation by accelerator to form

T I IOM 22010 lattice defects of Zircaloy cladding irradiated

in commercial fuel-

12C57 Abstracts of The Twelfth TARA Research

Y Nemoto, Y Miwa, T. Tsukada and H. Tsuji Review Meeting Takasaki, June 19-20,

AFM Evaluation f Crosion Behavior of 2003).

Ion Irradiated Stainless Steel, T IOM 22015

Proceedings of 11th nternational Conference

On Nuclear Engineering (ICONE11), 12C61

JSME/ASME,. 2003) 36093 [CD-ROM]. F. Kano, Y Tsuchiya, N. Saito, S. Shiga ,

T I IOM 22010 S. Kasahara , H. Takahashi,

Irradiation and SCC Properties of Metals

12C58 under Supercritical-water Cooled Power

E. Wakai, T. Sawai, H. Tanigwa, A. Naito, Reactor Conditions.

T. Taguchi and S. Jistukawa, ICAPP2003, Cordoba, Spain.

Snergistic effect of gas atoms and T IOM 22016

displacement damage on hardness of F82H

steel irradiated by dual/triple beams, 12C62

International symposium on materials Y Tsuchiya, F. Kano, N. Saito, A. Shioiri,

chemistry in nuclear environment, S. Kasahara K Moriya, H. Takahashi.

2002(tsukuba), in press. SCC and Irradiation Properties of Metals

T S I IOM 22011 under Supercritical-water Cooled Power

Reactor Conditions,

12C59 GENES/ANP 2003, Kyoto, Japan.

1. loka, M. Futakawa. Y Nanjyo, K. Kiuchi. T IOM 22016

Y Kuroda and T. Anegawa,

Effect of Triple Ion Beam Irradiation on 12C63

Mechanical Properties of High Chromium E. Shioya, T. Suda, S. Watanabe, S. Ohnuki,

Austenitic Stainless Steel, M. Ishino, 0. Yoda. H. Abe

JAERI-Conf 2003-001(2003). Electron-irradiation-induced arnorphization
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in Mo/Si nano multilayer material Kobe, Japan, Sptember 16, 2002.

4th Pacific Rim International Conference on I IOM 22039

Advanced Materials and Processing,

2001.12.11-15, Hawaii 12C67

I IOM 22020 Z.Q.Chen, A-Kawasuso, M.Maekawa,

T.Ishirnoto, S.Yarnarnoto, H.Itoh,

12C64 Positron Annihilation Study of Defects in

T Ohshirna, A. Uedono, H. Abe, Z. Q. Chen, ZnO Single Crystals

H. Itoh, and M. Yoshikawa, PSSD-2002, Setp.29-Oct.4, Sendai

Positron annihilation study of vacancy-type 0 MAN 22040

defects in silicon carbide co-implanted with

aluminum and carbon ions, 12C68

21st Internat. Conf. on Defects in Z. Q. Chen, S. Yamamoto, M. Maekawa,

Semiconductors (ICDS21): Giessen, T. Ishimoto, A. Kawasuso,

German, July 16-20, 2001. Radiation Induced defects in nO Studied by

I IOM 22039 Positron Annihilation

Kyoto University Nuclear Reactor Institute

12C65 Workshop, Nov. 15-16,2002, Kyoto

Y Azurna, T. Ohkubo, M. Ohtsuka, 0 MAN 22040

H. Uchida and H. Abe,

Effect of ion irradiation on electrochemical 12C69

hydryding rate of Pd and Z.Q. Chen, S. Yamamoto, T. Sekiguchi,

MmNi3.48CoO-73MnO.45Al0.34 A. Kawasuso,

(Mrn=LaO.35CeO.65). Effect of Heat Treatment on the Crystal

International Symposium on Metal Hydrogen Quality of n Studied by Positron

Systems 2002(MH2002): Annecy, France, Annihilation,

September 16, 2002. XRD, CL, RBS and Hall measurement

I IOM 22039 50th Annual meeting of JSAR March 27-30,

2003, Yokohama.

12C66 0 MAN 22040

H. Abe, H. Uchida, Y Azurna, A. Uedono,

Z. Q. Chen and H. toh. 12C70

Improvement of Hydrogen Absorption Rate Z.Q.Chen, T.Sekiguchi, M.Maekawa,

of Pd by Ion Irradiation, A.Kawasuso,

13th International Conference on Ion Beam N+ ion-implantation induced defects in ZnO

Modificati on of Materials (IBMM2002): studied by slow positron beam
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7th International Workshop on BIAMS, May

25-29,2003, Villeneuve d'Ascq, France. 12C74

I MAN 22040 V Lavrentiev, H. Abe. S. Yamamoto,

H. Nararnoto and K. Narumi,

12C71 Co and C60 interaction under conditions of

S. Sakai, Y. Xu, I H. Priyanto, mixture,

V 1. Lavrentiev, H. Naramoto, International Symposium on NanoCarbons,

The Structure Evolution and Corresponding ISNC 2001, November 14-16, 2001 Nagano,

Electrical Properties in Softly Bound Co-C60 Japan). Program Abstracts. p. 259.

Mixture, 0 IOM none

Proc. of Materials Research Society 2003,

Boston). 12C75

0 IOM none V Lavrentiev, H. Abe, S. Yamamoto,

H. Naramoto, K. Narurni and K. Miyashita,

12C72 Evolution of Co+C60 Structures during

V Lavrentiev, H. Abe, S. Yamamoto, Co-deposition and Subsequent Annealing,

H. Naramoto, and K. Narumi, TIARA Annual Report 2000, November 2001

Formation of carbon nanotubes under (Advanced Radiation Technology Center,

condition of Co+C60 film, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute)

Tsukuba Symposium on Carbon Nanotube in JAERI-Review 2001-039, p.181

Commemoration of the 10th Anniversary of 0 IOM none

its Discovery, October 35, 2001 (Tsukuba,

Japan) p 142. 12C76

0 IOM none V Lavrentiev, H. Abe,, S. Yamamoto,

H. Nararnoto, K. Narumi and K. Miyashita,

12C73 Evolution of Co+C60 Structures during

V Lavrentiev, H. Abe, S. Yamamoto, Co-deposition and Subsequent Annealing,

H. Naramoto and K. Narumi, Abstracts of The Tenth TARA Research

Formation of promising Co-C Review Meeting, June 18-19, 2001 (Japan

nano-compositions, Atomic Energy Research Institute, Takasaki

3rd International Symposium on Atomic Radiation Chemistry Research

Level Characterizations for New Materials Establishment) p. 93-94.

and Devices '01, ALC '01, November 11-14, 0 IOM none

2001 (Nara-Ken New Public Hall, Japan).

Program Abstracts. p. 113. 12C77

0 IOM none V Lavrentiev, S. Yamamoto, H. Nararnoto
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and K. Narumi, Level Characterizations for New Materials

Structural Features of Epitaxial Cobalt Films, and Devices 01, ALC 01, November 11-14,

Abstracts of the Thirteenth International 2001 (Nara-Ken New Public Hall, Japan).

Conference on Crystal Growth, Program & Abstracts, p. 113.

ICCG-13/IGVGE-11, 30 July - 4 August 0 IOM none

2001 (Doshisha University, Kyoto, Japan) p.

136. 12C81

0 IOM none V Lavrentiev. H. Abe, S. Yamamoto,

H. Naramoto and K. Narumi,

12C78 Co and C60 interaction under conditions of

V Lavrentiev, H. Abe, S. Yamamoto, mixture,

H. Nararnoto and K. Narumi, International Symposium on NanoCarbons,

Formation of intriguing carbon-related ISNC 2001, November 14-16, 2001 Nagano,

structures in Co+C60 mixed films. Japan). Program & Abstracts, p. 259.

Abstract of the 21th Fullerene General 0 IOM none

Symposium, July 25-27, 2001 (Tsukuba.

Japan) p. 34. 12C82

0 IOM none V Lavrentiev, H. Abe, S. Yamamoto.,

H. Naramoto, K. Narumi and K. Miyashita,

12C79 Evolution of Co+C60 Structures during

V Lavrentiev, H. Abe, S. Yamamoto, Co-deposition and Subsequent Annealing,

H. Nararnoto, and K. Narurni, TIARA Annual Report 2000, November 2001

Formation of carbon nanotubes under (Advanced Radiation Technology Center,

condition of Co+C60 film Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute)

Tsukuba Symposium on Carbon Nanotube in JAERI-Review 2001-039., p.181

Commemoration of the 10th Anniversary of 0 IOM none

its Discovery, October 35. 2001 (Tsukuba,

Japan) p.142. 12C83

0 IOM none V Lavrentiev, H. Abe, S. Yamamoto,

H. Naramoto, K. Narumi and K. Miyashita,

12C80 Evolution of Co+C60 Structures during

V Lavrentiev, H. Abe., S. Yamamoto, Co-deposition and Subsequent Annealing,

H. Nararnoto and K. Nartimi, Abstracts of The Tenth TIARA Research

Formation of promising Co-C Review Meting, June 18-19. 2001 (Japan

nano-compositions, Atomic Energy Research Institute, Takasaki

3rd International Symposium on Atomic Radiation Chemistry Research
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Establishment) p. 93-94. H. Takizawa, N. Morishita, T. Ohshima, and

0 IOM none H. Itoh,

EPR Study of Single Silicon

12C84 Vacancy-Related Defects in 4H- and 6H-SiC

V Lavrentiev, S. Yamamoto, H. Naramoto Proceedings of the Materials Science Forum,

and K. Narumi, vol. 389-393, p. 497-500 2002).

Structural Features of Epitaxial Cobalt Films, T IOM 22038

Abstracts of the Thirteenth International

Conference on Crystal Growth, 12C88

ICCG-13/IGVGE-11, 30 July - 4 August M. Hattori, Y Ohki, M. Fujimaki, T. Souno,

2001 (Doshisha University. Kyoto, Japan) p. H. Nishikawa, E. Watanabe, M. Oikawa.

136. T. Kamiya, K. Arakawa,

0 IOM none Characterization of refractive index changes

of silica glass induced by ion microbeam,

12C85 8th International Conference on Nuclear

V Lavrentiev, H. Abe, S. Yamamoto, Microprobe Technology and Applications,

H. Naramoto and K. Narumi, Paper No.Pl-29, September 2002, p.57.

Formation of intriguing carbon-related T S IOM 22042

structures in Co+C60 mixed films,

Abstract of the 21th Fullerene General 12C89

Symposium, July 25-27, 2001 (sukuba, T. Souno, H. Nishikawa. T. Yamaguchi,

Japan) p. 34. E. Watanabe, M. Hattori, M. Fujimaki, Y

0 IOM none Ohki, M. Oikawa, T. Kamiya, K. Arakawa,

Characterization of Ion-Implanted Silica

12C86 Glass by Micro-Photoluminescence and

Y Xu, H. Naramoto, K. Miyashita, Raman Spectroscopy,

T. Kamiya, T. Sakai, T Hamano, and T. Suda 8th International Conference on Nuclear

Micro-Raman Analysis of Diamond Crystal Microprobe Technology and Applications,

Irradiated with H+ Micro-Beam Paper No.P2-19, September 2002. p.101.

8th International Conference on Nuclear TS IOM 22042

Microprobe Technology Applications,

September 2002 (Takasaki) p. 60. 12C90

0 IOM none M. Hattori, M. Fujimaki, Y Ohki, T. Souno,

H. Nishikawa, E. Watanabe, M. Oikawa,

12C87 T. Kamiya, K. Arakawa,

N. Mizuochi, J. Isoya, S. Yamasaki, Evaluation of Three Dimensional
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Microstructures on Silica Glass Fabricated by Depth profile of the densification in silica

Ion Microbeam, glass iradiated by ion microbearn,

Abstracts of The Eleventh TIARA Research Extended Abstracts (The 63rd Autumn

Review Meeting, July 2002. pp.101-102. Meeting, 2002), The Japan Society of

TS IOM 22042 Applied Physics, No.2, 25a-YB-16,

September 2002, p.818.

12C91 S IOM 22042

T. Souno, H. Nishikawa, E. Watanabe,

M. Hattori, Y Ohki, M. Oikawa, T. Karniya, 12C94

K. Arakawa. T Souno, H. Nishikawa, E. Watanabe,

Distribution of Defects and Refractive Index M. Hattori, Y Ohki, M. Oikawa, T. Kamiya.

Change in Silica Glass Implanted by Ion K. Arakawa,

Microbeam (11), Radiation effects on silica glass by ion

Extended Abstracts (The 63rd Autumn microbearn,

Meeting, 2002); The Japan Society of Proceedings of The 34th Symposium on

Applied Physics, No.2, 25p-YB-14, Electrical and Electronic Insulating Materials

September 2002, p.817. and Applications in Systems, Nov. 2002,

S IOM 22042 pp.89-92.

S IOM 22042

12C92

T. Souno, H. Nishikawa, E. Watanabe, 12C95

M. Hattori, Y Ohki, M. Oikawa, T. Karniya, K. Fukagawa, T. Souno, H. Nishikawa,

K. Arakawa, E. Watanabe, T. Yanagi, M. Hattori, Y Ohki,

Evaluation of Silica Implanted by Ion M. Oikawa, T. Kamiya, K. Arakawa,

Microbeam Using Microspectroscopy Effects of Irradiation of Heavy Ion

Measurement, Microbeam on Silica Glass,

Extended Abstracts (The 63rd Autumn Extended Abstracts The 50th Spring

Meeting, 2002); The Japan Society of Meeting, 2003); The Japan Society of

Applied Physics, No.2, 25a-B-8, September Applied Physics and Related Societies, No.2,

2002, p.648. 28a-M-1, March 2003, p.979.

T IOM 22042 T IOM 22042

12C93 12C96

M. Hattori, M Fujimaki, Y Ohki, T. Souno, M. Hattori. T. Yanagi, Y Ohki, T. Souno,

H. Nishikawa, E. Watanabe, M. Oikawa, K. Fukagawa, H. Nishikawa, E. Watanabe,

T. Kamiya, K. Arakawa, M. Oikawa T Kamiya, K. Arakawa,
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Distribution of a refractive index change published.

induced by ion microbeam into silica glass, C RSH 21051

Extended Abstracts (he 50th Spring

Meeting, 2003); The Japan Society of 12C100

Applied Physics and Related Societies, No.2, M. Fukuda, S. Kurashima, N. Miyawaki,

28a-M-5, March 2003, p.981. S. Okumura, T. Karniya. M. Oikawa,

S IOM 22042 Y Nakamura, T. Nara.. T. Agematsu,

1. Ishibori, W. Yokota, K. Arakawa,

12C97 M. Saidoh.

M. Kasahara, C.-J. Ma, Y Inokuchi, Y Kurnata, Y Fukurnoto and K. Saito,

I Kamiya, An Energy Spread Minimization System for

2002. Preliminary study on quantitative Microbeam Generation in the JAERI AVF

elemental analysis for environmental sample Cyclotron,

using micro-PIXE. Proc. 8th Int. Conf. on Nuclear Microprobe

8th International Conference on Nuclear Technology and Applications, Takasaki,

Microprobe Technology and Applications, Japan 2002) in press

Sep. 813. Takasaki, Gunma, Japan. pp. 118. C ACT none

S ACT 22044

12C101

12C98 T. Agematsu, K. Arakawa, S. Okumura,

K. Sato, A. Endo, H. Noguchi. Su. Tanaka, Y Nakamura and S. Tajima

T. lida, S. Furuichi, Y Kanda, Y Oki, An Operator Assistance System for Beam

Effect of added aerosol on formation of Adjustment of JAERI AVF Cyclotron,

radioactive aerosol due to neutron irradiation Proc. on Workshop on Accelerator Operation

Proc. of AESJ fall meeting (Autumn), (I), 2003, http:Hconference.kek.jp/wao2OO3/

September 2002 (Iwaki) p 177 C ACT none

C RSH 21049

12C102

12C99 Y Nakamura, T. Nara. T Agernatsu,

T. Sato, A. Endo, Y Yamaguchi and 1. Ishibori, S. Kurashirna, M. Fukuda,

F. Takahashi S. Okumura, W. Yokota, K. Arakawa,

Development of Neutron-Monitor Detector N. Miyawaki, K. Yoshida and S. Tajima

using Liquid Organic Scintillator Coupled Operation and maintenance for JAERI AVF

with 6Li+ZnS(Ag) Sheet, Cyclotron system,

Proc. of Ninth Neutron Dosimetry Proc. of International Workshop on

Symposium, September 2003 (Delft), will be Accelerator Operation, Hayama and Tsukuba,
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Kanagawa and lbaraki, Japan, March 2003) accelerators and related techniques (in press)

C ACT none S ACT none

12C103

T. Sakai., S. Uno, K. Mizuhasi

Development of PC-based Real-time Signal

Analysis System

Proceedings of the 16th meeting for tandem
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Appendix 2 Type of Research Collaboration

Section of Reseach Program Type of Research Section of Reseach Program Type of Research

this Report Number Collaborations* this Report Number Collaborations*

1.1 21003/22003 Joint.Res.

1.2 21002 Joint. Res. 3.1 21041 JAERI

1.3 22004 JAERI 3.2 21042 Coop-Res.Univ.

1.4 22001 JAERI 3.3 21043 JAERI

1.5 22002 JAERI 3.4 21044 Coop.Res.Univ.

1.6 21001 JAERI 3.5 21045 Coop.Res.Univ.

1.7 21004 Coop.Res.Univ. 3.6 21046 Coop.Res.Univ.

1.8 21005/22006 Joint.Res. 3.7 21053 JAERI

1.9 22005 Coop.Res.Univ. 3.8 22019 Joint.Res.

2.1 21007 Coop.Res.Univ. 4.1 21006 Proj.Res.Univ.

2.2 22017 Coop.Res.Univ. 4.2 22007 Proj.Res.Univ.

2.3. 21008 Joint. Res. 4.3 22008 Proj.Res.Univ.

2.4 21009 Joint.Res. 4.4 22009 Prqi.Res.Univ.

2.5 21010 JAERI 4.5 22010 Proi.Res.Univ.

2.6 21011 Joint.Res. 4.6 22011 Proj.Res.Univ.

2.7 21012 Joint.Res. 4.7 22012 JAERI

2.8 21013 Joint.Res. 4.8 22013 JAERI

2.9 21013 Joint.Res. 4.9 22014 JAERI

2.10 21014 Joint. Res. 4.10 22015 Joint.Res.

2.11 21015 Coop.Res.Univ. 4.11 22016 Joint.Res.

2.12 21016 Coop.Res.Univ. 4.12 22020 JAERI

2.13 21017 Joint.Res. 4.13 22023 Coop.Res.Univ.

2.14 21018 Coop.Res.Univ. 4.14 22024 JAERI

2.15 21019 Joint.Res. 4.15 22027 JAERI

2.16 21020 Coop.Res.Univ. 4.16 22028 Coop.Res.Univ.
2.17 21021 Coop.Res.Univ. 4.17 22029 Coop.Res.Univ.

2.18 21052 JAERI 4.18 22039 JAERI

2.19 21022 Joint.Res. 4.19 22040 JAERI

2.20 21024 Joint.Res. 4.20 22043 JAERI

2.21 21025 Coop.Res.Univ.

2.22 21026 Joint.Res. 5.1 22022 Coop.Res.Univ.

2.23 21027 JAERI 5.2 22025 Coop.Res.Univ.

2.24 21028 C(,x)p.Res.Univ. 5.3 22026 JAERI

2.25 21029 Joint.Res. 5.4 22030 JAERI

2.26 21030 Coop.Res.Univ. 5.5 off line JAERI

2.27 22018 JAERI 5.6 off line JAERI

2.28 21031 Coop.Res.Univ. 5.7 22031 JAERI

2.29 21032 Joint. Res. 5.8 22033 JAERI

2.30 21033 Coop.Res.Univ. 5.9 22034 JAERI

2.31 21034 JAERI 5.10 22035 JAERI

2.32 21035 Proj.Res.Univ. 5.11 22036 CoQp.Res.Univ.

2.33 21036 Proi Res. Univ. 5.12 22037 Coop.Res.Univ.

2.34 21037 Proj.Res.Univ. 5.13 22038 Coop.Res.Univ.

2.35 21038 Proj.Res.Univ. 5.14 22041 Coop.Res.Univ.

2.36 21039 Proj.Res.Univ. 5.15 22042 Coop.Res.Univ.

2.37 21054 JAERI I I-
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Section of Reseach Program Type of Research
this Report Number Collaborations*

6.1 21040 JAERI
6.2 off line JAERI

7.1 21047 JAERI
7.2 22044 Coop.Res.Univ.-
7.3 22045 JAFRI
7.4 22046 Coop.Res.Univ.
7.5 22047 Coop.Res.Univ._

8.1 21049 Prqi.Res.Univ.
8.2 21050 Proj.Res.Univ.
8.3 21051 Pioi.Res.Univ.

9.1 21048 JAERI
9.2 22049 JAERI
9.3 22050 Coop.Res.Univ.
9.4 22051 JAERT
9.5 off line JAERI
9.6 Machine Study JAERI
9.7 Machine Study JAERT
9.8 Machine Study JAERI
9.9 Machine Study JAERI

9.10 Machine Study JAERI
9.11 Machine Study JAERI
9.12 Machine Study JAERI
9.13 Machine Study JAERT
9.14 off line JAERI

*Joint Res.: Joint research with private company or goverrunental institution
Coop. Res. Univ.: Cooperative research with a university or universities
Proj. Res.Univ.: The JAERI-Universities Joint Research Project 
#For administration of these programs, we appreciate the cooperation of:
Research Center for Nuclear Science a nd Technology, The University of Tokyo.
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Appendix 3 Organization and Personnel of TIARA (FY 2002)

1) Organization for the Research and Development of Advanced Radiation Technology

Advanced Science Department of
Research Center Administrative Service

Office of Department of
Planning Material Development

Tokai Research Department of
Establishment Ion-beam-applied Biology

Naka Fusion
Research Advanced Radiation

Establishment Technology Center

President Takasaki Radiation Research Committee for
of Chemistry Research Frontier Radiation

JAERI Establishment Application

Prof. K Ishigure

Consultative Committee for
the JAERLUniversitics Subcommittees for:
Joint Research Project

Dr. S. Tanaka
Material Development

Subcommittee for Prof A. Mizuno

the Advanced Radiation
Technology Project

Prof. K. Kawade Ion-beam-applied

Biology

Advisory Council for Prof. M.Inoue
JAERI's Research Facilities

Vice Pres. T. Okazaki
Future Plan for

Beam Application
Subcommittee for Prof. S. Tagawa

TIARA
Prof.Y.Hatano

Program Advisory
Committee

Dr. H. Namba
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2) Personnel for the Administration, Operation and Control ofTlARA

Advanced Radiation Technology Center I

Director M. Saidoh

Deputy Director Y. Ohara

dAdrninistralion Division

General Manager M. Otsubo

Staff Member K. Morishita. A. Habuto

�Utifization and Coordination Division

General Manager Su. Tanaka

Staff Member K. Nishimura. H. Takizawa, M. Hosono

Ion Accelerator Operation Divis

General Manaver S. Taiima

Group of Cyclotron Operation

Staff Member Y. Nakamura. T. Nara. T. Agematsu.
I. Ishibori, S. Kurashima. K. Yoshida

Guoup of Electrostatic
Accelerators Operation

Staff Member I.Takada, K.Mizuhashi. S. Uno.
K. Ohkoshi, Y. Nakajima. A. Chiba

�Beam Engineering Division

Head K. Arakawa

Staff Member M. Fukuda. T. Kamiya. S. Okumura.
Y. Saito.Y. Ishii, T. Sakai,
M. Oikawa. T. Satoh. N. Miyawaki

Irradiation Service Division

General Manager H. Sunaga

Staff Member T. Kanazawa. Y. Haruyama. T.Ohkubo.
N. Haneda. 11. Hanaya

iDepartment (if Administrative Servicrs

Staff Member Y. Ohi. H. Miyauchi

(Radiation Monitoring and Cntrol in TIARA)

Utilities and Maintenance Division I

Staff Member S. Kaneko. Y. Takayama

(Radioactive Waste Management and Utility Control inTIARA)
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4 Irn cd-sr 1 Gal=lcm/s'=Io-,m/s, 7o ,

A, 7, Ix Im/m, 1 Ci=3.7 x IO Bq 4. ECMWTT�,IR��-Cllbar, barrtl3l

L, )L, Bq I 1 R=2.58 X 10-'Cikg mmf-fg��A20)t-r�]?)

PA 4R 4 91 LI Gy J/kg 1 rad=IcGy=lO-2Gy

4 4 X Sv I J/kg I rem=ICSV=lO-2SV

A

)i N(=[O'dyn) kgf Ibf II-- MPa(=10bar) kgf/cm' atm mmHg(Torr) Ibf/jn2(psj)

I 0 101972 0.224809 1 10.1972 9.86923 7.50062 X IO' 145.038

9.80665 1 2.20462 )i 0.0980665 1 0.967841 735.559 14.2233

4.44922 0.453592 1 0.101325 1.03323 1 760 14.6959

M It IP�i-s(N-s/m')=IOP(,t7X)(g/(,,,,-s)) 1.33322X 10 1.35951 X 10 1.31579 X IO-' 1 1.93368 X 10-2

I M2/S=104S,( A A)(CM2/S) 6.89476 X IO 7.03070 X IO 6.80460 x IO 51.7149

j(= 1 07 erg) kgf-m kW-h c a I( Btu ft-lbf e V I cal= 4.18605J (t 1- Ul,)

1 0.101972 2.77779 X 1 7 0.239999 9.47811 x 10- 0.737562 6.24150 X IO" = 4 1841 (At. �-'

1 9.80665 1 2.72407 X IO 2.34270 9.29497 X 10-' 7.23301 6.12082 X Io" = 4.18553 (15'C)

3.6X 10' 3.67098 X IO' 1 9.59999 X 10' 34 1 2.1 3 2.65522 x IO' 2.24694 X 102' 4. 1 8 6 8 J

4.18605 0.426858 1. 16279 X I 0 I 3.96759XIO 3.08747 2.61272 X 10" fi+4 I WI-90i)

7R 1055.06 107.586 2.93072 X IO- 252.042 1 778.172 6.58515 X 102' = 75 kgf-m/s

1.35582 0.118255 3.76616 XI 0 0.323990 1.28506X 10-' 1 8.46233 X 10" = 735.499W

1.60218XIO 9 1.63377X 10 ' 4.45050 X 10 3.82743 X IO 1.518,7x 10-22 1.19171 X 10" I

Bq ci PR Gy rad PR, C[kg R v rem

2.70270 XI 0 1 3876 100

3.7 X 10" I 0.01 2.58 X 1O_' I 0.01 I

(864.12)126 H tQr±)
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